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ASSEMBLYWOMAN MAUREEN B. OGDEN (Chairwoman)~ -We would 

like to get started at this time. I'm Assemblywoman Maureen .. 

Ogden, Chairwoman of the Assembly Energy and Natural Resources 

Cormnittee. Obviously, I'm the only one here at this point. We 

do have other membe~s of this Cormnitt€€. I know that one is in 

China, and obviously won't be here. I '1n hopeful that some of 

the other members will be here for part of the hearing. 

I know there are ·a lot of you who have signed up to 

5Peak who have told me that you have deadlines - you need to 

speak by 11 o'clock or by noontime. We'd like to honor that 

request to the extent that we are able to. l should say that 

tbis is a public hearing and a verbatim recording wil 1 be taken 

of all the people who speak. In addition, anyone who has to 

leave, if you would like to submit your statement in writing 

or-..,. How long will the hearing be held open for anyone who 

doesn't hi,;Ve a wri tter1. statement? 

MR. CANTOR (Committee Aide): For as long as we want. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAl; OGDEN: We can certainly hold it open 

afterwards for 10 da~ , . or whatever suits everyone's schedule, 

for those who I think 10 days is appropriate :-- have to 

leave and are not ab JI? to leave a written statement; also for 

anyone who wish~;::, 1..u '::' vt; an oral statement; and also for those 

who, after hearing some of the comments today, wish to send a 

written statement. As l say, we will keep it open. 

All of these statements should be sent to Raymond 

Cantor, who is sitting to my left here, who is the Legislative 

Aide to th€ Committee. For those of you who may .be attending 

your first hearing, we have a list here of people who have 

written to us and askes that they be permitted to speak. 

What I shall do in running this hearing is go first to 

the written requests 1:0 speak -- taking those who are either 

government offic:.c.:c ui elected officials and then for 

anyone else who wishes to speak, if you want to come up at any 

time and give your name, we will certainly be glad to have it, 
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or you can sign· up over there. Or, when we've finished with 

those who have requested to be heard, ~ • 11 certainly ask · if 

there is anyone else in the audience who wishes to speak at 

that time. 

Now. juEt to give a little·· bit of background in 

connection with this hearing, as many .of you are aware, I'm 

very interested in cogeneration. I've been the spo.nsor of two 

bills that have been signed into law. ;r guess it was, not last 

year, but the year before - .1985 - one to exempt f'rom the 

sales tax all the components of a ~ogeneration facility; and 

the other one was, when natural gas is being · used, to exempt 

that from the Gross Receipts and Franchise Tax. 

So,· I hope that these two bills have been a benefit to 

companies here in the State of New Jersey. I've heard from 

some that they have, and I hope for those who are thinking 

about cogeneration that these bills have helped to push them in 

that direction. 

We are all aware. of the many benefits that 

cogeneration supplies, particularly in a state like New Jersey 

where we have tremendously high energy costs. I think that New 

Jersey is about sixth in terms of that. ~he business studies 

that have been done show tl>at. r;e;,; Jersey would be in an even 

better competitive position if we had lower energy costs. 

Of course, it is one of the most efficient ways of 
using fuel. It clearly postpones the need - maybe forever 

for new power plants; it decreases also our reliance on 
importing energy from the Midwest. So, all .of those things are 

certainly very good. 

I know many of you are here today dealing with the 

question of air emissions control. While .I am a strong 

pi::oponent of cogeneration# I also have an evironmental 

background, so there has to be a balance, l oelieve, between 

economic benefits and the environmental benefits of 

cogeneration, as well as New Jersey continuing in its efforts 

to have clean air. 
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So, some of the questions l believe will be taken up 

today are state of the art - what is the precise definition of 

that,. cost verses environmental benefits, grandfathering. 

standards, the time of review for DEP. and the whole question 

of the SCR and its functioning when temperatures vary, 

switching fuels, and whether it actually has been used enough. 

I know that its use in this country, in California, has been 

f ~irly short. On the other .hand, 1 understand that over in 

Japan it has been used for a number c:>f years. So,· it's a 

question for all of us as to whether the trials .have been long 

enough·to make that the state of the art. 

In addition to that question, which I think is 

probably uppermost in everyone's mind-- I should say that this 

hearing is not just for that question, because when I first 

.wanted to hold this hearing because, as I say, this .has always 

been a great interest of mine, it was probably about two months 

ago, and it was thought that clearly this issue would be 

decided before the two months were up. Therefore, I never 

anticipated that this hearing would deal only with the air 

emission question. 

I'm also interested in what people have to say about 

the buy-back rate, particularly the need for greater 

consideration of avoided costs, the question of self-wheeling, 

and probably last of all, if we' re going to be depending upon 

cogeneration to a much greater extent -- the reliability of it, 

in terms of providing electricity. 1 know this is one of the 

key issues that the utilities present, saying that they are 

always there and they will always provide the service. 

Today, I believe th€y · are being planned, or actually 

permits have been applied for 2000 megawatts of cogeneration, 

which is a tremendous increase from what was even proj€cted a 

short ·time ago by the Department of Energy. lt 's almost the 

equivalent of two Hope Creeks. If we are going to increasingly 

go in :that direction, I think the question of how much we can 
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_ count -on eogeneration when the .need arises is something that 
-- needs. to be -dealt with. 

So, just giving that brief kind. of -overview of where I 
,,_. hope 'this .hearing will go today, .I would like_ to <first ask-'.""" 

Did, I see the Commissioner of Commerce here - Mr. lHekicki? 
. Did I see him just . come _ in? Oh, . there· you are; _Henry.· .. I'd. 

like you to present you~ statement. please, -on bellalf_ 0£ _ the 
Department of Commerce and Economic "Development. 

A S S ~- · C O JI JI. H E N ~ Y ~. B L E K I C K 1:: - Good 

morning~ _.Tha11k you for holding these hearings on cogeneration 

in .- New . Jersey and the . ..barriers which inhibit its - £ul1 · 

cost-effective utilization. 
" . 

. _- A-s you know;_ the 'Department of Commerce and Economic 
Development now includes the Division -of Energy Planning and 
Conservation from the D~partment of Energy. -. The Department of 

Commerce fully embraces and subscribes to the policies on 
energy in general,· and cqgeneration · in particular, set forth in 

the 1985 State Energy Master Plan. · 1'his plan, as you know~ is 
· intended to govern · all -- ~nergy-related decisions by State · 

. -· '" .. ~ .·. ' .. . . . ' 

government "to the maximum extent practicable and feasible. "· 
I • • • • 

Cogeneration --. has a. ·great future · in New -Jersey. New 

. _Jersey's great future will _ be realized, in part, because of 
cogeneration. With. heavy industry . a s·trorig part of the-

. economy,. -and a conuilercial sector growing rapidly, cogeneration 
. , .. 

can play. a pivotal role. It lowers· costs for older industries 
.. . , 

- and even _ generates new income -- thereby helping them to 
compete in a worldwide marketplace._ Doing so saves blue-collar 

jobs from the eifects.of foreign competition, even as our_ State 

rapidly shifts -t~ward a service economy. Cogeneration can also 
be installed in new off icei, hotels, research centers., - and 

other facilities not normally thought of as · locations for power 
' product.ion. ·-

The potential scope of cogeneration is enormous. lh 

. 1986 alpne, the .Federal Energy Regulatory Commission received 



•· applications . for certification 0£ over .2000 · megawatts of 

co9eneration to be located in the State of New Jer~ey. That · 

comes to twice the size of the rece:ntly completed Hope Creek 
. puc lear power 1)1 ant. But. ·· unlike Hope Creek · and t>ther large, · · 

central· station po~er 1>lants operated by ~lectric utili,ties, 

cogeneration comes in . all sizes. MicrD--'.facilities_ cLre· · being 

tested on individual · homes; · other . uni ts .will power oil 

refineries and pharmaceutical plants. In addition, they are 
sited 'where people live. and use energy,· unlike distant utility 

plants connected by. transmission lines .. · This cuts · down ori the · 

risk of sudden disruptions in the system, .such .as the blackouts 
• that~ twice rocked New York City. 

Cogeneration differs from utility plants in other 

basic ways, For starters, it is inhere:ntly more efficient and 

collectively more reliable than its· utility counterparts. 

Cogenerators regularly achieve higher · over.all · eff irJiencies · 

·. compared to utility plants; They do so by the burning of one . · 

fuel . to meet ·two uses -- electricity and high-:-guality steam or 
- ' ' . . ' . 

heat for industrial processes, or to heat and cool a··. large 

structure.. Moreover, nuclear plants achieve capaci tiy f actor·s 

· a measure of reliability --- . of between 50% and 60%. 

Cogenerat6rs exceed 90% in system reliability. 

Also; because cogeneration comes in small increments 

~...,. typically . less than lo megawatts -.- the risk of outages is 
· low compared to the risks of a few large power plants leaving .· 

the system at the· same time, as .occurred three summers ago· in . 
New Jersey. Such a massive loss··. is ·nearly·. impossible with 

· dozens of cogenerators scattered throughout the reg~on; 
diversity is·. part of· their strength in the· electric supply 

system. 

An additional benefit to cogeneratioii is .low cost 

compared to many .new and existing utility facilities. Hope 
Creek, for example, with its total price of $4. S billion~ . will · 

· cost consumers about 18 cents per kilowatt ·hour, cotilpared to ·an 
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average price for cogenerated _power . of about 6 cents, and 

average .retail rates .of about l.O cents. . Many older power 

plants in the State.· also cost far more to operate than 

cogenerators are able to receive in contracts f'rom , the 

utilities which own these other, more expensive facilities. · 

Competition from cogeneration can lower elecric rates 

for everyone and, in fact, . cogeneration rates may be a 

yardstick for what constitutes just and reasonable rates. for 

all facilities, · whoever owns·. them. Cogeneration also . . 

substitutes for building new· utility power plants which, may 

cost far more than· · a comparable amount of independent power 

production and without the risk of costs being· spread to the 

public if the facilities fail to reach completion. 

Finally, the more cogeneration we have, the better is 

our air ·quality. Because of its innate efficiencies, 

cogeneration can cut down on the total levels of various 

pollutants emanating from· within the factory gates at 

industrial facilities. These industries employ large,· 

single-purpose boilers to burn fossi 1 fuels for the product:ion 

of steam. Before installing cogeneration, they also rely. on 

utilities for their electricity. This power relies, in turn, 

on many fossil-fueled fired generating stations -- including 

coal-burning power plants to the West, which transport their 

pollution on the prevailing easterly winds, along with the 
electric current, 

But, since congeneration substitutes both for the 

on~site thermal need.s of the host facility and for the· 

electricity produced and sold by the utility, economic and 

energy benefits are joined with drastically reduced air 

pollution in most forms. In short, cogeneration is the logical 

hub of· any plan for· stimulating the economy, saving industrial 

jobs , assuring 1 ow-cost energy · · security, and protecting the 

health of all citizens. 
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With all this going for . it1 . we. might expect· that 

. cogeneration is flourishing in the State. Well, we are very 

hopeful that the potential for cogeneration in the St~te, · as 
measured by the more than 2000 megawatts of co:generation 

. currently . planned, will be realized. However, there> are 
. certain regulatory and economic ·. issues w~icb, have to be. dealt 

'with in order' for Promises to be actualized. As will ,be seen, 
. . . . .• - . . . ·. •' ·, . 

the barriers to enjoying the many benef~ts sketched out above 

· tend to be mutually reinforcing. Thus if cogenerators are 

forced to install very expensive. air pollution devices which 

provide only . marginal benefit, it may ,£orce a cogenerator to 

cancel a project, unless the Board of Public Utilities a.llows 

these higher investment and aper a ting costs to be passed on 

. through higher utility buy:--back rates. But this higher cost 

for . cogenerated powE,r. w_ill make it less competitive_ when 

compared to the rates paid by the utilities for power from the 

PJM grid. Thus, any ccnsideration of these barriers must begin . 

.. by. recognizing that it may not be enough to remove one prql;>lem 

unless another is also ·addressed. 

At any rate, after this· somewhat lengthy _introduction, 

I . wi 11 now turn to the key issues currently af feating 

cogeneration. 

·Regulatory: Before a cogenerator begins con5truction 
or operation, it must receive a host of .. permits from State 

agencies. The Depar-crr.ent of Environmental. :Protection is the 

main agency, as it is for other industrial acti~ities. A 

current area of concern is in air pollution, where theDivision 
of Environmental Qua] i ty . has jurisdiction -over premi ts to

ipstall and operate pollution control -equipment under the 1967 

Air Pollution Control Act, which remains little changed since 

its day as the first, comprehensive air pollution code in the 

· nation. 

. Specifically, the Division must ·make a finding that 

.the applicant will employ the state of· the art iri air pollution 
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control for €ach: key pollutant emitted by the facility. Thi,; 
. . . . 

re_quirement is i~- addltion to all others for the facility,. 

includj,ng a finding that it comp~ies with all. requirements of. 

the Feder al Clean Air .Act ~ 
. How· ·does 'the Division make its · decision -on ·· what __ 

. cpnstitutes state-of...:the-art? .· The cogeneration· . industry ·and· 

representatives of this agency have been meeting with the 
. --· .. Division . to __ try · to resolve this iss~e. We are hopeful ·that 

some amicable solution may be achieved. 
Generally, · the · · discussions xevol ve around these 

ques~ions: 
1) Demonstrated feasibil:ity: To what extent must the. 

-Division rely on the .· experience •. of usage of some· control 

measure before it elects to impose it on cogenerators?· 
. . ' . 

2) Cost: To what extent must the Division take into 
., . .. 

account the· e·conomic impacts of its decisions? 

3} Environmental .. consequences: · Should the ·Division· .. · 

be aware 0£ the net environmental impacts . of its decisions, 

including. the. net emission e·ffects of installing cog~neration 

at indµstrial sites which then reduce their overall pollution 

levels?_· 

4) · Public pattic1pat1on: 
ino.ustry-wide ·. and . statewide standards, 

Before dee iding ·· on 

sh6uld the Division 

publish notice . of its_· plans and hold heatings on them? 
As a threshold matter, it is agreed by all parties 

that the . Division .· has a .· duty to examine the . demonstrated 

£easibility of any proposed pollution control device before it 
·. ·· · may impose it as· state of the art~ - To date, the f o'cus of this 

que~tion has been . on Selective Catalytic Reduction, a very 

costly, com~lex, and pioneering way to reduce emissions of 

nitrogen oxides, . which_ are believed to be pre,cursors t:o the 
. - . . . . 

, . generation of o~one. _ _ _ 
Before going further, it may. llelp to examine how the 

· .. courts have interpreted the state:.:.df-::the-att requirement. In 
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Campbell vs. Sullivan, in 1972, a three-judge panel described 

the law as follows: 
11The requirement that the 'advances to be satisfied' 

must be 'the latest' · is overly broad. . The 1eglslation. should 

be taken to have intended such advances in the art as ha.ve 
acquired some degree of current use and as are not unreasonably 

costly in. light of the nature and_ utility of the industrial 

operation affected, as well as the: harm which failure to use 

them would visit upon the environment." 

Clearly, the ref ore, some degree of demonstrated 

feasibility is an element of state of the art. Moreover, once 

feasibility is found -- and substantiated -- then the relative 

costs and benefits of the device must be weighed carefully. 

And considering the nature and~ utility of the industry seems to 

us to also call for a net environmental· and societal 

assessment. In brief, some cost-benefit analysis seems to be 

implicit in the definition set forth by the court. 

Such a cost-benefit study, we are confident, would 

find that cogeneration using · currently available control 

equipment _...,. mainly steam or water injection which efficiently 

reduces nitrogen oxides to very low levels -- should be the 

centerpiece of the State's efforts to abate total NOx levels in 
. . 

the atmosphere. 

As the accompanying . graph reveals, one oil refinery 

seeking approval from the Department of Environmental 

Protection for the use of cogeneration with conventional 

control equipment, will cut two criteria pollutants. solely due 
to cogenerat ion. 

reduced by 1250 

Sulphur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen are 

and 3 o O tons per year, respectively. 

Meanwhile, the refinery lowers its costs of production and 

still has power left over to sell to the host utility. 

·· If the 1)ivision develops a comprehensive NOx contro1 

strategy for the State, we are confident that cogeneration wil 1 

be looked upon·. as the Division's best ally. It is simply in 
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the nature of the 1>rocess that · cogeneration will replace 
existing, largely pre...:1968 __ boiler$,; and utility-power plants, 

All facilities antidating the air pollution control code, 

adopted pursuant to the .1967 statute, are grandfathered. This 

means they never have to apply for a permit or face·· a 

state.;...of-the-art review of any kind. Other than . controls . on 

the fuels they may use, these systems are _largely unregulated. · 

· Therefore, we are working with the. Division and the 

cogeneration industry to develop standards. which will result .in 

dramatically lower amounts of pollutants being rele.ased to the 

atmosphere through the substitution of cost-effective 

cogenerated power replacing the grandfathered facilities. 

The danger facing cogeneration, as we see it, is that 

if netting . analyses of environmental and economic imp&cts are 

not permitted, the focusing on abating the last possible amount 

of NOx from a new cogenerator could well ha\te a chilling effect 

on cogeneration investment in New Jersey. This would be a 

tragedy. Industries would find it more difficult to operate in 

New Jersey; our energy systems would suffer; ratepayers would 

pay more; and the air would be dirtier than it has to be. This 

cannot be in anyone's best interest. 

The time required to perform state-of-the-art reviews 

is also troublesome. Because of the work load in the Division, 

we have been to1d that many, applications are riot reviewed as 

These _promptly as would be desirable. 
counterproductive to the .Division's mission. 

delays 
And, 

seem 
since 

cogeneration investors must compete with other investment 
opportunities, time lost is money lost, which can kill a 

project. 

ln the area of economic interest and taxation, when 
the Governor signed into law Chapter . 117 -- in 

· foresaw · its consequences for cogeneration. 
. ' 

designed to reverse a judicial decision which 

1986 -- no 

The Act 

ruled that 

Orie 

was 

oil 
.storage tanks of major oil companies are personal, not real 
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property effectively exempting them from local property 
taxes. The law of unintended consequences seems to have been 
at work. Local tax assessors, understandably eager to find new 
revenues, have looked upon some cogenerators as . a ·major 'new 

revenue source. 
N.J.S.A. 54:4-1 defines real: property subject to 

taxation in this manner: 
"It means all land and i1tl]?rovernents thereon and 

includes personal property affixed to the real property or an 
appurtenance thereto unless: 

"a. The personal propert}7 so affixed can be removed 
or severed without material injury to the personal property 
itself; or 

"b. The personal property so affixed is machinery, 
apparatus or equipment which is not functionally essential to a 
structure the pers,)nal property is within." 

We have informed the Division of Taxation that 
cogeneration generally fits into both of the above exceptions. 
In some cases,· cogeneration f aci 1 i ties are as mobile as the 
flat-bed trucks on which they arrive. In others, even larger 
cogeneration plants are installed with express provision for 
their later removal, including installation behind doors hinged 
for easy removal. Finally, of course, they are clearly 
"machinery, apparatus or equipment" that are located within 
buildings; they are not identical to the building itself. 

The problem for the tax assessor is that as much as 
90% of the value of a new structure housing a facility will be 
the cogeneration equipment. Therefore, the assessor will 

frequently seek to tax the contents of the building as if it is 

real property. 
Given the economic .squeeze 

must negotiate with 
light of difficult air 

already felt by 
£Orne ~ewer-surplus 

pollution co.ntrol 
cogenerators that 
utilities, and in 
actions, the last straw for some beleagured industries could 

come in the form of an inflated tax assessment. 
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Perhaps some clarifying legislation will take care of 

this problem quickly and cleanly, although we realize that was 

the ~ntent of Chapter 117. 

Noneconomic issues: The Master -Plan describes· a·. host 

of · noneconomic impediments to cogeneration which can have as 

much .. of a deterrant· effect on the industry as the more 

prominent economic problems. These include bargaining 

inequalities with the utilities and the need for access to the 

utility transmission and distribution network for wheeling 

power to other utilities or purchasers .. Since these issues are 

discussed in some depth in the Master Plan - pages 102 through 

105 ~- we will not repeat it here. A copy of the relevant 

pages will be attached to the written testimony. 

In conclusion, cogeneration is here to stay if we make 

room for it in our regulatcry systems. Public utility 

regulation which assumed that power production is a natural 

monopoly must, of course, be modified to take into account the 

resurgence of this old technology. Environmental regulation, 

which traditionally focused on what is emitted only from the 

newest stack or the most recent applicant, must be expanded to 

encompass net consequences of wringing out the last increment 

0£ pollution reduction, if to do so will lead to higher overall 

levels of contamination. And, the tax assessors must recognize 

that an industry without cogeneration might well be a taxpayer 

on its way out of his or her community. 

In each case, some recognition of the special 

chaTacteristics of cogeneration is in order if we are to reap 

the harvest of societal, economic, energy, and environmental 

benefits which inure to this marvelously efficient technology. 

If you have any guest ions, I will be happy to address 

them. · Again, thank you for this opportunity to testify before 

the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much, 

Commissioner. One of the statements you made-- You said that 
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the more cogeneration we have, the better air quality we will 

.have. As legislators leave the State House, they pass a 

district heating cogenerator in Trenton, and many have remarked 

on that brown plume that keeps -coming out of the stack. 

Obviously that is not, or it certainly does not look to the 

average person like state of the art. What went wrong there? 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER BLEKICKI: Well, I , have also 

had a long~abiding concern about that facility, even before the 

Division of Energy Planning and Conservation came within the 

Department of Commerce. It certainly does appear to be a major 

source of pollution for the City of Trenton. 

Two things I think we need to review with regard to 

that facility: First of. all, it is a diesel-powered facility, 

and all of the currEnt applications are turbine gas-powered 

facilities, which are far cleaner. Therefore, we are strongly 

in support of the current direction of u~ilizing turbines that 

are gas and, in sorn,? cases as a backup fuel, oil-powered, 

because the emissions from those facilities are far, far lower· 

than from a diesel-pm•.11":1:Ed unit. 

But, in addiU.0:1, if you take a netting analysis of 

that facility, you wiJ..l see the reduction in pollutants that 

was the result ,....r ~' .,.. +,-,,:,j::. i ty, because now the boilers that 

were in the building;.:;, or would have been bui 1 t in the new 

buildings, are no J0n9·P!'.' there. We find that, in fact, there 

is a net reduction, or we believe there is a net reduction . 

.But, in spite cf that, I think the current direction 

is toward the use of turbine technology, which is far, far 

cleaner, even as a spot source of pollution, than diesels. We 

would support the continuation of that trend. 

ASSEMBLYWOMA ... ~ OGDEN: Would you say that you advocate 

an overall umbrella effect that would take into account not 

only what the e!!15 c:c:; a~s were, say, from the boiler that the 

cogenerated unit is displacing, but also dealing with power 

that we have to import from the Midwest? 
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ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER BLEKICKI: Yes, tiefini.tely. ]: 

think we certainly are the . . if you want to call it 

beneficiaries - of. the winds. coming from the West, and we all 

recognize the problems with · acid rain, which is harmful not. 

only to nature and to the forest, but also to human beings. 

So, any negatives from that we can use that would reduce the 

amount of pollution that i~ coming from the West, as well as 

from any pollution that we:are currently generating-- We think 

that cogeneration using the traditional controlled technologies 

is an appropriate technology, 

that analysis and approach. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: 

supporting is taking the issue 

the emissions coming out of 

cogenerating unit. 

and. we would certainly .support 

So, really what you are 

as a whole, as opposed to just 

a particular stack of the 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER BLEKICKI: Yes' I think that 

is the sounder way of approaching the problem. However, we 

recognize that other divisions other . Departments i for 

example, the Department of Environmental Protection, may have 

what they believe to be a different mandate. Even if that is, 

in fact, the case, we believe there really isn't a major 

difference in our goals. Tt2 utilization bf the turbine 

technology with gas and 0i 1 

lower level of pollution, 

industrial facility. Right 

as a backup fuel will result in a 

even within the gates of that 

now, I think there are 11 or 12 

applications before the Division of Environmental Quality, and 

I believe all of them are industrial applications where they 

would be replacing existing boilers, as well as, of course, 

reducing the amount of electricity that they have to buy, and 

therefore reducing the pollution that those power plants would 

be generating, wherever those power plants may be. 

But, just within the gates of those plants, we think 

"there is a net benefit to New Jersey. 
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, ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Do you know if any of . the 

applicants for more. than· 2.000 .. megawatts· that have applied will 

cancel because of the direction. that the Department -.,.. DEP . 

is ·· going,. the state of the art, . without· some kind of a 

compromise? 

· ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER BLEKICKI: I can't say for sure 

that any of them· will c~ncel, because none of them have said 

definitely that .. they "!'ill do th~t. .However, · we have had 
expressipns of concern that, in fact, it may happen bec·ause -of 

this. We know that the.costs in installing Selective Catalytic 

Reduction £acilities _is quite expensive -:-- · we are talking in . 
the · millions of dollars - and that the. -- operating costs are 

also very high. In addition, we are concerned that because the 
. . . ·.. .· 

technology require~ the use of ammonia, that there are· other 

problems which may not have .· been properly addressed, .· or at 

least we are not aware of them having. been address~d. in their 

entirety. First of al1, you have to· ship and store the ammcmia 

out of sight, and second of all, there is a very significant 

likelihood that, on occasion, there may be an imbalance in the 
. . 

amount of the NOx versus the ammonia. going into the process, 

and we may have a.surplus of ammonia going into the air, which 

would certainly be. harmful to everyone. 

Thirdly, we are. not sure how t1"le spent catalyst, which. 

mainly is vanadium pentoxide, and is therefore a hazardous 

material, would be. dealt with as far as its disposal. We· think. 

that those are issues that have to be addressed yet. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Just one last question. How 
does what we are doirig in New Jersey compare with other states 

'that are·. encouraging cogeneration -- I guess Ca~ if ornia and· 

Texas? 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER BLEKICKI: Wel 1, I think-- .As 

far aE; we understand it, there. is only one st~te, and in only 

one portion of the state -- California -:-~ that is mandating SCR 

. technology. As l understand it, the reason they are mandating 
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it is because they are a non-attainment area as £ar as certain 

pollutants. ~herefore, they· are lllandating a V€ry expensive 

technology in a limited area of the state. 

New Jersey . is not in that position, and we believe 

that with the application of · traditional cogeneration 

technology --- emission control - technology, that there will be a 

significant benefit to the Stat:e as far as these pollutants . are 

concerned. 

Now, we recognize that by the end of this year, New 

Jersey. along with 41 other states, may be in a non-attainment 

status with regard to ozone. We recognize, therefore, that the 

State and that includes not only the · Department of 

Environmental Protection, but also Commerce and every other 

agency -- should be supportive of any initiatives to bring the 

Statebaok into attainment. We believe that the requirement to 

deal with NOx as a precursor for the production of ozone is 

only one element -· - one very small element .,...."'."" of a much broader 

initiative which the State must undertake. We believe that 

certainly the volatile organics is a much more important source 

of the generation of ozone, and that if we are to · have the 

desired reduction in pollution in our air, the efforts must be 

on a much broader base than simply looking at cogeneration as a 

source of what may be a precursor to the production of ozone. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN . OGDEN: Thank you very much, 
Commissioner. 

Next I would like to cal 1 on Jorge Berkowitz, 

Director, Division of Environmental Quality, Department of 
· Environmental Protection~ 

D R. J O R G E H. B E R K O W I T Z: Madam Chairman, 

ladieB and gentlemen, good morning. My name is Jorge 

Berkowit2. I am the Director of. the Division of Environmental 

Quality within the New Jersey· 1)epartment of Environmental 

·Protection.· 1 would 1ik€ to thank the Committee for allowing 

me this opportunity to speak about the Division's perspective 

on cogeneration in New Jersey .. 
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. . 

As you are well aware, cogeneration··_has become ~n 
attractive method of energy utilization in 1:his State. 

. . . 

Clearly, under the right conditions, cogeneration can result in 

significant economic and environmental benefits .-to ·New -Jersey. 

The. Department .of Environmental Protection's role is to assure 

that any new source of ai:.r pollution, such as cogenetation 

facilities, is controlled in a manner that is consistent with 

Federal and State laws and regulations. ~o execute this _ -· 

responsibility. the _ Department requires an Air Pollution 

Control Permit of all - new £aci1ities disch;rging contamiiiants_ 

· -_ to the atmosphere. Within the l~st year, there has :been _- a · 

proliferation of :permit applications for cogeneration 

f_acili~ies, and several mo_re applications are expected in th~ 

montbs ahead. 

·. Since the St.ate Legislature enacted .the Air -Pollution 

Control Act in 1954, 

reduce air pollution. 

New Jersey has worked aggressiv~ly to-_ · 
. . 

To· our knowledge, tnis State-1aw_was the 

first of. its kind in the nation, and ga~e a clear indication of 

the importance which the Legislature placed on clean air.·· This 

law has --- a11owed the Department to formulate one of the · most 

highly regarded Air Pollution Control Programs in the nation. 

A major factor in the effectiveness of this program is that the· 

law allows the Depar't:rnent to mandate _permit applicants to use 

equipment that incorporates advances in . the art of air 

pollution control. This is commonly referred to as the 
state....,of~the-art _clause. 

Despite the inherent benefits, cogeneration projects 
_cannot,-- and should not, be exempt from this -mandate. _ Although 
cogeneration · makes more efficient use of input energy than 

conventional means, the Department is still highly concerned 

• about air emissions £ram these ·projects, which can be 

considerable. 

Emissions of nitrogen oxides -- or NOx, as I will 

ref er to · them . herein -- are of particular concern. It is 
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estimated that the total NOx emissions represented by those 

cogeneration ,Projects currently _either in our permit ·process, 

or which we know about, will exceed 12 million pounds per · 

year. 1I'his, coupled with the belief that the majority of 

cogeneration projects will submit permit . applications within 

the year, has prompted the Department to investigate methods of 

effectively controlling NOx emissions from these sources now. 

~o this end, the ·nepartment is in the final stages of 

developing a policy; ·with additional input from the Department 

of Cotnmerce, for controlling NOx -emissions from gas turbines, 

the prime form of power selected by the _ majority of the 

cogeneration projects, but not the exclusive form. 

Nitrogen oxides is a primary air contaminant 

controlled by the Federal Clean Air _Act. The National Ambient 

Air Quality Standard for NOx is 100 micrograms per cubic meter 

based on an annual average. New Jersey is currently meeting 

this standard. Nitrogen oxides in excess of this standard may 
' have various effects on human health, including irritation of 

the respiratory tract and enhancement. of susceptibility to 

infections. Perhaps as important as are the health impacts, is 

that NOx has a primary role associated with the production of 

acid rain and as a precursor in the formation of photochemical 

oxidants by combining with hydrocarbons in the presence of 

sunlight. As you k,now, New Jersey is not in compliance with 

the Clean Air Act's ozone standard, and sanctions loom 

imminent. And, the very serious problem of acid rain is just 

beginning to be addressed in New Jersey. NOx is also a primary 

contributor to the impairment of visibi 1 i ty. These are three 

very important air pollution problems. Clearly, we cannot 

slacken our vigilance in controlling NOx, 

1'he Department's NOx proposed control policy was not 

developed haphazardly. Initia1 ly, - -the Department considered 

setting a NOx emission limit that could only be achieved using 

Selective Catalytic Reduction - or SCR, as I will refer to it 
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herein. We obtained information from various sources, such as 

SCR vendors, gas turbine vendors, air pollution control 

districts in California, as well as a site visit to an 

operating cogeneration facility .. with SCR in California. In 

addition, comments were solicited in .January -· -· i.n this very 

room, in the middle of a blinding snowstorm- The snowstorm 

was not in this room, although there was somewhat of a 

hurricane. Comments were solicited in January £rem a balanced 

agenda of cogeneration developers, catalyst manufacturers, gas 

turbine vendors, and utility representatives in an information 

workshop on SCR and its impacts on cogeneration. The workshop 

was sponsored joint1y by the Department of Environmental 

Protection and the Department of Commerce. It was not mandated 

by any regulation or any law. We did it because we felt we 

needed to have the f ac·': s. 

It was through this fact-£ inding process that the 

Department became aware 

technologies that were also 

NOx emissions, withe·-: the 

of other emerging gas turbine 

capable of significantly reducing 

use of SCR. Hence; a proposed 

policy was developed which allows for some flexibility in 

meeting lower NO:x errission levels moving toward an emission 

limit-based st.oHu.c............ ,•,1.:..1:;L. ~ngs were held with applicants whose 

projects would be affected by this policy; in order to solicit 

their input, and surn1:1 aCdi tional modifications were made as a 

result of these meetings . 

.In its current form, the NOx proposed control policy 

defines· three categories of cogen facilities: 'l'he £irst 

category is for facilities between one million and 100 million 

BTUs per hour of hea-+:: input to the gas turbines.· 'l'his is 

approximately o. 1 to 10 megawatts. Our proposal would require 

an hourly NOx emission limit of O .2 pounds per million BTU when 

operating on gas, .::.L.3. C. ~ pounds per mission BTU when firing 

oil. These limits co!'.'respond to approximately 50 and 100 parts 

per million of · NOx, respectively. These levels are readily 

achieved by the use of water or steam injection. 
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'The second category is facilities -with heat input 

rates between J.00 -million and 250 million BTUs per hour~ or 

approximately 10 to 25 megawatts. Our proposal requires the 

same'emission.levels as for the previous category - 0.2 pound,s 

NOx per Inillion BTUs when using gas, and .O .-4 pounds NOx -per 

million BTUs whe~ using oil. However, on May l, 1992, we will 

require these f a_cili ties to emit no more than O. 1 pounds per 

million BTUs when using gas. This limit corresponds to· 

approximately 25 parts per mil~ion.. The May 1, 1992 compliance 

date allows for a five-year period for project construction, 

operation, testing, and demonstration of alternative NOx 

control technologies. We have been told that there are gas 

turbines currently available which can meet these emission 

limits without the use of SCR. 

Further, other ~Ox control technologies are beginning 
' to emerge at an ever-quickening pace. The next two years 

should see significant breakthroughs in controlling NOx from 

stationary sources. 

The third category is for facilities which are greater 

than 250 mill ion BTUs per hour turbine heat input. We provide 

t~o options in this category. The first calls for the use of a 

demonstrated NOx control tsc:-~::clogy, such as SCR, with NOx 

limits of 0.1 pounds per million BTU for gas, 0.2 pounds per 

million BTU for voluntary oil use; and 0.4 pounds per million 
for involuntary oil use, effective immediately. 

Let me just quickly define what voluntary and 

involuntary oil use means. Involuntary oil use is that oil 

which has to be used because there is a gas shortage. 

Voluntary oil use is when there i-s an economic advantage to use 

oil versus gas, and the Department would allow that. 

The NOx limits on May .1, 1992 will fall from D. 2 to 

O .1 pounds per million BTU £or -voluntary ·oil use, and from o. 4 

to 0.3 pounds per million BTU for involuntary oil use. The 

applicant . will be required to meet these emission limits by 

1992. 
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The Department·. believes· that these N<>x limits are 

achievable, and that the policy conditions _provide applicants ~ 

degree of flexibility in choosing· NOx ·control t~chno1ogies. J:li 

fact, . based on meetings with applicants and informati~n '-c:,n" 
cogeneration projects in-house. and proposed applicants, .this 

policy appears. to be acceptable to 19 of the 22 cogeneration 

applications s1:1bmitted -- or to be submitt~d. 

Two . ~ssues remain to he resolved in finalizing this 

policy: Netting and grandfathering. Net~ing would allow sites 

that experience NOx emission reductions £ram cogeneration to 

exempt their new equipment from state-.of-the-art NOx contra.ls. 

While on face value this concept sounds reasonable, there· are· 

several major perils ass.ociated with it. ..First, it would set a 
dangerous precedent. for circumventing the. Department Is mandate 

that- al 1 riew sources apply state-of~the-art controls,. and would 
. . . 

put in jeopardy a process that has allowed the Department t'o 

make dramatic improvements in air _(lllality over the last decade. · · 

Second, not· al 1 cogeneration projects that result in 

·on-site·· NOx emission· reductions would also . resul:t in off-site 

local air quality improvement. New Jersey presently imports. 

approximately 50% of its energy requirements. The ref ore~ 

locating more energy-producing facilities in· New Jersey may 
. . 

concomitantly increase total emissions within New Jersey. If 

you accept phase-out from our western states, fine. lf the 

. phase:--out .. does not occur, there may be . a net increase. 

·.Further, it is not certain that cogeneration projects will 

displace existing base load power production. ·cogeneration may 
merely . delay construction of new central stations within· our 

State.· 
The concept . of grandfathering · from state-of-the:-art 

'requirements. those projects which .have reached an advanc;:ed 

stage of development has merit. Many cogen projects were 

· subitantially developed . before pre-application meetings. were 

even scheduled with the. Departmentc Upon meeting with the 
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Department, pt:ospect-ive applicants ·_were made aware of potential 
--NOx control .requirements. Much. ~£ the con:nnitments -and designs 

regarding turbine -- selection, control · equipment, and the 

associated funding schemes were well' _in place pr1or -:to seven 
- meeting with ·the :s.Departinent. - This is unfortunate, but it · wa_s 

avoidable. __ However, in r~cognition that cogeneration · provides 

- substa:nt1al benefits to the State, the Department is wi1ling :i:~ 
consider. a . grandfathering strategy that. would minimize impaqts 

on those projects currently in-house £or · which - £inancial 

commitments or designs are .we11--established. 
· In - summ~ry, a NO:x co~trol policy .for ·gas turbines is 

- being developed by the Depa~tment which would allow applicants 

flexibility in meeting_ emission . limits. - This policy will 

_- strike a favorable balance -between environmental berief its and 

the continued :growth of cogerieration in New Jersey, ·and I thi,nk 

that is impd'rtant:. . I think also that you will see that we have 
_ moved substantially off the __ SCR requirement which· we -perhaps 

_ . had i_n January, a· considerably more compromised position 
· __ because we think it _ is deserved. The policy appears . to_ be 

implementable and practfcal and acceptable to the regulated 

community. 

One - last thought: I predict there · will· · be a 
. . 

preponderance of testimony today that cites the Dep~rtment for . 

. imposing significant obstacles · in the path of -- cogeneratiori. 
However, I ask you to -remember that the.re will be a perspective 
large1y unrepresented here today; and that is the public's. 

--_ 1I'he public cannot · be expected to - grasp· many _ of the common 

intricacies involved in these issues. The public's interest, 
often outmassed by that of' the regulated community, · must be 

served by the Department and their elected officials. 
Consi~tently, ·- the public, tfu'ough their legislators~ 

- have said,- 11We demand aggressive, farsighted environmental 

-control programs. II Mediocrity doesn't cut "it when it conies ·to 

-environmental --_programs in New · Jersey, as you, . know, 
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Assemblywoman. Recently, our State has been cited for having 

the second best Air Pollution Control Program in the nation. 

Our history is replete with pioneering efforts in the field of 

air pollution control. Pioneering efforts entail. .by 

definition, bold, new approaches, oftentimes without a frame of 

reference by which to judge, because the other _states:: lag 

behind. This requires us to employ control strategies lf!hich 
other states hav-e not employed. This causes the regu~ated 

community apprehension, and often results i;n accusations that 

the Department over-regulates. But, if we are to be true to 

our public mandate, if we are to continue our preeminent 

position in air pollution control within this nation, then we 

will be required to develop innovative, bold control programs. 

I predict air pollution issues will once again 

reemerge as those environmental concerns that most affect the 

public's wel 1-being. We must proceed with our pb i losophy and 

policy that has proven itself to be profoundly effective in 

improving air quality. 

I thank you for providing me this opportunity to 

comment on this timely issue, and I will answer any questions 

you may have. 

ASSEMBLYWQr,-r..P,.N OGDEN: Thank you very much for being 

here. If possible, I hope you will be able to stay to, say, 

one or so. After we hear other people from the private sector 

who are testifying about problems, I would like to give you a 

chance to answer some of the issues that have been raised that 

have not been dealt with before. 

Certainly, I think on the part of al 1 of us, and -even 

those who are seeking per mi ts from your Department, there is a 

commitment to air quality. It is just a question of how we get 

there, I think, more than the overall goal. 

Just a couple of quest ions that I would 1 ike "to ask, 

though, in terms of the-- You said 19 of the 22 applicants 

will be able to come in under what you are asking. The other 

three-- What seems to be the problem there? 
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DR. BERKOWITZ: First of ·all, I would say that that 

information was not a commitment - a·formal commitment-'.'"" that 

any of the applicants could meet. It was general information 

exchanged, and I would presume tha.t :you will hear information 

· that will probably r~fute that today. Nevertheless, there was 

at least one applicant which I think is important to focus on, 

who is making the case that it is impossible to employ_ SCR to 

this facility, simply because of the design and the arr~ngement 

of the facility. 

Let me just say this: 'The state-of-the-art concept, 

· and the state-of--the-art · mandate, carries with it the 

rebuttable presumption clause. If any facility can demonstrate 

to us that there simply is .no way that, for example, SCR can be 

···applied to their facility, and they prove it in a 

dispassionate, scientific fashion, we would have to accept it. 

If we didn't accept it, that individual would have the right to 

an administrative hearing. ~hen they could have the 

opportunity to prove their case at that administrative hearing. 

So, the state--of-the-art presumption carries with it 

some heavy baggage, in that it affords the applicant the 

opportunity to protect his or her position. 

ASSEi'lBLYWOr-"'..AN OGDEN: In Commissioner Blekicki's 

testimony, he referred to the Campbell. vs. Sullivan case, . and 

talked about the state of the art, and that while concern for 

the environment 

hand .. what is 

possible-- You 

is clearly the prime issue, that on the other 

r€quired to reach as little· pollution as 

should take into account the costs and the 

reasonable requirements. Would you basically subscribe to what 

he said? 

DR. BERKOWTTZ: We have been operating . with the 

Campbell decision for 15 years -- since the decision. We do 

£actor in cost-effectiveness. It is not the primary nor the 

sole factor which the Carnpbel 1 decision causes us to examine. 

It allows us to £actor in the decision-making process with 
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environment constraints, and environmental goals as well. We 

know the Campbell decision. We have been working with it £or 

15 years. We think our . position complies with the Campbell 

- decision. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: · In connection with the. umbrella 

concept that Commissioner Blekicki supported-·- I have the 

feeling that basically you do not agree with that . 

. DR. BERKOWITZ:. Do you mean the netting concept-~ the 

umbrella concept? 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Yes. 

DR. BERKOWITZ: Let me say this about netting: The 

problem with netting is that there may be disproportionate 

exposure to various selected publics under the bubble in which 

the net would apply. If the bubble only applies to the 

facility itself, that may be one thing. If it applies to a 

larger · area, that means that people within that area may be 

disproportionately exposed to higher contaminants than 

previously. 

We do feel th ?Lt on one hand there wil 1 certainly be 

reductions in sulfur oxides and NOx, On the other hand, we are 

not so convinced abcut hydrocarbon emissions. In fact, we 

think that ir:. ~-=-:-~ ':·" ·- ~- ~-=~ 2-nces, hydrocarbon emissions may go 

up. You·know hydrocarbons' role in chemical smog. 

So, while we do feel that in certain site-specific 

cases there could be an overall net benefit -- and we are· 

willing to look at Lia-c. --·- on the other hand we think that 

generically, netting has a lot of liabilities. The point J 
want to make, though, is that the state-of-the-art concept must 

be protected. The state-of-the-art concept has allowed us to 

do very monumental things in this particular State. The 

state.,...of-the~art concept was designed to be technology 

forcing. Our P('"'i+-ir~ here, we think, i-s -not technology 

forcing. So, we feel that to erode the concept of state of the 

art with netting or . bubbles at this point would be 

inappropriate, but we would look at it. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: In 1:onnection with ·the review 

period, I know that was a problem that was .brought up a year . 

ago. Has this been because you were still working on what. your 

requirements would be, or the emissions control, or is .it a 

problem of· lack of staff, or- .. l am curious about your 

response. 
DR. BERKOWITZ_: This is a historical problem. Let me 

address the generic issue first, and then talk about the 

specific issue. 

permits. 

allow--

The Department has had a backlog of air pollution 

We have a strategy in .hand that hopefully is going to 

We have a present backlog of about 1200 . permits. The 

time frame for · major permits can be six to nine 1nonths; · no 

question about it. We have a strategy whereby we hope the 

backlog is going to go down to zero. We will be getting: around 

450 permits per month in· to . us for review, and hopefully we 

will be able to turn around 450 permits. But, ·that is going, to 

take some time. 

The issue is specific to cogen. we·could have come up 

with a position a long time ago. It would not have 1Deen 

accepted by the people sitting behind me and, to be perfectly 

honest with you, it might net h::"tc been the right position.· We 

feel that there have been delays. We have been working with 

our sister agency at Commerce, trying to £inalize a position. 
' ' 

This process has taken some time. I think we are very close to 

finalization of the process. The Department of Commerce has 

sent me a letter, which I have not received yet -- it is 

· probably in my in box --· - that finalizes their particular 

concerns about our position. 

One other point, though, which 1 think you have to 

realize is, if you want delays, go to regulation. What 1 heard 

here this morning already is that we want to go to the ])ublic 

· participation process. The Department will be prepared to do 

that, but know what the pitfalls would be. First of all, if we 
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went to regulation, those regulations we would 1.ook to .be 

retroactive, to regulate the community that occurred prior to 

those regulations being enacted. That is permissible by law. 

Second of all, we might consider a ·moratorium on 

anything before we had regulations developed. And, we do not 

think that would be acceptable to the comrn~i ty - the 

regulated comrnuni ties. That is why the state-of-the-art 

process exists; that is why it has worked. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I know that in your testimony 

you said you are breaking down the applications into three 

different categories, depending upon the power they are going 

to generate. Would it speed up the process if you did a 

similar thing in connection with reviewing the permits? 

DR. BERKOWITZ: Yes. We · are looking at a permit is 

not a permit is not a permit concept. We are looking at 

classes of permits that · would al low us to speed up reviews 

based on potential environmental harm. A very good point, 

something we are already considering. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. 

DR. BERKOWITZ: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Next, I would 1 ike to cal 1 on 

Dennis Baldassari, Vice President, Jersey Central Power and 

Light Company, because I know he has a time constraint. 

DENN Is BALD Ass AR I: Good morning, Assemblywoman 

Ogden. 1 would pref ace my comments today by noting that they 

are directed more toward the second group of issues you 

referred to today, rather than the first, which has also been 

the subject of the first two speakers, that being the 

regulatory econbmic benefits applications of cogeneration. 

As I understood it, today's hearing was to discuss the 

impediments to the growth of cogeneration here in New Jersey. 

At least as far as the non-environmental considerations are 

concerned, it is not clear to me that cogeneration has been 

impeded in its development here in the State. As. an 
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. . - . 

illustration, I would like to take a few minutes to share with 

. you Jersey Central 's experience in this regard. 

It has, £or -some . time- 11.ow, been the eorporate 

philosophy of Jersey Central and its parent company# General 

Public Utilities Corporation, that the building of major base 

load generating facilities to meet future- system loa<i 

requirements, is an option of · last resort f ~r a number of 

reasons, not the_ least of which being the subst~ntial financial 

· :risks associated with utility construction. Since we view 

cogeneration facilities as potentially suitable substitutes £or 

utility-owned generation., Jersey Central began, in the summer 

of 1985, a major initiative to secure long-term contra.cts with 

cogeneration .and resource recovery projects. At· that time, the 

Jersey Central had a relatively modest amount of cogeneration 

which was priced pursuant to a BPU approved tariff. None of 

that cogeneration was under long·-term . contract. Our 1985 

solicitation sought to have such long;_term contracts put into 

. place. Offering pricing terms which included fixed and 

variable components was included as a basic element of that 

solicitation. We were willing to front-end load those 

contracts in the early· years --, in other words, pay more than 

the then current avoided costs in order to provide 

incentives, and to provide £inancability for those projects. 

The initial solicitation for. 200 megawatts was oversubscribed, 

and long-term contracts were successfully negotiated. 

In 1986, Jersey Central began a collaboration with the 

:BPU staff and the Public Advocate to create a menu of standard 

offer pricing -for cogeneration and resource recovery. By 

stipulation, prices were pegged to · Jersey Central' s long-term 

forecast of energy pricing for the Pennsylvania-New 

aersey-Maryland interconnection. Although we did not agree 

· that PJM was the appropriate measure of avoided costs, we did 

acknowledge that the .resulting prices · from that effort were 

reasonable at the time. Once again a sol ici tat ion was made, 
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this time for a block of 600 megawatts of cogenerated power, to 

be identified as long-term capacity. Any project that met 

certain minimum requirements could sign a commitment on a first 

come-first serve basis. As with the 1985 experience, · this 

solicitation was also oversubscribed. The result of the two 

solicitations is that Jersey Central now has commitments for 

over 1000 megawatts of cogeneration and resource recovery, all 

9f which - with a few minor exceptions is scheduled for 

in-service by the year 1990. 

What has Jersey Central learned during the last two 

years? First of all, the offexing of long-term pricing with 

some degree of levelization seems to provide sufficient 

security to the cogenerator so as to make projects financable. 

While it does have the desired effect of making· project 

financing possible, it carries risk for the utility customers 

in the event that the cogenerator fails to perform as expected 

over the life of the contract. I believe this is one of the 

risks you referred to in your issues as you started out this 

morning. As part of our risk assessment, we have become 

concerned also that of the 1000 megawatts committed to date, 

over 800 megawatts represent gas-fired projects. The remaining 

200 megawatts are resource recovery. Over 50% of the committed 

megawatts are located in PSE&G territory, and notably there are 

no significant coal, wood, or other diversified fuels 

represented in this commitment. 

Our selection methodology to date for projects was 

based primarily on a nondiscriminatory first come-,f irst serve 
basis. As previously mentioned, this gave no advantage to 

project1; that could be more beneficial to the utility and its 

customers than less desirable projects. We now believe that 

the best interests of both our customers and the . cogeneration 

industry in New Jersey would best be Eerved by: 

1) A more selective acceptance of future qualifying 

facil.ity contracts designed to better match energy needs and 
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take advantage of lessons Tearned as .existing commitments are 

actually deve"loped. This means continuing our . practice of 

periodically establishing procurement . blocks, al though future 

b1ocks need to be smaller.and will likely occur less frequently. 

2) We need to focus on alternative avoided costs, 
. , , . 

_~ which suit the characteristics of individual projects and more 

realistically recognize the costs that are truly avoided by our 

customers when qualifying facilities are added to the· supply 

mix. One of the obvious characteristics which would impact 

pricing is the ability to dispatch these cogeneration units. in 

.order to more closely meet current system needs. 

Also, the addition itself of 1000 . megawatts of 

cogeneration to the Jersey central system, . together, I might 

add, with about 500 megawatts o.f cogeneration which has been 

developed or is under development within the territory of our 

two sister companies in Pennsylvania, has changed our forecast 

of avoided costs to the extent that we believe the BPU's 1981. 

definition, namely PJM + 10% + capacity charge, is no longer 

appropriate. That definition, we believe, served the State 

well in developing initial interests in cogeneration. However, 

as we move ahead, it will be in the State's best· interest to 

identify a truer measure of avoided cost. 

We note that the provisions of the Public Utility 

Regulatory Policies. Act better known as PURPA are 
currently under review at the Federal level. We believe that a 

comprehensive review would also be appropriate in · New Jersey. 

It may be useful to note that neighboring states are reviewing 

· qualifying facilities development and how best to · derive 

customer benefits from such development. 

Lastly, let me comment on What has been perceived by 

some as one of the more significant impediments to cogeneration 

·development. 'l'hat is the issue of the wheeling of cogenerated 

power. 1 would like to be as clear as · possible that, if 

requested, Jersey Central would be v,1iJling to wheel cogenerated 
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power to other utilities. I might also add that :we are unaware 

of any cogeneration project that has failed to develop as a 
result .of any New Jersey utility refusing to wheel· power. It 

· is simply an issue which has not as yet - nor do .we expect it 

to in the.future -- impacted cogeneration. 

Based upon our experience, and for the reasons I have 

just stated, · Jersey C~mtral does not believe that there now 

exists, nor . wi 11 there exist in the foreseeable future, 

impediments -. - againr non-environntental impediments -· to the 

orderly development of cost-effective cogeneration for the 

purpose 0£ meeting the future power needs of the State of ·New 

Jersey. 

Again, I. would 1 ike to thank you for the ·opportunity 

to deliver this statement. I would point out that there are 

other representatives of Jersey Central and of GPU Service 

Corporation here, if there are any gLestions from the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYWOMA1:J OGDEN: I have just a couple of 

questions. When you say that Jersey Central is certainly · 

willing to wheel, I er ,,,ss the issue that will come up is, what 

will the price be? 

MR. BALDASSART: Well, the issue of price has been one 

which has recc:~" c-.::. o. ;:,-.,;._.:.:, i..e1.ntial amount of publicity, over the 

last year in particular. There are different methodologies for 

the purpose of whi::~:.ins. l believe some of them have been 

· generally ref erred to as "postage stamp rates," which basically 

takes an average cross section of the utility system, and 

charges each customer for wheeling the same rate. That is a 

-rate which is employed by many utilities. It is one · which 

happened to be employed 'by Jersey Central. where .it has wheeled 

in the past. 

However, there are other reasons - good and sol id 

reasons - for :.;:.:._;;: :::.:::.; a so-called contract path method. I 

believe the issue of wheeling has two pieces. One is, is there 

a willingness on the part of utilities to wheel power, and to 
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my knowledge I don't know of any utility in the State that has 

refused to wheel cogenerated power to other - utilities. The 

second is the pricing. · Up until recently, when there was an 

attempt to mandate a postage_ stamp rate· on one utility in the 

.. State, I don't . know that · pricing was. an issue either in the · 

State. It was perceived to be an issue .. It was the subject of 

some hearings. The result_ of that forced postage stamp rate 

was that the price became too high, even higher than the 

utility was previously charging. As a consequence, I believe 

there was a compromise which came up with a hybrid post~ge 

stamp, which now again brings the price of wheeling to within a 

reasonable level in the State. 
Again, wheeling is an issue which has been addressed 

on a number of occasions. · It has generally been under the 

jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. I 

continue to believe it has . not acted as a prohibition or as a 

serious impediment to the development of cogeneration. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: You said you didn't think the 

PJM + 10% + capacity factor was appropriate any more. What are 

the components of what you are currently offering? 

MR. .BALDASSARI: Let me take that in two pieces, so 

there is _ no xnisunderstar..dir:; ~ There is no standard offer 

currently pending for Jersey Central. We have exceeded our 

expectations for the signing up pf cogeneration. Therefore, 
there is no standard off er currently open. We are continuing 

to negotiate with several cogenerators for pricing mechanisms 

which would more closely meet the specifics of their projects. 

If we were to go back to establish a new standard 
offer --,- and we have indicated to the staff of the Board of 

-Public Utilities that we are willing to continue those efforts 

-- we would have to · look at alternative supply mixes into the 

future. We wou1d have to go out 10, 15, 20 years, and see 

· exactly what our supply forecasts would _ indicate in terms of 

costs to customers, under various assumptions of additional 
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cogeneration development, and the lack nf that development. 

The alternative cases would produce for us . a · pricing level 

which we could .legitimately afford. in· order to purchase· 

further cogenerated power. Again, we continue to believe that 

some levelization is appropriate, in order to 1nake the 

front-end cost recovery on the part of the cogenerator somewhat 

more assured, while at the same time we believe that a new 
vintage of cogeneration ~ill have to carry with it protections 

against risks that those cogenerators will not be there· 5, lD, 

15 years down the road, when the economics turn and our 

customers are actually beginning to save money from that 

cogeneration development. 

So, I think that for the long-term pricing we see 

looking at true alternative capacity supply plans with and 

without cogeneration as being the basis for its pri9ing. Two, 

we see the need to add some measure of protection to custcimers 

if we are going to continue to have a £rent-end loaded type 

approach in our contract pricing. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: One last question going back to 

wheeling. 

wheel, does 

When you said that you are certainly willing to 

that include wheeling to the end users for a .. 

transmission fee? 

MR. BALDASSARI: At this time, no. The electric 

utility system, as it has been developed over the last many 

years, has been developed pretty much as a full service 

system. It has been developed to supply customers. on demand. 

We do not believe the use of the transmission system, or 
wheeling from a private individual to an end use customer, is 

an appropriate use of that system. 

I don't know that it is a question that can't be 

explored further. I think it is a situation, though, where at 

the moment it would appear that there would be very few 'to 

gain, and the chances ~f the redistribution of costs that would 

result would actually be not beneficial to the large number of 

users of our system. 
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Again, this 

periodically. To·date, 

appropriate to condorie 

_system. 

is · sqmethirig . that - we -Took at 

we have not ·determined that it would be 

that - kind _- of _ 11se - 0£ our transmission 

- ASSEMBLyWOMAN OGDEN: · Thank you very much .. 

MR; BALDASSARI ~ Thank--_ you. 

. ASSEMBLYWOMAN< OGDEN: -· Next we have a representat_ive 

from Public· Service El~ctric and Gas, Mr. Arthur Coughlin .. 

ART H U R . R. C () U G H L I N: _ Good morning. My name is 

Arthur R. Coughlin. I -- am the. Manager of Cogeneration 'for 

-Public Service· Electric .and Gas· Company. On <behalf of the -

Company, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to 

appear beforeyour·committee . 

. PSE&G' s - policy ____ on - c:ogeneration has the following -

objectives: 
' i) :To·----• eI).courage energy'.""effic:ient, economical. 

cogeneration projects in the C~mtianyls service territory tnat --
-- - are in the best .interest of. PSE&G' s_ customers; . 

2)- To ~ffer tcr purchase the electrical . putput -· of any 
. . ·, . . . . 

qualifying cogenerator at a · cost that ·- PSE&G would avoid · .in -_ 

producing or interchanging an e,quivalent amount of energy, as 
. •_established. by. the New Jersey Board -Of Public Utilities 

NJBPU; and_ 

3) _. In _ the event a qualifying cogenerator. located in 
our service territory desires to, sell its c~pacity to· another 

. neighboring invesi:or-riwned New JerseY electric utility, . PSE&G 

wi11 · provide trarismission . servi~e to effa'ct the transmission 

and delivery of. the electricity to the neighboring electric 
. utility.: 

While it is. difficult to totally foresee the future -

potential of non~uti 1 i ty -generation, PSE&G_ has recognized the_ 

•·importance arid potential of cogenerat:ion, sma11 power 

production, and . resource recovery· facilities . in our· future 

projections and planning. To date; the Company '.has contracted 
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to purchase approximately 100 megawatts of cogeneration and 

small power production. 

Between now and the year 2000 -- 13 short years 

"'PSE&G is hoping to find some 750 megawatts of generating 

capacity from cogenerators and small power producers in New 

Jersey. In·· addition_7 we estimate that we will wheel from our 

system to other util_ities in the State another 460 megawatts of 

non-utility generatipn. The Company will be providing wheeling 

service fox -electricity delivered to JCP&L for cogeneration 

projects in Bayonne, Kenilworth, Camden, and several others 

where contract discussions are well _along. 

A major element 

Jersey is expected to 

facilities. If all _ th.e 

of non-utility generation in New 

be provided by resource recovery 

combustible garbage produced in New 

Jersey were burned as fuel to produce electricity, it would 

provide 4% of the State's electrical needs. At the same time~ 

the problem 0£ refuse disposal would be a long way on the road 

to being solved. 

In 1ine with our ongoing efforts to encourage 

cost-effective non-utility generation projects, PSE&G offers 

potential cogenerators "Information Guides" to help them assess 

whether cogeneration makes· sense for their applications. To 

date. 31-4 guides have been distributed. 

Existing cogenerators will be contacted to obtain 

information about operating and cost data for their facility. 

This information will . be used to develop case studies for 

actual installationi located in our service territory. The 
case studies will be distributed to potential cogenerators to 

promote proven technologies. 

We assist ~otential cogenerators in 

technical and economic feasibility analyses 

independent consultant, free of · charge. Since 

conducting 

through an 

1984, 375 

customers have been contacted to participate in the program. 

Eighty-eight analyses were completed, and results returned 
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directly to 

participating 

the customers by 

customer was advised 

our consultant. Each 

as to the potential £or 

cogeneration, the type of facility that would 11la.ximize energy 

savings, and the expected return on investment. 

PSE&G also provides a special Cogeneration 

Interruptible Gas Rate --: CIG -- to enhance the economics of 

cogeneration. ~his rate is currently about 26 .4 cents per 

therm. This is basically the commodity cost of gas, pl~ . a 

contribution 0£ three cents per therm. 

In 1987, the Company •has. continued to accelerate 

efforts in the development .. of 'Ilon--utility generation · by 

creating the position of Manager - Cogeneration. The purpose 

of this position is to provide the optimum . corporate 

coordination of all c6generation activities. The centralized 

accountability for cogeneration projects will strengthen direct 

customer contact and provide improved coordination of customer 

and Company requirements during construction. 

In conclusion, PSE&G has an established positive 

corporate policy toward cogeneration. We have accepted and 

included these technologies in our capacity planning and load 

forecasting and encourage cogeneration development.by providing 

information and independent anal:rses to existing and future 

· .customers. PSE&G recognizes the potential of cogeneration to 

reduce the cost of energy. We are negotiating contracts for 

power purchase of · cogeneration · output in good faith and wi.11 

make every effort to market cogeneration to the £ullest extent 

possible. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: 'Thank you. I apologize for 

mispronouncing your name. I had the wrong spelling here. 

MR. COUGHLIN: That's okay. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Do you support the contract path 

lttethod for · wheeling such as Jersey Central subscribes to, as 

opposed to the postage stamp? 
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-MR. COUGHLlN: -_ Currently, "PSE&G has - ~orked out ·an 
agreement with the Board of Public Util-ities- staff ·for .a rat~ 

. : . . . . . 

that is distance related. · 1I'here are three components to that 

rate: The first is a rese.rvation for capacity· £or the amount 

of capacity -- -for megawatts. that will be generated, or 

transmitted. Second, there is - a loss factor, and third there 

is a small fee £or administrative costs. So, each individual_ 

job will be looked at, the capacity that the cogenerator would 

po~er is transmitted. r_eguire, and the di stance that 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: 

Jersey Central about wheeling 

fee--

And, - the -other question _ I· asked 

.to end users .fox a transmission 

MR._ COUGHLIN: Currently, we are against that policy. 
. ' 

I can repeat some of their comments. We feel it is not in the -

best interest of all of our customers. While _ one particular -
. . . . . 

customer might benefit through lower Qperating costs, other_· 

commercial customers, and certainly residential customers would 

incur higher costs due to· self-wheeling, or · wheeling from_. a 

private customer to ar:;::her private customer.---- -

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Assuming the costs are · being _ 

passed on in the rate base. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you -very much._ 

MR. coum:;:1!1.;: Thank you. Copies_ of my statement are 

available .for anyone e1se. 
ASSEMBL YWOtr.lAl'IJ OGDEN : Fine . 

MR. COUGHLIN: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAJ:~ OGDEN: Next, I would l.ike to - cal,1 upon -

the representative of the New .Jersey Pharmaceutical and .Food· 

.Energy Users Group, Harry Kociencki. 
' ' ' 

H A RR Y L. K O C 1 E N C K 1: Good morning. I am .,Harry 

Kociencki, Chair:;.:.:-. ;:E ::he New .Jersey Pharmaceut"ical and Fooa. 

.Energy Users.Group. 
Thank you for the opportunity for our group to comment 

on the .impediments to the growth of cogeneration in New Jersey. 
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Presently, our group is comprised of 11 member 

companies, representing approximately 75,000 jobs in the· State 

of New Jersey.· This group has been formed out of economic 

necessity to address energy issues and establish positions to 

present our needs. Most of uur 'lnember companies haye 

· cogeneration plants, are constructing·· cogeneration plants, or 

are actively planning cogenerationplants. 

New Jersey Energy Master Plan 19B5: Most individuals 

were encouraged when this Plan was issued. It presented a very 

positive approach to the New Jersey dilemma and offered us hope 

for the short term and longer future. Cogeneration is one of 

the keystones of this Plan. Further, the Governor supported 

cogeneration in his annual address and through conferences and 

meetings. 

There were qualified facility filings for over 2000 

megawatts in l986 £or New Jersey cogeneration plants, spurred. 

on by the positive atmosphere adopted to date by the State. 

Added to this is the fact that 30% or 40% of the electricity 

used in the State · of New Jersey in 1986 was purchased from 

outside the State. New Jersey's energy costs currently rank 43 

out of 48 in America. Since 1979, . the State has 964 fewer. 

manufacturing plants than in l~~b. Also, 100,000 manufacturing 

jobs have been lost over the past seven years. 

Why would an industry·consider cogeneration? 

1) They are f acea with national and international 
competition. 

2) Their energy costs are among the. highest in the 

nation. 

3) Cogeneration efficiencies are typically over 80%, 

as compared to a utility central power plant efficiency· of 

about 35% -- when it is running. 

4) Economic survival -..- not having to face closing 

facilities and relocating to more economical, cooperative 

regions. 
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What are some of the problems that cogenei:ators face"?· 

1) Air permitting process: This process can t.ake up 
to one year . Recently, targets are constantly changing and 

moving. Some of our questions and/or concerns are: 

a) What constitutes ." advances in the art" o-r "'state 

of the art"? 

b) Do we just want to be the same or better than 

California? 
c) A "levelized p1.aying .field" is desired. How about 

vehicle emissions, central power plants, conventional boilers, 

and emissions from other states? 

Currently, · the New Jersey Department of Environmental 

Protection is preparing to issue guidelines for emissions from 

gas turbine-powered cogeneration plants mainly fueled with 

natural gas. It is our understanding · that these guidelines 

will be administered a'"'. rules in currently pending applications 

and new applications. Nitrogen oxide is the emission .singled 

out with _emission limits that are probably not achievable-· 

without utilizing processes and equipment which have not been 

demonstrated successfully in the United States. Imposing this 

technology could ki 11 many, 01: most, of the· cogeneration plants 

currently in the planning stage. 

I · am sure you will hear much more about this subject 

in today's hearing. 

2) Avoided cost buy-back .rate for excess 

electricity: In planning and designing a cogeneration plant, 

one must address the electrical and thermal requirements of the 
host facility. In 

electricity generated. 

many cases, there is an excess of_ 

The current definition of avoided cost 

is the subject of much controversy across America. The avoided 

cost used for establishing buy-back rates is totally different 

than the avoided cost used by a utility in a rate· case. A more 

equitable buy-back rate is necessary. 
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"A1soi we -are aware· that :th~ Board of Public Utilities 
.is currently discussing re,_;.~~;ion _ to the •cost- -philosophy -£or 

.. contracting for cogenerated electricity: used by Jersey Cent~ai -

. Power_- and Light Compan_y a.Ad - Atlantic.- .City .Electric._- without. 

$Oliciting input via informational meetings or hearings. ·-
- 3) · · Wheeling/~elf"""'."'A'heeling: -- - The wheeling - of 

cogenerated -power- from one point to another -- has been the . 
;-·- subj~ct of ml,lch- cc,ntrov~rsy. Wheeling can ..... only be - done with. 

the· agreement of the involved public utilities. We look for 
-_ this s\ll:>ject to be -opened up for further study . and. 

investigation. 
We also look for the ability of -·a qualified facility 

cogeneration plant to_ w~eel excess power . to other plants or 
facilities _ the -- cogenerator operates · in the · State of New 

·Jets~y. This subje~t is covered in a bill_ currently introduced 
in the New.Jersey Assembly, and we applaud its introduction and . . . 

farsightedness. 
4) - Real estate tax issues for a cogerieration plant: -

. . 

·- The "tank tax" bill. require~ further clarifidat"ion, since it"is 

being: liberally· intetpreted by ta:x assessors -- in reviewing a 

· cogenertion plant as _ to what . represents real property versus 
- personal property~ -- --

In addition, we look for adoption of the bi~l which we 
understand is in. the_· Committee that would exempt a qualified 
£acility cogeneration plant· £rom .real estate taxes for a period 
Df £iv~ years. ._ _ __ _ __ 

5) Natural gaf? issues.fall into several categories: 
a) · Some gas utilities have, - or are considering, 

special . cogenetation incentive gas tclriff s. . one such ·utility 
- -.-- •··_ Public -_ ·service Electric ·and Gas Company has its - CIG 

-- tariff,_·_ which imposes a heat -.~ate· restriction· on gas used in a, 

:eogeneration ·_ plant; As 1nentioned i;>reviously, a plant's 

thermal, as · wel 1 as electrical :heeds, are -- addressed in 

designing a cogeneration plant. 
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In many cases, supplemental firing is required in a 

. waste. heat recovery boiler to address the steam needs. This 

process is more efficient than producing the same amount of 

J;team in a stand-alone boiler. · · We look for supplementary 

firing to be recognized and addressed in the tariff, as well as 

removing the heat rate- restriction and substituting. language to 

satisfy the utility _company's concern. This has been· the 

subject of meetings a?d discussion with both Public Service and 

the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities. 

b) Multi-fuel parity pricing of interruptible gas: 

currently, a cogenerator who requires additional gas to address 

supplemental firing needs is faced with a dilemma. The New 

Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, in its air 

permitting process, leads you to using t:tie "cleanest fuels." 

Therefore, most supplemental firing is natural gas backed up by · 

· Number 2 fuel oil. When natural gas is interrupted,. the 

cogenerator then activates his backup fuel. Most New Jersey 

Department of Environmental Protection permits say natural gas 

must be used, except during · periods of .utility company 

interruption. This is totally different than the classical 

interruptible gas definition, whereby the user is free, because 

of pricing available at the particular time, to switch from gas 

to~is backup fuel, or vice versa. 

We look for this new class of cogeneration backup fuel 

to be addressed in a new tariff. 

c) High pressure gas service: Most gas service to a 

cogenerator 's plant by the public utility is at low pressure. 

High. pressure gas· is available; however, the utility claims .. 

that since service is already provided, all costs for high 

pressure service must be borne by the cogener ator, with no 

recognition in rate structure or reduced costs to cover this 

situation. This is leading to many cogenerators investigating 

the potential to by-pass the gas utility and find service by 

others. 
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d) . Belf-belp/transport gas: The gas :distribution 

companies in New Jersey have established, with the Board 0£ 

Public Utilities• approval, very high transport rates for use 

of their distribution system to obtain this lower priced gas 

£rom the wellhead. . In all :cases; the cost for transport within 

the system in New.- Jersey exceeds the cost charged by the 

interstate pipe lin~s to bring it from Texas and Louisiana· to 

New Jersey. We loo~ £or the.se rates to be reduced. 

We appr,eciate this opportunity to ,express our group's 

views, .and look forward to working together with.your Committee 

in resolving these issues. · "Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Kociencki. You raised· a number of issues here. can we assume 

that the order in which they. were raised -- starting with the 

air. permitting process · and ending up with the self,...help 

transport gas-- Is. that the order of priority your group feels 

these issues are? 

MR. KOCIENCKI: I would say, in general, yes. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I guess one question I had about 

a bill of mine which was exempting the qualified facility from 

the real estate taxes . for the first five years .of its 1ife--

1I'he reason I wasn • t able to move that through, together · with 

. the other two bills that. Senator Dalton and I moved through in 

. both houses,· was because of the strong opposition of the 
municipalities there. I just wonder, in pushing for this, how 

important you think that is. I mean, is that a make or break 

issue, or is that just one issue of a number, so that if you 

put them all together·and they were all adverse there could be 

a no. as opposed to a yes for a go-ahead? 

MR. KOCIENCKI: I think it is more the latter. I 

think it is just that any of these perceived impediments, once 

they are removed, can do nothing but further benefit the 

cogenerator's case. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: ,:['hank .. you very . much for being 

here today. l also think it is appropriate that .all of these 

companies have joined together r and ha,ve you as a spokesman for· 

their common. concerns. J:t helps. in .. the _presentation for all of 
them.· 

MR. KOCIENCKI : Thank you ... 
. ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: .. Thank you. Next, I would like· 

to call upon. Mr. Bruce Levy of Energy lnsti tutes, because he 

also has a time deadline. 

B .RU C E L. L E V Y: One slight coxrection: The name of.· 

the company is .Energy .lnitiativesr .Inc. It is. orie of the .most 
c9mmonly mispronounced, misspelled names ~e could have choseri~ · 

Energy· Initiatives is a subsidiary of Jersey central. 

Power and. Ligh1:. I am responsible· for cogeneration project 

development, at Energy Initiatives. We were established several• 

years ago to promote the development of cogeneration throughout 

the State. In that pos-ition,- we have had to face most of the · 

impediments to successful implementation of these projects. 

Our experience spans all sizes of cogeneration, from a 

small 60 kilowatt· system w.e installed in a senior citizens' 

apartment building to ft 60 megawatt system we are inst al ling in 
Marc al Paper M~ 11"' ",.. ~· 1 m,,,r"'\na Park. 

I would like to address the single faetor that we-feel 

remains the biggest: .·. impediment to . full-scale acceptance and · 

implementation of cogeneration, · and that is the legislated and 

regulated uncertainty associated with .cogeneration. In 

developing a· cogeneration pxoject of any type or. size,· many 
things must be ·considered. These include: .fuel supply, 

. .• 

electrical interconnection with the utility, permitting on both 

State and local levels, financing the project, contracting, 

and, finally, the installation of the project. 

There have been various e£forts made in New Jersey by 

legislators, regulators, and other · government a,gericies to help 

cogeneration project economics, and to simplify the steps 
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needed to cogenerate. ~hese .· efforts include: exemption of 

cogeneration equipment from State sales tax, exemption . from 

natural gas· use on gross receipts .of franchise tax, issuance of 

. special cogeneration gas tariffs by gas utilities, and the 

issuance of tariffs by electric utilities defining 

interconnection requirements, stand-by charges, and pricing for 

utility purchase of excess power. The proposed issuance by DEP 

of environmental guidelines for emission limits will also help 

to simplify the implementation of cogeneration. These efforts 

have, indeed, he'lped many small-scale cogeneration projects by 

defining the environment in which cogeneration must work - the 

economic and regulatory'"""- and have provided sufficient support 

for many small-scale installations, as evidenced by the 
hospitals, nursing homes, YMCAs, and other · apartment · complexes 

which are now cogenerating. 
Medium and larger scale cogeneration projects 

generally must be developed and 1:,perated in a slightly 

different environment. They are not as well off in the area• s 

defined environment. The main differences are: These 

projects, in general, depend on the sale of some of their 

output to the utility, Also, these projects, due to their 

larger size, are subject tc, n,o:..e intense scrutiny by DEP, · and 

may have to meet more stringent requirements. And, lastly, 

since these projects usually require new buildings or building 

extensions, construction of these plants requires . approval of 
. local planning boards. 

1 would like· to review the situation which exists, or 

has existed, on these issues, and why it has tended to impede 

the growth of cogeneration. 

On utility buy"""'."back rates: It has been agreed by 

utilities -- we heard them say earlier -- my parent company and 

others alike, and Tegulators ·- that long-term cont~acts are 

.required to support cogeneration development. Despite this., in 

the past two years sinc:e my Company's formation, such contracts 
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have only been available £or about five 111onths .-· two months in 

1985 and three months in 19a6. 

ln the meantime, potential cogeneration projects wait 

and project when and at what l)rice future power contracts wi11 · 

be available. These·. delays have been due both 1:o extended 

utility and regulator negotiations between purchase offers, and 

then once a purcha~e of £er has been issued, the quick 

subscription of these offers, due to lack of controls on these 

contracts. 

One type of co.ntrol we feel is very important would be 
. . 

some sort of limit on the contract size, so that £ive or. six or 

seven oversized projects do not close -out future offers, as 

they have in the . past. The two or three months the purchase 

offers have been opened in the past are completely inadequate 

for reaction response by operating industrial compapies which 

represent the heart of New Jersey industry. 

Assume, however, that your company is one.of the lucky 

few who obtain a contract to sell power, as mine was. Of the· 

three or four successful contracts in 1985 Jersey. Central 

offered, all were located in Public Service's territory. As 

such, wheeling of the power output was required. As many here 

have discussed earlier, wheeling rates have now been set, after 

intervention by regulators and other State agencies, and a 

policy has been put into place only 10 months after the 

contracts have been signed at Jersey Central. As a matter 6£ 
fact,.· some contracts are still in negotiation for people who 

signed purchase contracts with Jersey Central in •November, 
' 1985. While th.at issued is resolved, it is just an indication 

of how long it takes to get from Point A to Point.B. 

The secondary area which larger projects must deal 

with -- which has been talked a lot about -- is the treatment 

by DEP for environmental emissions. 1 am going to limit my 

remarks on this issue, since much discussion has. already taken 

place, but I think it is important that we have to take our 
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:. position. Cogenera:tion< cannot·. withstand any DEP e£fort to .. 
: :, 1 imi t emissions on new. sources to mak.e up for what is perceived 

to be.· excess. emissions : from :existing sources.; . Impositior.i by 
.- . . . - . . ·. . · .. 

DEP of :excessive. emission control .. requirements can severely 
cripple the economic•· health 0£·_ any c~generation project/. ·1 

. believe, however, ·~ ·1 was gl~d to hear_Dr. Berko~itz say thi~ 
morning, th~t logic_ may, in fact, prevail in DEP's ,position, .. 

when .issued~ refle[?ting· a somewhat softening of their earlier 
positions.• If this· doe.s· occur -:-- .· and I hope it will -·- it 

should be n,oted that · it. was only as a .result oi months of 107,19 · 

lobbying and negotiation process: which ·has held up issuance. of 

. several air permits by 

The last area . . . . . 

town · planning b6a~ds .. . . 

more than_ a year •. 
I wo~id lik~ to dis~uss is that of local 
These bodies, _established to. protect the 

safety . and environment of the ,many. towns which. make up. N~w .. 

Jersey, can oft~n delay~ - and: even ki 11 ~ a · cog:enen1tion 

project. while. some.·. town-ships ·. a.re reasonable in their 

execut:i~n -of their :t~spcms1bilities, ·pthers can be, , and are, 
uncooperative and anti--industry; trying their .. best to . 

· · discourage cogeneration projects of a~y type. . Problem-wise is 
> • : • • ' 

the fact that most cogene:ration lnsta1lati6ns. require some 

variances from local o~dinances, due to building height, block 
coverage, . or,• in · the worst possible case, allowable use .. of a 

· zone. ·· Requests for variances are al~ost v'iewed as 'forerunners 
. . --~ 

of certain destruction ·. of · the local.· environment. Despite 
presentations by .. applicants of expert - witnesses t·o -· review 

tec:tmology, safety., and the 'impact on a town, planning boards 
almost always·· decide cases on emotiona'l _arid political . 

. pressures'. Thes.e issues, 1.··should point out,. would only be· 

complicated by any_ tax exemption, despite how much we _would 
. like tax exemption. . Taxes are always ·. a major issue in the 
. review of: applications.· 

Jn. many .cases, these.· same emotions govern· a town 

planning' .· meeting , -where no. · variances are. sought at al 1. 
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::- :·-,.,-·_; .. ,_: -·:·-:_: -~:::·-~: 

Cogenerators are given the impression that cogeneration is not 

. ;_ wanted in many towns·, along with .industry · that is . already 

·:.there. Most of the . experience l · refer to is with clean, 

9as-fired sfte plan groups. Several -efforts by my company t.o 

consider coal -- waste coal-£ ired :£ acilities - which we. heard 

· earlier are des'ired by utilities, have been given s1:1ch hostile 

treatment that site plan approval requests were often withdrawn· 
or never submitted. . 

As you can see, cogeneraticm · projects, despite·· their . 

generally accepted economic and environmental benefits, face· 
many challenges with State and locai situations the way they. . . . 

are now. Many problems are due to fear and· mistrust~ ·· mistrust 

.. that utilities will pay too much or too little for power, 

charge too much or too little to wheel power, that cogenerators 

will pollute too much, · and will be an unpleasant neighbor. ·1 

·. believe that· many of the laws which exist,· both environmental 

and utility regulation, already safeguard against many of these · 

problems and potential abuses. When it :is necessary to deal 

with conflicting jurisdictions and · other conflicts which lead 

to delay, there is no known environment for cogenerators. 

I appreciate the opportunity to present these facts, 

and I would be glad to answer any questions. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: · Thank you, I just llave a few. 

In connection with the reaction you usually find unfavorable by·. 

the local planning boards, aren't the facilities, by and lat'.ge, 

being added on to an existing plant, or maybe in the case of·a 

hospital, it is something relatively small on the inside? 
MR. LEVY: Well, again, there might be two or three 

classes. I .think DEP has broken three classes out - very 
small ones · -- which very often can be installed ins~de of an 

existing building. The same issues do not apply there. Medium · 

:and larger cases, where either · a building extension or a 

completely separate building is required-- Some. sort. of 

planning board approval is often required in such cases, even 

.· for a simple construction permj, t -- a site plan approval. 
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_ ASSEMB_LYWOMAN OGDEN: 

usually there i tseif, -isn't it? 

But, · -the. ·· industrial -plan is 

MR; LEVY: Yes, in -every case. ·we have had a couple 

of- ~installations where -- we have tried. to site .small power -
• facilities which · eliminate : waste fuel, · whether it be waste 

water or waste coal, which do, not have. an industrial facility. - ' 

We. have generally tried to site these facilities near railroad 
- __ sidings and, in one particular instance, in an old eoal 

trea-:tment facility tha~ has been· shut, down -for s~veral yeaTs. 
~egardless of that_ fact, it was viewed by the town as almost an 

· evil proposal . 
. .. . 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN:, Another point you brought up in 

terms of· the contracts-- · I believe you said_ that in 1985 for 

the long-term cont~acts, there was only a five-'month period and 

-- three. months in i9.86. That seems so. short that one wonders how 
any· long--term contracts __ · are negotiated. 

MR. LEVY: Wellr what you. have is a variety. of 
·companies - some . _ industrial companies,· some development 

companies "-'"" that are working, basically, on speculation that 

there will be a buy-back offer made. There is, at any one 
.. time~ several· hundred,·. or __ even 1000 - megawatts of -cogeneration 

power under-- development, and 1t.1hen a utility does issue a 

standard offer, ·these developers -- and I -- am among them -
pounce on the utility ~nd very quickly clo~e out any offer. · I 

would say the -only reason it took three months to-· close out the 

o£fer in 1986 was because· Jersey Central had a· requirement in. 

that offer .that a £acility must have attained qualifying 

facility 'status, ~nd that takes 90 days to get under - statutory 

law. ·There were ·a few £ilings on the QF. The highest level of 
· _filings sever in the history of · ·any one state occurred after -

.September . 1, the .date Jersey Central issued that staildard 
- - -

offer. · It was closea out before December. 31. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: What is happening now in '87? ·-
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MR. LEVY: Well, right now, nothing. J: have several 

projects, and I am sure 1nany others do, which are basically· 

waiting for the next standard offer, which I heard today is not 

going · to be forthcoming too soon, and I imagine under 

completely different formula tban has been used in the past. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Did you say that you have signed 

contracts without deciding the buy-back rates for more than a 

10-month period? 

MR. LEVY: No, I believe I was referring to the fact 

that I had a buy-back contract-

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Oh. 
MR. LEVY: -but no wheeling contract. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I see. Just one last question: 

In connection with the testimony from Public Service, basically 

what they seem to be doing is providing informational data to 

prospective cogenerators. Do ye.cu actually provide financing? 

MR. LEVY: WE, as a company-- We are known as a 

development company. What we have found is that even with our 

basic full-time invc~vement with cogeneration, there are a 
great many hurdles to pass, and that companies that are in the 

business of producing paper, for example, don't have the time 

to be aware 0[ -..~- ..... _, intricacies of buy-back rates and 

contracts. When we provide project development, we provide 

everything -- al 1 the co::tracts and the construction management 

involved in that. We also arrange for financing. We, as a 

company, do not finance them ourselves. 

ASSEMBLYWOrt~J~ OGDEN: Thank you very much. 
Next on the list is Nancy Holmes, Cogeneration 

Partners of America. 

NANCY 
Committee: 

·HOLMES: 

My name is 

Madam Chair and other memb.er s of the 

Nancy Holmes. 1 represent a company 

called Cogener2.t::-~ !':.=t:-~ers .of America. lt is a newly formed 

company in joint ownership between Atlantic Generation, Inc., a 

wholly owned subsidiary of Atlantic Electric Company, and 
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On-Site Power Systems, an 

Group.,' The Morris-Rospond 

aff'iliate of the l'Iorris~Rospond 

Group has been a leader in the 

cogeneration field, both inside and outside New Jersey, £ox a 

number of years, · having installed some __ of the £ir_st 

cogeneration systems in New Jersey and Ohio. 

In a precedent . setting case, MRG was successful in 

having the Pennsylvani~ PUC require that Pennsylvania electric · 

utilities provide ~ackup service to third party owned 

cogeneration systems. The case reduced the impact of the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's ALCON decision, 

especially since about twO'-thirds of the states have state 

utility regulations similar to Pennsylvania's. 

We are, therefore, ~leased to have the opportunity to 

address the Committee and provide information on what we see as 

problem areas and impediments to cogeneration in New Jersey. 

The problem areas we see involve electric utility 

unresponsiveness in the areas of stand-by rates, demand 

clauses, excessive interconnect requirements, and wheeling; 

unfair gas transmission _ rates and clauses, plus the 

availability of gas; and unreasonable environmental regulations. 

Those are not necessarily listed in the order by which 

we stress the importan.ce of tii.t::::111. 

By every independent forecast, the potential for 

cogeneration is substantial in the United States, and 

particularly in New Jersey with its .large industrial base, 

Cogeneration is an excellent means 

industries competitive with their 

states. It impacts the bottom line. 

of keeping New Jersey's 

counterparts in other 

Every decrease in energy 

costs decreases the cost of a manufactured product or service. 

But to facilitate the growth of this fledging 

industry, the impediments to its growth must be decreased or 

removed. The electric utilities in the State must become more 

responsive to cogeneration, 

involuntarily. Stand-by rates, 
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interconnect requirements, and wheeling charges and requirments 

are areas that need improvement. 

Stand-by rates must fairly reflect the utility's cost 

of producing and supplying power for a cogeneration facility. 

Any rates·that gouge the cogenerator·are counterproductive. 

Demand clauses are another impediment to 

cog.eneration. They_ unfairly reflect the cogenerator • s demand 

for electricity, because of the manner in. which they are 

figured. A more realistic definition on which to base' demand 

. charges is needed. For example, an average of the £ive highest 

demand peaks in one month would more fairly ref.lect demand than 

simply the highest peak. 

Electric utilities are 

interconnection equipment. Obviously, 

interests of both the cogenerator and 

requiring excessive 

it is in. the best 

the utility , to have a 

safe interconnect. However,, overki 11 is unnecessar:t and an 

impediment to cogeneration development. 

The nation's utility systems are becoming more 

interconnected and dependent. The market for power is becoming 

national. Ut i 1 i ties can no longer be narrowly focused on only 

their service territories, but must look to the entire State's 

electric grid and outside the State's borders. Utilities need 

to implement fair and reasonable wheeling charges to help 

.facilitate the flow of electricity. 

'I'he Legislature should urge the State's utilities to 

be reasonable and fair in their dealings with cogenerators. 

The Legislature should require the BPU to ensure that the 

utilities are being reasonable in their dealings · with 

cogenerators. 

Access to natural gas 

• especially in the southern · part 

is limited in 

of the State. 

New Jersey, 

Tr ansmiss i.on 

rates and contract clauses create problems for cogenerators. 

The Legislature should encourage new pipe lines for natural gas 

and help create an environment favorable for this to happen. 
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Although the Legislature cannot dictate gas transmission rates 
or contract clauses, - it can _ go _ on record - -as supporting 

- reasonable rates and contract clauses 'and cc1n _ require the BPU 

to review and remedy tinr.easonable charges and contracts. - - . 

- Environmental regulations: MRG has had _ the 

opportunity to w~rk with. Environmental Protection Depattment~ 
•- in a- number of ~tates : in New England, the Midwest, and the · 
Mid-Atlantic sta~es, _ pius New York. - Nqwhere is the bureaucra9y 
worse than· in New Jersey, especially in the Air Bureau. 

DEP' s Air Bureau has added a whole new dimension to 
the risk involved in cogeneration projects. The Air Bureau·. is 

. . . 

disorganized; phone calls are. often bounced around because no 
one_ seems to . know who can \answer the particular question. I 

have a very recent example of_ that. . _ I called down to DEP to. 

obtain a copy of :their 19'85 Air Quality Report, and it took me 
• • I • • • 

three people to get to. someone. who knew who the right 'person 
was, and give me the phone number . _It took · me two days past 

that to finally get someone to answer that phone. 

The time required to obtain a permit is unreasonable 
and -9auses costly delays in projects, It appears that -the 

- Depa.rtment routinely· returns -applicati<:>ns -for information that 

could be obtained over -the phone_ in - order to meet the -- 90~day 

limit law. -_ Once applications ·are deemed complete, 90 days are · 
. . . - - . . 

often exce.eded because of DEP' s ·•- backlog and first -come-first 
· .served policy. · The· situation is a serious impediment to 
,cogeneration in New Jersey. 

As if the time delays·- and bureaucratic red tape do not 

provide enough. project risk,- the regulations DEP imposes and 

- the methodology· u·sed to determine them - are at best -arbitrary 
. . ' . . 

· and capricious. _ A primary example is DEP' s recent attempt at 

NOx_ limits· for natural gas-fired turbines in cogeneration 
system1;. 

It is ~ime to quit ~laying a semantics game; DEP gets 
very defensive wh_en you discuss their proposed i;egulations, arid 
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states that they are not regulations, hut guidelines. What is 

the difference, if,· as a cogeneration developer you still must 

meet the requirements 0£ their guidelines? · What . is the 

difference between a workshop and ~. public hearing~ . if the . 

information gathered from the workshop is used as. though it 

were information presented at a public hearing? 

The situation is absurd. · If DEP can circumvent 

existing laws: by calling something a guideline instead of a 
regulation, then it is the duty of the Legis~ature to stop the 

practice and ensure that all State departments follow the 

correct procedures £or enacting new regulations. 

In January, the J)epartments of Environmental 

Protection and Commerce held a workshop to solicit comments 

from cogeneration developers on Selective Catalytic Reduction 

technology. DEP, at that time, felt that SCR represents the· 

best available control technology, while workshop participants, 

several with actual SCR experience,· overwhelmingly £el t. that 

the technology is not state of the art,. but rather a technology 

that fits the definition of lowest achievable emission rate 

technology. 

SCR is extremely expensive technology that can 

literally add millions of dollars in capital costs and 

thousands of dollars in maintenance costs to the cost of 

projects. If SCR technology were required £Or small projects, 

it would render these projects totally uneconomical. 

BCR technology is not reliable in the United States, 

al though it appears that the Japanese have had some success 
with it. This· unreliability adds to the financial risk a 

· potential project financier must examine. 

If SCR technology is adopted as state of the art for 

cogeneration projects in New Jersey, it will kill this fledging 

industry. 

Environmental regulations are a necessary cost of 

doing business. As long as these regulations are not unfair, 
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unreasonable, or economically onerous, CPA has no problems with 

·them. 
we understand, however, that a recent draft of . DEP '>S 

. new NOx regulations will have a maximum :emission rate based on 

heat input. It appears · doubtful that the· higher in.put 

cogeneration systems can meet the guidelines without- .SCR 

equipment. 

EPA 's New Source Performance Standard £or · NOx ?-S 75 

parts per million. Water/steam injection can bring the NOx 

emissions from gas-fired turbines down to roughly 40 to 45 

parts per million. It is claimed. that SCR techno1ogy can bring 

the NOx level down about 25 parts per mi 11 ion. When EPA states 

that moving vehicles are the greatest single source of NOx, it . 

is difficult to believe· that requiring SCR technology on any 

gas-fired turbine will significantly reduce the· State's . NOx 

emissions. It could, however~ kill cogeneration in New Jersey. 

We urge the L~gtsiature, through this Committee# to 

draft legislation streamlining. the. permitting process for 

cogeneration projects, because the DEF permitting process is 

the weakest link in cogeneration development in New Jersey .. 

The current situation with its long bureaucratic delays is 

unreasonable, costly, and untenable. 

CPA would certainly welcome the opportunity. to work 

with . this Committee to help to facilitate cogeneration 

development in New Jersey. 
· Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. Do you 

think that with New Jersey being the most densely populated . . 

state in the nation, and with air pollution being a concern of 

ours and, therefore, DEP being · the Department charged with 

keepfng our air as environmentally clean as possible, and 

working toward even . reducing -emissions--- Do you think that 

maybe the best way .for industry · is for DEP to set standards, as 

opposed to specific technologies, and allow the industries, at 
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different levels -.- £or instance, as Dr. 13erkowi tz . pointed out 

this morning, the three ·.·different levels ·-. - and al low the. 
industries themselves to ·chr:>ose what ·technology they will ' 

employ in terms of air emissions? . . . . . . .. 

MS. HOLMES! Well, .cert~inly that wouid give·· project. 

·. developers flexibility, you know, if they knew the staI?,dard ·to 

· which they would have .to meet ai.r pollution requirement~. Then 

they, in planning the engineering and. all of the thing5: -that 'go_ 

into that project, could certainly . plan and build in 

flexibility to meet that. . So, from that standpoint, that would -

. certainly be a g~od step, you· know4 giving . the developer 
flexibility .. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: One last question~ In dealing 

with tl:le Department, is it your feeling that maybe they aren't 

or.ganized from a public information standpoint, or do you think 
: . . ' . . '. . . 

it is more a question of not: having the necessary personnel? 

MS. HOLMES: I think it.- is really, well, maybe·· a 

combinaticm, but it :is primarily personnel. It appears that 

· they are just swampec . and· can't deal with.· 1200 applicat:ions, 

· you know, 450 a month, or whatever. The people just simply 

aren't in place to facilitate getting those · .applications 

through. 

ASSEMBLYWO~~~ OGDEN: ~hank you very much. Next, 

Robert Kostal·' ~rbr7'. E:-.c~sy Factors. 
R O B E R T J. K O .S T A L: Energy Factors welcomes this 

. . 

opportunity to submit testimony to your Committee; We are a 

developer and owner oE cogeneration facilities throughout the 
, United· States, and currently have 75 megawatts of .· capacity_ 

on-line · and over · · 450 megawatts under · development. In . -early 

1986, we ·opened our New Jersey office to promote develop~ent of 

•· projects in the northeastern United States; r .am the Business 
Development Man~gi:-'."" ~:-:. that.office. 

Two of the facilities under development· are in New· 

. Jersey with the Schering Corporation as the ho~t company. 
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These are a 25 megawatt £acility in Xenilworth and a seven 

megawatt facility in Union. 

Cogeneration, by simultaneously generating electrical 

. and thermal energy in a single facility, achieves a ,nuch higher 

overall fuel efficiency .than separate electrical and thermal 

energy ge~erations. This efficiency improvement translates 

into lower_ energy costs, providing industrial growth and jobs. 

These . benefits are recognized in promotion of cogeneration 

nationally through the PURPA legislation, and in New Jersey 

through the Energy Master Plan, .support £rom the Governor· s 

office, and this Committee~ 

In addition to tne economic benefits, the vastly 

improved fuel efficiency results in lower air emissions than 

would occur from the displaced boiler and existing utility 

generating stations. 

Nevertheless, in spite of these .obvious :societal 

benefits, cogeneration development in New Jersey is facing 

obstacles that will severely restrict or stop its growth. 

These obstacles include: 1) Possible new air emission 

requirements for gas-fired turbine facilities; 2) taxation 

changes; and 3) insufficient avoided cost rates. I would like 

to briefly address these iss~c~. 

With regard to possible new air emission requirements 

for gas.;...fired turbine facilities-- These comments that I v.1ill 

make are being made without the update, if you v.1ill, from the 
sensitive discussions going on between the Department of 

Commerce and DEP. Jorge Berkowitz gave us a slight insight 

into that. What I heard this morning was encouraging, and we 

hope it will keep moving. We sense that that is the way it is 

moving. 

But, prior to December, 1986, DEP had an air emission 

'policy for gas-fired cogeneration units "that did three things: 

1) It established NOx emission levels "that cou1d be 

met with water or steam injection. These were well-proven and 

economically viable technologies. 
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2) It required calculations to determine what 

additional NOx reductions c.ould' be _made bl7 using SCR~ an· 
extremely expensive technology. If the·· .cost i,er _.· pound of· 

additional NOx · removal exceeded certain reasonable guidelines. 
SCR was not required. 

_- 3) It al lowed the use of SCR technology in larger 

faciliti_es to eliminate the lengthy PSI> permitting proced'L,lre, .· 

thus prc;,viding earlier completion and revenue flow. 

. __ _ Given these rules, developers planned projects and . -· 

negotiated the critical contracts with host companies for steam 

and power sales; with utilities for power . sales, and ,with 

turnkey contractors f o( the engineering proc_urement and 

construction agreements· .. 

Facilities were designed and preliminary meetings·helcl 

with NJDEP to ensure correct permit. submi ttals. Ai~ emission 

permits were submitted, zoning permits obtained, _and financing 

arrangements ~tarted. 

In late December, we learned • that NJDEP was 

considering a new set of rules r.equiring · SCR on· all facilities 

_ above 10 megawatts and those requirements. would be retroactive 

. to all projects, even those with previously submitted permits . 

. The Department of Commerce and Economic Development, 

recognizing the severe impact such a - ruling - would have on 

cogeneration development, arr·anged an informational joint 

meeting with NJDEP in January, 1987. · During that meeting, · and 

at subsequent meetings during the ·past-. two months, the 

following issues were raised, but not resol~ed: 
l) The economics of SCR. For our Kenilworth 

f aci li ty, SCR would add $1. 5 . mill ion in initial cost and 

$500,000 to. $1 million per year in additional operating and 

reduced plant· reliability costs. Will .the previously 

· · ·· negotiated contracts support these costs°?. .Ate·- the :benefits 

worth the expenditures? 

2) SCR is a new technology with limited performance 

history. 
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3) · Wil1 SCR= work prop.erly in New Jersey, · where units 

·1nust £ire botn gas and qil due·to our interruptable gas supply? 
4) The RJDEP · cqn~~rn. with NOx i$ in its role of• .a 

precursor of ·, ozone. : ,.This·· relationship · is con1plex . and no't · 

universally accepted. . . . . . 
. , · 5) Can the requirement: f_ot'. S~. be replaced . with ~ 

··. perfo~mance · standard eguivaTent · to SCR? Under the cur.rent 

tnark8:t conditions, this results in' de' facto SCR, since steam 
.and. wate:r injectiton. ,canno1:· now deliver the· lower performance 
cr.iteria on a guaranteed, dual . fuel-fired basis. · . Without 

' . 

. guarantees, the . projects ·-are· not f inancable . and . will not 

proceed • 
. I . might add,, when l talk about firiancable, I speak 

about' it from a developer Is point of view, Or. seeking outside ' 
·. financing, but i.t ··· -is· realiy no ·· differ,ent ·· for · an in-house 

corporation to. go to •its board of directors. It .. na=s to be 

financable to them,.·also~ 
·. 6) ·· Foi .a :given_ facility, can-. permits: be issued at _ 

existing performance levels . and then lower.· performance · 1evels _ .· 
be implemented - in . five. years? This idea· is . deceptiveiy 

attractive, .but it doesn't work; ' Eabh system configuration "'."""'.'" 
· water injection, ~team inj-ection, ·or SCR '""'.- requires different 

· design, equipme.nt'~ iind . layout. · The choice. -affects original 
contr~ct negot1ations. ··. The project design ·must be complete ;and 

. . . . . . . . . . . , - ., . ' . 

able to meet all current and, future permit criteria to obtain 
£inancing. 

. . . . 

. 1l'here are ':three . sets of critfcal contracts in one of . 
the~e. With the fi~st, if y~~ are dealing with a host. company, 

.· you ha~e . to have an energy : services agreement with him, in 
whicl). you . are go1ng_ ~to .·provide'.· certain therma.1 and possible · 

' electrical p.eeds. '' The' second is' if you are selling excess 
· power._,:.. contract to· 1:;ell that· power to a. uti1ity. The tnird · 

is your turnkey contractor . ...:.- _ ybur engineering construct 
contract. .And, a fourth would be a possible wheeling· 
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contract. These are carefully interwoven contracts. They all 

have to really be in place and structurally sound to take to 

the financial community. The financial community will look at 

~t and want to make sure that any future permit requirements 

are in place at the beginning of the project, because, as far 

as _.they are concerned, their debt coverage has to be made. 

So, we feel that issuing a permit now at one level, 

an~ then saying that same facility has to meet some lower level 

at a future date, rea1ly ends up being a non-financable or a de 

facto SCR project. 

7) Should a policy change of this magnitude, 

complexity, and controversy be resolYed in a public hearing 

format, or as published guidelines or rules? If guidelines, 

are they flexible and, if so, under what conditions? 

I might add here that· however that is resolved, we 

really need open discussion between DEi) and the developers. 

When we submit our calculations, if they are making · economic 

input, we would like to see theirs as to how they do that 

economic input, and an open sharing, whether that is an open 

sha:i;ing at a public hearing or. an open sharing on a per-project 

basis. 

ASSEMBLYWmWJ OGDEN: 

occurred so far? 

Are you saying that has not 

MR. KOSTAL: Not to the extent we would like to see it. 

As I said. these discussions are not resolved, and are 

continuing among DEP, Commerce, and project developers. We 

sense that all parties are more aware of each other's needs, 
and trust that a just and equitable solution will be found. We 

suggest such a solution could be: 

l) All mature -- in other words, developed projects 

-~ be allowed to proceed under the emission guidelines under 

which they were developed. 

2) All prospective projects be permitted to use the 

best available water or steam injection. Establish goals and 
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timetables. for progressive1y improved performance standards· to 

create an incentive. to equ:ipmerit -:suppliers · to d.eve1op ·-the 
nece·ssa.ry improvements~ 

3) . Allow cogeneration -facilities to claim credits for 

both di-splaced thermal energy· and· displaced utility generation.· 

_ · Incidentally, _. dali!ornia, which is . the· state thc1t 

mandates SCR in t::ertain areas. does allow · (or that type .of 

coverage. 
4) All. parties agree to revfsit ·the .issue in the near 

£uture _ 7 let '_s say in · 1s · lllOnths . -. to measure 'the progress 
and, if · necessary~ reexamine· SCR ·· and other developing 

technologies. In the past month, both Argonne and Sandi a . ' 
. '·, ·. 

Laboratories .. · announced new, non-SCR · chemical_ NOx reduction . 

processes, with projecfed~significantly lower costs. 

5) NJDEP and Commerce . conduct a public forum on all . . 

·sources of ozone .. and NOx, and.: review possible action to reduce 

• those . sources. The propo.sed additional NOx removal ·· for 

cogeneration facilities is .a very small portion of the .. total 

NOx emissions in New Jersey. 
· We are submi ttilig copies of our correspondence with 

DEP. regarding this matter, as well as correspondence from· 
_organizations of which we·. are members. This includes the 

· Cogeneration Coalition of America and the National Association 

of Energy Service Companies to DEP,· and the New Jersey Business 
and .Industry :Association ._to the Governor. 

The law 'seems· very. clear to us, in that the equipment 
. . . . 

portion of the facility is not . real property; but some tax 
•.· assessors are _co,nsidering this .to be: the case, and treating the 

entire £acili ty as real property is a . serious impediment· to 

cogeneration. 
·· -With regard to insuf £ icient avoided costs, JCP&L • s 

initial 200 Illegawatt offe~ing -for cogeneration had attractive 

._ avoided costs. ;These rates were. sufficient . to support the 

previously discussed SCR equipment on some larger· facilities, 
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particularly when it was combined with £aster permitting by 

elimination of the PSD review. 

Subsequent offerings were considerably lower. PSE&G 

offers only the mandated PJM grid plus .10%~ Are the current 

o£ferings indicative of the true value of additional energy 

£rom cogeneration.. or are they artificii'.11ly low, impeding 

further cogeneration growth? 

We support the Governor 's Task Fo_rce on Market-Based 

Pricing of Electricity as a positive step toward the 

development of proper avoided costs. 

Thank you again for this opportunity. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. In your testimony, 

when you talked about SCR adding $1.5 million in initial costs 

and somewhere between hal£ a million and a million a year in 

operating costs, what percentage would that be of the total 

cogeneration project? 

MR. KOSTAL: The total project has an installed value 

of about $30 million. So, you know, an additional million and 

a half to that for -:te-- That would be another 5% on that, 

plus the half a millicn to a million dollars a year operating 

costs. And, of course, they are kind of bottom 1 ine type 

numbers. 

ASSEMBLYWOl-"i.AN OGDEN: The half a million to a million 

is-..;_ That is net i:1·:c}v2d in the other types of air emissions 

control? 

MR. KOSTAL: ~o, no. This is just for catalytic 

replacement and additional downtime for the SCR unit. 
ASSEMBLYWO:MJU.J OGDEN: Do you think that your 

competitive position would be enhanced -- this would be your 

company as such, not 'With sharing - if you were permitted to 

sell electricity directly to end users? 

MR. KOS'T'P · 0t!1er than from one facility-- Are you 

speaking, for instance, of a sharing facility to other end 

users? (no response) I am sure that we- For instance, our 
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contracts with the host · company offer. a·· disco'llllt over. their 

cur:r;ent rate. · We. have no· :trouble in offering that discount tQ 

· · take Care . of all sharing' s needs, because that d.iscount. we . are 

offering is abe>ve the avoided , costs. · The n.et co~t. to them is 

above the avoided costs to the :utilities~ So~' yes, if w~ t:r.i.ed . 

. · to market that to other companies on the: same discount• .rate~ I·· 

am sure· it would be attractive to them. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN . OGDEN: Or, · . if . SFhering, for instance, 

cou1d wheel to other plants in the State? 

MR .. KOSTAL: Yes, i£ Schering could wheel to other 
Schering facilities, · we would not ··.sell· the .power. to Jersey 

Central, but would se.11 it to other Bchering facilities. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I think it was :Public service 

that testified saying· they did not believe that would be in the.· 

public interest. 
' . , . 

MR; KOSTAL:. Wel,l, 1 heard both of them say that··-: 
both Jersey Central and PSE&G •. · 

'' ' 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN~. And your reaction to that would 

be? 

MR. KOSTAL:. That is an issue, I guess, that is really 

broader than what we have .brought here . today: In all · of the 

facilities we have .. been u1~Jci:taking throughout the United 

States, we have not found a position where we could wheel -- .. 

self_;wheel . or wheel to other market facilities. It is an 
· attJ:'.'active concept to a cogeneration developer. We would like 

to: have it.. It is something we suspect would be· a long, hard 

battle, and I guess we see other battles that are more in our 

· forefront -- just getting plants built and operating, in this 
· State and in others. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: · Therefore, if· it is not 

available in other states; it ·· is really· not a , competitive . 

. factor? 

MR. KOSTAL: That is correct. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank . you very· much. Stanley 

Keller, Gerieral Electric? 
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S T A N L E Y C. 1C E L L E R: Madam Chair, . ladies and. 

for the opportunity to express these gentlemen: 

·comments. 

Thank you 

I. represent the General Electric .Marine and Industrial 

Engines and Service Division, · a supplier of aero derivative 

industrial gas turbines. GE is dedicated to supplying our 

customers with gas turbines engineei:ed and manufactured to 

provide efficient, reliable operation: and meet all performance 

guarantees, while satisfying all required F-ederal, State, and 

local environmental regulations. 

GE has been a pioneer in developing efficient rl.ry 

technology combustors to lower NOx emissions, and has ~chieved 

significant further reductions through the use of water or 

steam injection; 

minimal cost and 

reduction may be 

monoxide output. 

These reductions have 

complexity, although 

accompanied by some 

been achieved with 

such NOx emission 

increase 'in carbon 

GE recommends that any NOx emission standards 

incorporate a heat iate correction factor, so that the 

allowable emissions are based more on power produced than on 

fuel consumed. A 1 imi t based only on fuel input tends to 

encourage lower efficiency by al lowing such uni ts to generate 

more NOx emissions for a given electric power output. This 

appears to be in conflict with the primary goal of cogeneration 

-0f improving power generation efficiency. 

It should be noted that the EPA established an 

emissions formula that contains an adjustment for gas turbines 

having thermal efficiencies greater than 25%. 

Recent reports from Europe indicate that while Germany 

-plans to implement more stringent NOx limits, it will allow 

waivers for high efficiency uni ts able to maintain better than 

a 30% efficiency over all operating modes. GE has not sought. 

such favored treatment for high efficiency units, but we submit 

that high efficiency should not be penalized. 
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It is also recommended that temporary . higher NOx 
limits specified · for periods of natural gas interruption · be 

applicable to the· use of other alternate £ue1s, such as LNG., 

propane, butane, or other. fuels suitable for backup usage .. 

Concerning possible. different .limits £or lower power 

rating· units, we recognize the difficulty in establishing 

classes that are accorded different limits, and note that such· 

· · distinctions normally act to drive projects toward the less 

restricted class. The result could be more smaller projects 

with generally lower efficiency and somewhat higher emissions. 

We wish to thank the Committee £or this opportunity to · 

express ·these comments, and reiterate our offer· to work with 

the New Jersey government agencies in order to provide the 

maximum economic benefits· of cogeneration consistent with the 

protection of the environment. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. I just have one 

question. When you talk about the possible waivers in Germany 

· for high efficiency units, are you talking about cogeneration 

units as opposed to tradi tiona1 boilers, or are you talking 

about higher efficiency in terms of air emissions? I wasn't 

sure there. 

MR. KELLER: Germany plans to introduce more stringent 

limits in the future, and for higher generation applications 

where the units can maintain·· a high overall efficiency, they 

plan to allow waivers from the new, more stringent 

regulations. It is basically to encourage greater efficiency. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Therefore, cogeneration·would be 

in line for the waivers? 
. MR. KELLER: Yes . 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: 'I'hank you very much. We have 

seven people· left who have signed up to testify, so 1 think 

·'within the next hour or sci we will be able to hear everyone, 

and finish the -hearing around one o'clock, or shortly 

thereafter. 
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There is a representative £rom Eagle Point 

Cogeneration Partnership. Is it Eldon Heaton? 

E L D o IT H E A T O N: I will shorten my presentation, 

because between the efforts of Jorge Berkowitz and Bob Kostal, 

I think they have covered quite a bit of what we had to say. I 

will try to summarize. 

Basically, in January, when it came to our attention 

that this was going to be a matter of discussion on SCR in the 

State of New Jersey, we represented ASiR .anq. community energy 

alternatives as a partnership for the Eagle Point coastal 

cogeneration project. Our interest in that was .that we, as 

A&R, ,had been somewhat of a pioneer in SCR usage, and we had 

some unhappy results with it. 

Just to briefly review that representation, it was in 

the early '80s and we utilized the SCR in a pipe line 

application for compressors. We attempted to get quotations 

from the general industry, finding very little response. When 

we finally did get a response, a 20-rnonth schedule turned out 

to be, like, 34 months. The final product turned out to have 

very little availability. We found problems with ammonia 

control and excess emissions of that into the atmosphere. So, 

in general, there is a mood, in our company at least, that SCR 

has not reached its goal yet -- to be state of the art. 

The rest of my comments have to do with several points 

with respect to how the Eagle Point cogeneration project 

stands, and how we view the air permit situation in New Jersey 

in general. 

First, we would like to reenforce the fact that 

cogeneration 

advantages. 

results in inherent energy and environmental 

The others who have preceded me have pointed that 

out in a significant fashion. 

Secondly, in the specific case of the Eagle Point 

cogeneration project, it wil 1 result in improved local ;;i.ir 

quality. The Eagle Point cogeneration project will actually 
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result · in· a 12% reduction . of NOx relative to the existing 

operations at the refinery site. Moreover; through the better 

stack dispersion characteristics of the new plant.· annualized 

average ground level concentrations of NOx near .the· ref.inery 

will be drastically reduced . by over 80% of the estimated 

current level. 
In· addition to the NOx, even greater reductions will 

be achieved for S02. · The reduction of S02 amounts to an. 87% 

decrease· from current S02 •discharges. On a ground· level 

concentration basis, the reduction is nearly 98%. With respect 

to the hydrocarbons issued, there is a very slight difference 

on..-the positive side. 

The third point is, the Department's proposed 

performance standards are basically a de facto mandate for 

SCR. This was written (ref erring to his statement), obviously, 

before I heard Jorge . testify this morning, and I haven't had 

time to take a look at what he has told us. On the surface, it 

would appear that if you are expecting · something to happen 

three years down the line, that is one approach. But, if you 

are mandating that something happen three years down. the line, 

then you have actually a new source that is three years old. 

He is trying to set up a guideline for a new source 

:performance, and in three years the. plant will no longer be a 

new source. There is a conceptual problem, in that you 

wouldn't be able to £inance that kind of a ·project, unless you 

could show the financial community that you could withstand the 
financial impact that you could withstand today. So l don't 

know that it is very helpful. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: You' re saying that if it is 

phased in over a three""' or a five..:..year period, ~hat it really 

means is that if you go on stream today, you have to have 

everything in place for what they are going to require three to 

five years later, because, otherwise, the financial 

underwriting of it wouldn't be possible. 
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MR. HEATON: Right. I think it is fine to say that in 

three years time in the State of New Jersey this will be the 

rule. ~hat is different £rem saying that your · particular 

project in three years must suddenly perform differently. 
0 ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: So, •. you think it would be . fair 

for a project that started up thr~e years from now, as opposed 

to one that is starting today, ~nd is being told today that 

they need to be in compliance w:i th what the regulations are 

three years hence. 

MR. HEATON; Yes, 1 think that is the good, 

progressive kind of . attitude that needs to be had, to encourage 

the equipment changes and the kind of technological advances 

that are necessary. If someone does not pressure for that~ it 

will not happen. 

The fourth point is, the current SCR technology is not 

suitable £or certai71 lo fad following cogeneration plants. 

Basically, what happens in the technology of. plants is,· if you 

can base load them, then the exhaust temperature is maintained 

within a very narrow :.:and. Basically, under those conditions, 

the SCR tends to wort. But, if it is a very efficient· unit, 

then there are instanc(:>S where your steam load following to the 

plant -- to tne bLt:::cu Lose-- This causes the plant to need 

differing amounts of steam, which is usually done by 

supplemental £ ire, which changes the temperature in the. range 

where the SCR iE. This is why, in some of the more efficient 

applications of SCR that are not large producers of power, the. 

SCR tends to not be a good application. 
So, the blanket requirement for SCR was bothersome to 

sizing the plants, and the sale of electricity. 

The fifth point is, the New Jersey DEP should have 

considered cost-effectiveness and cogeneration economics when 

proposing these 9u.:CC.cclii1es. We took a specific look at Eagle 

Point and the cost· of that, and if it would technically work 

with our particular heat balance, it would be $20,000 per year 
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per ton of · NOx. 'The highest number I have ever seen in any of 

the states with respect to the abatement of NOx was · $9000 in 
. . 

the non-attainment area on the southern coast of California. 

S01 certainly with . all of the other factors in favor 

0£ ·the saving 0£ energy and making New Jersey viable , fz:om an 

economic development point of.- view, 

should be considered. Addi tio~al ly, 

EPA do include that particular ~spect. 

cost is a factor, and 

the Federal standards by 

~he sixth point is, NJDEP's proposed guidelines should 

not overlook other .sources of NOx: emissions. It is fairly 

common knowledge that two-thirds of the . NOx emitted in . the 

State of New Jersey is attributable to automobiles. 

Jorge mentioned earlier that there was 

pounds per year of NOx in his permit process. 

12 million 

That is 6000 

tons. The total NOx emitted in New Jersey is estimated to be 

460,D00 tons a yea:r-. Out of that, the automobiles are 300,000, 

and public utility power banks are 4-0, 000. Industrial and 

commercial furnaces are 100. That is a source which, I submit, 

would · be somewhat reduced by combining the 40,000 and the 

100,000 into a single facility. And, then, residential· 

furnaces are 20,000. 

'The seventh point is, host thermal and utility offsets 

should be credible. I think that speaks for itself, with the 

previous numbers I gave you. 
'The eighth point is, projects in the air quality 

permit pipe line should be grand£ a the red. I think, from what I 

·heardthis morning, that is a reality now. 

~he final point is, following the accepted rule-making 

· procedure. For me, it was a little bit confusing as to what 

the rule-".'making procedure is, or was, or will be. 

I think, over the past two or three months, most of 

the people in this room would agree that this has been a very 

successful fact-£ inding procedure that we have had here. Even 

though our particular permit has been· under consideration for 
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more than .a year now, we do feel it. has been valuable with 

respect to our future business in this State. We hope that in 

the future when there are changes to be made in the air permit 

process, that there will be no .other fashion that can take 

place. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN~ 

Norris here, from Mobil Oil? 

Thank you very much. Is Sue 

(substitute for Ms. Norris comes 

up from the audience} Possibly if you could sort of summarize 

this-- ln view of t:h€ few mar€ people waiting, it. would be 

helpful. 

PAUL ~ A Y L O R: You put a tough one on me there, 

because I am a pinch-hitter to begin with. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: All right. 

MR. TAYLOR: My name is Paul Taylor. I am an 

environmental engineer at the Paulsboro refinery -- the Mobi 1 

Paulsboro Refinery. Boy, this is tough to sumrnar i ze. Do you 

mind if l read fast? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: No, that is all right. 

MR. TAYLOR: Mobil is considering building a 

cogeneration plant for its Paulsboro, New Jersey refinery. The 

envisioned plant would generate up to 170 megawatts of 

electricity via gas turbines, while cogenerating up to a 

mi 11 ion pounds per hour of steam to meet the refinery's needs. 

The new plant would replace an antiquated existing refinery 

powerhom;e which produces steam and electricity. The project 

would have a positive effect upon the economy of New Jersey. 

First, it would have a favorable effect relative to 

the operation of th€ refinery with its 1000 quality jobs, which 

would support thousands of other jobs in the area. Efficient 

operation of the refinery would also provide the means to 

Temain competitive and continue ·making inulti-million dollar 

annual tax payments to the State. 
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1:n addition, the project will provide many 

construction jobs during the next few years, as well as 

. permanent jobs to operate and maintain the faci1ity after 

completion. Also, the additional power generated will prov.ide 

a reliable resource base to ·support continued residential 

growth, as well as growth in. the commercial, industrial sectors 

in New Jersey. 

The cost 

facilities .such as 

of electricity 

ours · wi 11 be 

produced 

favorable 

by 

to 

cogeneration 

New Jersey 

consumers, when compared to other· new· power capacity 

construction. alternatives, and in comparison to many existing 

less efficient sources of power. 
In terms of ·environmental impacts, the "Paulsboro 

project, because it .will replace an. existing facility, will 

reduce NOx . emissions significantly, using water injection for 

NOx control. 
Grass-'roots projects. which do not include a shutdown 

of existing facilities will increase NOx emissions, even where 

they are equipped with SCR. The Paulsboro project 

environmentally is far superior to any grass-roots project due 

to its net emission reduction. In addition to NOx, the 

Paulsboro project also provides large net reductions in SOz and 

particulate emissions. 

Computer air modeling studies have confirmed that. 
ambient air quality around the refinery site, which currently 

meets all standards, will be improved significantly if this 

project is constructed. The . area is already classified as an 

attainment area for NOx, CO, S02, and particulates . 

. The power generated will allow the utility to def er 

additional power capacity construction further into the future, 

delaying new plants fueled with oil, coal, or nuclear fuels. 

In effect, the project reduces emissions now by shutting down 

an existing plant, and in the future by deferring the need for 

power plant construction, which has the potential to increase 

emissions. 
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our schedule for this proposed project is very tight. 

Delays in NJDEP approval of the project, or the economic burden 

of a requirement to install SCR units for NOx:, could jeopardize 

the viability of the project and, therefore, negate the 

environmental and commercial benefits that this project -could 

provide for the people of New Jersey. 

The capital investment required for SCR units is 

extremely high. The estimated SCR cost for the Paulsboro 

proejct is $12 111illion to $19 million, which may be in excess 

0£ 15% of the total project capital cost. 

1 have some graphs, but 1 ~ee we do not have a machine 

to show them on. What the graphs show are the annualized costs 

per ton on NOx removed by SCR are substantially higher than the 

EPA cost-effectiveness guidelines of $500 to $1000 per ton of 

NOx removed. EPA considered SCR for NOx control, but rejected 

it as too costly. The total cost 0£ water injection plus SCR 

for our project is $3000 per ton of NOx removed. The cost of 

water injection only for the Paulsboro project is about $1000 

per ton of NOx removed. 

Federal new source performance standards limitations 

on NOx emissions which can be attained with water injection are 

specifically determined by weighing the ability of industry to 

afford emission controls against the environmental benefit 

derived by the use of the technology. 

Some .other disadvantages of the SCR process include: 

significant ammonia emissions and odors, ammonia handling 

concerns, potential hazardous waste disposal, · and less 

efficient turbine operation, which results in the loss of 

electrical production. 

There has been some research concerning the 

contribution of NOx and the formation of ozone. This research 

indicates that under certain atmospheric conditions and 

concentrations of NOx and hydrocarbons, a reduction in NOx may. 

in £act, cause an increase in ozone. Due to the complex 
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.. ·. - : .. ·, __ . 

·· .. chemistry · involved·; the true contribution ·. of -• NOx in _ 

formation of ozone still -needs to be fully investigated, 

significant N9x · control should not be imposed· until 

•.the 

.and. 

the 
_ NOx/ozone relationship is better understood ... 

The only ·. otp.e~ state. where SCR is required for NOx 
control is California, which is in · non-attainment · for NOx

Therefore, considering.that New Jersey is.already in attainment 

· for NOx, and. considering the extremely high cost of .. SCR, . and, 
considering our project's net emission reduction; we feel that 

SCR NOx . control is an unnecessary . and environmentally 
cost-ineffective control requirement for_ the Paulsboro 
cogeneration project, and projects such as this .. 

·_ We request that cogeneration projects_ such as. ours be 

permitted to .. continue without · an . SCR requirement. · • A 

significant amount_ of ·money and effort has already been spent 
· on the Paulsboro project assuming that· SCR was not needed. We· 

believe that projects ·. should be evaluated on a case-by-.:case 

b<tsis, and if the project results in• a net reduction of NOx 
emissions, that SCR should not be required. 

The need ·for ~lectrical power is real, Projects which 
. . . . ~ . 

meet that need and reduce emissions sh.ould be encouraged to be· 

developed so that industry, the consumers, and the environment 
will all benefft .. 

Campbell 
.JOHN 

·· Manager 

Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYWOMAN. OGDEN: ·· Thank you, Mr. Taylor.· From 

so_up, John Demaree? . 
R. D E M A R E E: My name is John Demaree. I am 

of Corporate ·.utilities with the Campbell Soup Company: 

I. am appreciative of your . concern for the problems 
. . 

facing cogeneration in New.. Jersey,·· and am .. · pleased · to 

participate· in -this hearing in the hopes that my_. contribution, 

as well as the contributions of others here today, will result 

in a net I)osi tive effect for both cogeneration and the entir€ -. 

_ State of New Jersey. 
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.. :,.~.) ··: 

In an eff.ort to contain costs at our Camden, New 

Jersey facility,. which employs over 4000 people, Campbel.I. Soup 

Company. has entered into an agreement wi t_h the General Electric 

Company wherein we are working· together to install. a 50 

megawatt gas turbine powered cogenerat_ion system. This l?YStem ·· 

is sized to lll~ximize efficient co.generated power output, while 

· supplying the_ plant's entire thermal load. As I am sure you 

are aware, d~velopment of a system of this type· and size 

requires · a lengthy and complex effort. At this point, we are 

in the advanced stage of bringing this project to reality. 

Unfortunately I w.e face a potentially significant 

impediment in obtaining an air · emission construction/operating 
permit. As we· understand· them, the proposed regUlations 

governing gas turbine ernis~:dons appear to be overly stringent .. · · 

It appears that the· proposed regulations wil 1 be at ~ level 

achievable only by the use of Selective Catalytic Reduction. 

By adopting these prorcsed limits, which are marginally cleaner 

than those achievable by using current · prove~ technology of 

. steam and water injectio::.1, the _citizens of New Jersey would not 

only be exposed to the problem of transporting toxic-spent 

. catalyst from the· SCR system, but would be further exposed to 

the potential trcu1'.': uu. ,.ino and storing of highly toxic liquid 

. ammonia used in tht-i process. In view of the evolving 

_.technologies available over the past . few years and the ongoing 

effort in this· area now and surely _in 'the future, it seems 

totally imprudent to s.rbitrarily select limits only for clean 

burning na.tu:tal gas turbine fired cogeneration equipment. It 
ignores the fact that this equipment may be displacing 
relatively high ' polluting fossil fuel fired generating 

equipment upwind of N'ew Jersey. in neighboring states and 

supplying the .• plant's therma,l needs through a · much more 

efficient process than the two.it replaces. 

Moreover, the proposed regulations, 

them, do not recognize offset credits for 
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emission which gas-fired· steain or water injection turbine 
cogeneration equipment displaces. In addition, other benefits 

include less voe from oil combustion and elimination of S02 

emissions in many instances. We have learned that a recently 

permitted large gas turbine system in .Bayonne, New Jersey will 

employ the SCR technology. This is the result of the necessity 

to obtain an air construction/operating permit iri. a timely 

manner .. I :suggest any limits arrived at by DEP which require 

SCR are mandating a use of toxic substances and do not address 

other sources contributing to the problem. It should also be 

pointed out that the State· Department of Environmental 

Protection is under mandate from the Federal EPA to reduce NOx 

emissions in New Jersey and has chosen gas turbine cogeneration 

equipment to bear the brunt of that mandate, rather than 

approaching the major polluters, such as vehicles and 

inefficient Utility central station conventional boilers. 

Adopting these limits may make a coal burning system easier to 

permit and more economically attractive. 

Lee Thomas, Administrator of USEPA, in his statement 

"Final Emissions Trading Policy of 1986," concerning the 

practicality of internal offsets which the trading policy 

provides, states: IIThey contirm the principle that allowing 

regulated firms to secure egual or better emission reductions 

at less cost is an important way to get further environmental 

progress under the Clean Air Act, especialli in hard-to~attain 
areas where most easy targets are already well-controlled." He 

goes on to say: "It makes an important contribution in terms 

of needed flexibility, ability to respond to · changing 

·circumstances, and stronger incentives for environmental 

progress." 

As a member of the New Jersey Pharmaceutical and Food 

Energy Users Group, Campbell Soup Company is very concerned 

about energy costs¥ as well as the quality of our environment 
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in New "Jersey. We believe that . both are achievable thr~ugh 

.conscientious well-balanced.e£forts. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much, Mr .• 

Demaree. Next on the .list . is Mr. .Bill Ginn, .O'Brian .Energy 

Systems. 

B 1 LL G .I .II B: Yes, ma ' am. 

·brief. A lot of my colleagues -

have you -- have made comments 

sense going over them. 

I wi 11 make my comments very 

colleagues, competitors, wha;t: 

here today, and there is no 

J: would .like to .bring out one very important point 

that has .been overlooked · to date. O'Brian Energy .. is a 

developer - a third:-party developer. We currently have three · 

projects ..;..._ three contracts -- with Jersey Central Power. and 

Light which have been approved by the Board of Puhl ic 

·utilities. In all three 0£ these contracts,· we do face 

termination dates by the utility. These are termination dates 

··. to keep you goi~g to make sure that t.hese things don't · fall 

apart. Mr; Baldassari from Jersey Central indicated that he 

hopes to have everything on-line by 1990. 

At this rate, a lot of the contracts which have been 

signed-_:_ approved by the Board -- are going to be in jeopardy, 

without quicker respons:ive action on the part of several 

issues. . Firstly, DEP, as. has been~- You know, everything· has 

been discussed aboutSCRand what have you. 

We are facing a great level of frustration with DEP 

and the fact that they have been unresponsive to any requests. 
because of this ongoing debate cm sympathy there. However, as. 

an example, we pave a Parlin, New Jersey project 97 

megawatts - that we have prepared a permit for, and we have 

.been awaiting a decision. We have been awaiting a decision 

going on four or five months now on this policy. 

Further, we had one specific qUestion we requested DEP 

to answer in the preparation of our permit on February 19. · We 
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have not received an answer yet, even though we were promised 

30 days -- a small, .but very telling example of what is 

happening. 

As 1 hear all this testimony today, I am just nervous 

about the fact that this is going to .continue4 l would· just 

like to urge -- for myself and for other dev-elopers,, and a_lso 

for the benefit of the utilities who we want to honor out -

contracts with, as well as the ratepayers - that we neeq to 

get on and moving in some direction. 

Two other quick . issues that have not · really been 

addressed, and I say this from a personal standpoint - from 

the standpoint that we at O'Brian have been a little further 

down on some of these issues -· and they have to do with 

interconnection. There was a statement, I think by Nancy 

Holmes, indicating excessive interconnection equipment. We can 

attest to that. We have one project -- 46 megawatts - that is 

in PSE&G jurisdiction and is being wheeled to Jersey Central. 

We have been at it now for going on six months. The price we 

were originally given was thrown out at our first meeting, and 

the cost has now tripled. We still do not have a route. There 

has not been a route put forthi and we are asking for a timely 

and a fair type of response to that. 

We urge the Committee to consider as in other 

states -- a set policy on interconnection. This goes one step 

further, because we just got a note, by the. way, on our 

contract in Jersey Central' s territory for Parlin, where after 

interfacing with the utility for over a year and a half-- We 

got the note, by the way, on Apri 1 Fool 's Day, that, "Yes, 

O'Brian, you are responsible for the design and construction of 

the interconnection line, and (indiscernible) right· of ways." 

If that was their pol icy from the start, fine. But, ·. after 

several months into the contract, and after a .lot o.f budgeting 

and financing and things like· that, . that appears very much to 

hurt. 
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We are a national company, and this is the first time 

this has ever come up. It involves legal questions, as well as 

procedure. It just appears that it is one of those, "Oh, I 

forgot to tell you," types 0£ things. "It can't really impede; 

it can't hurt." 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: These are being. decided b-y the 

utilities themselves, with BPU being involved? 

MR. GINN: To this date. ma'am, yes. That lette.r just 

came to us about a week ago. 

That is really all l have to say. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN~ Thank you very much. I 

appreciate your sumrnari2:ing your thoughts, too. Jorge 

Berkowitz of DEP has to leave momentarily, but 1 just thought I 

would like to give him a few minutes before hearing the 

remaining two or three more peo.Ple, to make comments on some of 

the issues that have been brought up. 

DR .. BERKOWITZ: Thank you. First of all, I wou1d 1 ike 

to thank the audience for making me a prophet. 1 predicted 

that you would hear a lot of testimony pointing out DEP's role 

in impeding cogen. 

I think it is important that you compare the testimony 

when the record is available. l think what you wi 11 hear is 

that a lot of points that have been raised have already been 

addressed by my testimony, particularly in reference to the 

type of technology we are asking for. We are not asking for a 

particular technology. We are asking for an emission-based 

technology. As such, I think it is important for you to 

understand what types of projects are moving through DEP that 

were approved as recently as last week. ~hese projects are not 

totally stagnated if a company wants to say, "We accept your 

guidelines. We can meet those guidelines." That has shown 

that SCR,. in fact-- If SCR is so fatal to cogen projects, I 

~ant to know why two of them are moving right now. 
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I think it is important to realize that the final 

chapter on what NOx means to the State of New Jersey, to the 

citizens, to the air contaminants that we have to deal with,, is 

not being written. I would say that increasingly important is 

the role of nitrogen oxides in photochemical smogs, 

particularly in view of what is happening to the upper ozone 

layer and the relative ease with which photochemical ozi~ants 

will be £armed. 
Secondly, I would also submit we are finding that 

while hydrocarbons are probably limiting relative to ozone 

formations, NOx is assuming a much greater role than previously 

thought, and that is the subject of a recent report, as recent 

as two months ago. 

I would also submit to you that much of what we have 

heard today is perhaps not quite factual as we understand it. 

I have heard that a permit has been in-house for over a ye2r, 

when, in fact, that permit has been in-house for six months. I 

have heard for a fact that it was Commerce's idea to have this 

informational seminar. It was our idea. Commerce f ac i 1 i tated 

it. 

What I am saying to you is-- Al 1 I a.sk is that you 

compare the record, as I spoke to it. I think you 1wi 11 find 

that the Department is not applying a kiss of death to 

cogeneration facilities within the State of New Jersey. Quite 

the contrary. We recognize they have significant environmental 

benefits, and we are tr:ying to apply a policy that will allow 

cogeneration facilities to move forward. 

I think it is also important, again, for me to restate 

what regulations would entail. If people are here looking for 

regulations, realize that regulations do not allow 

flexibility. By design, flexibility was incorporated into the 

state-of-the-art negotiating process. If you are looking for 

regulations, the Department might feel compelled to put a 

moratorium on cogeneration facilities, or to apply those 
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regulations retrospectively. I think you heard that 

retrospective application of NOx controls · would probably _be 

very difficult. 

That is all I have to say at this point. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: . 1: think what peop1.e are · asking 

for is what has actually occurred to some extent, which is- the 

public hearing and the input. In other words, while yo~ are 

not legally required by a guideline to hold a public hearing, 
I • • ~ 

and you feel that if you adopt rules and regs that that is a 

more rigid way of doing it, on the other hand, with so many in 

this room obviously being critically affected by decisions that 

DEP makes, they want to be part of the overall decision-making 

process, realizing that they are not the ultimate 

decision-:-makers, but to bring to bear what their experience has 

been, their knowledge of the mechanics of it, etc. 

DR. BERKOWITZ: I think Bruce Levy raised a very good 

point by saying that one of the things the proposed facilities 

are going to find is the capriciousness of the local 

community. I think ~-t is important for the facilities to 

develop a track record, as many of our resource recovery 

facilities are beginning to do now, and say, IIWe have gone the 

total 10 yarc.: · ·" ~- ,~ :':-'', to the degree · that we know what· 

impacts these facilities are going have on the community." 

We have dcY:e that -with resource recovery f ac i li ties. 

We think that Bruce's perception is right, that the public is 

scared, for a loi. of different reasons probably 

unnecessarily related to cogen facilities. We would like to 

be in a position to be alongside the applicants at the . local 

meetings, saying, "Look, there is nothing to be concerned 

about.· The control technologies that are being applied are not 

only adeguate,·but they are the best we have available to us." 
ASSEMBLY"v--1A,.,f1',\T 0GDEN: Just one last question. If y01.: 

are afraid that there will be sanctions from EPA due to ozone 

violations, and that NOx causes ozone, but that cogeneration 
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will reduce the NOx, why wouldn't you actively promote it as a 

way of decreasing the NOx emissions? 

DR. BERKOWITZ: First of all. again, we think we would 

be in a position-- Again, I think we recognized .. in our 

statement that there are net environmental gains to be had 

here. We would be in a position to fall off of a strict 

definition of the application of state of the art. A -strict 
I 

definition of the application of state of the art migh;t be 

SCR. We are beyond that at this point, simply because of what 

has happened in our State already. And, if we did not 

recognize these environmental benefits, we would not be 

compromising SCR at this point. We are. We are bending over 

backwards at this point in time to come up with what we think 

is a prudent policy relative to NOx control. We have fallen 

off of that strict definition of what we think state of the art 

is to encourage cogen facilities. 

ASSEMBLYWOMA..l\J OGDEN: Al though# according to the law 

case cited by Commissioner Blekicki-- He really said that you 

do have to take this into account the total cost. It is a 

question, you know, of you being on one side in terms of the 

total cost, and cogeneration companies being on a slightly 

different side. It souncts to me, from this hearing today, 

however, that as a result of public discussion1 interaction 

between you and either the companies which want to become 

involved in cogeneration or the actual companies producing the 

cogeneration uni ts, that there has been a better understanding 

of where both sides are coming from. 

DR' BERKOWITZ: We agree. We are thankful for the 

opportunity to have learned. In my opinion, we could have done 

the non-prudent thing and sat back in Trenton and made the 

decision, and then let the fur fly. We chose not to do that. 

I am sensitive to the delays this has caused, and I feel sorry 

for the project impacts. But I think the short....:term 

inconvenience is going to be worth a long-term investment in a 

sound polici on NOx control. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: aust one last question then, 

Jorge. ··In talking about the delays, have they been due to your 

trying to make the decision in terms of what type · of air 

emission strategy you come up with4 or is it more a question ·of 

your staff being under-funded? I know that with ECRA, for 

instance, which is the largest program of DEP where · the most 

complaints are received, that, to a great extent. it was a 

question of not having enough staff. 

DR. BERKOWITZ: I would say we do have a problem being 

able to handle our permits. I think what we are doing now is 

developing a more streamlined approach. trying to apply better 

management strategies to the permit backlog. I think there are 

some legitimate criticisms concerning our Department as to the 

method in which the permits have been handled. Please be 

assured that, if we are not totally on top of it, we are making 

a. serious effort to get on top of the permit backlog 

situation. We have an industrial advisory . group - a task 

force -- that we are meeting with regularly twice a month, to 

address strategies which will allow us to break out of the 

backlog situation. 

I think the cogen facilities are, in fact, caught up 

in a bit of that, but irrespective of the backlog, I think they 

would have been· backlogged anyway because of this issue about 

NOx control. For that, I apologize. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much. 

DR. BERKOWITZ: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: We have three more people who 

wish to testify who have signed up. Claude -- is it Worley? 

C L A U D E B. W O R L E Y, J R.: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: From Deltak Corporation. 

MR. WORLEY: Thank you, Madam Chairman. When you 

refer to Deltak, I wish to qualify that, in that I do represent 

this firm, but I am not an employee of Deltak, which is a heat 

recovery steam generator roanuf acturer. The comments I wil 1 
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present have to do more with addressing the impediments to the 

growth of cogeneration in New Jersey; as presented in the 

notice that was' sent to m~. 

Number one, l think this will be a 

unfortunately, of some of the comments-made earlier, 

seems we stand as a fraternity in the cogeneration 

we must think alike, I guess. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Maybe you would 

repetition,· 

because it 

field, ,.and 

like to 

summarize the points that have been made before and, if there 

are any new points, part:icularly highlight those. 

MR. WORLEY: Yes, I will try to summarize. We must 

·make a remark about the fact that steam, as obtained from steam 

turbines, which iS the low _ end of the cycle-- I am addressing 

.the gas turbine situation, by the way, rather than the combined 

cycle at the other end. Steam that would be obtained from a 

source of fuel burned at 2500 degrees is really an unreal 

situation in a gas turbine. · The metallurgy. of gas turbines 

woµld not stand this high temperature. NOx, for example, has 

been known to be asymptotically sensitive to temperatures and, 

therefore, we are much lower by perhaps in excess of 500 

degrees below what happens in a fired boiler. In fired 

boilers, the furnace temperatures are at least 3000 degrees. 

The NOx, therefore, from gas _turbine effluence- will be 

much less than replacing fired equipment. I think it is 

questionable to establish arbitrary standards which have not 

been · emulated by ne.ighbor ing states -- western Pennsylvania, 

£or example,· coming through here, some sections of New York 

State, and Delaware, even, and the fact that it has been 
. . 

presented before. We have prevailing winds, which add to our 

situation here, 

I · am quoting from "Gas Turbine World" issue of 

November-December, 1986, page 12: ''Europe faces stricter 

de-NOx rules by 1990 for CHP plants," This reduction, by the 

' . 
i 
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way, based on a reduction perhaps from 75 ppm corrected to 15% 

excess air, is only at 50 ppm, a level which we are now 

achieving with standard procedures of water and steam 

injection. Nevertheless, as a resident, I am very sensitive to 

the pollution sources in our State, but as well, the present 

order of magnitude. Certainly, motor vehicles are by far _~he 

greatest pollutants, yet we seem to put undue perhaps emph~sis 

on the·cogenerators - a relatively new industry in the State. 

Utility plants are next, again as we stat;ed. , 

I do favor the envelope system mentioned by some of 

the petroleum-related people coming before my case. 'The 

envelope seems to make a lot of sense, because they can apply 

the particular present-day technology to reduce and do things 

according to their own needs. 

No one · seems to have addressed the subject of NOx 

emissions ·with respect to the height of discharge. For 

example, as mentioned, cars and trucks emit NOx at a very low 

level. NOx is much heavier than standard air. Therefore, we 

will breathe this to a greater extent. Cogenerators will have 

stacks of 75 feet, possibly 100 feet, depending on local 

ordinances, and we, as citizens, or the animals in New Jersey, 

will not be affected by this as much as we would be by the 

lower level heights of car emissions. 

Another aspect not discussed it seems, is the fact 

that a gas turbine can be operated in different modes. Wel 1, I 

did mention that. Thinking that no one would refer to it, I 

included this in my written statement, but it has been referred 

to. 

Straight exhaust, that is, unfired exhaust, is usually 

at a level of 800 to 1050 . degrees F. As stated earlier, the 

level of NOx is not as severe when a unit . is designed for 

straight exhaust. You can be much more efficient, it was 

presented by earlier people, with an exhaust that will be 

raised to possibly 1100 to 1700. Prese!l.t technology -with 
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burners that are·· ser-ca11ed . duct-fired ··burners permit . this.· 

This · ·renders the . overall .efficiency o~ the. plant many. 
percentage · points higher than. :the .· st:raight · exhaust gas 

tur.bine. . This is·. accom:plished •.·.· with-- ··. · ... ~e a4ditiona1< 

supplementary•·· firing is accomplished ·with :natural gas as a 
cle.an fuel;· and Number 2 fuel oil as a stand-by fuel· in case. of. 

· .iriterruptib:le gas · supply· contracts. · 

It would1 ·•• ther~:fore~ seein appropriate to review.: the 
different. modes and 6pe:rations on. · an individual case. Few 

. . . .· .. ~· . . 

situation~ tend to be exactly alike. ~ has. b.een .described, 
gas turbines are· very :Si te~ori~ted. machines -· -·· and they truly 

are. 

I would urge that the economic side of the decision by . 

the State be kept in perspective. We cannot be an island unto 
ourselves .. we· mµst act in concert with other neighboring 

states, and possibly provinces# including Canada, to establish 

such standards, which do.make sense on an economic basis. 

There is a third mode of. operating heat recovery 

blowers not discussed here currently. We are talking.about the 
. . . . 

freph · air firing method. I assume that· some of you are 

familiar with it. This consists. of. being able to generate 

steam when a· gas turbine is inoperative. · To c1.chieve thif;,,. the 
manufacturer must provide large· I.D. fans, which simulate 

. . 

turbine exhaust flows; . so th:at the heat transfer· surfaces will 
sense.·· the · same mass £low velocities and resultirig · pre~sure . 

. drops as when the turbine is on str~am. . F~r this, the burners 
which a,re used are red~signed from a straight .duct type burner, 
and there is some duct work associated with . it. This .is. an 

. . .. · . . . .. . . . . . . . . ' . .· .· . 

additional· expense . for the plant operation but,· on the oiher 

· hand, it permits an operator who does not·. want to lose his 

steam capability - capacity - to operate with •one single type 
of unit, · and not have to .. go to . a . stc1.nd-by .. blower •. wh_ich 1nay 
take. as much, or perhaps more, . · than one. hour . to be put 

on-line. Firing temperatures for such £resh air fired burners 
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can range in temperatures from 1200 to 1300 degrees; again, a 

level which is not of real concern for .NO:x. 
Thank you very much . 

. ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: ·1I'hank you. Mr . Scott Turner·" 
Independent Energy Association 0£ New Jersey? 

S C O ~ ~ M. T U R N ER: 1rhank you, Madam Chair .. My n!1me 

is Scott 1rurner. I am a partner with the law firm of Nixon, 

Hargrave, J)evans ~ Doyle, based in Washington, D.C., New York 

City, and Rochester, New York. I am appearing here this 

1norning -- this afternoon now -· on behalf of the Independent 

Energy Association .of New Jersey. This Association was formed 

earlier this year as a New Jersey not-for---profi t corporation, 

and was organized to, among other things, provide for· a forum 

for the exchange of technological ideas, concepts, and economic 

analysis to benefit all users and potential users of 

independent energy. 

l do not hav-e a copy of my prepared remarks available 

at this point, but I will get them to you within the next 

couple of days. I was asked by the Independent Energy 

Association of New Je:::-sey to appear here today because I have 

been actively invo1ve,J in the determination in the South Coast 

Air Quality Managem1::·n> 11:.strict in California, which led to the 

selection of the Selective Catalytic Reduction as the lowest 

achievable emission rate for two gas turbine applications in 

1984. Because of that, the Association asked me to share my 

perceptions on that process and its outcome with this Committee. 

I will not dwell on the particulars of that particular 

process and outcome. I wi 11 certainly go through those in some 

detail in 1ny written s;,ibmission to you. Let me just leave you 

with a couple of observations from that process, and then 

conclude by commenting on a couple of assertions or 

observations I ho.vc J..10.::,t=d on what I heard today, principally 

from Dr. Berkowitz. 
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Because the SCR . phenomenon _was, indeed,· 5pawned for 

the first time in the South. Coast Air Quality Management 
·._District, it is ilrlportant to understand b~th the political and 
the technical imperatives that led to the particular outcome in

those two permit · ... application proceedings · in 1984. _ My 

conclusion, _having go!le through that process, and l;>eing 

eminently inv_olved with it, is that the political an·d technical 

imperatives ~that were _ evident in· that part of California in 

1984, · are not evident here in New Jersey in 1987. I will. 
. , ' : . . 

detail the bases for my conclusion in my J;emarks • 

. l would note here, somewhat parenthetically.. that in 
. . 

California, like apparently ·here, cogeneration · is being looked 

to as the inpustry on which NOx controls should be imposed as a 
.. means of controlling an ozone problem or1 in the case of 

California, a NOx problem, .when, indeed, that industry itself 

is. a small contributor to· what is otherwise a large problem. 

Could it be,. I would ask somewhat ·rhetorically, that the 

cogeneration industry is perceived here.as it was in California 
in 1984, as somewhat · a · new industry, as somewhat weak · and 

dtsorganized, and as a vulnerable industry to these kinds of 

controls? 

It is important to recognize that notwithstanding what 

has transpired in California since i984i to date, SCR has n6t 

been incorporated, by·. rule~making, into the South Coast -Air 

Quality Management District Air Poilutl.on Control regulations,. 
. ·. ,, . .. .· .. . . 

. which are applicable to either new or existing gas turbines .. 

Yes, the. South Coast staff . iE presently considering making.·. a 
proposal to its District Board in that regard, but that staff 
proposal has to undergo formal rule-making. .Right now, it is 

undergoing an environmemtal . impact statement review . at the 
staff level. That environmental impact.· statement, ·obviously, · 

will be subjected to BUblic scrutiny before .it is put into .. 
final form.·· 
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Much of the testimony that waE presented at the 

January 22 workshop - or hearing, if you will - here in this · 

very room, demonstrated1 at least in my view, and· I am sure . in 

·the view of others, that the guestions which were raised in the 

South Coast Air Quality Management ·District back -in 1984, 

continue to .persist. Limited SCR data continues to be a 

problem. Exp~rience with SCR applications in the United States 

has not inc,;-eased significantly since 1984, and what little 

experience there has been has produced mixed results. Catalyst 

performance, especially on oil, and ammonia storage and slip 

concerns-- Catalyst disposal concerns continue to be large 

issues. 

Finally, as we have heard today, financability and 

qost-ef£ectiveness issues continue to suggest that most, if not 

all, projects cannot survive the costs and risks imposed by a 

SCR requirement. 

So, the political and the technical imperitives at 

work in Southern California in 1984 just don't seem to be 

evident here in New Jersey in '87. New Jersey attained the N02 

standard. Ozone, while it continues to be troublesome in New 

Jersey -- troublesome is perhaps too mild a word for it-- The 

role of NOx in ozone formation is not wel 1 enough defined to 

serve as a basis for imposing SCR requirement on cogeneration 

sources in New Jersey. 

Now the proposed approach that Dr. Berkowitz outlined 

today is certainly better than some immediately effective 

across-the-board. SCR requirement, which apparently was where 

DEF was headed prior to at · least the informal workshop _:_ 

hearing, what ·· have you -· on January 22. Headway is being 

made. I think it is an important recognition on DEP's pa.rt 

that there is a need £or three distinct source categoriesr and 

we certainly applaud their decision in that direction. But, 

SCR does, in fact, remain part of DEF' s approach, whether today 

or in 1992. The way the rule is presently proposed, it would. 

in fact, be de facto in position of SCR. 
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The premises on which DEP has ~pparently based its 
decision . to mandate SCR by 1992 · on· ·the mid.:..size and .larger 

cogeneration · sources · must be placed on the table -for. all to 

examine. We . heard £rom Dr. Berkowitz today·· the implication . 

that the . -cogeneration :5ources ··that ·have been · applied for to 
· date would emit major NOx emissions. The implication was that.: 

. . . 

those would be major emissions.relative to other NOx sources in~ 

the State, and yet just· a few. moments a.go, we heard that i11; 

reality that wouici probably be some _(;_ODD tons out of. total NOx 

emissions of well over 400,ooo tons. 

We also need to examine in a public fo-rum the apparent 

conclusion · of DEP that :NOx is a primary. cause of New Jersey's 

ozone · non.:..attainment problem. But we need to know more about 

DEP 's position · on .how NOx' s role compares to that of 

hydrocarbons. I guess I wpuld ask this Committee, and I would 
. ' . . 

certainly ask DEP, why otlier urbanized states which also have 
. . 

ozone non-attainment problems - like New York, like Illinois., 
. . . . . 

like Florida-- Why are they not embracing Selective Catalytic 

Reduction? . Instead, they adhere to the. Federal New Source 

Performance Standardsas·best ayailable control technology. 

Finally, I·· think we need to examine DEP' s · apparent 

conclusion that 25 parts per million apparently achievable by 

SCR.;__,. Why is that achievable by 1992 on mid-range gas 

turbines? This de facto imposition of SCR, if it will work 
then, is apparently not· acceptable now as DEP has concluded. 

We need to know more about why DEP thinks it will be acceptable 
in 1992. 

There was the, assumption on. Dr. · Berkowitz's part that 

. other technologies will be. availa:ble in 1992. Well, will they, 

in fact? ·we need to·know·what DEP is thinking in that regard. 

· So, .obviously, more public examination of DEP 's .key 

assumptions is needed. Need th,at be a formal rule-making? 

Well,.perhaps not, as is shown by DEP's apparent willingness to 

consider what I · heard at the January workshop -- apparently 
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softening its earlier proposed approach. But, public input and 

examination continues to be critical. Dr. Berkowitz's 

suggestion that if DEP had to embody the emission limits in 

~egulations it would make them retroactive on pending permit 

applications is, to me, a surprising sentiment. It is 

certainly not required that he make them retroactive, and it is 0 

certainly inconsistent with what we heard him say earlier about 

his belief that grandfathering, under his proposed scenario, is 

appropriate for equitable reasons. If it is ,appropriate there, 

why not appropriate if the SCR -- if the emission limits are 

contained in a formal rule? 

As to his point that regulations are inflexible, and 

DEP has more abi 1 i ty to deal with applicants on a case-by-case 

basis under these informal guidelines, well, that may or may 

not be true. Certainly, regulations can be written with 

variance mechanisms built into them, and I am sure there are a 

number in New Jer~ey that have been. 

So, to sum up, we have made progress, I think. DEP 

has made progress, but this latest iteration of DEP's thinking 

needs to be examined more carefully than I think most here 

today have had a chance to do. With that examination needs to 

come some more thinking about the grandfathering issue. I 

think DEP is headed in the right direction there, but that 

needs to be resolved in final form, and more thinking, I think, 

needs to be done about utility displacement credits. 

So, DEP does need to continue to publicly seek input 

and review, but, at the same time, I think we heard today that 

there is a need to continue to process permits in the pipe line 

in both an equitable and an expeditious manner. 

I will have my comments to you by the end of the week, 

I suspect. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN. OGDEN: Thank yow.. Would you also 

please send a copy to Jorge Berkowitz? 

MR. TURNER: I would be happy to do so. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN~ I am sorry he had to leave just 

before you te.stified. 

MR. TURNER: Jorge has heard some of this before. 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: - Okay.· One t>ther question: 

Would you favor a policy under which the emissions were a 

factor in the overall selling price of a cogenerator 's output? 

In other words, if they were required to spend more than they_ 

anticipated for emissions control, should_ that be taken into 

account in the total price? 

MR. TURNER: If there were a mechanism to do that, 

Madam Chair, I suspect that wouid be a way to certainly ease 

the financing problem. How easy and how quickly such a program 

could be implemented really depends on the Legislature and the 

Board of Public Utilities, as _to whether they would be prepared 

to implement that kind of a proposal. Certainly, it would ease 

· that particular concern. 

Now, the concern it would not deal with is the 

technical risk inherent with some of these new technologies. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: I understand that. Thank you. 

We just have one more person, Stephen Eber,_ from 

Ebasco, although I understand that Barbara Curran, President of 

the Board of Public Utilities, also wishes to .speak. 

ST BP HEN EBER: I am going to be extremely brief. 

ASSEMBLYWOMA..~ OGDEN: As soon as you are finished, 

Barbara Curran will come in. 

MR. EBER: Thank you very much. I ·will be very 

brief. 1 represent Ebasco, and our sister company, 
Envirosphere. · 

The purpose of my speech is simply to reaffirm what we 

stated on January 22, .1987. I want to put the same material in 

your hands that we put in the hands of the Department of 

Commerce and the Department of Environmental Protection. We 

presented technical -data which concerns the costs and 
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environmental impact and engineering information regarding SCR 

as a NOx emission control technology. 

I want to reaf f irrn the fact that SCR, on the basis of 

our study, is currently not state of the art,• but it does 

deserve further research. 

I want to make one comment regarding the 'fact that 

other ~lternates were made available. I have to point out that 

dual f;tiel units currently studied -- GE's unit, for example -

do not get down to 25 parts per million on steam or water 

injection. A gas only nozzle will do this. If I am wrong, 

please correct me, but there is no alternate technology on 

1nost-- There is no alternate technology, as Dr. Berkowitz 

indicated. By default, they are ask~ng for SCR, under current 

known technologies, if dual fuel is to be employed, which it 

has to be. 

I complimer:"':: the fact that there may be 

grandfathering. If that occurs tomorrow, I will be a very 

happy person. 

Other sugges '. ~ ens I would make before I wrap up are: 

Consideration should .be given to pounds of NOx emission per BTU 

of output of a 1:>lar,~ I don't want them to spend months 

debating this. 'l'nis J s something for the future, but cogen 

units get so much more efficiency. than .standard units, even 

standard combined cycle uni ts, whic'h do not make process heat. 

But, you are getting double your money. It's like a car that 

gets 5-0 miles to the gallon and a car that gets 20 miles to the 

gallon. If they both emit the same pollutants, well, you are 

getting much more mileage out of a cogen plant. 

The other suggestion is that perhaps New Jersey should 

build a cogeneration plant for research purposes, so they could 

really take a look at all these factors we are talking about -

a small prototypt: 1.uu 1.. -- that can serve way down the line as a 

model for the·future. 

Those are all my comments. Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank. you very much. While we 

are ~aiting £or Barbara Curran, I would just like to thank 

everyone for coming today, and say that T hope you feel this 

has been helpful, to a certain extent, in trying to :brill,g these 

. issues home to DEP. I know they are not hearing any of this 

for the- first time, but maybe out of all this, if we still do 

not resolve these problems, will come legislation to help to 

·deal with them. 

President CUrran, we thank you for coming to be our 

final speaker today at this hearing. We also thank you for the 

use of your hearing room. 

B A R B A R A . A. ·c u R R A Jr: Well, I apologize, I 
' certainly didn't have a long way to come. I. apologize for my 

delay, part of the reason for which is that when we . made the 

commitment to have your hearing here today, we did not foresee 

th£~ garbage crisis that would arrive. So, we have spent much 

of our day having hearings in other parts of this building on 

solid waste problems, so that we would not ·disrupt your 

hearing. Perhaps the best thing I could offer would be not to 

give you a resume of what is happening with the sol id waste 

crisis in the rest of the State. 

The comments I would like to make today are really 

VfEJry general in nature. · They would begin by £ irst. of al 1 

reiterating the Board's very firm commitment to cogeneration -

the development and. expansion of cogeneration. l say that at 

some risk with my .back toward some representatives of utility 

companies, but the Boar·a has long felt - and I personally feel 

-- that this State, having as much as it does by way of 

benefits, but lacking as much as it does in natural r.esources 

that could be used primarily for energy-- New Jersey cannot 

afford to waste, in any way, the potential resources it has, 

and certainly we fee 1 that cogeneratj,on is very strong. We do 

not, in any way, lessen our commitment to conservation and, 

frankly,. have applauded the efforts of Assemblywoman Ogden and 

other members of the Legislature in that regard. 
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We are especially glad to hear of your interest in 

regard to· the proposals you have been hearing commented on· 

today, because we feel that i£ we have a Legislature that looks 

forward to what can serve the public best - all segments of 

the public -- that, in fact, all of the residents of New Jersey 

will benefit. 

The Board is committed to workin_g out as practicably 

as possible the best possible rules ·with. regard to 

cogeneration, as we have indicated at other meetings. ln a 

recent cogeneration seminar, then ·Energy Commissioner, Leonard 

Coleman, introduced me as the most unreasonable member of the 

Governor's Cabinet. That may be true, but on the basis that 

al 1 I had to do was figure out a way to set cogeneration rates 

at the highest possible level to placate · the potentia1 

cogenerators, and at the lowest possible level to placate the 

utility companies-- Beyond that, there really was no problem. 

(laughter) That is a fair analysis of the job I have. 

We feel strongly that what we have set as Board rules 

and policy in cogeneration has been necessary and helpful. It 

is by no means chiseled in granite. We are looking to review 

the question of cogeneration ourselves. We look to the 

Legislature to provide what assistance and recommendations they 

would have. I wOuld be unfair if 1 did not indicate that the 

strongest concern we have, having approved in the· State to date 

approximately 610 megawatts of cogeneration and small power 

production capacity-- The strongest concern we have right now 

is in regard to the guest ion of wheeling. 'The wheeling rates 

we have put into effect have gone through a metamorphosis on 

their own. .First we looked at the postage stamp rate as being 

the most practical. We did that because we felt that the best 

interests of cogeneration would be served ·by avoiding the 

protracted negotiations that often ensue in contracting with 

utility companies, especially in regard to wheeling. 
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Frankly, when we had that policy in effect··-· brief as 

it was - we talked to a number of cogenerators who just plain 
I 

said they could not see why a postage stamp rate made sense. 

They ·simply· looked at the distance and said1 .. There has to be 

an economic impact to that distance," and· certainly ther·e is. 

Therefore, a distance-based rate would be- more practical and. 

more understandable and more encouraging t~ them. Frankly, the 

Board 1o·oked carefully at that; talke~ with the utility 

companies and with our own staff, and developed a rate that we 

felt was helpful to cogeneration. It also is by no means the 

only way that a wheeling rate could be set. 

our concerns now go to concerns that I believe you, 

Assemblywoman Ogden, also have; that is, to look at the 

questions of wheeling as .t}!ey will be really handled in the 

State in the future. By that I think the most significant 

concern we have is the question of wheeling from one facility 

to another, both facilities, the assumption would be, being 

owned by one entity, obviously, for instance, large 

manufacturing companies. We are looking at that question. We 

applaud the Legislature for looking at it and, frankly, would 

await the kinds of information that you would be able to derive 

for us. We feel strongly that that is the next area that the 

Board has to consider in a timely fashion. 

I would also say here that for the most part, as much 

as there may be individual problems, we really believe strongly 

that the New Jersey utilities are also committed. I am , sure 

they have spoken on their own behalf, so I won't attempt to do 

that. But we feel that for the most part they are committed to 

realistic cogeneration. There is no possibility that the Board 

could legitimately under the present rules could 

legitimately say that we will force, if you will, utilities to 

accept any cogeneration that is offered to them. We feel 

strongly that there must be some standards. There certainly 

must be safety standards and technological standards that are 
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adhered to. I think honestly those problems are more easily 

resolved than questions of capacity standards. 

lt -would be foolish for us to say that the present 

;ates and the presentprocedureslllust stay.in line in regard to 

requiring all utilities 'to take any amount of cogeneration that 

is offered to them. Therefore, I _ think a logical extension of 

our - policy,· which would have to be developed, would be· the 

question ·of sales to non-utilities, be they sales and/or 

wheeling within one· company, or sales outs,ide · of utilities. 

We, of course, would always have the question at the Board -

which could be consider ea by-pass, i_f you will ----- if this would 

be permitted, what· the effect of that would be on the overall 

ratepayer. The Board must be cognizant 1.1nder the law, and I 

think under practicality, of the effect of this by-pass, if 

down the line this is a significant question --- the _ effect of 

that by-pass on the remaining customers of the utility company. 

We .have very expensive, very-_ highly developed 

technologica1 facilities in this State that are, I think for 

virtually all parts, serving the customers well. As much as we 

want to move to a more efficient manner of making sure that we 

can perhaps avoid, for the short term, and maybe even into the 

long term, any additional expensive building on behalf of the 

utilities, we must also be reasonable and, therefore, cannot 

say carte blanche that we vJould require the utilities. to 

_ purchase any and all cogeneration offered to them, nor can we 

say that we would not take a very careful look at sales to 

non-utilities, because we feel it is in the best - interest of 

the ratepayers who are served by the present companies to take 

that look • 

.I think the - key word that the Board wanted me to 

express today ----- and I do appear not only on my behalf, but on 

behalf o-f Commissioner George Barbour and Commissioner Bob 

Guido -- is to indicate that -we have a flexible attitude. We 

feel cogeneration is essential. We are looking at the wheeling 
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questions, and would certainly be appreciative of your concerns 

and advice and recommendations in that matter. We will try to 

be realistic in developing a policy that is helpful to. all of 

the ratepayers of each of our utilities# and invariably then to 

all of the taxpayers and voters of the State. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you. We did hear, on the 

subject of the direct· marketing of cogeneration electricity by 

the utilities, that they do not believe this is in the puplic 

interest. Is this an issue that the BPU is going to be dealing 

with? 

MS. CURRAN: It is. 

· have a planned docket on. 

I can't .say it is an issue we 

Frankly, those questions usually 

come to the Board two ways. We look at them theoretically, 

which· is exactly the process that is going on now, but 

certainly not in any great depth. Hearings like this, and bills 

like yours would generate that kind of thought on our behalf. 

The other way those questions move to the Board would be as a 

specific application, a letter, a motion, or something of that 

nature, usually by what is perceived to be an aggrieved party. 

Then we would have to handle the case specifically. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: One other issue that came up was 

that of the interconnections. It was stated that they were 

excessively costly and the procedure was really a cumbersome 

one. According to the person who testified, this was done 

entirely between the utilities and the cogenerating facility, 

as opposed to the BPU being involved. Do you anticipate that 

the BPU will become involved in this in the 'future, in terms of 

setting standards? 

MS. CURRAN: That's a good question. Honestly, 

whoever testified is right. That is the way the procedure 

works now. Therefore, and also through my own lack of not 

being an engineer, 1 probably would not have even glanced 

easily at material that did come to my attention. That is 

certainly something that we can take a look at. 
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Is Mr. Gable here? (speaking to someone in the 

audience) 

UNIDENTIFIED . SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: He is out of the 

room right now. 

MS. CURRAN: He is not in the· room? I honestly don't 

know if he-- Do you know, to the best of your knowledge, if he 

has gotten requests of that nature, or--

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE: Not that I am 

aware of. 

MS. CURRAN: Not 

certainly we wil 1 take a 

that I am aware of either, 

look at that, and work with 

but 

our 

electric staff on those questions. 

further information on it, because 

I honestly don't have any 

to the best of my 

knowledge -- it has not been raised to that level of having a_ 

motion, a letter, an application of concern expressed to the 

Boa:rd. 

ASSEMBLYWOMA...~ OGDEN: Certainly what we can do when we 

receive the transcript of this hearing is to share it with your 

office, so that some c,: ":hese issues can also be studied by the 

BPU. 

MS. CU'R'P!>'I\T · ,,.,.., ::i-.,'k- you. I believe some of our staff 

members were also auc.'=ing this meeting today, and we will ask 

them to proceed even on the information they have gotten just 

through _sitting in. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you very much for taking a 

brief respite from the garbage crisis. 

MS. CURRAN: Thank you for the respite. Thank you 

very much. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OGDEN: Thank you, everyone, for being 

here. This concludes the public hearing. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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CHAPTER J 

RECOVERABLE ENERGY SOURCES 

COGENERATION 

History and Recent Trends 

It is now clear that ~ew Jersey can improve its econ
omy, enhance energy reliability, raise energy efficiency. 
reduce energy costs. lower pollution. convert solid waste 
to fuel and promote and retain jobs by encouraging the 
gro.wth of a "new" source of electric power: cogeneration 
and small-power production by non-utility energy en
trepreneurs. These are terms for a method for coupling 
electric power generators to factories and institutions 
with a high steam load or demand for heat-whether an 

_ oil refiner or a YMCA-and using the heat to produce 
electricity that can serve the customer·s own needs while 
selling any excess to the utility. · 

With cogeneration. consumers who are strapped by 
:-.;ew ,Jersey's high electric rat:es will find that thev can 
convert this liability into an asset. These high costs will 
act .as a spur to investors eager to assist consumers in 
the installation of cogeneration equipment. Cogenerated 
power will then replace much of the high cost electricity 
formerly generated by utilities. leading to lower costs to 
all, but especially to those cogenerating. In this way, 
electric power production statewide will gain new gener
ating capacity without the risks or uncertainties as
sociated with traditional utility power plants. 

Cogeneration offers wide-ranging economic. benefits 
statewide as well. Lower energy costs resulting from 
cogeneration make it more attractive for businesses and 
industries to locate and to remain in ~ew Jersev. Not 
only are jobs retained in the state. but a compa;y that 
is investing in a cogeneration facility is not likely to 
move to another region. 

Encouraging the development of cogenerated power 
would unlock a huge market for cogeneration equipment 
and services. According to the :',;ew Jersey Department 
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of Labor's Division of Planning and Research. construct
ing 500 MW of cogeneration would create i.500 to 10.1x1<-, 
jobs for masons, engineers. electricians. plumbt?rs. 
carpenters, and planners as weU as 9.iOO to 10.000 in

direct jobs in trucking, -manufacturing, and other suo
port services, for a total of li,000 to 20.000 jobs. -

In addition. cogeneration in ~ew Jersey will increast 
the yearly consumption of natural gas. which will benef: ~ 
all gas customers by spreading the fixed costs of pioe
li_nes and gas companies over greater sales volum.es 
Electric consumers, too, will benefit as cogenerated 
power sold to local electric companies helps to offset tr:e 
need for large new central power plants and the imoor. -
ation of power from out of state. , · 

To bring this opportunity to fruition. the State m:.:3'. 
clarify how electnc utilities cooperate with this new 
energy source which also can compete with utilitv fac::i
ties. New rules are needed to harmonize traditio~al mc•
nopoly regulation with the promotion of non-utilit·. 
power development. Cogeneration and small power pre: 
duction can then fulfill their immense potential for ,rr, -
proving the economy and environment of our State 

In the early years of electric power developmer.:. 
cogeneration was widely used in industrial plams. Grad
ually, however, electric utilities began to grow and ab
sorb non-utility power producers. In pan this grov., ':-: 
reflected the new technologies of long-distance powc 
transmission which made centralized electric powE-, 
plants more economic. In -part it also reflected actiom 
by utilities with the support of state and federal regi.: • 

la tors which would be questioned todav as a~: 1. 

competitive .and monopolistic. See, R. ~fo~son. ge!"ler
ally, The Pou·er }t!akers (1985) and C. \\",1,He, 
··Cogeneration: Revival Through Legislat:on. ..-;
Dickinson L. Re1;. -:'05 !1983). pp. 70i-"71'.7. 



By 1920 about 30 percent or the nation's elecmcity 
was· still cogenerated: by 1950. 17 percent was 
cogenerated. At the start or this decade. cogeneration 
rea_ched its nadir-4 percent of national production. It 
is now sharply on the upswing. however. with over -; 
percent of the nation·5 power generated in this manner 
and mu~h more on rne wav. 

The re-emergence oi cogeneration and other non
utility power sources marks a re-emergence of com
petitive forces in an arena where natural monopolies 
have reigned supreme. As BPC _Commissioner George 
Barbour described the change: "Competition has 
entered the markets for many services long regarded as 
classic natural monopolies," leading to a "partial revo
lution" that requires regulators to ·•reexamine policies" 
grounded on traditional monopoly theories. (G. Barbour, 
"Public lJtilities Regulation: The Opening of a ~ew 
Era," 116 Pub. C.:til. Fort., No. 11 (~ovember 28, 1985) 
at 15:) 

Opening the door to cogeneration means rethinking 
utility regulation. Promoting an entreprenuerial 
enterprise, such as cogeneration. cannot simply be 
grafted onto traditional regulation which assumed the 
necessity for vertically integrated monopolies with ex
clusive territorial rights (the horizontal monopol:;l. In 
this new era of competition regulation must engnge in 
a "step-by-step and balanced approach" in the tran
sition to a more competitive market in electricity and 
related services. (G. Barbour. Id. r The goal of regulators 
in 1985 and beyond must be to define where natural 
monopolies end and competitive forces begin, and then 
proceed to harmonize the two. This is the regulatory 
crossroad described by Commissioner Barbour and 
ushered in by the technological advances and changing 
economics of electric power production. 

Cogeneration is an idea whose time has come again. 
It is a proven and feasible technology which can be 
readily employed in New Jersey just as it has in Cali
fornia. Texas and other states where energy businesses 
have flourished alongside healthy electric utility sys
tems. All that remains is for the State to open up the 
electricity market and allow investors to compete effec
tively and fairly with utility power sources. This chapter 
and the specific policies which follow are intended. to 
produce that result. But in the end the fate of the 
cogeneration industry will lie with the industry itself and 
its ability to sell its services to New Jersey businesses 
and institutions which are eager for a way out of continu
ally rising energy bills. All that the State can and should 
do is to create conditions favorable for cogeneration to 
develop at its own pace and on its own merits. · 

One of the primary reasons for promoting cogeneration 
i~ that energy costs have become a critical factor in the 
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abi:tty of states to sustam existing :ndusmes and a''.,: 
new ones. fn ~ew ;Jersey high cost power is an econ0r. 
concern of the highest priority. Indeed. there appears 
be a strong correlation between the level of energy ptt< 
tn a state and that state's competitive status within t 

industrial market. The 1984 .4.lexander Grant Stud\ 
General .\tfanu.factu.ring Business C[imates 0f the F0r. 
Eight Contigu..otis States of . ..\.merica noted that ene, 
costs in ~ew ,Jersey remained "unacceptably high ... c 

spite the fact that ~ew ,Jersey rose from -17th place 
24th place in terms of overall business climate. 

Ownership Options 

The ownership and operation of a cogeneration fact 
can be structured in many ways. which can he cc 
pressed into three basic approaches: industrial. jc 
industrial/utility, and third-party. 

Industrial Ownership 

In this option the cogeneration facilities are bt 
owned and operated by the same company or en 
which receives the cogenerated power, Both the ther 
and electrical energies produced by the system 
utilized at the site with excess electrical energy sol< 
the utility. The majority of the State's existing cogen1 

tion plants fall into this category. including all cogen, 
tiori systems which produce mechanical shaft ho 
power. Hoffman-LaRoche's cogeneration plant 
Belvidere, Warren County is an example of this opt 
Backup service is purchased from the utility in cas 
breakdown or scheduled maintenance. 

Joint Industrial/Utility Ownership 

This option refers to a cogeneration facility ownec 
part by an electric utility and an industrial panner. · 
role of the utility may also b& assumed by a subsid 
of the utility. 

An example of joint ownership is Riegel Paper. wl 
the gu turbine is owned by a subsidiary of ~t 1. 
generator by JCP&L and the waste heat boiler by Ri 
Paper. 

Third-Party Ownership 

This ownenhip option refers to a cogeneration fac 
which is owned, operated. and otherwise managed .! 

corporation formed solely for this purpose. Thermal 
electrical outputs are sold to another: party or par 



An exampie of this option is Trenton [ntegrated Com
munity Energy System \ICES i project. a government
sponsored system owned and operated by the Trenton 
District Energy Company (TDEC), which is a private 
con~rn consisting of Cogeneration Development Cor
poration of ~ew York City and a number of general 
partners. Landlords who generate inexpensive 
cogenerated power f,1r resale to industrial parks or shop
ping mall tenants also fall into this category. 

Financing 

Feasibility Stu.dies: The Department has proposed 
legislation to appropriate funds for site-specific feasibili
ty studies of industrial cogeneration. Coal conversion 
studies would be funded from this appropriation as well. 
The Department has already identified more than 2.000 
large boilers which are potential targets for cogeneration. 
Based upon available information from other states with 
similar programs, site-specific feasibility studies per
formed by independent licensed engineers range from 
$i00 to $30.000. The Department would pay up to half 
of the cost of each feasibility study, limited to a maxi
mum of $5.000. 

Construction: The ~ew Jersey Economic Develop
ment Authority (EDA) was given the legislative man
date to "guarantee up to 90 percent of the amount of 
a loan to ... an energy improvement system." .V.J.S . .4.. 
34: 1B-5(rl. Thus, cogenerators are eligible for funding at 
below prevailing market interest rates. Many small- and 
moderate-sized businesses will find subsidized interest 
rates a strong incentive to evaluate the potential for 
cogeneration. 

Potential cogenerators in the main can be expected to 
tum to traditional lending sources for their investment 
capital. To do so. however. investors must receive suffi
cient indication of success if they are to proceed with 
financing. At present, investors are simply unable to 
gauge the credit-wonhinesa of projects in this State due 
to the unpredictable nature of power sales from the 
cogeneTator to the utility (buy-back rates). 

Other economic incentives are available through lib
eral tax treatment of facilities. These include the. invest
ment tax credit and accelerated depreciation allow
ances; With pending federal tax reform, however. these 
incentives may soon be ended and cogeneration will be 
forced to compete even more with other investment op
portunities. This likely change in the Internal Revenue 
Code is further justification for a strong State policy in 
favor of cogeneration if it is ever to have a chance to 
develop in ~ew Jersey. 
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.~s a ru1e. econo_m~c .ncent:\·es .5nou1d :1-n _:-,;;,: .. :-.- .. c 

indefinitely. Their primary purpose 1s to pro\·:de a ,.,·,c.:-,-: 
basis for renewing cogeneration as a means ot produc::-:..:: 
energy. After that. cogeneration must compete on :t~ · 

O'A'Tl merits. Incentives. therefore. must be recognized a" 
short-term benefits which can and should be reduced a:; 
the proportion of cogenerated electricity increases ~i
multaneously. the liberal tax benefits and related incen
tives available for the central station generation oi-eiec -
tricity. should also be phased out so that a truly ··\eye\ 
playing field" is created. In the meantime. however. 
special incentives wiU be necessary for the re-introduc
tion of cogeneration into the ~ew Jersey ~conomy and 
energy mix. 

In the section which follows the Depanment sets fort:: 
in detail the initiatives that it will undertake to advance 
cogeneration in the State, the problems faced by this 
new industry, and the particular solutions that must be 
employed. 

How the DOE Will Promote 
Cogeneration 

The Department will promote the fullest pos5,D,E
economic use of cogenetation in ~ew .Jersey in five bas:c 
ways. 

First, the DOE will continue its public education prc
gram. 

Second, the DOE will establish a special "Cogenerz, -
tion Center" at the DOE to assist potential users a::c: 
developers of cogeneration. 

Third. the DOE will work for any legislation needec. 
to 'end the remaining barriers to cogeneration. so tha: 
it can compete on a "level playing field" with utillt\· 
power sources. 

Fourth, the DOE will apply its energy consernt:vn 
and planning regulations to require utilities affirm a,:\ e -
ly to plan for the incorporation of substantial ar:1,,-..;,,: 0 

of cogeneration and other forms of non-utility. aite::,.a• 
tive technologies into their supply mix. 

And fifth, the DOE will implement this chapter rir ·::E: 
:\faster Plan in every arena of importance to co?en.,.~a, 
tion. notably in proceedings- before the BPl" and ::-; · :-."' 
policies of the DEP. 

.;X 



Public Education 

On :vtay 23. 1985. over 500 representatives ofcogenera
rioti developers. banks. businesses. utilities. and govern
ment officials crowded into a room at the Gateway 
Center m >,;ewark ro attend the Governor~s Forum on 
Cogeneration in ::-.:~w ,Jersey. sponsored by the DOE. 
.\mong the compames that discussed their successful 
cogeneration efforts in '.'iew ,Jersey was Hoffrnan
LaRoche with its 23 ~IW Belvidere plant. Other 
speakers described cogeneration·s future as a way to 
conserve energy, lower electricity bills. and substitute for 
isolated. single-purpose power plants now in use. 

On September· 10 and 20, 1985. the DOE held 
hearings on utility policies regarding cogeneration: 
gas and electric utilities · testified on 
September 10. On September 20. the DOE heard 
responses from the cogeneration industry, followed by a 
concluding session on September 24 due to the overflow 
of witnesses. These hearings are part of the record in this 
'.\laster Plan. They have proven to be instrumental in 
its development. 

The DOE plans to hold more seminars. conferencPs. 
public hearings and. if need be, investigations. to exaffi
ine the problems and publicize the promise of cogenera
tion in ~ew Jersey. These educational sessions will be 
especially helpful in explaining all facets of cogeneration 
policies to the public and private sectors alike. 

The Cogeneration Center at the DOE 

The rudiments of a Cogeneration Center at the DOE 
are already in place. The Commissioner has pinpointed 
cogeneration as the lead~ng single ini .. iative- of the De
partment. He has named a member of his staff to work 
as a full-time cogeneration coordinator. Other offices 
within the Department devote much of their attention 
to advancing the cause of cogeneration. 

~to~. however. is needed and clearly justified if this 
environmentally sound. economic and highly reliable ap
proach to energy efficiency is to reach its full potential. 
Therefore, in keeping with his power to "organize the 
work of the Department and [to] establish therein such 
administration subdivisions as he may deem necessary," 
(.'\I.JS.A. 52:27F-8), the Commissioner will establish a 
Cogeneration Center at the DOE~ Thia center will act 
as a central clearinghouse for cogeneration op
portunities; it. will mediate problems and disputes: it 
will cooperate with the Department of Health in its 
efforts to cogenerate at the many institutions under its 
jurisdiction; it wiU assist the DEP in permit procedures; 
and, perhaps most important. it will be a full-time ad
vocate for cogeneration in the State. 
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The Center wril also contain a reg15rry ,)r c•)gener:1': 
projects that will enable it to tabulate the p'0w·:: 
cogeneration in the State and to focus attention on pr 
jects in need of assistance. In this respect. the center w 

function much as the Office of Business Advocaq: Wll'.h 

the Department of Commerce and Economic Deveio 
ment was intended to do-to serve as a proponent 0r 
technology with immense potential to benefit the enc, 
State. 

Legislation and Lobbying 

The Legislature has passed and the Governor h 
enacted a bill. 5-2531 (P.L. 1985 C. 359), which exem~ 
all sales of natural gas to cogenerators from the Grc 
Receipts and Franchise Tax. This tax. initiated dee.ad 
ago as a substitute for local . property taxes. h 
burgeoned into a 14 percent sales tax on all eiectrici 
and natural gas sold by regulated utilities. But gas sc 
to electric power companies. for use in generating el, 
tricity is exempt from the tax. Thus. electric utilit: 
have an immediate 14'c price advantage O\ 

cogenerators. By exempting from tax gas sold 
cog,:neration, the Legislature has helped to level t 
piaymg field of competition between potent 
cogenerators and traditional utility-supplied electrici 
In addition. the Legislature has passed and the Goverr 
has enacted another bill, S-2529 (P.L. 1985 C. :26 
which exempts cogeneration equipment from sales re 

The Cogeneration Center will work with legislat1 
and the Governor's office in promoting the best leg 
lation possible. The center will testify, draft bills. 
ganize coalitions, and generally work for the passage 
laws needed and justified to further the public inter, 
in a thriving cogeneration industry in ~ew .Jerse~. 

The Ener1Y Conservation and Planning 
Regulations 

Cogeneration and small power production are amc 
the most efficient and dynamic forms of energy c1 
servation yet devised. They include windmills. wa 
heat recovery, resource recovery and other forms 
alternative technologies. Because a cogenerator. in 
feet, is able to use the same energy twice. cogenerat 
both heat or steam and making electricity. a cogenera 
is also an energy saver of the highest order. 

Moreover, as cogeneration replaces the inherenrlv 
efficient use of isolated, single-purpose power plants ! 

by utilities-seldom even half as efficient as cogene 
tion-we may see net reductions in the use of cert 
fossil fuels to make electricity, even if these t'ue:~ 



used in cogeneration. Recent data show that electric 
power utilities continue to rely heavily on natural gas 
or oil to make electricity: yet they waste most of the heat 
cre,ted by the burning of these fuels rather than captur
ing the heat for dual use. as would a cogenerator. For 
example: 

:\lore than :34,~- of Atlantic Electric's in-state 
generation was derived from oil and gas: 

Approximately 94ri- of ,JCP&L'5 native gflleT

ation was oil- or gas-fired; 

Some 58ri- of PSE&G's in-state generation 
came from burning the same fuels; 

And for ~ew Jersey utilities as a whole. about 
60 percent of power generated within the State 
was produced by oil- and gas-fired facilities. 

Compared to cogenerating the same amount of elec
tricity through oil or gas. these figures suggest that vital 
fuels are being used wastefully. A shift to cogeneration 
and other alternative technologies can change this. 

In short, cogeneration can substitute for the burning 
· of oil or natural gs.~ by utilities as part of a com
prehensive energy conservation and planning effort. 
Even if all cogenerators use natural gas, the fuel of 
choice for cogeneration, there could be a net reduction 
in fuel used to produce the same quantity of megawatt 
hours and on-site heat use that would otherwise come 
from separate utility and on-site heating. In this way we 
see that promoting cogeneration saves natural gas given 
the innately more efficient two for one properties of 
cogenerating heat and electricity. 

~ew Jersey is not the first state to reach this con
clusion. The California Energy Commission, for exam
ple. has recently published its new energy plan. The 
Commission counts heavily on cogenerated electricity 
for much of the State's power needs over the next 10 
years. In fact. no new power plants of any kind will be 
built by utilities in that fast-growing state. See, gener
ally. The 1985 California Electricity Report: Affordable 
Energy in an Uncertain World, C.E.C., P106-85-001 
(,.,fay, 1985). The Commission tabulates that some i.300 
:\1W of cogeneration capacity are under contract with 
utilities: about 2.000 MW are considered "likely to be 
available" based upon a historical rate of 28 percent of 
··a11 identified projects" coming to fruition (Id .. at 60. 
Table 4-5L 

In sum. the Department will interpret its Energy Con
servation and Planning Regulations (N.J . .4.. C. 
14A:20-l.l, et seq.) with the above precepts in 
mind-namely. that conservation and cogeneration are 
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interrelated. Each electric utditY.5 energ,_. cnr.5e~·-a:. ·:
plan will include. inter alia. its ~valuati;~ oi "prog~a:-:-, 
designed to promote energy conservation through the ~~E: 

of alternative technologies,'' including cogeneration , / a 
at l.4(a)6). The DOE will then .determine if these plam 
comport with the goals of the regulations and the DOE 
Act to assure "a secure. stable. and adequate supplv nf 
energy at reasonable prices" for the State 1.VJ.S A. 
52:27F-21. To be approved by the DOE. utility plan~ 
must show how they promote cost-effective cogeneration 
and ·other forms of energy conservation. l'tility plans 
which do not meet this test will not be approved and 
will, therefore, be amended. Approved plans. in turn. 
will be enforced through all measures available by law. 
including (if need bel judicial injunctions and penaitie~ 
(N.J.S.A. 52:2iF~21). 

Implementing This Master Plan 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly. this '.\laster 
Plan provides much-needed guidance for the future ol 
cogeneration in New Jersey. The Master Plan is 1:1-

t~nded to show other departments and agencies in th 
State with jurisdiction over cogeneration how to use 
their power to promote its widespread use without sacri
ficing other public concerns, How the agencies responc 
to this plan is, therefore. critical to the success o: 
cogeneration. 

Thus. some explanation of the proper role of the '.\ia~
ter Plan in the deliberations of other agencies-notab;y. 
but not exclusively, the Board of Public L"tilities-r.-;a\ 
be helpful. (These comments would also apply to ar..\ 
other section of the :\faster Plan. J 

The Department of Energy Act authorizes the Depart
ment to adopt a State Energy Master Plan which age~; -
cies must implement to the "maximum extent prac
ticable and feasible'' (.V.J.S.A. 52:27F-15b/. 

This means that, each "State instrumentaiity" w::: 
abide by the Plan as if it adopted this Plan. The on::
difference may be that agencies are empowered to reia:,: 
the Plan ·s demands when it is dearly necessary to d: 
so, based upon evidence that compliance is not ··prac
ticable and feasible." 

To assist each instrumentality in complying. the DOE: 
may prepare "such guidelines as the Department dE:

termines to be relevant" and helpful ([d.). Guideiines 
are offered by the DOE wherever the Commissioner fir.co 
a need to provide greater direction and specificity to t!:e 
Plan than the Plan itself conveys. Since the guidelines 
are merely explanatory of the Plan, they shouid oe 
honored in the same way as the Plan itself. The Cor.-
missioner has determined that the cogeneration pc,::c:e, 



and the textual explanations therein are sufficiently 
precise that no guidelines are needed at this time .. 1 See 
.VJ. S.A. 52:27F-15t b) which grants the Commissioner 
disgetion in resorting to guidelines: ·• ... The Depart
ment shall prepare ... such guideiines as the depart
ment determines to be relevant to assi.st each such in
strumentality in conforming with ~aid energy >faster 
Plan ..... , 

Cogeneration: Problems and 
Remedies 

l'nless stated otherwise. all references here or in any 
other part of this :\faster Plan to cogeneration or small 
power production shall mean the same as the definition 
of "qualifying facility" or ··cogener-ation and small power 
production" adopted by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission. 18 C.F.R. 292..101 and .202. 

At the September 1985 hearings on cogeneration. the 
Department considered basic problems or barriers which 
inhibit the economic use of cogeneration. After careful 
deliberation, the Department has determined that the 
major inhibiting factors are as follows: 

l. Buy-back rates: The rates offered by .electric util
ities for the purchase of cogenerated electricity are too 
low. too variable, and too unpredictable. They also fail 

· to satisfy the requirement of Pl 1RP A to offer rates based 
upon the "full avoided cost" in the long-run ofcogenera
tion as a substitute for power plants owned and operated 
by electric utilities. 

2. Back-up power rates and access: Evidence suggests 
that electric utilities continue to charge rates for back
up power to cogenerators that appear excessive in light 
of actual experience to date around the country. 
Pursuant to the Board of Public Utilities Order in 
Docket 8010-687 (October 14, 1981), utilities were per
mitted to charge rates baaed upon an assumed system 
outage of 15 percent. Experience shows that the outage 
rate is closer to 5 pe!'Cent. Excessive rates discourage 
investment in otherwise feuible cogeneration systems. 
~ow a decision by the Federal Energy Regulatory Com
mission (FERC) has raised much doubt as to whether 
third-party cogenerators will have access ta back-up 
power at any price. 

3. Wheeling access and rates: Electric utilities con
tinue to maintain barriers to non-utility power sources 
gaining access to transmission lines. for the sale of their 
cogenerated power to utilities in different service terri
tories. These barriers include unpredictable wheeling 
rates and non-economic restraints which bear little rela
tionship to the burdens and benefits of installing large 
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quantities of cogeneration rm the system. [n adc::>'. 
cogenerators serving more than one facility need ,n e, 
gage in ··self-wheeling" in order to take full advanta~ 
of economies of scale. 

4. L"nequal bargaining power: Ctilities have unfa 
. bargaining advantages over cogenerators due to r:-: 
monopsony position of rhe utility 'many sellers but 0n 
buyer I. the greater risk exposure of cogeneration ir 
vestc_1s. an...i ucni:r factors. Steps must be taken to pri 
vent utilities from taking advantage of their monopson 
status. including the use of standard form contracts an 
incentives/penalties to promote good faith bargainir 
with cogenerators. 

5. Access to natural gas: ~atural gas is the princip 
fuel of cogeneration. largely due to its clean-burnir 
properties, which are critical to the location and ope 
ation of cogeneration units in urban and densely pop' 
lated aro:as. Cnfortunately, prospective cogenerato 
have had great difficulty in securing adequate suppli 
at affordable prices. 

6. Env'ironmental permit procedures: Potential d 
velon~i-;, :-.ave rnmolained of difficulty in gaining nece1 
A";' ~;~ :·~ 11 ···;~"'. ::.::d ~elated permits from the Depai 
ment of Environmental Protection. They also fear t 
exaction of unreasonable air pollution requirements th 
may rna.:e cogeneration uneconomic. 

7. The future of cogeneration in a power-glutted m., 
ket: There is a persistentconcern that cogeneration m 
be stifled by the continuing, and in some cases growiJ; 
glut of uneconomic but utility-owned electric power ge 
erating capacity. This concern arises even thou: 
cogeneration can supply large amounts of power at rat 
that are cheaper than much utility capacity. ev 
though ccgeneration can reduce net· pollution and n 
energy use, and even though it promotes a more relia~ 
electric power system. This concern is especially pressi 
in the case of the PSE&G service territory, where me 
of the State's cogeneration capacity is found. 

8. Miscellaneous Concerns: 

(a) Evidence indicates that some utilities do r 
always negotiate in good faith'. Regulation 
needed to assure good faith efforts to conclu 
contracts. 

(b) To assure least-cost energy for consume 
cogenerators should be allowed to "bid .. to d 
place more expensive power sources, includi 
utility capacity. 

(c) While utilities should be permitted to enter 1 

market for cogeneration development. ;;pee 
safeguards are needed to protect corn pet: r:, 



Buy .. back Rates for Cogeneration and 
Small Power Production 

One of the thorniest issues of cogeneration is how to 
co~pute the buy-back rates for cogenerated power. 
'-1any articles and journals have addressed this question. 
as has virtually every state regulatory commission in the 
nation. leading often ro varied and creative approaches. 
I See. e.g., C. Wooster ... Cogeneration: Revival through 
Legislation?" 8i JJick. L. ReL·. 705 (1983\; W. Collins. 
.. Electric l"tility Rate Regulation: Curing Economic 
Shoncomings Through Competition," 19 Tulsa L. Jour. 
141 (1983); M. Yokell andD. Marcus, "Rate Making for 
Sales of Power To Electric Utilities." 114 Pub. Util. 
Fort., ~o. 3, Aug. 2, 1984. 21-28; J. Schillaci, "The 
Simultaneous Buy and Sell Provisions of PURPA Sec
tion 210 Regulations," 106 8 ·Pub. Util. Fort. No. 8 at 
43-45; S. Silverstone. PURPA Provisions on Cogenera-
tion and Small Power Production (1980); "The Ap-

. propriateness and Feasibility of Various Methods of Cal
culating Avoided Costs," B-141 (1982) (Draft document, 
National Regulatory Research Institute); R. Lock. · 
"Statewide Purchase Rates Under Sec. 210 of PlJRPA." 
3 SolaT L. Rep. 419 (1981); "Calculating Capacity Costs 
in Cogenerated Rates," 108 Pub. Util. Fort. 57, 58 (Sept. 
24, 1981); Stirba, et. al., "Implementing PUR.PA; the 
Selection of an Appropriate Methodology," 6 Journal 
Energy Lau.J and Policy 91 (1985); and Yokell and Porter. 
.. You Can Avoid Pitfalls in the Sale of Cogenerated 
Power," Cogeneration. 31. Sept.-Oct. 1984. See also. R. 
:\-iunson. The Pou·er Makers. Rodale Press. 1985, and C. 
Flavin, Electricity's Future: The Shift to Efficienc·y and 
Small-Scale Pou·er, World Watch Paper 61 (1984) for a 
broader discussion of the future role of cogeneration. l 

How much is a utility required or allowed to pay a 
cogenerator for electricity sold to the utility'? The Public 
Lltility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA), pused in 1978 
as part of the National Energy Act, requires utilities to 
pay cogenerators at a rate no lower than the "full 
avoided cost" (FACl of the utility (Pt.JRPA, Sec. 210, 
16 U.S. C. 824a-3 (1982); and FERC regulations, 18 
CF.R. 292.101(b)(6)(1985). In addition, the purchase 
rate must be "just and reasonable to the electric con
sumer ... and in the public interest." and ''[n]ot dis
criminate against qualifying cogeneration and small 
power production facilities" (Id., at (a)(i) and (ii). 

The F AC is defined by FERC as "the incremental 
costs to an electric utility of electric energy or capacity 
or both which. but for the purchase from the 
I cogenerator ], such utility would generate itself or 
purchasefrom another source" (18 C.F.R. 292.304 (b)(4) 
0985). Interpreting these and other regulations has led 
to a nearly constant stream of litigation, culminating in 
three United States Supreme Court decisions which ap
pear now to have settled the issue at least enough for 
development to proceed. These critical decisions are: 
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FE.R.C v J,f!ss1sslpp1. -l56l·.s. :-• 2.19-.2, ::---.:;:i,<:-~>, 
Court upheld the constitutionality of PCRPA. ::: ;:,2~ 
ticular the decisional duties imposed on state regula,- ,:. 
commissions); American Paper lnstiiu.te L' .• 4mer'.ca11 
Electric Pou·er, 461 Ll.S. 402 I 1982) (Court uphe:d 
FERC's "full avoided cost" formula and interconnectior. 
rules against challenge by three utilities.): and C0.11-
solidated Edison Co. I..' . .'Veu: fork Pub. Sen·. Com .. ').3 
l".S.L.W. (1985) {Court dismissed Con Edison·,
challenge to the constitutionality · of a minimum 
purchase rate for cogenerated power of 6c per kilo
watthour set by legislation which may exceed the true 
avoided cost, if set pursuant to FERC rules.] 

The Draft Energy Master Plan (!>Jareb 1985 l requires 
the BPU to set. rates which "Me equal to the iuily 
avoided costs of capacity (present value of new base load 
-plant) and energy (cunent average generation expenses 
of each utility•s oil and gas units)" (Draft Energy .\1as,er 
Plan, at 132, 135). This approach has been criticized as 
combining "apples and oranges" because the 
cogenerator should receive energy payments based on 
the energy costs avoided by the baseload power plant 
also avoided. (In the Matter of the Public Hearings Ir: 
Re: Draft of the 1985 Energy Master Plan. September 
10, 1985, Statement of B. Parent, at p. 28 (hereafter 
"Tr." followed by p. number and date)}. Since the DOE 

. believes that the appropriate avoided power plant is a 
"proxy coal plant," the avoided energy cost should be 
that of coal, not the more expensive oil or gas. It ha~ 
also been criticized for deviating from the current pol:c:
of the BPU, which is to require utiHties to negotiate w:th 
each cogenerator the costs of purchasing power from the 
Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland IPJ~1) grid plus a 
10 percent add-on (commonly referred to as "P.J'.\1 pl:.;, 
10") for the energy component. and the PJ:\-1 capac:i::· 
deficiency payment for the capacity component. In tnc 
Matter of the Consideration and Determination r.,f 

Cogeneration and Small Power Production Standarc' 
Pursuant to the Public T..:tility Regulatory Policies Ac·, 
of 19i8, Docket ~o. 8010-687 /October 14. 1981 ). at 2 
(hereafter "Board's Order") [··we further believe tha: 
the setting of avoided energy cost at 10 percent abow 
the PJM billing rate will help to adequately promot;; 
cogenention and small power production in ~ew .Jer
sey .. :"]. 

The DOE believes that a response to these criticisr.,, 
is in order. It is imponant to begin by stating the f-_;nda · 
mental steps in determining the FAC as contemp!atec. 
by the DOE. 

The Full Avoided Cost is the Sum of the 
Capacity and Energy Components 

Csing an incremental. or long-run. approach :,- F . .\C 
requires that we consider the ability of cogenera: ., :-: : -. 



replace or defer the constr.iction of new uti!itv owned 
and operated power plants. 1 Yokel! and :\farcu~ ... Rate 
:\laking for. Sales of Power To Electric l'tilities ... l 14-
Pu.b: Ctil. Fort., ~o. 3, (August 2. 1984-l at 22 thereafter 
"Yokell and :\tarcus··,. 1f cogeneration in the aggTegate 
replaces or delays the Construction of a large coal or 

I . , . 
nuc,ear power ptant. consumers may see a net. long-term 
reduction tn their :nc,emental rates. Rates will be lower 
than they would have been but for cogeneration. 
although cogeneration may not reduce·rates below their 
present level 

With cogeneration development total electric power 
generating capacity will increase without corresponding 
investments by electric utilities or their ratepayers. 
Cogeneration also provides other tangible and intangible 
benefits which do not always show up in consumers' · 
rates. Also known as "positive externalities." these ben
efits include improved system reliability and efficiencv, 
reduced air and water pollution. and a shift in risk
taking from utility ratepayers to cogeneration investors. 

. i See Flavin and Wooster. generally. and see also .\!orris. 
.. The Cpcoming Boom in Cogeneration··. 115 Pi.1.b. L'til. 
Fort. :S-o. lL 17-19, (:\fay 30. 1985.). These factors help 
to explain the federal directive that buy,back rates for 
cogeneration be set on the basis of the ••incremental 
costs" to the utility ( 18 C.F.-R. 292.304.) 

The DOE interprets ''incremental costs'' to mean the 
capital and energy costs combined of a utility construct
ing and operating its own new power plant. This view 
accords with the great majority of jurisdictions and re
viewers who have toncentrated on this question and 
resolved it independently, I.Wooster. 87 Dick. L. Ret·. 
705, 735°5i, supra. for a state-by-state listing.) 

The question, therefore, devolves into two parts: \\'hat 
will be the capital or capacity component and what will 
be the energy component of the rate. to be paid to 
cogenerators? 

Capital or Capacity Component 

Two general methods have- been identified to this 
problem: the Differential Revenue Requirement method 
, ORR) and the Proxy Unit Approach (PUA) (Yokell and 

• ~tarcus. su.pra. at 23). 

The ORR mirrors what a utility would do in calcu
lating the value of a cogenerator's electricity sales. Es
sentially, it directs the regulatory authority to find the 
revenues required under a hypothetical "optimum gen
eration expansion plan over a selected period" assuming 
no contribution by cogenerators. Then perform the same 
calculation after "forcing the [ cogeneratorsJ into the 
plan at the assumed time" l[d. l. ~ext. subtract the 
revenue~ required under step 2 from those required 
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llnder ;;rep t. This represerrrs the tinanc:ai ,·a:· .. e 
cogeneration to the utility. Contracts can the~ ~ 
awarded based upon an applicant's ;;hare of the ca:::ac, 
allocated to cogeneration in the utility's expansio~ pia: 
The ORR has been favored by most utilities. 

PracticaU1aws in appiying the ORR approach rend; 
it nrtually useless to reguiators. Foremost amonli!' rhe 
is the inherent dependence of DRR on a batter.: of a 
sumptions and data that are often subjective and large 
i.n the utility's sole control. Even if regulatory nfficia 
possess the rationale of each utility assertion. it· wou 
be burdensome and difficult'. to say the least. to test t'ul 
the basis and accuracy of each utility calculation on 
timely basis. Presumably. the reports filed by utilit: 
under 18 C.F.R. 292.302(b), requiring annual avoid1 
cost reporting ·•on a cents per kilowatt-hour basis 
might reflect the data to be used in a ORR approac 
but the task of verifying data is enonnous. ( See Pi.1. 
Serv. Coard. Tran.sp. Li. State, 5 .NJ. 196. 2li,Zl9 i 195 
in which the ~ew Jersey Supreme Court admonished t 
State PCC to probe all data provided by regulated ut 
ities rather than accepting them as true.) Before tt 
task of verification, probably through the adversar 
and public hearing method, could be completed. t 
data would be rendered stale and the process might ha 
to start anew. Meanwhile. mu.ch cogeneration would 
left in abeyance awaiting the outcome. The DOE. the 
fore, rejects the ORR method at the present time d 
to these practical considerations, despite its obvious a 
peal as a theoretically more thorough and rigorous a 
preach to determining cost-avoidance. 

The Proxy C'nit Approach ( Pt:Al avoids many of th1 
pitfalls. It is also so simple that most major "cal1 
lations can be performed on a hand calculator by anyc 
who understands the basic elements of utility op 
ations" (Yokell and Marcus, at 23). The PL"A t~ 
simply at a hypothetical power plant-assumed to 
replaced by many cogenerators-and the costs of fina 
ing, building and operating that unit. t Compare t 
method to the difficulties in examining the entire util 
expansion plan over several decades of the D RR.) 1 
PU A allows the regulatory officials to break the quest 
down into the relevant, manageable parts, such as 

-What is the proxy unit? (e.g .• fuel, size. locati 
operating characteristics, etc.) 

-What is the timing of the proxy unit? t e.g .. w! 
would it be needed but for the cogenerators·1 l 

-How much will the proxy unit cost" 

-How reliably would this proxy unit operate 1 

~What is the present value of avoiding this proxv , 
which can therefore be awarded to the cogenen 
and form the basis for their compensation ' 



Determining The Proxy L'nit 

There are at least four ways to decide on the proxy 
uni~ Each has several problems. · but one has benefits 
that ultimately outweigh its difficulties. 

The Oility ·s Most Recrntl;,· Completed C.:nit: The ob
vious benefit of this approach is that it yields objective 
and specific numbers. All can see the costs actuallv 
incurred and passed on to Tatepayers in the last pow~ 
plant built. The problem is that the newest power plants 
built by New Jersey's electric utilities. except for Rock
land Electric, have been nuclear power plants. Hope 
Creek. at $3.8 billion or higher, is so costly that if it is 
used as the basis for cogeneration planning, excessive 
buy-back rates might be produced. No New Jel"Sey util
ity is likely ever again to spend so much on a single 
power plant, with or without cogeneration. MoN 
cogeneration than is justified could be stimulated, and 
ratepayers might pay TI!.tes that are unjust. 

The Utility's Nut Power Plant: The benefit of this 
proxy unit is that it may actually conform to the facility 
that cogeneration will displace. Thi!, proxy unit has 
much certainty and realism to it. However, it leaves too 
much within the discretion. control and judgment of the 
utility which may have a strong interest in deterring 
non-utility power sources within its si.>r\ice area. A util
ity could stifle the growth of cogeneration simply by 
altering its demand forecasts and resource plans at will. 
It might publicly plan on no more power plants for the 
foreseeable future and assign a ··zero" ,·alue to cogenera
tion. Then when cogenerator investon. are deterred from 
competition with the utility, it can reverse itself if need 

· be and resume planning for .a pow,;;r plant or power 
purchases which healthy comoet1t1nn •rom coireneration 
might have avoided. This approach, t harefore, suffers 
from a potential for "bait and switch" manipulation that 
renders it unfair and unreliable. 

The L'tility 's .V ext Fnit After C erti/ica.t1on by the 
DOE. This approach borrows from ':r..e preceding ap
proach, but it has the balancing effect of an outside 
review by the DOE that will require each utility to sub
mit detailed plans for energy conservation (NJ.A. C. 
14A:20-l.4 through 1.8). Once the DOE has reviewed 
and approved the utility plans. it may then certify them 
([d. at 1.9). In this way, a fmding ma.y be forthcoming 
as to what the appropriate avoided power plant will be 
with respect to each utility. The advantages to this ap
proach are numerous. DOE reviewers can determine on 
a utility-specific basis what is.;." ut-1,;,:u ... iu plan for that 
utility. How_ much conservation investment should the 
utility plan to accomplish? How much will this defer the 
need for power generation or purchase, whether from 
PJM or from cogenerators? Clearly, such a planning 
process can work. However. it may not be suitable to the 
singular purpose of identifying a proxy unit and the 
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consequent setting of avoided cost rates r0 h€ .::ia:c:i : · 
potential cogenerators. Delays can be expecr~i :n !~.-= 

process of preparing. submitting and reviewing of ut:::c\ 
-plans. These delays could forestall otherwis; jumfied 
cogeneration ck!velopment. 

Mol't! to the point. this planning process is tliTected 
-primarily toward the promotion of conservation. particu
larly in the residential sector: it is stillthe least costlv. 
most environmentally sound form of energy <ie\·eio~
merit (Draft ~laster Plan. at 15-;'. 1-;'3\. It would be 
anomalous ifpromoting residential conservation shouid 
serve to bar. even temporarily, the cost-effective de
velopment of commercial and industrial cogeneration. · 
Both merit support and devoted attention. And. since 
much of the conservation initiative will be limited to 

residential and small commercial ratepayers. it is onlv 
fair and proper that cogeMration should proceed at its 
own legitimate pace, given its suong benefits to indus
trial and large commercial users who have had to fond · 
for themselves in coping with rising electric Tates. 

In due course, the DOE believes that it will be ablt
to fine tune the planning process so that the cogenera
tion and conservation initiatives are effectively merged 
The conservation regulations contain many inducements 
to cogeneration that will directly benefit this effort as 
well. Nevertheless, until such time. the DOE finds.that 
there is a clearly preferable methodology. 

The Hypothetical Stateu·ide Pou.:er t·nit The mos: 
practical approach to a proxy power plant is to dt=
termine the hypothetical power plant on a statewide 
basis exclusive of statewide conservation developments. 
Such a pragmatic approach recognizes the statew1d;o 
regulation and interconnectedness of the investor ov.-nec 
power companies. It also reflects the regulatory s, m -
plicity of identifying one unit that would. in fact ser-E 
all the users of the State at.varying times due to pow€, 
exchanges and interconnections. Furthermore. it re
moves the oppOrtunities fora utility to ;.bait and switc:-. ·· 
and eliminates the delays and regulatory expense of e:: -
gaging in laborious company specific assessments 0: 
power plant mvestment decisions that are still seve,a'. 
years away. 

What is New Jersey's Statewide Proxy 
Power Plant? 

As stated in the March, 1985 Draft Master Plan , .. , 
DOE is convin~d that the appropriate statewide prox\ 
unit is a hypothetical baseload coal-burning pow.,~ 
plant. When it is nffded could be the subject oi debate 
(See, e.g .. the Electric Facility :--;eed Assessment Ac:. 
.VJ.S..4.. 48:i-16. et seq.) Historically. State re~:...:ar,,,~ 
have had little involvement in formai reviews o! :he :,eeci 
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for new facilities. The related question of timing. L.e .. 
when a power piantjustifiedfor billing to consumers and 
bringing into operation.· has received only minimal at
tention as a rule. Thus. it would seem anomalous to 
apply a stricter standard to small. non-utility facilities 
than was applied to large, utility units over the years. 
~evertheless. new facilities can be justified and. indeed. 
are needed whenever thev will reduce electncitv costs. 
lower acid rain depositi~n from State depend;nce on 
out-of-state coal plants or generally enhance system re
liability. 

A review of the existing installed capacity of the ~ew 
-Jersey utilities indicates that as of December 31, 1984. 
it was 13.278 MW. However, significant amounts offirm 
capacity purchases are presently being made by ACE 
and JCP&L. As of December 31, 1984, these firm 
purchases were about 1.400 MW. Some of these purchase 
contracts will start expiring in 1992 over a nine-year 
period. In order to continue providing adequate service. 
the utilities would. absent. massive conservation and 
cogeneration programs. need to build new facilities. The 
most likely candidate for this capacity expansion would 

· be a coal-fired plant in the size of 600 .'.\1:W. 

It might be expected that this plant would bum pri
marily low sulphur coal at 1.5-3.5 percent sulphur con
tent in order to conform with ~ew Jersey's strict air 
pollution control limitations. (See, e.g., N.J.A. C. 
7:27-7.1. et seq.: sulphur content; 7:27-10.1. sulphur in 
coal; i:27-.;.1. general prohibitions, 7:27-8.1. permits 

. and certificates; 7:27-13.4. ambient air quality standards 
for sulphur dioxide. and 7:27-3.1. further controls on 
combustion of fuels.) It would also be. equipped with 
scrubbers and other air emission elimination systems. 
consistent with the requirements of the "State Im
plementation Plan" adopted by the DEP. N.J.A.C. 
7:27-13.2(a)-( c). 

Such a plant could be installed in 1992 at a: cost of 
approximately $1,900 per KW in current dollars. In order 
to compute the capacity payments for this proxy plant 
in 1992 to be paid to a cogenerator in 1986, the DOE 
suggests using the methodology developed by the State 
of Florida. Under the Florida methodology, monthly ca
pacity costs in dollan per KW are calculated for the 
proxy unit. The savings associated . with deferring this 
unit for any length of time is then calculated. and this 
amount is · paid out to the cogenerator over the life of 
the cogeneration contract. With this technique. for the 
New Jersey proxy plantto be built in 1992, a cogenerator 
in 1986 would receive a capacity payment of $12.27 per 
KW per month for a 10-year contract. This translates 
into approximately 2.4c per kwh for a 70 percent ca
pacity factor. 

The Energy Component 

Logically. it would seem that the energy cnmpor,e: 
of the proxy power plant should serve as the basis t, 

· compensating the cogenerator for energy actuaily d, 
livered. If the cogenerator displaces a unit of coal pow, 
plant. then both its capacity and energy payment 5c~e< 
ule should be based on the same unit. This reasonir 
formed the heart of comments by the BPt: and PSE&( 
They referred to the DOE's proposal that cogenerato 
be paidfor capacity based upon a baseload coal unit ar 
for energy based upon a gas or oil-fired peaking unit 
an "apples and oranges·· approach. · 

The DOE remains convinced that there is a sour 
basis for combining apples and Ol'anges, yielding in tr 
case an energy "salad" for the residents of :'iew .Jer-se 
This is so for the following reasons: 

~As a rule. cogeneration facilities bum oil or natur 
gas. Since cogenerators must purchase these relative 
high-cost fuels, they deserve to be paid for their effo1 
just as a utility "passes through" its fuel costs Un t 
matter of Redi-Flo Corp., 76 N.J. 21 (1978). Also, if th 
are ever to compete "on a level playing field" with utili 
power plants, they may require temporary incentiv, 
This incentive factor both· compensates for incenti\ 
routinely given to utilities and recognizes the many i 
tangible benefits of cogeneration. Indeed. in the BPl 
original orders of 1981 in Docket ~o. 8010-687 regardi 
the buy-back rates for cogeneration. the Board addec 
premium of lO percent to the PJM billing rate-hen, 
PJM plus 10-expressly due to these external benefi 
( "[WJe are of the opinion that there is intrinsic val 
to smaller. decentralized cogeneration and small po~ 
production facilities." Board's Order. at 4.) Since 19 
the public has come to appreciate that these benefits I 
exceed their previous estimates. They include burni 
alternative fllels; using energy more efficiently; enhar 
ing reliability for electricity supply; reducing consurr: 
tion of oil or natural gas by electric utilities: increasi 

· economic security for industrial and commerc 
ratepayers; lowering acid rain in the State: and the s1 
ondary benefits of having a thriving "emergi 
technologies" industry in the State (SeeJ. Cannon. A, 
Rain and Energy: A Challenge for New Jersey. [Infor 
Inc., 1984). For a report on one state's efforts in t 
regard, see The 1985 California Electricity Report: . 
fordable Electricity in an Uncertain World. Cal. Ene 
Comm., Pl06-85-001, at 143.) 
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-~ew cogeneration facilities replace b9th peak 
and baseload units. Given the short lead-time for c· 
structing and installing cogeneration facilities. they or 
the promise of substituting for high cost power ger 
ation of all types in a very short period. For the r. 
few years, cogeneration investors can quickly di5pi 
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otherwise uneconomic po\\·er generation and purchases. · 
In so doing, the current price of oil and natural gas is · 
the iippropriate avoidance standard for compensating 
these investors,· especially given the continued de
pendence of utilities on natural gas and oil as fuel 
sources at power plants in:state: Eliminating these inef-

.· ficient and uneconomic uses of prime fossil fuels should 
be a leading objective of the State. · 

The Department recognizes that setting the avo.ided 
cost rate must also take into consideration the interests 
of non-cogenerating ratepayers. If cogeneration can be 
stimulated at a lower rate. then all public interests are 

· better served. This balancing factor ·is .well recognized 
(See e.g., 18 C.F.R. 292.304(a)l). ("Rates for purchase 
shall ... [b )e just and reasonable to the electric con
sumer of the electric utility and in the public interest.") 
Consequently, the Department has determined that the 
energy component shall be that of the most efficient 
baseload oil~ or gas-fired steam units. 

The Department agrees, ho~ever, that the energy 
component should be reduced to the avoided energy of 
a baseload proxy unit as of the date when that power 
plant theoretically would be needed. In other words. if · 
the coal unit is assumed to be needed, but for cogenera
tion, in 1992, · then as of 1992 the energy component 
should be based on a coal plant in that same year. 

In this way the DOE has created a kind of "two-tier" 
. · pricing policy. In the first tier are cogerierators who re
spond swiftly to this ~faster Plan. sign contracts, and 
otherwise serve as pioneers for those who will follow. 
(Pennsylvania calls this a pioneer rate). Being among 
the first should merit special consideration. Those who 
follow will reap the benefits of their successet1. Thfy wi!! 
find an easier regulatory path, assu~ing their product 
is competitively priced. Accordingly, those who invest 
after.1992 should receive an energy rate equal to avoided 
coal-fuel costs in the same year. Non-utility power 
producers in operation before that year will receive the 
premium rates based upon oil or natural gas steam unitS 
until that same year. 

An Alternative: Locked-in PJM Rates 

The electric power utilities, as stated. continue to sup
port retention of the Board's pricing policy announced 
five years ago. This. policy reflects a spot-market ap
proach which has slowed cogeneration investment in the 
State. It may be, however, that one of the most basic 
flaws in this approach~its unpredictability-can be cor
rected. Since utilities routinely project future trends in 
.the PJM billing rate, as central to their planning for new 
facilities, there is no reason why cogenerators should not 
also enjoy the benefits of that forecasting. The trend 

.· . ' . . 

lines for the P,J:\1 biiling rate co~id S€T\'€ 45 !:':€ :r~;.:: 
line for cogeneration buy-back rates, This wn~;o J.:.

leviate much of the unpredictability in the 1981 BPt· 
order. A cogenerator should be able to choose a locked
in trend in the projected PJM billing rate. just as a 
utility relies ori this information to foreshadow its invcesr-
ment decisions. · 

Accordingly. cogenerators may select a contract f()r 
buy-back power rates using the ··ramped-up'· P.J".\1 hill
ing rate for the energy component as the formula for 
their compensation. Whether the 10 percent premium 

·should be inc.reased. as seems likely. is another question. 
Such an option may be simpler than the proxy . un;r 
method; it also may be faster than the PCA. It will. in · 
any event, be lip to the cogenerator to choose. 

,o, 

Summary 

The State must alter its pricing policies to attract and 
retain cogeneration · investment. Therefore. the DOE 
adopts a two-tier pricing plan. us1ng the proxy coal un:t 
for capacity costs together with the energy cost of a 
baseload oil or gas unit until 1992, when it will shift tc 
the avoided energy cost of the same coal unit: Alterna
tively, a cogeneratcir may choose to use the PJM billi:.g 
rate (plus some appropriate premium, 10 percent unde~ 
the BPU's 1981 orders) that is locked in.to a projectio:: 
of the future PJM billing rate. This rate will be likeiy 
to escalate in keeping with rising PJM billing rate~ .. 
therefore, it is also a ramped lip rate that will guarantef . 
art increasing revenue stream to a cogenerator: provided 
it performs to expectations. . 

In fashioning these rates, the State must be care:\:; 
· to provide incentives only where cogent:ration actuaily 
takes place; The Department therefore proposes that -::hE
rates described in this Plan apply only to power supplied 
by cogenerators to utilities beyond a cogenerator·s 09.T. 

needs. Cogenerated electricity must be based upon fr,e 
principles of thermal dispatch of power. ~aturall~·. anv 
rat~s established under these criteria must be fair to 
existing customers, include a consideration of the long
term reliability of the qualifying facility and cover the 
cost of any transmission enhancements required to inter
connection. 

Back-up Power Rates and Access 

Few industries would invest in cogeneration with0.ut 
the. availability of the utility's electricity when the
cogenerator needs repair. Historically. refusal to dea: 
with cogenerators enabled the utility industry to dr;'I. e
them out of business (Wooster; Si Die~ L. Ber. , ... :,r; 
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at 712.-Ul. PCB.PA and the regulations of FERC now 
guarantee that utilities must not discriminate against 

. cogenerators in the. sale of back-up, maintenance. sup
plemental or interruptible power 116 C.:.S. C. 824 a-3/bl, 
and 18 C.F R. 292.3051. Of special note. FERC regu
lations and the BPl"'s orders prohibit utilities from pro
;ecting that all cogenerators will be off-line at the same 
time, a technique •Jsed in the past to charge them an 
excessive demand charge I based on the fiction that the 
•Jtility will reserve capacity for the-ir use at all times. 
even when not needed, 118 C.F.R. 290.305 (cl 11).). 

. The BPC's 1981 orders authorized a demand charge 
predicated on the assumption that cogenerators as a 
group would be off-line 15 percent of the time. (See p. 
6 of the October 14, 1981 order which describes the 
Board's ·•assumption of diversity" of 15 percent at the 
generation level.) More current experience, however, 
shows that even this rate is too high. Nationally 
cogenerators have a group outage rate closer to 5 percent. 
Therefore, barring any experience to the contrary unique 
to ~ew Jersey, the State should use this lower figure in 
calculating back-up power rates. Doing so also conforms 
with the caveat in the BPtJ's original order that "such 
charges and their underlying assumptions should be re
viewed as soon as more data is available." ( Board ·s 
Order. p. 6.) 

Cnfortunately, a recent decision by FERC undercuts 
this protection for many cogenerators. In the Alcon de
cision. FERC ruled that the utility must supply back
up power only to the actual owner and operator of the 
cogeneration equipment. but not to the industrial cus
tomer of the cogenerator ( lri the matter of P.R. E. P. A 
(.4.lcon). FERC Docket :--:o. QF 84-147 ( 1985). Over a 
third of all cogeneration is the product of third-party 
financing and operation where cogeneration specialists, 
taking advantage of tax incentives, operate the facility 
for the industrial purchaser of the steam and electricity. 
The Alcon decision could stifle third.party investment. 

There is a simple way to avoid the hanh and restric
tive nature of the Alcon case. State regulatory officials 
can order utilities under state Lew to provide full back
up. supplemental and maintenance power at affordable 
rates to third-party cogeneration (See. e.g., N.J.S.A. 
48:2-13, -16, -23, -24, and -27). Utilities in New Jersey 
must provide such . nondiscriminatory semce at fair 
rates to all cogeneration facilities, regardless of. who in 
fact owns title to the hardware or operates the equip• 
ment. 

Besides the rates to be charged for cogen~tion back
up, there is much concern over the non-economic aspects 
of gaining access to . the utility system. The industry 
complains of long delays by utilities, indecisive and un
responsive negotiations, refusals to interconnect with the 

utiEty·s network. high costs ro mtercrinnecr. 
reasonable and repetitious demands for safety and ci,r:

patibility assurances, and other forms of apparent pa, 
si ve resistance ( See. e.g .. Transcript of September 21 

1985. statements of .J. ~c~air. pp. 1:27-28: R. Toppe 
p. 147: J. Barnes. p. 16L 162). These problems can t 
as discouraging to investors as the economic difficultie 
described above. 

Ac_cordingly, the Department and the BPt· will ordt 
utilities to cease and desist from any behavtor that ur 
reasonably delays or frustrates a cogenerator's reque: 
for access. The BPlr will assist in the identification an 
prevention of any form of stalling tactics. recalcitram 
or anti-competitive behavior. Much of this problem. 
is expected, will be resolved in the standard offer co1 
tracts which a cogenerator will be entitled to sign ar 
enforce against the utility. and in other protectio1 
against bad faith bargaining. 

'W'heeling Access and Rates 

Control over transmission lines has helped electr 
power utilities to eliminate. competition by public 
municipal systems. (Indeed. a crucial development 
the history of the electric utility was tht invention 
long-distance transmission. See, e.g .. R. Munson. T, 
Power .Makers, 50-52.) Such concerns motivated t 
U.S. Supreme Court in (.!nited States t:.. Otter T! 
Power Co. to order a private utility to allow a municip 
utility to transport power acl"09s. its franchise area usi1 
its transmission network. even though the two were , 
facto corI1petitors (410 U.S. 366, 3ii /19i3). fThe S 
preme Court relied upon the finding that "Otter Tail h 
a 'strategic dominance in the transmission of power 
most of its service area' and that it used this dominan 
to foreclose potential entrants into the retail area fro 
obtaining electric power from outside sources of supply 
(See discussion of Otter Tail as a classic example of r: 

· .. bottleneck monopoly" in "Refusals to Deal by VE 
tically Integrated Monopolists". 87 Harv. l. Rev. 17 
(1974).) 

In the same way, utilities have a long history of usi 
transmission line monopoly to stem the entry of pote 
tial non-utility competitors-namely, cogeneration a 
small power production-into their semce area 1 

Munson. supra. 55-71). Some journal writers now belie 
that the only ••natural monopoly" remaining in elect 
power lies in the long-distance transmission of electric 
at high voltage (Cohen, "Efficiency and Competition 
the Electric-Power Industry, 88 Yale L. Jou.r. 15 
14-18, citing numerous authorities. which recognizes t 

continuing "economies of scale in bulk-power suppl~ 
as contrasted with the increasing diseconomies in lar~ 
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scale central station power generation. I Typically. the 
situation arises where an industrial firm seeks to gener
ate its own power ~nd sell the excess to the local utility: 
when this request is denied. the factory may try to sell 
the' output to another utility or to buyers outside the 
sen·ice territory. Typically. as well. this request to wheel 
the cogenerated po\\.·er has been denied or.subjected to 
one,rous conditions and uncertain rates. 

PL"RPA and implementing FERC ngulatiom;. how
ever, show that Congress intends for cogenerators to be 
able to sell their power to other utilities through fair 
access to wheeling services (18 C.F. R. 292. 303 (bl, (cl 
and (d).). But much discretion remains in FERC and 
at the state level as to what the wheeling charges may 
be and how to resol\-·e other wheeling controversies. At 
least one state. Texas. has assumed complete control 
over intrastate wheeling (Cogen Rept., Oct. H. 1985 at 
5). In ~ew ,Jersey and most states, however, wheelirtg 
rates may be subject to FERC regulation. 

Often as important as wheeling charges is whether the 
wheeling utility may assume line losses in the wheeling 
contract. In the typical utility~to-utility wheel1ng. power 
is brought in from afar and some line loss· might be 
expected as the local utility picks up the power at its 
border and transmits it elsewhere. 

Since cogenerators export rather than import power. 
the situation is reversed. In most states which have con
sidered the issue. it is recognized that cogeneration re
sults in negative line losses. That is. the additional incre 0 

ments of non-utility power added to the lines help to 
offset line losses otherwise experienced by the utility. 
Cogenerated power is generally produced at a location 
which is closer to the load than the utility's power 
plants. When cogenerated power is wheeled, electrons 
are not transmitted to the far-away purchasing utility. 
Instead; they are fed into the grid. and power is delivered 
to the purchasing utility. If the cogenerator is located 
close to major load usage in the transmitting utility's 
service territory-usually the case. especially in densely 
populated and heavily developed New Jersey-the 
added power will reduce overall Hne losses as if it were 
sold. to and used by the host utility. · 

The line loss issue is often crucial. A utility can ex, 
perience a 5 percent.line loss in transporting power.from 
its border to another utility: but if a comparable level 
of cogeneration is near a large load, the utility should 
expect a savings of approximately 5 percent. Instead of 
b€ihg charged for line losses, therefore, cogenerators in 
this situation should receive a credit. 

Two ~ew .Jersey-based utilities, PSE&G and JCP&L. 
have expressed a willingness to wheel on certain con
ditions. ACE however. and to a lesser extent JCP&L. 

·-. •, ' .. , ' - . ' . 

have raised the contention that ,the State ,hc.t,;>::: :::· '. 
require wheeling bya utility on a long-term or firm ha-', 
ACE a. rgu. es t .. ha .. t. its .transmission s..,·ste .. m i.·a.s built .···.!•x 
arid paid for by its franchise customers and they mus: 
have first priority. ACE also arguesthat its transmission 
lines are already loaded at 98 percent of its capacity ()rl 
.a y~ar-round basis. If so. then it appears certain that 
ACE, located in a fast~growing area. will need to expand 
its transmission capacity in any event. Cogenerators as 

· a class can reduce loading on bulk power transmission 
lines if they export power or engage in simultaneous buy
sell transactions in which no power is exported tb the 
grid. Thus, a transmission capacity credit would seem 
particularly appropriate on ACE's system. 

. ACE'.s argument that its transmission capacity wa5 
built for and is being paid for by its franchise customers 
misses the point of wht!eling services to cogenerators. 
also among their customers. Wheeling can reduce the 
costs of transmission services otherwise absorbed by 
other ratepayers because cogenerators should pay their 
fair share of transmission capacity. In this respect. if · 
ACE or any other company fails to provide wheelim; 
services when capacity is available. it imposes unnec-
essary costs on its other customers. · 

Furthermore. it appears incongruous to deny wheeli:-,i. 
services to cogenerators that will provide power efficient· 
ly, reliably and within the State while providing sue::: 
services to out-of-state utilities-which is routinely done 

· through PJM interaction. JCP&L imports 10 percent n: 
its power requirements andACE hascontracted for largf 
power imports from Pennsylvania Power & Light; muc~. 
of this power could be provided in-state through efficier"it. 
cogeneration that also may reduce acid rain from Pen:-:· 
sylvania coal plants. In-state cogeneration that · ca~ 

· wheel from one utility to the next will help right these 
imbalances. 
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Setting wheeling rates may be the province of FERC. 
but there is every indication that the federal regula tc,r: 
will defer to proposals by the states. The methods em, 
ployed in Texas are noteworthy and may be appiied :,, 
New Jersey. Two approaches that were debated were- E 

boundary method and a megawatt mile approach. Re
portedly. the Texas PCC arrived at a hybrid me,hco 
that wiH provide some compensation to all affected u ti l
ities and at the same time provide for a stable. easy-to
calculate and verifiable approach. 

The New Jersey BPU will be called upon to adopt 
without delay a similarly definite and fair met h0d ,:: 
determining wheeling rates and.terms of service. •In :t'> 

1981 orderthe Board directed that ''[a] Phase n proceed• 
ing be established to consider the issue of wheeiing 
within the State of ~ew Jersey." Id., p. U. On :'-,;,,vo:-rr.
ber 13. 1985, the BPU called together variou, e:ec:r:, 
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utilities for a conference to begin discussion oi a BPC 
wheeiing policy. i The goal must be to establish a state
wide market for cogenerated power that allows it to be 
used where it is most needed. In addition. cogenerators 
sho~ld be permitted and encouraged to engage in self
wheeling in which they wheel power from one or more 
facilities to multiple customers. In this way the most 
optimaJly-sized cogeneration system can be constructed 
and put into operation without running the risk of being 
charged excessive wheeling rates or being declared a 
public utility. 

Unequal Bargaining Power and 
Standard Offer Contracts 

An electric power utility is both a monopoly and a 
monopsony. It is a monopoly because it is the only com
pany authorized by law to generate and sell electricity 
to other customers within a designated service territory. 
It is a monopsony because by law all non-utility power 
providers are limited to selling all their excess power to 
the same utility or risk being declared a public utility 

- I Hamilton and Bros, "The ~eed for Standard Contracts 
and Prices for Small Power Producers," 115 Pub. L'til. 
Fort .. ~o. 11. May 30, 1985, 24-32). 

Such a · position of power-as the sole buyer and 
seller-creates an unequal bargaining situation which 
can frustrate and stifle the entire cogeneration effort. · 
The monopsonist utility can raise entry barriers through 
subtle exactions, called transaction costs. It can, for 
example. discourage cogeneration by engaging in drawn
out contract negotiations requiring time and expensive 
expert assistance: the utility's time and costs will be 
passed on to ratepayers, but the cogenerator must bear 
its own. The utility can say it is eager for cogeneration, 
but it can rotate negotiators, so that each one .must start 
the process anew: or it can send negotiators who lack 
expertise or the authority to close a deal. By imposing 
unfavorable take-it-or-leave it contract terms, the utility 
can simply dictate its own bottom line all too often. 

Such monopsony abuses are not merely theoretical: 
they are actual and historical. They were at the heart 
of the Otter Tail decision. discussed earlier, which found 
the utility's practices to be in violation of federal anti
trust laws. They were also singled out repeatedly and 

· frequently by cogeneration witnesses fn hearings before 
the DOE as characteristic of their own experiences (See, 
e.g., Tr. statement of P. Maistro, p. 213). Thus, it is 
imperative that clear, enforceable and definite measures 
be in place if we are to even the bargaining positions of 
the utility and the would~be cogenerator and reduce 
transactional barriers to a minimum. 
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The best approach to correcting these ;:,rnbie?'!".s _,. : 
establish standard offer contracts. This approach is ~se, 
in California with unprecedented success: it is also '.b., 
approach favored by journal writers and by the cogenera 
tion industry ( Hamilton and Bros; supra.) And. while , 
is opposed by :,..;ew .Jersey's electric pow.er utilities. the: 
have failed t_o bring forth reasons to support their oppos1 
tion. other than the simple truism that each cogenerato 
is different. 

The standard offer contract is a uniform contract wit 
the essential terms already filled in and approved by th 
State. ( Logically, a variety· of standard offers may b 
approved by the State. depending on such variables a 
whether the cogenerator will use renewable fuels or bur 
solid waste, the size of the cogenerator. and other fac 
tors.) The contract empowers the cogenerator to sign tr 
contract "as is" or negotiate any condition it wishes. Bl 
the utility cannot refuse the contract as signed. Once tl
cogenerator has signed it, the contract is an enforceab 
legal instrument (Id.) In this way, bargaining positior 
are more nearly equalized, and. if negotiations flag. tl 
cogenerator always has the option of fixing his signatu 
to the bottom of the page. 

The outline of such a contract at a minimum shou 
include the following: 

Part I. Business Relationship to the Ctility 

A; Status with FERC as a qualifying facility. 

B. Purchase price for power and method of pa 
ment to the non-utility producer. 

C. Price for back-up power and method of payme 
to the utility. 

D. Cost of interconnection and method of pa 
ment. 

E. Liability; 

F. Liability insurance. 

G. Access to producer's facilities. 

H. Conditions for interruption of 

1. power to the facility, or 
2. power from the facility. 

I. ~otice requirements for interruption. 

J. Penalty clause for nonperformance nt a 
provisions in the contract. 

K. Dispute resolution and arbitration. 



. . , -

Part IT. Technical Relationship with rhe l'tilitv ., in-
cluding safety features! · 

"A. Conformance to applicable laws. codes. regu-
lations and ordinances. · 

B. Technical requirements for 

1. intercon?H!ction and 
2. operation. 

The most imponant single element in this contract is 
the price for power: How much can the potential in• 
vestots expect in the revenue stream from this facility? 
Since New Jersey will adopt a statewide proxy unit · 
method of calculating buy-back rates, together with a 
pioneer rate for energy, this will be filled in at the con
clµsion of that process of determination. Alternatively, 
for those eager to proceed in the interim, the locked-in 
projection of the. PJM hilling · rate-together with a 
premium for the environmental and social benefits of 
cogeneration-may also serve as one contract rate. (The 

· Legislature could even· establish a "floor rate., as it did 
in New York; this rate would then be the minimum for 
the benefit of a cogenerator.) 

Accesst to Natural Gas 

Cogeneration facilities can use· almost any com
bustible matter as their fuel. Some units bum almond 
shells. com husks. sawdust. and other forms of waste. 
including municipal solid waste (resource recovery). . 
Others are not cogenerators at all, but are wind-powered 
forms of small-power production. Still others will use 
coal. · Most, however, rely on the cleanest burning fuel 
possible. natural gas. With the end of the gas crisis of 
the 1970s, natural gas is .in abundant supply; but a 
combination of factors has made it difficult for this gas 
glut to translate into low. prices for all users. including 
cogenerators. Yet gas is clearly the best fuel, panicularly 
because of .air quality standards in New Jersey. As a 
result. no cogeneration poHcy is comprehensive without 
making provision for access to natural gas. 

Until very recently, many industries were turning to 
direct purchases of gas from producers far from New 
Jersey as one way to beat the high cost of gas delivered 
by Local Distribution Companies (LDC's or gas util
ities). However. a coun order in Maryland Peoples' 
Counsel t'.· FERC. i61 F. "2d i68 (D.C. Cir, 1985). and 
761 F. 2d i80. and the rising tide of competition in gas 
transportation services have led FERC radically to alter 
the rules of gas transponation in Order No. 436. 

Interstate pipelines historically purchased gas from 
the well 0head producers. then sold it in bulk to the 
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LDC"s which re-sold it tetaii to the public Tr,e :-,e,,, 
FERC policy gives pipelines a fundamental ch01c€ 
Either they can transpon all gas· on· a nondiscrimina to~· 
policy orthey may not transport at all.They no 1ong,;r 
may transport gas to some customers and not for others 
or charge what FERC labels as discriminatory or prefeT' _ 
ential rates. <They can of course. continue to transport 
and sell their own gas.I While a policy against dis-· 
crimination appears basic to fairness. it may not lead 
to the result sought by FERC-more competition in tt,e 
interstate natural gas market. \\''"hen the pipelines are 
glutted with their own high-pri~ gas which the~_. can
not seU, ~h~. are naturally· reluctant to "transport 
cheaper gas through their:pipelines to cogenerators buy-
ing gas from others. · 

As this tnmsition to the new FERC rules evolves. 
cogenerators have three choices on fuels: First. they can 
choose to use non-traditionaHuels, such as solid waste 
or even coal. Second, they can choose to bum natural 
gas. Or, third, they can choose to bum oil. 

The first is highly desirable. where it can be ac
complished safely and without harm to the environment. 
Indeed, it is State policy to encourage or compel countie~ 
to plan for the ultimate disposition of municipal solid 
waste in resource recovery facilities that will generatt 
electricity (N.J.S.A. 13:1E-6fb)(l) and lE,93. ar!d 
48:13A-1, et seq.). See also. Part One. Chapter :3 of th:5 
Master Plan. However. siting waste-to-energy plants will 
prove difficult and controversial. as with landfills. · 

If a firm can burn low-sulphur.· coal or coal in . a 
fluidized · bed or otherwise comply with air qua:i7:, 
standards, it should be encouraged to do so. Coal. how
ever, has not yet proven itself as an attractive foei. for 
urban cogeneration projects, especially smaller one5. 

This leaves natural gas or oil for most users. T:,e 
former is clean to bum, which makes it highly desirab;~ 
in urban seqings where so many cogeneration project, 
can be expected, The latter is not nearly so clean and 
comes primarily from foreign imports . .But at least there 
are oil dealers from which to choose. 

The DOE believes that natural gas is by far the 
preferred choice. Without transportation gas, utilities 
must provide gas to these users on a reliable and af, 
fordable basis. (If not. some companies may be forced 
to construct their own connections to interstate pipe, 
lines. by-passing the LDC entirely.) Many gas utiiitiF 
seem eager to provide all the gas they can, They 
recognize that gas for cogeneration will be 1m excelle!:.r 
load leveler: It will help to balance the gas compa::·.-·, 
(winter) heating~peak season with the electric utili,\··~ 
(summer) cooling-peak season. By selli~ large quan
tities of gas in the summer to a c;ogenerator. which ... 
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·rum seils power' to a utihty straining to meet peak de
marids, both. utihties appear to benefit along vmh the 
cogenel"ator. 

· Environmental Permit Procedures 

Siting cogeneration i.mits in a densely populated. 
heavily industrialized state can be difficult. The DEP 
routinely requires a variety of permits.for any industrial; 
fuel-burning installation. Cogeneration is no exception·. · 
.Qf special concern to the industry is how long it takes 
to receive permit approval. lTr. statements of R. T6ppe, 
at 146; 8. Trobaugh at 196. P. Maistro at 211. and H. 
Kociencki at 220, September ZO, 1985.) In addition. in-

. · vestors worry that costly selective catalytic converters 
··. will be required on all new installation, should Cali

fomia"s Air Resources Board adopt such a rule and other 
· · states, including Sew Jersey, foUow suit. · 

· The DOE believes that the. DEP should recognize the 
positive ·environmental externalities conferred by 
cogeneration, including reducing acid Pollution :r.:.:n 
western coal plants. The latter is the cause of almost aH 
the acid rain that now harms so much of the country, 
especially the East Coast (J.S. Cannon. Acid Rain and 
Energy: .4 Challenge for New Jersey [Inform. Inc., 19841, 
at 2.). Acid rain. in particular, is produced by large coal-

·.· burning power plants that supply New Jersey with much 
of its energy. 

Therefore. the DOE calls upon the DEP to establish 
a rapid, one-stop permitting process for cogenerators 
that will lessen out-of,state energy dependence. The en
vironmental agency should be ·vigorous in seeking out 
ways to offset the pollution generated at the facility 
(pollution offsets). Giving the facilities explicit credit for 
their contribution to New Jersey's acid r$ efforts is 
clearly justified.. 

Cogeneration in a Power-Glutted 
· Market .. 

· California has led the nation in promoting a succesafut. 
cogeneration industry. In less than five years installed 
cogeneration capacity . has jumped from 300 MW. tQ 
about 2,00Q MW with still more under negotiation (The 
1985 California Electricity Report, supra.) The Cali-

. fomia Energy Commission and the PUC are now facing 
. the problem which the utilities had . told them could 

.. never happen: too much cogeneration capac:ty. · . . . . 

~ome commentators fear that a cogeneration F-H 
could lead to a death spiral in electric utiiities. As m(1re 
customel"S generate .their own power and sell back to ti-:e 
utility. which is obligated to buy. fewer customers will 
be left to pay the fixed costs of the utility. The l.ltJity 

· · .wiil then raise rates to the remaining customers. whlch 
· will lead to still more customers leaving the ;;~·stem. 
cogenerating their own power. or si'~ply increasing their 
conservation. This concern is especially troubling· for 
utilities which are just finishing costly nuclear: power 
plari~. Such utilities may call for caps to be placed on 
new cogeneration capacity; Alternatively, they may do 
all in their power to discourage cogeneration through 
whatever legal means are at their disposal, · 

Restricting the amount of new capacity from these 
· othe.r sources is at best a short-term solution that would 
impose substantial hidden costs on the public, The pub
lic will pay more than it should if potential cogenerators 
are denied the opportunity to supply the public with 
lower cost energy. Setting a limit on. cogeneration is 

·• roughly · akin to tariffs. import quotas and other trade 
restrictions that may protect certain interests but on!) 
by transferring hidden costs to the public; At the samE 

· time, the existing utility network must be maintained 
Accordingly, some method must be found for encourag
ing constant innovation and competition but withou, 
undermining the basic infrastructure in electricit~· tha, 

. is the hallmark of the utility industry. 

The DOE believes that there are several approache~ 
to this problem. No utility power plants should be ex
empt from the competitive forces of non-utility power 

· Nor should non-utility sources be shielded against the 
winnowing effects of market forces. The best solution i! 
one which follows the least-cost principle of pro.motin~ . . . . I 
economic dispatch of power sources, whether they are 
owned and operated by utilities or by non-utmties. 

Placing all power generators on a level playing fielc 
is the logical nest step in the revolution in electric powe1 
regulation and development unleashed by PL"RPA 
There is no need to place an arbitrary lid on new power 
if each new increment survives a rigorous test of th, 
marketplace. Simply put. there is no glut of power i 

· adding more capacity means lowering production costs 
reducing consumer bills, or reducing the pollutim 
caused by single-purpose power plants. This new. decid 
edly more open system would resemble the growth er 
of the 19509 and 60s when each new utility project capi 
talized on economies of scale and reduced cost and rate 
to all. The major difference here is that the test o:· nee: 
for new capacity would be based upon market tor~e~ 
Also, much of the new capacity would be non-ut:llt 
units that displace utility units; just as new unlit! cc 
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pacity in those years often drove non-utility so.urces out 
of operation. 

In such a competitive setting, if "new" power sources 
repface the "old'' sources, the latter could then be writ
ten off (perhaps mothballed. placed under new manage
ment, or sold offl. If found to be obsolete. the un
economic units would no longer be "used and useful" to 
consumers. Therefore. they would not be charged to 
ratepayers. This approach avoids the "Catch-22" that 
competition will lead to higher rates even when the com
petitors will supply electricity at lower rates, because 
utilities may charge ratepayers for economically obsolete 
capacity. If a facility-whether it is a cogenerator or a 
utility unit-cannot compete, then the State must not 
tolerate its forced subsidization by the public. Such a 
process might be characterized. as one which focuses on 
the fully avoidable cost to the consumer, not to the 
utility, although in the long-run the result should be the 
same. 

Change and innovation would substitute for the static 
concept that utility facilities, once approved, stay in the 
rate base until they are too old to operate or until they 
are replaced by new utility units. With de facto and de 
Jure competition ushered in by cogeneration and other 
non-utility power sources, the power supply industry 
might resemble the automobile retail market; new ve
hicles replace existing cars even if they retain some use
ful life (as evidenced by the tised car trade), not because 
the current stock of cars is determined by some authority 
to be inadequate in number or seating capacity, but 
because the new entries offer consumers a choice oflower 
cost, more reliability, greater safety, or other perceived 
attractions. Regulation. in an atmosphere of competi
tion, will have to adjust to facilitate a healthy mix of 
embedded utility capacity, notably in the transmission 
and distribution area, and emerging non-utility sources 
that can bid against each other to serve consumers in 
the lowest cost, most efficient and environmentally 
sound manner. In this light, there can never be a glut 
of ways to improve service, improve air quality, and 
reduce consumers' bills. 

:;-.;ew ,Jersey does not have to begin today to confront 
a saturated market for no.n:utility power sources. but the 
time for doing so could come even faster than in Cali~ 
fornia, which has served the nation so well as a kind of 
energy laboratory. As a result. the BPL' and the DOE. 
aided by the active participation of the emerging 
cogeneration industry and the existing utilities, must 
begin immediately to prepare for a regulatory regime 

· which accurately mirrors the competitive forces now 
gathering. Therefore, no lid needs to be considered at 
this time and no moratorium on new cogeneration ap
pears justifiable in the future. if we proceed to plan and 
prepare for a smooth transition to market-based energy 
policies in this vital area. 
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Miscellaneous Concerns 

The duty to negotiate in good faith: Whii~ r~e 
provision of standard offer contracts and firm buy-bacr; 
Tat~ will do much to promoti! good faith bargaining Sy 
utilities, more protection may still be in order. l"tilit1~5 
may devise tactics or demands which discoura.:e 
cogeneration. For example, ,JCP&L's demand th~r 
cogenerators sign a ri!capture clause would deny· .a 
cogeneration investor the current use of contracted !or 
payments. (See Statement of Scott Spiewak at Tr. 
55-56, September 20.) As such, it t:an only be described 
as a bad faith negotiating position. Other bad faith de
mands can be expected to be identified. To prevent these 
from holding up the contract process, the BPL' and the 
DOE must m8rintain an open door policy for resolutior: 
of contract disputes. In particular, the BPL' should ha\ e 
an expedited appeal process available to al'. 
cogenerators. This process would entitle any aggrie\'ed 
party to petition the BPU for expedited disposition or 
a contract claim or an argument that a bargaining pos
ition is in bad faith. A list of such bad faith demand, 
should be maintained and updated. Whenever a utilitv 
has been found to have negotiated in such a manne;. 
penalties should be imposed on the utility and rewarcio 
allocated to the cogenerator which brought them to the 
attention of che BPV. 

Maintaining Data on Cogeneration Developmeri:: 
Every cogenerator should file a registration state me:-:: 
with the DOE and the BPU simultaneous with HS re
quest for contract negotiations with a utility. The ref:~
tration statement will require that the applicant idenr:::,
the fuels to be used, and the size of the facility. as we:'. 
as provide other relevant and potentially helpfu: ir.~·:~ 
mation. With this process, it will be possible to monm:-~ 
negotiations, review the milestones in each project. a:-.c 
determine. whether any facility should lose its place i:-: 
line for failure to proceed, while pushing other proJectc 
forward. A final registry of facilities will also help e?:erf: 
planners account for the full impact of cogeneration .': 
the State, as it progresses from project inception to c,,. 
line facilities. 

Utility Entry Into Cogeneration Marketing: \\"i:;.. 
the growth in cogeneration, it is understandabie tha: 
-electric utilities should become interested in this source 
of power production. The risks to permitting s;.:ch d:
versification are obvious. l:tility-owned subsid:ar:<:, 
might receive more favorable treatment from : he:: 
11arent utilities, such as higher buy-back rate!3. ea,-;'~, 
negotiating, better credit and billing terms. ana ;r:on=: 
favorable cancellation provisions. These fears ha\€' ~H-,. 
realized in some states. In California. for examp,e ~2,. 

Diego Gas & Electric has been charged with agr<'e. ::.:: : : 
an energy-pricing formula for its subsidiary w, .. ,. ,. f\. 

ceeds the avoided cost offered to other coger.e,.,: 0 --



C.Jgen. Rept .. :'--ovember 5. i.98,j, ;:i .. 5,. Clear conflicts 
of interest have been found where Southern California 
Edison personnel hold important positions in its wholly
owned cogeneration-subsidiary J[d.J 

~ 

PCRPA limits utility ownership in any qualifying fa
cility to iess than 50 ;:,ercent of the equity in the project 
1 lB CF.R :206l. By implication. a utility. therefore. may 
invest up to that .1r.1ount and still qualify as a 
cogenerator entitled to all the guarantees of a non-utility 
cogenerator. This policy creates incentives for utility 
management to favor their own subsidiaries. however 
arms-length. the transactions might appear. 

On the other hand, if utility shareholders can enjoy 
some of the benefits of a healthy cogeneration industry, 
their management will be more receptive to the concept 
in general and to specific projects in particular. Also, 
utility investment capital. customer relations and engi
neering abilities can be helpful in promoting the growth 
of this vital industry. 

The Department believes that the State should offer 
conditional encouragement to the trend of utilities enter
ing the cogeneratian market. (PSE&G and JCP&L have 
already established such subsidiaries which are actively 
signing up projects.) . ~indful of the risk of anti
competitive actions, however, the State must impose a 
higher level of scrutiny and special safeguards to all 
utility-subsidiary projects, at least until the indepen
dent cogeneration industry in the S.tate has grown suffi
ciently to compete equally with utility-owned units. 
Thus, all contracts for large increments of cogeneration 
from utility-subsidiaries should be subject to a period of 
review by the BPl"'. Similarly, a policy of notice and 
protest should be offered in all such contracts. such that 
independents can protest to the BPU if they believe that 
they were squeezed out of a bid or were otherwise unfair
ly disadvantaged in efforts to sign up a customer. Should 
no problems develop in New Jersey over a reasonable 
period, then such procedures might be discontinued. But 
at least in the early going, New Jersey must profit from 
the experience in other states and take steps ta see that 
this nascent industry is given the chance to flourish.. 
while permitting proper opportunities for utilities to ad
vance in this worthwhile direction. 
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Setting Cogeneration Quotas or Goals: Or:e ·., 1:- · 
promote utility use of cogenerated power is ro set qu0t, 
Failure to achieve these goals could !ead to penait:1 
The California PCC imposed a 1/7 of 1 percent pena; 
at the conclusion of its OII-26 investigation ori the re 
of return of PG&E for its failure to promote alternati 
energy contracts. The utility's response was dramat 
~-ith PG&E soon emerging as a national leader in t 
promotion of alternative and small-power energy sourc 
(G. ~laneatis, "The :-.:ation·s Leading Alternati 
Enc~~::, :.: .• :~~j. PG&E ... 114 Pu.b. Oil. Fort.. ~o. 
Dec. 20, 1984, 18-22. For a history of this seminal ca 
see D. Roe, Dynamos and Virgins. Random . Hou 
1985). New Jersey may need to have the option of imp, 
ing penalties for utility failure to promote cogenerati< 
to bargain in good faith, or otherwise to develop its i 
potential. 

Incentives for small-power production: ~fany :;m 
cogener:Hion projects, namely units of 100 kilowatts 
less. find it difficult to obtain needed financing due 
the marginal economics of all small facilities. These 
elude: capital costs which are high relative to lac 
interconnection costs, fuel costs, and stand-by char~ 
Yet tha 0 e small units offer great benefits to users a. 
rn r.n.e '·.'<llrn1HP. to society· through their contribut 
to system reliability and economic development. Tl 
are most apt to be used by financially strapped c 
tomers. ,;uch as non-profit hospitals, x~tCA's, scho1 
and or:rnr small to medium-size institutions. By red 
ing their costs of energy, small power production 1 
enable them to provide greater services at lower costi 
their clients and the community. 

Accordingly, in order to facilitate their widespr1 
use, the Department believes that units with a capac 
of 100 kw or less should have the option of running tr 
load meter backwards, rather than require them to , 
their excess output to the utility. Any electricity sole 
a utility would first be offset by a credit for purcha 
from the utility in a simultaneous "buy-sell" ·tra 
action, at the customer's request. All net energy sold 
the utility would be billed at the retail rate applica 
to the user. 



SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATJONS 
ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 

ACTIONS AND STRATEGIES 

1. A STANDARD METHOD OF CALCULATING FAIR UTILiTY BUY-BACK RATES IS NEEDED 70 EN
COURAGE THE DEVfa.OPMENT OF COGENERATION. · 

[The rates ottered by electr,c utilities for tne purchase of cogenerated etectric1ry are too !Ow, too vanar;1e. 
and too unpredictable. In addition, these rates fat! to satisfy the PUA PA requirement. to offer rates oasec 
upon the "tu/I avoided cost" of cogeneration as a substitute for utility-owned and -operated power piams.; 

THEBPU SHALL COMMENCE A PROCEEDING TO ESTABLISH RATES FOR COGENERATION BL:v. 
BACK. T+-ilS PROCEEDING SHALL BEGIN NOT LATER THAN 90 DAYS AFTER THE ADOPT,ON OF 
THIS PLAN AND SHALL CONCLUDE AS EXPEDITIOUSLY AS POSSIBLE. BUT IN NO CASE Sl-4A;...:., 
THE PROCEEDiNG LAST MORE THAN SIX MONTHS BEFORE A FINAL ORDER iS ISSUEJ 
PROGRESS REPORTS SHALL BE PREPARED AND MADE PUBLIC EVERY 30 DAYS TO DETAIL A._._ 
CRITICAL PATHS AND PROGRESS, ANY IMPEDIMENTS TO MAINTAINING T+-iE HEARING SCHED
ULE, AND SUCH OTHER INFORMATION AS THE DOE MAY REQUEST. 

THIS PROCEEDING SHALL DETERMINE ALL ISSUES RELATlNG TO THE APPROPRIATE BUY-BACK 
RATE. FOR THE CAPACITY COMPONENT OF THE RATE. THE BPU WILL USE THE PROXY UNIT 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS, ASSUMING THE NEED FOR A NEW BASELOAD COAL-FIRED POWER 
PLANT, AS DESCRIBED HEREIN, BY 1992. FOR THE ENERGY COMPONENT. THE SPU SHALL 
DETERMINE THE RATE BASED UPON THE CURRENT RATE FOR OIL- OR GAS-GENERATED ELEC
TRICITY AiA BASELOAD FACIL!TY. THIS RATE SHALL APPLY FOR THE PERIOD OF 1986-1992 
AT WHICH TIME THE PROXY UNITS FUEL COST WILL BE THE ENERGY COMPONENT .NS-E..l.J 

THE BPU SHALL MAKE AVAILABLE FOR COGENERATORS RATES BASED UPON LONG-TERM 
LEVfa.iZED PJM COS"7" PROJECTIONS. 

THE ELEC'TRiC UTIUTIES SHALL FILE WITH THE DOE AND MAKE PUBLIC T+-iE!R ESTIMA...,.ES Oi= 
PROJECTED PJM PURCHASE POWER RATES FOR THE NEXT 5-. 10- AND 15-YEAR PERIODS A 
COGENERATOR SHALL HAVE THE OPTION OF SIGNING A CONTRACT WITH A UTILITY US!NG 
THESE ESTIMATES. HOWEVER, A COGENERATOR OR ANY OTHER PERSON MAY OBJECT TO THE 
ESTIMATES. THE BPU SHALL THEN COMMENCE A HEAR!NG. WHICH SHALL BEGIN AND CON
CLUDE AS EXPEDITIOUSLY AS POSSIBLE. BUT IN NO CASE SHALL LAST LONGER THAN 30 DAYS 

2. BACK-UP POWER RATES AND LACK OF ACCESS TO BACK-UP POWER DISCOURAGE !NVESTMEl\...,. 
IN OTHERWISE FEASIBLE COGENERATION SYSTEMS 

[ A 1981 BPU order allows the utilities to base their charges upon an assumed system outage rare :::· 
15 percent, while experience indicates that the outage rate ,s closer to 5 percent. Gaining access to ;re 
utility system often involves problems such as long delays. lack of cooDeration, unreasonable demarcs. 
and high costs to interconnect. In additt0n, a FERC decision has raised much doubt as to whether:,-. re. 
party cogenerators will have access to back-up power at any pr,ce.J 

UPON REQUEST OF A COGENERATOR. EACH ELECTRIC UilLITY SHALL PROVIDE ALL !'>jECES· 
SARY FORMS OF BACK-UP POWER. INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO SUPPLEMENTARY -POV✓E= 
BACK-UP POWER. MAINTENANCE POWER. AND INTERRUPTIBLE POWER. NO UTILITY MAY :..\i -
TtiE OFFER OF OR ACCESS TO BACK-UP POWER TO ANY COGENERATOR OR !TS CUS7 OME=S 
ON THE BASIS OF OWNERSHIP INTEREST OR FINANCING BASIS OF THE COGENERA7 iCl\ ,_;~, -
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=ACr "" - l.. ;V Si-A:.._ ;=,..J3_ 3,..,. A· G2\iE~,c- 57" GF CCMFCNE~ .. ~s ;=c,:: '• -:2':;cc,.•~=-.:.- c'.. 
·_ WH:CH Sr-ALL. APPl_ v 'N Al._ CASES EXCEPT WHERE :r-,E APPL,CANT ?RESEN,S A C:...:A? .. Y 

OiST!NCT PROPOSAL T~AT \1ERiTS :NQIV,DUAL:ZED Ar'"ENT10N Al\iO NEGOT'AT:ON. ~:-:s _s.., 
SHALL 8E SUSMl~EDTO "7"!-E Sr'U WtTH 1N 30 DAYS OF THE ADOPT:ON OF THIS MASTER PLAN 
ANO. ;.if\J!..ESS 08 .. ;ECTED "!"O. SHALL CO"-iST:TUTE THE STEPS REQUiREJ FOR SUCCESSi=;JL 
~-FE::iccNNEC:7''0N. :F 08JEC7'ED ro. THE 8?U SHALL PROMPTLY SCHEDULE ANO COMPL.i:.,.E 

A 1-EARtNG Ai\,0 SSUE .A. OE:ERMINATiON NO LATEi=l THAN 3Q DAYS AFTER T!--E CONCLUS!C\i 
CF :HE ;..E_A.::l !\G F ~:--.,y :..;: :.. :'V u~qEASm,ABLV Dfa.AVS OR OBSTRUCTS A COGENERATCR 
,'\i ,S E:=;=GR-s 7"0 CBTAiN ,"J7"ERCONNECT:ON, THE BPU SHALL iMPOSE FrNANCiAL PENALT'ES 
.,.0 BE A'NAROEJ N PART .,.0 "'."HE COGENERATCR S_RINGINGTHE COMPLAINT. 

TH-E =iATES FOR SALES OF SACK-UP POWER SHALL NOT SE BASED UPON ;HE ASSUMP:'.ON 
'""AT FORCED OUTAGES OR OTHER REDUCTIONS iN ELECTRIC OUTPUT SY ALL COGENERAT!CN 
FACILITiES ON AN ELECTRIC UTiLITY'S SYSTEM WILL OCCUR SIMULTANEOUSLY, OR DURING 
THE SYSTEM PEAK. OR 80TH: ANO SHALL TAKE ,NTO ACCOUNT THE EXTENT TO WH!CH SCHEJ
ULED OUTAGES OF THE COGENERAT!ON FACILIT!ES CAN BE US'EFULLY COORDINATED Wi"'."H 
SCHEDULED OUTAGES OF THE UTILITY'S FACILITIES. THE BPU SHALL REQUIRE UTILITIES TO 
SUBMIT STANDARD BACK-UP POWER RATES AS PART OF THE REQUIREMENT TO SUBMIT AND. 
MAINTAIN STANDARD OFFER CONTRACTS. 

EACH COGENERATION FAClllTY SHALL SE OBLIGATED TO PAY ANY REASONABLE INTER
CONNECTION COSTS WHICH THE BPU AUTHORIZES THE UTILITY TO CHARGE. NO RATE MAY 
EXCEED THE ACTUAL AND REASONABLE COST OF COMPLETING THE INTERCONNECTION. UN
LESS A RETURN ON SAME IS AUTHORIZED BY THE SPU ON SIMILAR INTERCONNECTIONS FOR 
NON-COGENERATING CUSTOMERS. NO INTERCONNECTION FEE SHALL BE REQUIRED TO BE 
PAID IN ADVANCE. EACH COGENERATION l=ACIUTY SHALL HAVE THE OPTION OF PAYING ITS 
INTERCONNECT!ONCOSTSAS PART OF ;rs REGULAR BILLING OR ASA DEDUCTION FROM BUY~ 
SACK RATES. STANDARD. E3UY-8ACK RATES AND TERMS SHALL BE INCLUDED iN EACH 
STANDARD OFFER CONTRACT. 

3. COGEN ERA TORS.MUST HAVE ACCESS TO TRANSMISSION LINES TO WHEEL EXCESS ELECTRICI
TY AT REASONABLE RATES. 

[eiectnc ut]lities maintain barriers, mcluding unpredictable wheeling rates and non~econom,c resrra,ms. 
to non-utility power sources who wish to gain access. to transmission lines tor the sale of cogeneratea 
power to utilities in different service territories. In addition, cogenerators serving more than one facJ/ity 

. need to engage in self-wheeling to take full advantage of economies of scale.] 

IFA COGENERATION FACILITY AGREES, AN ELECTRI.C UTILITY SERVING THE AREA WHEREIN 
THE FACILITY IS LOCATED SHAL..L TRANSMIT THE ENERGY OR CAPACITY OR BOTH TO ANY 
OTHER ELECTRIC UTILITY. IFTHE UTILITY FAILS TO DO SO, UPON REQUEST THE UTILITY SHALL 
BE OBLIGATED TO PURCHASE THE POWER FOR USE IN ITS OWN SYSTEM AND SHALL PAY TrtE 
COGENERATION FACILITY AS t.F If HAD PERFORMED AS REQUESTED. UNLESS THE UTIUTY 
SHOWS GOOD CAUSE FOR ITS REFUSAL TO WHEEL. GOOD CAUSE SHALL MEAN THE PHYSICAL 
OR ENGINEERING INABILITY TO TRANSMIT THE POWER DUE TO LACK OF TRANSMISSION CA
PACITY, NOT INCLUDING A LACK OF CAPACITY CAUSED BY THE RESERVATION OF CAPACITY 
FOR UTILITY•GENEAATEO POWER NOT ON THE SYSTEM. TRANSMISSION OF POWER FROM 
OTHER UTILITIES OR WHEN A LACK OF CAPACITY SHOULD HAVE BEEN FORESEEN BY THE 
UTILITY DUE TO GROWTH ON THE .SYSTEM. 

WHERE UTILITY TRANSMISSION CAPACITY HAS BEEN FOUND BY THE BPU TO BE SATURATED. 
THE BPU SHALL ORDER THE UTILITY lO DEVELOP PLANS FOR THE EXPANSION OF CAPACITY 

. IN THE MOST ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND AND FISCALLY PRUDENT MANNER, BUT THE UTiL,TY 
SHALL NOT CHARGE COGENEFIATION FACILITIES MORE THAN THEIR FAIR SHARE OF NEW 
CAPACITY ON THE BASIS OF AN AUCTION AND SID SYSTEM IN WHICH UTILITY-SUPPLIED POWER 
SHALL HAVE NO ADVANTAGE OR PREFERENCE OVER POWER TO SE GENERATED ev A 
COGENERATION FACil...!TY. 
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ANY LJT L:TY ~o 'v'J'r-·Cr sue~ =~E~GV ORCA?Ac;-y ·S -RANSM:T-EG S'r-Ac._ :::~;:,c-,:.s= s:.'::: 
AS :F -HE COGEN ERA T:ON FAC:L -y WERE SUP 0 L..V:NG ENERGY OR CA?Ac:-v : REC-_,✓ -~ 

SUCH ELECTRiC UTiL,TY, EXCEPT THAT THE RATE FOR PURCHASE BY THE E!..ECTRIC c- _ c-v 
,.. SHALL BE ADJUSTED UP OR DOWN TO REFLECT LINE LOSSES AND SHALL NOT INCLUDE .ANY . 

. CHAAGES FOR TRANSMISS;ON. . 

NO UTlLi~Y SHALL CHARGE FOR LINE LOSSES DUE TO TRANSMISSION UNLESS iHE ur;._,-v 
DEMONS-t=;A ... ES THE ACTJAL INCIDENCE OF SAID LINE LOSSES ATTRIBUTED TO THE $PECiF1C 
COGENERAT10N FACILITY IN QUESTION. . . . 

' . . . 
NO UTIUTY St-AL"" CHARGE FOR LINE LOSSES DUE TO TRANSMISSION IF THE COGENERAT10N. 
FACILITY IS LOCATED WITHrN REASONABLE PROXIMITY OF LARGE LOAD DEMANDS ON Tl-·E 
UTILITY SYSTEM, nuE TO 1HE NEGATIVE NATURE. OF SUCH LINE LOSSES, 

NO UTILITY MAY CHARGE FOR LINE LOSSES UNLESS THE BPU APPROVES SAID CHARGES. Af\D 
tN NO CASE SHALL A COGENERATION FACILITY BE REQUIRED TO PAY FOR SUCH LOSSES ;/\a 
ADVANCE OR WITHOUT THE OPTJON TO PAY OVER A MUTUALLY AGREED PERIOD. 

Tt-iE BPU SHALL ESTABLISH UNIFORM, STATEWIDE RATES FOR TRANSMISSION SERVICES 
WHICH SHALL BE INCLUDED IN STANDARD OFFER CONTRACTS AT THE OPTION OF T'"'E 
COGENERATION FACh.iTY. SL.:CH RATES SHALL BE NON-DISCRIMINATORY AND NO GREATER 
THAN THE ACTlJAL COST OF.TRANSMISSION. TOGETHER WITH SUCH RETURN ON tNVESTMENT 
AS THE BPU AUTHORIZES. 

UPON REQUEST. EACH COGENERATION FACIUTYSHALL BE ENTITLED TO TRANSMIT ITS POWER 
GENERATION OR ANY .POR,'i()N THEREOF TO AND AMONG ITS CUSTOMERS ON A NON
OISCRIMlNATORY BASiS AT ~\ R.l,TE TO BE DETERMINED BY THE BPU. 

4. · THE USE OF STANDARD OFFER CONTRACTS CAN HELP TO EOUAUZE iHE BARGAINING POWER 
OF UTILITIES AND COGENEF/..,TORS. 

[Many factors CC:'ff"!bLJte re me rf21 · bargaining advantages of uMitres over cogenerators, mcludlrg me 
rhonopsony pos,tcr .cf tr£, 1.itii,1v ;;ro the greater nsk exposure ot cogenerat1on investors. Steps m1.,s: 
be taken to prevent utilities trcm takmg advantage of their monopsony status] 

THE BPU SHALL RF0 1 .i,i::;;r:. ~ A; ..., ::, Fr,q1c UTILITY TO PREPARE STANDARD OFFER CONTRAC~S 
WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE ADC ·:~·.cN OF THIS MASTER PLAN. EACH CONTRACT SHALL ADDRESS 
AT A MINIMUM ALL THE REQUIREMENTS PRESENTED IN THIS PLAN AS SUITABLE FOR CON
TRACT OFFERS AND .SUCH OTHER REQUIREMENTS AS THE BPU OR THE DOE SHALL, FROM 
TIME TO TIME. REQ.UIRE TO BE INCLUDED. 

A STANDARD OFFER CONTR,C,('.T IS AN OFFER TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT WITH ANY QUAL:
FlED COGENERATION FACILITY. iT SHALL INCLUDE ALL ESSENTIAL TERMS REQUIRED OF THE 
UTILITY AND THE COGENERATION FACILITY AND ENTITLES THE FACIL!TY TO ACCEPT Tf"'E 
TERMS OF THE CONTRACT ON ITS FACE OR TO NEGOTIATE ANY CHANGES, ADDITIONS. OR 
DELET:ONS IT WISHES. UPOI✓ SiGNING THE CONTRACT AND F1UNG A CERTIF:ED COPY WiTH 
.THE UTILITY. THE SPU AND THE DOE. TH.E CONTRACT SHALL BE BINDING ON THE SI.GNATORY 
AND THE UTILITY. 

ANY COGENERATiON FACILITY SHALL BE ENTITLED TO ACCEPT THE STANDARD OFFER CON• 
TRACT PRESENTED TO THE BPU OR IT MAY PROTEST THE TERMS. CONDITIONS OR Al\lv 
LANGUAGE IN THE: CUi'. :hAC i. UFFER AND REQUESTAHEARING WITH THE BPU, WH!CH 7r:: 

BPU SHALL COMMENCE.AND COMPLETE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, NOT TO EXCEED SIX MONThS 
AT THE CONCL.US10N OF THiS HEARING, THE BPU SHALL REQUIRE WHATEVER CHANGES. 
ADDITIONS OR DELE"i!ONS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE THE PURPOSES OF THIS MASTER PLAr\ 
THE STANDARD OFFER AS APPROVED OR MODIFIED SHALL THEN OPERATE AS A 81N0'1\G 
LEGAL INSTRUMENT IN THE SAME MANNER AS A STANDARD OFFER CONTRACT SUSM .,."'."EJ 
BY THE UTILITY AND SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE BY A QUALIFIED COGENERATION FAC'l..-v 

, , , 



... 

s. coGENE::iA-:-bRS -...E::J ACCESS :'."O ADEQL:A'7"E; AF.:-oAOASL~ sGF:=~.Es •:,;:- 'IA~~=A_ 3::;:.s ·. .. . . . ·· ... ·. \ . . . . , 

. ·:Natural gas iS crepnnc,paJ ti.;et of cogenerat,on ancla~eto its c!e~n-o~rnmg;;rocen,es; the fuetof Cf;c.ce :·· 
In ur::>an and aensety poouiated. areas . . ProsaectJvt;t qgenera,tors often nave difficulty .1n secunrg su:;;c•·es 
at afforaao1e :=nces.J . · · · · 

~1--1: 3;t:; s-~:..:.. 8::ot.J,9E EACH NA,:.,PAL. GAS u".°:Ltry :'_OCAL 01sr;::i1au~ cN COMPANY a:: 
. ~JC) ... C :c==~ ""C P°Cvj:E "JAT'UAA._ GAS '0 ANY COGENERAT:ON FACIUTY AS 7'J:--E PRIMARY ·· 
·.· Fu.El. FOR ;-,-,E i=Ac:L.;:Y :N SUCH QUAN ii Ti ES AND QUALITY NECESSARY FOR SUCCESSFU'... 

COGE:•-.E~A-::ON. i✓ ,'.'.'"--l\i 30 DAYS OF if-iE ADOPTiON OFTHiS·PLAN. EACH :.:.DC Sr--AL:... ALSO 
PREPARE A:\D S;.;3M!T PLANS TO T:~E BPU ANO THE OOE WHICH SHALL DET"A!L Ti--E AMOUN7'5. 
QUAUTY AND RATES iO SE Cl-!AFlGED FOR NATURAL GAS FOR COGENERAT!ON. ANYSERViCE 
EXTENSIONS NECESSARY, AND ANY RESTRICTION dR CONDITIONS ON T!-;E RECEiPT OF sue~ 
SERV!CES. ·· · 

RATES FOR .TARIFFS FOR NATURAL GAS FOR C:OGENERATION SHALL 6E NO HIGHER .,.f---AN 
.. THOSE FOR NATURAL GAS SOLD BY THE Loe TO SIMILARLY SITUATED CUSTOMERS, EXCEPT 

THAT SOME CRED]T SH<'.)ULO SE ACCORDED COGENERATORS IN UGHT°OF THE EXTE;::,NA ... 
~ENEFITS CONFERRED. BY COGEN ERA noN. 

6. IN ORDER iO ENCOURAGE C0GENERAtlON, THE PROCESS .OF OBTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL 
PERMITS MUST 3E EXPEDITED. 

. . 

. . . . [Cogeneration developers have had difficult'f in g~1ning the necessary envrronmentai oermits ftom the 
· Depanment of Environmental Protection. ,They also fear the exaction of unreasonable -air ;;olfution require- •·· 

ments th,it may make cog~neration uneconomic./ 

THE DEP SHALL ESTA8LiSH A PROCEDURE FOR THE PROMPT AND FAIR RES0LUTION OF ALL 
PERMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR COGENERATION AflPLlCANTS WITHIN A SINGLE OR INTEGRA:Ej 

. PEi=lMIT PROCESS. . . ··. . . . . . 

DUE TO i~E POTENT;AL NET REDUC~l~N-S IN VARIOUS AiRPOLLUTANTS iN NEW JERSEY FROM 
THE WIDESPREAD USE OF COGENERATION TO SUBSTITUTE FOR UTiUTY POWER GENERAT!ON 
AND F'URCrASES. THE OEP SHALL DEV!SEAN 'OFFSETS STRATEGY WHEREBY POLLUTANTS 
EMITTED AT THE LOCAL LEVEL FROM A COGENERATION FACILITY MAY BE OFFSET FROM NET 
REDUCTIONS IN POLLLJTANTS ENTERING THE SAME GENERAL AREA. . 

... · . . · .. ·.· ..... ·. . ., . : ,. . . 

THE OEP SHALL DEVISE AND EMPLOY METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE· AGGREGATE AIR 
QUAUTY IMPACTS OF VARIOUS LEVELS AND TYPES OF. COGENEAATION USAGE AS AN 
ALTERNAT:VE OR SUPPLEMENT: _IN WHOLE OR iN PARr, TO REOUIAING INDIVIOUAllZED AiR 
auAUTY ·Reviews· FOF1 EACH cocieNEAATION APPLICANT.•·. , · ·· 

7. T~E GROWTH OFCOGENERATION MAY BESTIFL~D BY THE CONTINUING AND. IN SOMECASES: 
GROWING GLUT OF UNECONOMIC BUT UtlLITY~OWNEO ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING CA· 
PACITY. 

. . . . . . . . .' -. : . . . 

,• [As more ·customers generate.th.if own power and sell back to ttre utility; fewer customers will be left 
to pay the fixed costs of the utilit'f. The utilit'f wilithtm raise rates to remaining customers, leadmg to 
still mote customers leaving the system, cogenerating their own power, ar simply ,ncreasing conservat;on. 
Aestricting the amount of new capacity from other sources _is at best a sharMerm solution tnai-waut-a 
impose substantial hidden costs on the put:,fic.J · · · 

: . . . . . 

EACH COGENERATION SPONS()R SHALL FILE WITH THE DOE A :CONFORMING COFY OF , ... s 
AP PUCA TION Tb BE CERTIFIED AS A:QUALIFYING FACILITY PURSUANT TO FERC REGULATIONS ... · 

·. 18 C.F.R. 292.203 AND .207. AT THE SAME TIMETHAT IT FILES FOR SAME WITH FERC. THE DC-:: 
SHALL THEN MAINTAiN AN OPEN REGISTER 0~ "QF" APPLICATIONS AND ALL UPDATES AS 



PRov1DEJ BE""'ow. EACt- ccGENE?ATOR S+--Ai..L :HEN FiLE w1-:-,-, ,..+-E :,oE A- -=~5- :'.:= 
EVE9Y SiX MON.,..~S. OR MORE OFEt--. :F SO QRDEBED. A REPORT SE~,NG -i=oA-- -;;..;E =:_
LOWING: 

A A LIST OF CRITICALMILESTONES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COGENERATION PROJECT. 
ESTlMATED DATES FOR ACHIEVING THOSE CRITICAL POINTS AND ANY IMPEDIMENTS A.ND 
.PLANS FOR MEE7iNG SAME; 

5. T~E STATUS OF THE COGENERATION P-ROJECt .JN MEETING THE MILESTONES !DEN7;F ED 
iN ITS PRIOR REPORT OR A.S THEY MAY BECOME KNOWN: 

C. THE STATUS Of THE P'ROJECT WIT-H THE DEP ANO ANY OTHER FEDERAL. STATE OR LOCA~ 
AGENCY WHICH REQUIRES PERMITS TO CONSTRUCT OR OPERATE THE FACILITY; 

D. THE STATUS Of Tt,E COGENERATION PROJ.ECT IN ITS CONTRACT DEALING WITH ANY 
ELECTRIC UTILITY REGARDING BUY-BACK RATES, INTERCONNECTION, BACK-UP POWti=I. 
WHEELING, NATURAL GAS, OR ANY OTHER RELEVANT NEGOTIATION ISSUE INVOLVING 
REGULATED UTILITIES IN NEW JERSEY; . 

E. A CONFORMING COPY OF THE CONTRACT{$) WITH THE ELECTRIC UTILITY(IES)ATTtiE TiME · 
IT JS SIGNED AND FINALIZED; . 

F. A NOTARIZED STATEMENT FROM THE PROJECT SPONSOR WITrilN 24 HOURS Of THE DAiE. 
THAT (l) CONSTRUCTION HAS BEGUN ON THE FACILITY, (2) WHEN CONSTRUCT!ON HAS 
BEEN COMPLETED, AND (3) WHEN THE FACILITY HAS BEEN BROUGHT INTO OPERATION: 

G. A REPORT OF Tt,E FACILITY'S OPERA Ti NG RECORD AT THE CONCLUSibN OF EAC+-i CALEN° 
PAR YEAR. NOTING ANY CHANGES IN HEAT RATE. FUEL us,e; SIZE. EFFICIENCY. OUTAGES. 
OR OTHER RELEVANT 1.NFORMATlON. 

AT LEAST ANN.UALLY THE DOE SHALLPUBL!SH A STATUS REPORT ON COGENERAT!ON :N NEW 
JERSEY WHiCH SHALL INCLUDE. BUT NEED NOT BE UM!TED TO, A SUMMARY OF THE .::;:o:; 
DATA AND SHALL PROMINENTLY SET FORTH A STATEMENT AS TO THE AMOUNTS OF 
COGENERATION PLANNED, CERTIFIED WITH FERC, UNDER CONTRACT, UNDER CONSTRUCTiON. 
ANO iN OPERATiON. 

ANY COGENERATION PROJECT OF 100 MW OR LARGER SHALL BE DESIGNATED AND CON
SIDERED TO BE AN "ENERGY FACILITY" PURSUANT TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGv ACT. 
N.J.S.A. 52:27F-15(c), AND THEREFORE SHALL REQUIRE A FINDING OF NEED AND CON
FORMANCE WITH THE APPROVED ENERGY FORECAST AND RESOURCE f>LAN OF T+,E AFFECTED 
UT!LITY(lES), PURSUANT TO T+-iE REQUIREMENTS OF NJ.AC. 14A:20-1.1, ET SEQ., AND THE 
ENERGY fAC!LtTY REVIEW POLICIES OF THE DEPARTMENT. 

WITHIN SIX MONiHS OF THE ADOPTION OF THIS MASTER PLAN, EACH ELECTRIC POWER UTrF•·v 
SHALL SUBMIT A PLAN TO THE DOE AND TO THE BPU FOR ACHIEVING A REALISTIC MARKE"" 
FORPOWER COMPETITION BETWEEN AND AMONG UTILITY FACILITIES ANO NON-UTILITY FAClL'
TIES, fNCLUDING METHODS FOR COMPARING THE DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS OF POVJE8 
GENERATION, SYSTEM EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILlTY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS. T!-<E 
PLAN WILL DESCRIBE METHODS FOR AUCTIONING RIGHTS TO SELL POWER TO THE UT':_:,v 
ON A NON-.DISCRIMINATORY BASIS. UTIL1TY FACILITIES ANO NON-UTILITY SOURCES WILL tiAVE 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY TO COMPETE FORTHE OPPORTUNITY TO GENERATE ANO MARKFE:...:C
TRfCITY, IN QRDER TO FURTHER 'T'HE GOALS OF A LEAST-COST ENERGY STRATEGY c:c;:; 

RATEPAYERS. WITHIN 30 DAYS OF RECEIPT OF THE PLANS, THE DOE AND THE BPU SHALL S;
FORTH DATES FOR HEARINGS TO CONSIDER SUCt, PLANS ANO DETERMINE HOW ses- :-c, 
PROMOTE COMPETITION AND LEAST-COST DELIVERY OF REUAB~E. i:NVIRONME!,;,A;_;..v 
SOUND SERVICE. THESE HEARINGS SHALL BE COMPLETED WITH AN ORDER ISSUED se-:--,i-,G 
FORTH SUCH STRUCTURE OF A MARKET FOR POWER SOURCES WITHIN ONE YEAR OF --= 
ADOP'iON OF "ThiS PLAN. 



;Evidence mc:rcaces that -..~1l!t1es dO not aiways bargain n ;ooa ·a1th. Whr!e stanaard otter ccrrracrs a.,..c: 
,, firm Cuy-back rates w,/l cromote goca 1arrn carga,nrr,g, more arotectrorr may oe neectea]. 

'\JO u::i..,-' \lAY rlEQu:AE AS A CONOi" .. ON OF ANY coN-RACTTHATTHE COGENERATCN 
. =.;c_.-v ...1,:;,:::::: :0 .; ::::CAP:.,.i..>PE CL . .l,uS:: OF1 ANY o-.... ER AR=<ANGEMENT Wf-,-'Ci-t WiU ... ::::v-1 
-o -;....E =:..:: _ -v -!..NO ,...S :---,'/ES,CH$ -~E W.JE.JIA:E :..;SE CF A~ ?AYMSI\ITS FOR 7--E SA'-:: 
OF CAPAC;-;-v OR. EI\JERGV 

::ACrt L;7;_.-y Sr-A ... '- NEGOT;A7E N GOOD i="A!°'H AT AL ...... :MES WITH ANY COGENERAT.QN 
OWNER. OPERATOR OR SPONSOR AND SHALL ENDEAVOR TO REACH AN AGRE::MENT '"- ...... E 
SHORTEST POSSrSLE T:ME. 

THE BPU SHALL ESTABLISH AN ABBREVIATED PROCESS FOR THE HE'ARING OF COMPLAiN~S. 
PROTESTS OR PETITIONS FOR DECLARATORY RUUNGS ON BAD FAITH ACTIVITIES OR NEGO
T!AT!NG POSITIONS. UPON SUCH A FIND, THE SPU SHALL ORDER THE UTILITY TO CEASE AND 
DESiST FROM SUCH BAD FAITH ACTION, AND ff SHALL ORDER THE UTILITY TO PAY OR CREQ,
:0 THECOGENERATiON PPOJECT A SUM EQUAL TO ALL. COSTS ATTRIBUTABLE. DIRECTLY CR 
"NDIAECTLY, TO. SUCH SAD FAITH ACTIONS. 

Tf-•E SPU Si-'ALL DEVISE. DEVELOP ANO MAINTAIN A CURRENT UST OF BAD FAIT!-+ PRACTICES . 
. WHETHER PRESUMPTIVELY OR PER SE BAD FAITH, AND IT SHALL ENTERTAIN PETITION FOR 
DECLARATORY RUL!NGS WITH RESPECT TO ANY PRACTICE WHICH THE PETITIONER BEU EVES 
SHOULD BE ADDED TO OR REMOVED FROM Tl-IE UST. SUCH PRACTICES SHALL. INCLUDE. BUT 
NOT BE L:MITED TQ. INJECTING BAD FAITH DEMANDS INTO THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS. 
HABITUALLY OR REPEATEDLYFAIL!NG TO MEET REASONABLE REQUESTS FROM A POTENTIAL. 
COGENERATOR FOR MEETINGS, ANSWERS OR DECISIONS, OR FAILING TO BRING TO MEETINGS 
REPRESENTATIVES KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUTTHE PARTICULARS OF THE COGENERATION PRO
JECT AND QUALIFIED TO RENDER DECISIONS THAT BIND THE UTILITY IN THE MANNER QF A 
BUSINESS AGENT. A UTILITY DEEMED TO BE ENGAGING IN SUCH BAD FAITH NEGOT1A,:C"J 
SHALL BE !,_;ABLE TO THE COGENERATOR FOR ALL COSTS PROXIMATELY CAUSED BY suci-, 
SAD FAITH ~EGOTfATiON OR DEMANDS, AS DETERMINED BY THE BPU. 

9. COGENERATORS MUST HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE LEAST-COST ENERGY FOR CON
SUMERS. 

[Cogerrerators nave not in the past been able to dis;J1ace utilitrgenerated capaci~. even ?hough the power 
· generated from these sources is more expensive.] 

. . 

IF A UTILITY REFUSES TO CONTRACT FOR CAPACITY OR ENERGY OR BOTH FROM AN OTHER~ 
WISE QUALIFIED COGENERATION FACILITY DUE TO A LACK OF NEED FOR THE POWER. AND 
IF NO OTHER PURCHASER OF THE POWER IS FOUNO SY THE UTILITY WHICH WILL PURCHASE 
POWER TRANSMITTED TO IT. THE COGENERATION FACILITY MAY BIO AGAINST POWER SUP
PLIED BY UTILITY-OWNED J\NO-OPERATED FACILITIES OR OTHER NON-UTILITY PROJECTS. Ti-tE 
UTILITY SHALL SELECT THE POWER SOURCE WHICH AVOIDS THE GREATEST COST OTHERWISE 
INCURRED BY THE RATEPAYERS OF THE UTILITY. IF THE.COGENERATOR IS AGGRIEVED BY T!-+E 
DECISION OF THE UTILITY. IJ MAY PETITION THE BPU FOR A OECLARATORY RULING THAT -~E 
UTILITY SHOULD PURCHASE THE POWER OFFERED .BY THE COGENERATOR UPON A FINDING 
THAT(1) THE POWER THAT WOULD BE DISPLACED COSTS MOREiO PRODUCE OR SUPPLY THAN 
THE POWER FROM THE COGENERATOR, WHETHER CAPACITY OR ENERGY OR BOTH; AND 12! 

THE COGENERATOR OFFERS NON~ECONOMIC BENEFITS, SUCH AS ENHANCED SYSTEM RE
LIABILITY, THE BURNING OF .ALTERNATIVE FUELS; THE REDUCTION OF AIR OR WAnER POL
LUTION OR OTHER ADVANTAGES SUPERIOR TO THOSE FROM tHE UTIUTY FACIUTY OR OTf·•E;::i 
NON-UTILITY FACILITIES ON THE SYSTEM. 



T+--E SPu A~C -..:..E DOE S!-A .. L. BEC.u ~E EL.EC""R C \,,, -1: .. 7 ES -J ;:: ~=iC-..:.sE ==: ·: 
COGEN ERA "'."ORS POWER rCAPAC!TY OH ENERGY OR BQTt-,;) WHCf-'. S .. ESS CC·S- .. ✓ -: 
RATEPAYERS THAN UTiL,TY-OWNED OR -OPERATED CAPACiTY EXCESS. REGARD:..ESS SF 
WHETHER SUCH UTIUTY CAPACITY tS :N RATE BASE. WHENEVER THE NON-UTIUTY SOURCE 
WOULD CONFORM TO OR 0Tt-1ERWISE PROMOTE A LEAST-COST ENERGY STRATEGY. IN MAK
ING THIS F!\JDING. THE BPU St'1All F!NO THAT THE NON-UTI.LITY SOURCES PROMOTE A LEAST
cos- ENEl:lGY STRATEGY WhENEVER SAiD COGENERATION FACILIT1ES OR INCREMENTS CAI\J . 

. D!SP:..ACE cos,:..1ER UT :..:"TY 'FACiUT!ES. T+,E BPU SHALL THEN PROCEED 70 DETERMINE 
WHETHER SAID CAPACITY WHICH IS DISPLACED SHOULD £E REMOVED FROM RATE SASE AS 
NO LONGER L:SED AND USEFUL 

10. SMALL COGENERATION FACILlTIES MUST BE PROTECTED FROM UNFAIR COMPET!'~,ON FROM 
UTILITIES THAT ENTER. THE COGENERATION MARKET. 

[Utilities are beginnmg to enter the market for cogenerat1on development; however, special safeguards 
are needed to ,:Jrotect competJtJon.] 

ANY COGENE:RATION FACILITY OF 100 KW DR.LESS SHALL BE CONSIDERED A "SMALL POWER 
PRODUCTION FACILITY." 

THE BPU SHALL -REVISE ITS COGENERATION AND SMALL POWER PRODUCTION TARIFF/R!DER 
QFS (MARCH 21. 1985. DOCKET NO. 8412-1239) TO IMPLEMENT THE OPTION OF NET ENERGY 
BILLING AT A RATE EQUAL TO THE UTILITY'S EFFECTIVE RETAIL RATE FOR THE CUSTOMER. 
WHICH SHALL APPLY FOR ANY SMALL POWER PRODUCTION FACIUTY. 

THE BPU SHALL REVIEW EACH CONT1>ACT FOR CAPAC:TY, ENERGY OR BOTH FOR ANY 
COGENERATION FACILITY OF 1 MW OR GREATER THAT IS FINANCED OR OWNEw iN ?ART BY 
THE SUBSIDIARY OF AN ELECTRIC UTILITY. THEBPU SHALL DETERMINE WHETHER THE U::L:TY 
OFFERED ANY PREFERENCE TO THE PROJECT THAT IS NOT AVAILABLE TO NON-UTiL!TY Ul\.!TS 
AND SHALL. IF IT SO FiNDS. DISAPPROVE OF SAME OR IMPOSE SUCH NEW STANDARDS AS 
iT FiNDS APPROPRIATE. 

-HE BPU SHALL PROVIDE 30 DAYS FOR ANY PERSON TO PROTEST THE AWARDING QI= .Ar-..v 
20NTRACT TO ANY COGENERATION FACIL!TY THAT IS FiNANCED OR CONSTRUCTED IN WHOLE 
OR PART BY A UTILITY SUBSIDIARY. 
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March 12, 1987 

· Honorable ~homas B. l.ean 
Governor 
Office of t.he Gcvernor. 
State House · 
~renton, New ~eraey 08625 

Us Co9eneration ~•;ulation 

Dear Governor Kean: 

: 

l New JEASEY STATE 
CHAMBER OF COMMEACE 
GOY!ANMl!PffAL AnA'nONI Ol'J'lC! 
315 W£St 8TA'JE 8T. 
1'AENTON, N.J. ~ • {IOI) .... ,... 

· .. As representatives of most of the major· busine,s 
organizations in the· state, we have undertaken this unu1ual effort to·· 
jointly bring to your attention an issue currently be.fore the . .· 
New Jersey Departments of Environmental Protection and coimnerc• which 

. will have a major effect on the busines1 community ancl climate in 
New Jersey. Specifically, we are referrin9·t.o a propoaal by the 
t>epartment. r,f Environmental Protection relating t.o the use of the. 
selective .catalytic reduction ( 11 SCR") technology or its performance 
equivalent u a pollution control strategy for cogeneration 
faci11ties. We oppose implementation oft.his technology. 

·· . .·· · %our A4ministrAtion has been a welcome proponent of 
cogeneration. In a St.ate like New ~ersey which must. imp01e 
additional operatin9 requir•ment.s en industry.in order to protect t.he 
quality .of it.s environment, the cost-saving aspecte of cogenerat.ion · 
tcu:hnology zepre&tint a. unique opportunity. t.0 improve the competitive 
position of New Jersey busineaa operations. In addition to t.he.. · 
obviou11 cost.savin9e,.co9eneration repr••ent1 a more efficient use of 
our energy resource, and, on balance, a far cleaner znethoa·of power 
generation. cogeneration becomes even more important to.business 

·where, as.in New Jersey,·energy cost.e are much highe.r.than t.he 
national average. · 

. ·. . .. ·' 
.. ,.,,,,, fffw JMHy -1Mt. ft, J . 
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Honorab1e ~homas E. Xea~ 
March 12, 1987 
Page 'l'wo 

... ------,----:------

• 
'We oppose the immediate implementation of SC~ er equivalent 

performance requir•ment._s for two primary 2:'eaeons: cost and fairn•••· 
, . . . 

· 'l'he performance requiremeflts are extrel'ftely expensive to 
implement with aa yet atill\\ncertain environmental benefits. 
Indeed, in acme configuration• t.he result of the proposal by DEP 
would be increased air pollution, when all factors· are considered. 
The proposal is beyond the state of the·art in terms of its technical 
possibility of ett.a.irunent, its overal1 benefit, its cost, and t.he 
certainty of it• benefits •. While we believe that some new 
performance requirement may be appropriate in the long term, the 
proce11es themselves are atill evolving and we are not convinced that 
the technology is totally workable 0r demonstrated in its present 
form. tthe imposition of·a coatly, evolving performance requirement 
on an alre•dy marginal industry could have disastrous effects on the 
implementation of present and future oogeneration project• in the 
State. 

As to the fairness i • sue, cogenerat.ion projects involve a 
eubstantial amount of technical and financial planning prior to their 
aubmittal to the State for permi~ting purposes. Significant amount& 
of money and time are invested in these projects, based upon an 
exi&ting set of regulations. We cannot condone a .regulatory prooess 
which would impose new standards on pending permit applications or on 
those projects in the final st.ages of design and financial planning. 
The business community must be assured of continuity int.he 
regulator}' environment if timely, cost-effective compliance is to be 
achieved. 

We, therefore, recommen~ that any State position on the 
implementation of sc~ o: equivalent performance requirement be 
proposed as a form.al rulemaking and held out for public comment and 
r·eview. 'those projects which were designed and approved by the , 
technical and financial comrnunit.y under the existing regulations 

·should be allowed to go forward under the existing regulatory scheme. 
Should the rulemaking process result in a chAnge in the r~gulatory 
program for co9eneration, that. change should be prospective only, 
thereby allowing the technical and financial comrnunitiee to plan for 
the existence of the ~ew regulations. This flg:randfathering• of 
existinc; projects under the existing regulatory scheme poses little, 

· if any, environmental p%oblems, while·aasuring substantial ene~gy and 
coat aavings tot.he business community o! the State of New Jersey. 

Cogeneration projects planned or proposed arnol.lnt to al.moet 
2500 megawatti cf energy with a total capital investment exceeding 
$1 billion in the State of New 3ersey. Thousande of jobs are · 
directly affected. by the implementation of this technology. As yOl.l 
etated in your most recent State of the Stete message, economic 
development, job creation and job retention are important elements of 
your Administration. A sensible co9eneration pro9ram enhances theae 
goal •, an unreali1tic program can only %etbrd them • 

.JoX 



Honorable Thomas H. Kean 
March 12, 1987 
Page Three 

On behalf of the business co:nmunity in this State, we urge 
you to consider this letter and adopt our position regaroing the 
implementation of cost-efficient, enviromnentally-aensitive 
cogeneration projects in the State of New Jersey. These are net 'the 
kinds of issues ~hich should be l~ft to litigation for final 
resolution. We believe our •uggested approach is a reasonable, 
balanced program, taking into account the intere9ts. of all par1:iee. 
We respectfully request that your administiation consider and adopt 
this program as propoa_ed. 

Sincerely, 

~!RSEY SOS~NESS AND INt>tJSTRY ASSOCIATION 

l!y1 ~"f .Ii,~ 
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ES ENERGY FACTORS 

Federal Express 

March 5, 1987 
85.111 
85.038 

Mr. William J. O'Sullivan 
Division of Environmental Quality 
New Jersey Department ~f Environmental 

Protection 
401 East State Street, CN 027 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Mr, O'Sullivan: 

Thank you for the opportunity of meeting with you last Monday 
to discuss your draft policy for controlling NOx emissions 
from gas turbine cogeneration facilities. Our understanding is 
that your draft policy breaks the gas turbine heat input into 
three groups as follows; 

1. Under 100 MMB':'..'TJ/hr. Maximum NOx emission of 0.2 
pounds NOx pe:: 1 MMBTU when gas firing and 0.4 
pounds when o~: firing. 

2. Between 100 a:1d 250 MMBTU/hr. Same as above until· 
May 1, JgQ? w~~r ~11 units will have new criteria of 
0.1 pc-..::--.::.:. .::.::. ~::,,. i;,.:r l MMBTU when gas firing and 
0.2 pounds wh~.) oil firing. 

3. Over 250 Y.!·~BTL'/h::. Criteria is 0.1 pounds and 0.2 
pounds ~hen oil firing. If a technology other than 
SCR is used, phase in time will be allowed to reach 
this criteria. · 

We understand further that this draft policy is proposed to be 
retroactive to permits already submitted and will be used to 
determine permitting in lieu of the information provided to us 
prior to and at the time of submittal of the Kenilworth project 
applica t.ion. 

Summarizing our position, we believe that permits already 
submitted should hP .; .. ~""?C assuming they meet the criteria 
established during their development; that is, at the time of 
application submittal. The charige in criteria should be 
reviewed in some form of public format and ~pplied to permits 
submitted after the issuance of new criteria. 

40i B Street, Suite iooo. San Diego, California 92101-4219 Telephone (6i9) 239-9900 1'elecopier (6i9) 239-3i4£ 
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Our Kenilworth project falls in the 100 to 250 MMBTU category. 
As we explained in our meeting with you, your draft policy 
would require that we choo.se either _steam injection or SCR now, 
not five years from .now. 

We understand you believe the 1992 requirement would allow us 
to try steam injection for five years and.then change to SCR if 
it did not work. We expliined this would not work for the 
following reasons: 

1. Each system configuration (water injection, steam 
injection, and SCR} has unique equipment layout 
requirements. Each :requires a different design for 
the heat re~overy boiler. St~am injection requires a 
completely different steam system (which includes 
HRSG ~ piping,· steam turbine,- condenser, water 
treatment, etc.) because of the high amount of high 
pressure steam required for injection into the gas 
turbine (20,000 to 25, 0.00 pph for the LM2500). The 
project cannot bear the cost of trying steam injection 
now and changing to SCR later. 

2. We carinot.purchase a guaranteed performahce, dual ftlel 
fired, steam injected turbine tci meet yciur criteria. 
GE says the LM2500 dual fuel engine can be made to 
attairi 75 ~pm ~ith steam injection at best. 

3. The financial community will require equipment supply 
contracts and plant design to meet all permit ciiteria 
during the debt repayment period. 

-4~· The q.elay required for redesign (up to six months) may 
cau$e our project to default on several key 
contractual dates. 

' . . 

Therefore, your draft policy is, in effect, de facto SCR from 
day one. We understand this was not your intention. Howevet~ 
even.this option may cause our proj~ct to fail due to 
economics, defaulted schedule dates as mentioned previously~ 
and as described in our previous correspondence. 

Our discussion demonstrated the need for a fuli and open 
sharing of informaiion. It is apparent to u~ that your group 
needs much better understanding of the following items: 

"JJ,X 
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. . . . 

1. Strict definition for the heat input criteria (we 
recommended Lower Heating Value [LHV] as the basis 
because of its tonventional use with gas turbinesi 

. that is, manu'facturers • brochures and guarantees~
Also, FERC cogeneration qualifying.· ratios are 
.calculated based on LHV. we also recommended nominal 
p~rformance at ISO con~itions as the ba~is tn avoid 
potent£al misinterpretations.) 

. . ·. ·. .. 

2. Equipment cur~ently available from all potential 
suppliers and· the level of emissions those suppliers 
are willirig to guar~ntee, especially with d~al fuel 
firing ta ~eces~ity in New Jersey betause of the 
cu.rt.ailment i,n gas supply) . 

. - .· . . . 

3~ Emission levei,s that manufa.tturers ,. believe they can 
meet given a reasqnable time period and.market 
potential. ·. · 

•~ System design,.eguipm~~f selection, plant layout, a~a 
financial requirements-needed to change immediately 
trom w~ter injected to either steam injected or SCR, 
or to.add_ StR at a later dat~. 

5. · _Financial iequirements to obiain construction funding_. 
for projects based on pe-rmits with changing criteria. . . . . 

To suppo.rt you properly 1~ this information search, we need to 
understand your decision processes, the tecl1nical arid economic 
criteria applied, and your mandates and obligations . 
. Additionally~ it i.s our percE=ption that your draft. policy will 
,be applied ·as· ••rules" .and not as ltguidelines" .to all future 
permit applications. Gui<lelinei imply a fl~xibilitywe did.n6t 

· · discern. Therefore, given the enormity of the impact on 
cogeneration and its impact on th_e economic health of New 
Jersey, we believe this discussion must be done in some. form of 
an open forum. · 

To.support you·r-goa1s and encourage the benefits of 
cogeneration to continued economic growth in New Jersey, and to 
illow projects ~ith,pendihg permits to move forw~rd, we 
suggested the following modifica'tion,s to your draft policy: 
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1. For 100 to 250 MMBTU heat inputs, develop a true 
"phased-in" requirement that cogenerators, equipment 
suppliers, and the financial community can support. 
For example, establish .2 lb NOx per l MMBTU gas 
input/.4 lb/NOx per l MMBTU oil input for permits 
submitted in 1987; .18 lbNOx per l MMBTU gas 
input/.36 lb NOx per l. MMBTU oil input for permits 
submitted in 1988; and so forth down to .1 lb NO~ 
per 1 MMBTU gas input/.2 lb NOx per 1 MMBTU oii 
input for permits su.bmitted after 1991. 

2. Consideration be given to utility emissions offsets 
(under consideration in California}. 

3. Emissions compensation for the use of more highly 
efficient plants (for example, combiried cycle plants 
provide more efficient use of fuel than simple cycle 
plants). 

These are concepts that we can and are willing to support. We 
would like to diteci our en~rgy and efforts to building the 
plants we have proposed while supporting your efforts ih moving 
toward an equitable and reas&nable path for an even further 
improved environment. 

You adViied you are working on our Kenilworth permit 
application and will write us by March 13, 1987 with modeling 
and engineering review comments. We respectfully request that 
you issue the Kenilworth permit in accordance with the 
guidelines you established for its $Ubmittal and we trust your 
decisions regarding new guidelines for future work will find us 
working together for improved economic and environmental goals 
in New Jersey. · · 

lf 05861 

fJely, ;/JJ_ 
Robert J. stal 
Business Manager 

-; yL~ 
John M. · Koerber 
Project Manager 
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copies (by Federal Express): 

Mr. Jorge Berkowitz 
Director, Division of ·:Environmental Qualit)7 

.New Jersey pepartment of Environmental Protection 
401 East State Stre~t, CN 027 
Trenton, NJ'.· 08625 . . 

Mr~·· Borden R. Putnam 
Comm.i,ssioner · . 

·· New Jersey Department of Commerce and Economic Development 
One West State Street, CN 820 
Trenton, NJ 08625 
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Robert J. HN,Y 
Vice President 
Project Management & Enpineerinp 

Federal Express 

Mr. William J. 0 1 Sul1ivan 
Division of Environmental Quality 

March 5,, 1987 
85.111 
BS.038 

New Jersey Department of Environmental 
. Protection 'i 
401 East State Street, CN 027 
Trenton, NJ 08625 · 

Dear Mr. O'Sullivan: 

As you are aware, Energy Factors bas an extremely vital 
interest in cogeneration development in New Jersey where it can 
serve to improve the.financial viability of organizations such 
as Schering-Plough. We accomplish this by building an 
efficient, well-designed cogeneration plant.at the site of a 
"host,fl such ~s Schering, which we will own and operate for 20 
years.. As a: result, we · are commi ttea to a long~term interest 
in- the areas where our plants are located. 

The Schering plants at Kenilworth and Union are of great 
importance to us because they are our first plants in New 
Jersey. · These projects have been under development for sever al 
years and Energy Factors has spent to date on them 
approximately $1 million. We have executed all but one of the 
contracts necessary for ·implementation and we are poised to 

.give our contractors a Full Notice to Proceea. The first l~vel 
design of these plants is complete and major equipment is on 
order with penalties for delay or cancell~tion. 

The single 1nost important document that prevents us from moving 
ahead on thes.e projects is the Permit to Construct. We 
_recognize the important issues surrounding the protection of 
the environment and·I am sure you recognize the difficult 
business position in which we find ourselves.with our projects 
suddenly put in a state of suspended animation • .I am sure we 
feel confident and are in agreement that a rapid resolution of 
the present issues, done on the basis of accurate and complete 
information, will benefit all parties. · 

I commit to you that Energy Factors will continue to work with 
your organi~ation to supply you with whatever information you 
require or desire so that the present issues can be resolved 
and we can again move fo~ward on these projects. 

-101 B Street, S1111e 1000. San Oiego. C3llfornla 92101_-4219 Telephone (S'19) 239-99DO Telecopler (fi19) 239~31~6 
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lam encouraged 1:>y the reports 'from our Project Manager 'for the 
Schering projects, John Koerber, and our East Coast Business 
Development Manager, Robert Kostal, concerning their meeting 
with you and your staff on March 2, 1987. They inform me that 
processing is now underway on our 'Kenilworth application and 
that within two weeks we will have written comments £rom your 
department. 

Energy Factors is very willing and r•ady to support your 
efforts to define future emissions goals for New Jersey. 
Please feel free to contact me or John Koerber for information 
you may require. 

Best regards, 

lf 05871 
c: Mr. Jorge Berk~wit2 

Director, Division of Environmental Quality 
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
401 East State Strcc~, CN 027 
Trenton, NJ 08625 · 

Mr. Borden R. Putnam 
Commissioner 

& Engineering 

New Jersey Departmer;t · of Commerce and Economic Development 
One West State Street, CN 820 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

John Koerber 
p5>bert K~s:~l 

.3tX 
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Robe'1 J. Neary 
Vice President 
Project Mancigement & Engineering 

Federal Express 

Mr. Borden R. Putnam 
.Commissioner 
New Jersey D~partment of 

Commerce and Economic Development 
One West State Street, CN 820 
Trenton, NJ 08625 

Dear Commissioner Putnam: 

March s. 19B7 
85.111 
85.03B 

On behalf of the management of Eriergy Factors, I thank you for 
your interest in the air permitting issue now at hand with the 
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) and 
appreciate your support. 

As you are well aware, the NJDEP is in the process of proposing 
mandatory emissions controls for cogeneratiofi projects in New 
Jersey. Most troublesome is the fact that this proposed 
policy, as presently understood, will be retroactive to 
projects that have been planned carefully and developed 
following all existing laws and regulations as well as NJDEP 
guidance and comments. 

Recent meetings have indicated that Energy Factors may be able 
to assist the NJDEP with information about equipment, process 
design, and financial requirements that will assist them as 
they make decisions concerning emissions controls. 

I commit to you that Energy Factors ~tands ready to supply this 
assistance. During this effort, we would hope to learn more 
about the NJDEP's processes and' criteria so that any 
information we supply would be thorough and complete. 

In developing new technologies, companies such as Energy 
Factors need to be able to reasonably depend upon some degree 
of stability within the permitting and regulatory environment 
so that it can proceed with its technical and financial 
planning. Having these rules changed without warning and in a 
manner such that the project is placed in a state of suspended 
animation causes us great hardship. We believe there must be a 
way to meet the legitimate concerns about the environment 
~ithout seriously delaying or perhaps depriving Energy Factors 
and Schering-Plough of a significant business opportunity. 

401 B Street, Suite 1000, San Diego, California 92101-4219 Telephone (619) 239-9900 Telecopier (619} 239-3146 
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We ask your support as we continue to work with the N.JDEP to 
attempt to convince.them the equitable and.p~oper way to 
address these concerns is the following: 

1. Process previously submitted permits in accordanc_e 
with the rules, regulations, and NJDEP guidelines that 
were (and.still are) in effect at the time of 
submittal. 

2. Conduct public hearings to develop a reasonable plan 
for improved emission levels and have this plan put 
into effect in a phased manner with transition rules. 

Thank you for interest and we look forward to your continuing 
support. 

Very truly yours, 

✓;2~./' 
Neary/·.•· 

Vi e esident 
Project Mci.nagement and Engineering 

1£ 05881 
c: Mr. William J. O'Sullivan 

Division of Environmental Quality 
New Jersey Department of Environmental 

Protection 
401 'East State Street, CN 027 
Trenton, NJ 08625 



Fel:>ruary 9,·1987 

Mr. Jorge Berkowitz. 
Director~ Division of 

Environmental Quality 
New Jersey Department_of 
Environmental Protection 

401 East State Street, 2rtd Floor 
~renton. New Jersey 08625 

Mr. ~enry T. Blekicki 
Assistant Commissioner· . 

. New Jersey Department of 
Commerce _and Economic. 
Development· 

101 Commerce Street 
New~rk, New Jeisey 07102 

Dear _Sirs: 

Pursuant to an anno~ncement dated January 12, 1987, the 
Dit,ec::tor of the Division of -Environmental Quality of the New 
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection ("N~DEP") and _the 
Assistant Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of Commerce. 
and Etonornic Development (~NJDCED~) called for an informational 
meeting to be held in Newark on January 22, 1987 to address 
issues relating t6 cogeneration arising out of the NJDEP's 
cons.ideration of the use of selective catc,3lytic reduction 
technology (~SCR") to r~duce nitrogen oxide ernissi~ns ("NOx"). 

Energy Factors, Incorporated (''EFI"}, a California 
corporation engaged in the business of developing, owning and 
operating ·alternative energy production facilities throughout 
the United States, including two cogeneration facilities under_ 
development in the state of New Jersey (see Section 1 l:>elow), 
attended the January 22, 1987 meeting and made an oral 
presentatipn arid written submission at that time. EFI was 
invited to supplement· its· presentation with such additional · 

... information that might be useful· to· the NJDEP and NJDCED in the 
formulation ,by each such department of its policies regarding · 
co-generation and NOx emissions contr.ols; 

120 Wood Aven11e South; &ilte 300, laelih, New Jersey 08830 Telephone (201) 906-1000 Telecc>pler .(201) 321-6562 Telu 136-S-4~V. 
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EFI appreciates the opportunity to submit this information 
to the NJDEP and the NJDCED, and would be pleased to 
participate further in the public portion of the state agency 
decision-making process • 

.In summary, EFI believes that the costs and uncertainties 
surrounding the application of SCR to cogeneration facilities 
require substantial additional investigation, including .formal 
public notice and comment procedures, before any informed 
policy regarding the use of SCR can be adopted by the NJDEP. 
The·need to furthei investigate the c6sts and benefits of SCR 
should not, however, be allowed to delay the development of 
proposed cogeneration facilities that offer substantial 
economic and environmental advantages for the state of New 
Jersey, or to unduly jeopardize the significant investments of 
time, effort and finances already comrnitted to such projects. 
The NJDEP should make every effort to promptly process pending 
applications relating to the construction of cogeneration 
facilities in New Jersey, and to issue permits to those . 
facilities whose applications reflect compliance with existing 
law. EFI's views are set forth below in greater detail. 

Section 1. Backaround 

EFI's commitment to the development of cogeneration in New 
Jersey dates to the surmner of 19 8 5, where EF I representatives 
commenced discussions and negotiations with a variety of 
potential industrial stearr and electricity customers throughout 
the state, and with local utilities regarding the purchase of 
excess power. By the fall nf 1985, EFI was fully engaged in 
developing a 7 megawatt (net) facility to serve the ~chering 
Corporation plant in Union, New Jersey through its project 
~ubsidiary, EF Union, Inc. ("EFUI") -and in developing a 25 
megawatt (net) facility to serve the Schering Corporation plant 
in Kenilworth, New Jersey through its project subsidiary, EF 
:Kenilworth, Inc. ("EFKI"). EFI has maintained an office in 
lselinj New Jersey since early in 1986 to develop these and 
other east coast projects. 

During the course of the past fiftee~ months; EFI has 
entered into an energy services agreement and a site lease with 
Scheiing Corporation for each project, and a power purchase 
agreement with Jersey Central Power & Light Company ("JCP&L") 
for ~ach project. A construction contract has been signed with 
EBASCO Constructors, Inc. for the "Kenilworth project, and with 
Turbosystems, Internation~l ("TSI») for the Union project. A 
trans~ission and ~ervice·agreement for each of the'projects is 
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being negotiated with ·pUblic Service Electric and Gas Company 
( "PSE&G';}1 an• fuel supply arrangements are being made for the 
delivery of gas to the projects. · · 

. . . 

EFI has a1re:ady made. payment~to EBASC0, TSI,. and PSE&G · 
for work perf<>rmE!d under th_e :project contracts. ·· .EFI ha.S · 
expended to date well over $1 million in the develop_ment of · . 
these projects,· much of .it allocated to the design of the two 
f,acilities to achieve project goals within given economic · 
constraints and in compliance with existing laws bearing upon 
the design. construction and operation of cogeneration projects· 
in the State of New Jersey. EFI is now contractually committed_ 
to the expenditure of at least $40 million in,the completion of 
these two facilities. The.Kenilworth plant is projected to 
begin serving Schering and providing ele~tricity •ale~ to 
Je.rsey Central. Power & Light by July 198.8~ and the Unioh plant 
is expected to be on line by December, · 1987. . 

_In planning for its· development effort EFI reviewed from-. 
the beginning of.its involvement in New Jersey the . . .· · · · · ·_··.·· · 
environmental constraints .that it would face in p'roceeding with 

· the two projects. · EFI • s decision to commit itself to · 
· Cbge~eration in New Jetsey·w~s premised upon it~ ability.to 
· design, con st ru~t and operate a1:1 economic facility· in · · 
compliance with existing environmental law. To this ~ma:, EFI 

·· and its· New Jersey environmental, consultants, . . 
EnVi rosphere/EBASC0. (Kenilworth project) .and TSI/Energy 
Services, Inc. (ESI) (Union project), have consulted ~,ith the 
NJDEf> arid.confirmed that the erni ssions control technology ('. 

·in6orpo~atea into the project design, which does nof include 
StR, would satisfy applicable New .Jersey law. For the 
Kenilworth project. EFI negotiated a detai1edturnkey 
engineering, procurement and construction contra!=t withEaASC0 
on th.is basis and prepared and submitted its air permit 
application accordingly~- For the Union project; EFI ha~ a 
similar,arrang~metit- with"TSI and will be submitting the air 
pe;,mit application in early February 1987. 

In preparing.its air emissions permit applicBtion, EFl m~t 
on seve~al occasion~ ~ith the NJDEP, arid directly4 or thr6ugh 
En~irosphere and ESI, had numerous telephone conversations arid 
correspondence with the agency regarding .applicable. air ·.. · 
emissions. reguirements. i'hrbughout this period, EFl sought and 
rec~ived assurances that neither the Kenilworth project rtor the 
Union prOject would be subject to SCR. ln addition, EFI; s . _ 

_ aiscussi6ns with the NJDEP con~istentli ieflected the riecessit~ .. 
of a prompt disposition of the permit application in order to 

. . . . ~ . . 
.., __ .... ,- .. ·... --.-·-. •. -··; .. •·•· · ....... ·., .......... , --~·-. ··.···--"":'--...,. •··•• .• ·· ..... u•---r• ---:-· ··-· • •••• ···.··~ .. :!•_,,.. .. , ...... ___ .,, ________ .... -~-, ............. - -~..... .,. --r••·--..·:- .... _ '. 
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permit the timely rel~ase of project ~ontractor~ ~nd the 
· completion of the projects by the deadline~ provided for in the 

relevant project agreements described above. (see attached) 

EFI understands that consideration is now being given to 
adopting new rules requiring the utilization of SCRin 
cogeneration projects to be constructed in New .Jersey, and to 
suspending the processing of air permit applications now 
pending before the·NJDEP until a determination on SCR has been 
made. The following section sets .forth EFI's views on these 
issues . 

. section 2. SCR ahould not be adopted by the NJDEP without 
extensive further ~tudy and opportunity for public 
participation. 

A. Adoption of ar. SCR standard at this time has riot been 
demonstrated to be a justifiable ne~d or advantage. 

EFI understands that the motivation underlyin~ the 
consideration by the N~DEP on the adoption of SCR with respect 
to NOx emissions is th~ concern of the NJDEP that the state 
of New· Jersey will be L.:Jble to meet federally-mandated ozone 
pollution ~tandards and therefore, will be subject to sanctions 
imposed by .the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
("EPA") includins :'I--:--: c-f federal highway funds, and that 
the adoption or S'-.r- .-,.1. ~. 1. i,t:~t-> prevent the imposition of such 
sanctions to the extent the ozone levels will be reduced. 

Whether the EPA wi}l consider the imposition of sanctions 
on New Jersey, and what the NJDEP ana NJDCED can do to avoid 
sanctions and to achieve compliance with federally-mandated air 
pollution standards is appropriately of concern to these 
agencies. Whether the ~Boption of an SCR FOlicy will achieve 
these ends is another question altogether. The relationship 
between NOx emissions 5nd ozon~ pollution is complex and not 
well understood, so any NJDEP actions to reduce NOx# whether 
by SCR or otherwise, to satisfy federal ozone pollution 
requirements, may well be subject to challenge on such grounds. 

With respect to the is.sue of state compliance with federal 
standards, it has ye~ t: ~c conclusively established that SCR is 
state of the art or the best available control technology 
("BACT") to reduce ~Ox Emissions in New Jersey ~na for the 
NJDEP to impose an unproven technology on the cogeneration 
industry would be both premature and unjustifiable. 
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Ftirthei, given the magnitude of the.ozone pollution. 
probl~m and the lack of informed cons~nsus with respect-to iis 

. causes and possible and practical solutions, there is 
.considetable speculation as to whether ·any sanctions or 
enforcement actions are likely to be forthcoming from the .EPA. 

The NJDEP should clarify the reasons for which it is 
moving at this time to. adopt SCR technology'. To attempt to 
adopt a policy with such adverse effects on the de'veioprrient of · 
cogeneratTon in New Jersey without clear authority and. 
justification would be indefensible as a matter of good policy 
and la~. - · -- -

__ a. The available data relating to the costs and 
disadvantages of SCR precludes adoption of an SCR standard at 
this time._· · . . . ' . . 

~CR remains unpro~en as a technology suitable for adoption 
by the.NJDEP for mandatory incorpdration intb New J~rsei 

· cogeneration·facilities. The uncertainties surrounding SCR,. 
the benefits of its_ adoption, and its effect on cogeneration 
plant costs and revenues are so substantial as to preclude the 
adoption bi the ~JDEP of ari informed and defen~ible SC~~olicy 
without extensiv~. furthei study. · - · 

. . ', . .. . . . . . . 

Much of the available data on SCR is derived from Japanese 
and California operations experience~ With respect to the 
Japanese data, there wis testimohy ~t the_ January 22~ 1987 
hearing.questioning the accuracy of the documentation. Data 
derived fxom SCR utilization-in both Japan and Californij may 

·not be relevant t6 .th~ New Jersey environment. A studt needs 
. to be made to determine if the technology transfer is 

qpplicable to the size, intended load use (base loadversu-s 
load.following) and fuel supply problems of. the proposed New 
Jersey facilities~.· The extremely limited California data base 
indicates severe problems occur with SCR when~,burning liquid 
fuel and when o,perating off design as is. reguix:ed for most 
cogenerati~n-plants. · · 

The effect on SCR of the extreme seasonal vatiation~: 
-experienced -in New Jersey is projected to be significant, 
largely because of the economic requirement for plants to 
switch to oil-fired operatioh when gas supplies are interrupted 
during extremely cold periods. - -- - -

·. . . 

Natural gas supply in New Jer·sey, although signiflcantly 
improved over the situation of the early 1970s, is -still 

• -- ~basica·11y an ''interruptible" supply for industrial and 
-~Cogeneration ~ses. Recent supply history and.prpjections 
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furnished to :Energy Facto.rs :by Elizabethtown Gas Company .. 
relative to industrial or transportation services indicates· 
that we.must be prepared for 22..:44 days of natural gas 

· curtailment at the Schering projects depending on the s~verity 
of th€. winter. The al t€rnate fuel for gas· turbines is a 
#2-type fuel oil .. Elizabethtowri Gas Company is ·proposing a 
f'irm service cogenerationrate, which if approved, would be. 
available for roughly $4. {)Q-,$4. 20 per mil lion BTU versus ·the 
available interruptible gas currently in the $2 per million BTU 

· . price range for· contract carriage users .. Al though additional 
transmission pip€line projects may alleviate some of the• 
curtailment concerns in the futl,lre, .. New .Jersey industrial· and 

· cogeneration users will still be primarily on an · 
••interruptible" service. Fuei/oi1 will necessarily be utilized 
~s a standby £~el.iri most major cogeneraticin fa~ilitiei. · 

Additionally, the purchase prices paid for electricity by 
·. California utilities to cogenerators under the available 

5tandard opticins ar~ sufficiently gener6us as to allow the 
incorporation of SCR technology at an economically acceptable 
cost_,. especially for t.he le2:i:ger projects· that characterize -
Ca1ifo_rnia cogeneration·. atti vity. 

Energy Factors does ~ot currently have gas turbine powered 
plants in operation with SCR, but is in the early stages of 
development of plants that wi 11 requ.ire SCR.. SCR was a known 
requirement 9oing into these project and, although these. 
ptoj~cts will h~ve the rel~fiyely higher.electricity purchase 
rates _mentioned above~ EFI is c6nceined with the effe~t SCR 
wi11 have on the economic viability of these.projects·. and the 
ability-to obtain attra~tive finan~ing~ 

. •, . 
·. . : .. 

C . .. The ~aoption of SCR will have a material ad~erse 
··.· impact on the development Of cogeneration in the state of New 
Jersey · · 

Whether and to .what extent the adoption of SCR would .· 
accomplish the narrow pollution control goals desired by its 
proponents .is uncertain. That it Would have a significant . . 
adverse economic impact on the developr:nent of cogeneration for 

·a critical segment of the industry in New Jersey is without 
doubt. - ·· · 

The incorporation of SCR controls.into a cogeneration 
£acility involves increased-capital costs fot. design, . 
~ngineering procurement and construction. The management of a 
plant with SCR in~olves significarit increased ~irect opeiating 
costs <for catalyst purchase and disposal (spent SCR catalyst is 

,•.• .••• •· ·- .. - -- .. -e•-"'"·•·· -- . . --····-··· ··-· ···-.-.a-•,---,..:. - ·-·- .. ·.-.. -· -· · ... ·····- .. --. . --·-
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considered hazardous) and additional system repair and 
maintenance. The facility also has incre·asea indirect 
operating costs from financing expenses attributable to the 

. increased capita 1 costs and project risk and reduced· operating 
revenues arising from increased down-time for system repair and 
maintenance and unreliability. SCR also imposes additional 
back pressure on the gas turbine- which reduces facility power 
output. These issues are addressed in the. State of the Att 
Review subrni tteo w_i th the Kenilworth application. 

. ' 

'I'he increased costs attributable to SCR include not only 
the direct and indirect investment and cash flbw costs cited 
above, but also the transaction costs arising from the.added 
difficulty of attiacting reasonable and economic project 
financing for the facility. Were EFI or any other cogeneration 
project de~eloper or sponsor to bear the full cost of project 
construction and operation, the added costs and risks presented 
by the incorporation of SCR would be integrated Ltto the 
project risk/return calculations by the party principally 
responsible fo.r achieving project success or failure, and a 
de.cision to proceed or not would be· made on that basis. 

Most cogeneration projects are not self-financed, however, 
but funded by the financial community, which is significantly 
less inclined to assume a given degree of risk than the 
aeveloper/owner/entrepreneur. Consequently, the impact of 
increased cost or risk on the financeability of a project 1s, 
at the least, higher interest rates and more restrictive 
financing conditions1 and, when the perceived risks or 
uncertainties become unacceptable, the project is not 
'financeable. 

_ The incorporation of SCR into a cogeneration proiect is 
viewed by the financing community with concern (see the Kidder 
Peabody letter dated January 30, .1987, attached). Adoption of 
an SCR standard by the NJDEP will accordingly further limit th~ 
ability of the cogeneration industry to make its unique and 
valuable contribution to the people and economy of New Jersey. 

D. · Significant policy issues remain to be resolved with 
respect to SCR and cogeneration 

The uncertainties relating to the formulation and adoption 
of an informed SCR policy by th~ NJDEP extend beyond the review 
of available data to-the development of relevant policy options 
to be considered by the state agencies concerned with the 
encouragemerit and regulation of cogeneration in New Jersey. 
Numero·us significant policy issues relating to SCR remains to 
be resolved, including the following: 
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• Should SCR be 1equi-red only for co-generation facilities: 

of a ~iven size or greater (SO megawatts)? 

which can remain economic after incorporation of the 
technology? 

as determined on a case-by-cas-e basi's 

as d-etermined on the basis of cost/benefit formula 
(cost/pound of NOx removal) with a fixed or 
variable bench mark 

* Are there other NOx sources that should be subject to 
strict-er emissions_technology standards :before imposing such 
standards on the cogeneration industry--for example, 
automobiles, as was done in California? 

• To require the cogeneration industry, with its economic 
environmental energy and social benefits, to solely bare the 
burden of such an expensive technology, would be inconsistent 
with the goals of New Jersey public policy. 

E. The factual and policy unc~rtainties raised by 
consideration of the SCR/cogeneration issues must be.addressed 
through a comprehensive agency rule-making process involving 
public participation 

Whether and on what terms an SCR policy may be adopted by 
th-e state of New Jers-ey i.s of great tonseguence to the. 
cogeneration industry, and the extent to which developITl€nt and 
state regulation encourages or hinders the utilization of 
cogeneration facilities in New Jersey will hav~ significant 
consequence for the construction, industrial, energy and 
.environmental .sector.s of the state of New Jersey. 

Certain of these issues involve th~ resolution of complex 
.social, environmental and economic policy questions that 
warrant interagency consideration. The interest of the NJDCED 
in the development of cogeneration in New Jersey merits no less 

· focus than the .interest of the NJDEP in environmental matters. 

The jurisdicti6nal concerns of these Etate agencies are 
not the only interests affected by the resolution of these 
issues, however •. ~he aggregate time, effort and expenditure of 
the staff of both agencies on these issues pales next to the 
effotts and expenses to .date of the cogeneration industry in 
_procee·ding with the development of sorely needed generating 
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capacity for the state of New Jersey, and those numberE are 
insignificant next to the committea projected expenditures for 
these projects under development. For the largest of these 
projects, the incorporation of SCR may be viable, but SCR · 
threatens the very existence of the mid- to small-sized 
facility, including most facilities sized principally to serve 
a contiguous industrial steam and electrical load. 

The potential impact of adoption of an SCR po1icy is to 
destroy the economic viability of an entire market segment~ the 
sub-50 megawatt plant which exists principally to sell to an 
industr,ial user, and sells excess to the utility largely as a 
cost spreading device. The irony of this prospect is that it 
is ~recisely this industrial user with the need for energy 
savings which was the intended beneficiary of the passage of 
PURPA in 1978. Those who would b~ affected by the adoption of 
an emissions control technology that proved to be noneconomic 
for this strata of the market would include not only the 
cogeneration developer and the construction industry~ but the 
industrial consumer who would have benefited from the energy 
savings that would have been generated by construction of the 
plant. 

The presence of such a diverse array of public and private 
policy interests to be reconciled, and the tremendous amount of 
factual data and information to be aeveloped, reviewed, 
verified, assimilated and applied to reaching a decision 
requires that a rule-making procedure be instituted that will 
accommodate the affected parties and interests and provide a 
process for working through the data assessment and policy 
taking steps which will lead to an informed and justifiable 
result. 

The nature of the determination involved in this matter is 
clearly a rule~making process within the meanin~ of the 
Administrative Procedure Act of the State of New Jersey, N.J. 
Rev. State. § 52:14B-l et seg., and requires, at a minimum, 
consideration consistent with the provisions of that statute. 
Only after the affected parties have had adequate facts and 
opportunity for notice and comment on the issues presented by 
this inquiry, and the relevant st~te agencies have been able to 
consider and make an informed determination on the evidence so 
addressed, can a rule with respect to SCR and cogeneration be 
effectively promulgated. 

Section 3. An air permit should be issued promptly to 
allow EFI to proceed with the development of the Schering 
cogene·ration projects in compliance with existing law 

<t9X 
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A. Pursuant to the guidance and direction of the NJDEP, 
'EFl has satisfied all requirements for an air permit, which 
should be issued expeditiously by the NJDEP 

As set forth in greater detail in Section 1, EFI ana its 
New Jersey environmental consultant, Envirosphere/EBASCOt have 
consulted at length with the NJDEP regarding permitting 
requirements for the Schering cogeneration projects. Following 
numerous meetings and telephone conversations with the NJDEP, 
including the review and revision of zelevant protocols, a 
final application for an air permit for the 25 megawatt (net) 
Kenilworth project was submitted on December 3, 1986, and the 
application for the 7 megawatt (net) Union project will be 
submitted imminently. The Kenilworth application contains all 
of the information requested or required by the NJDEP, and 
shows that the proposed plant has been designed in compliance 
with existing rules and regulations regarding NOx air 
emissions controls. 

EFI has taken every possible step to cooperate and 
coordinate its actions with the NJDEP. In doing so it has 
incurred significant ex~ense in retaining expert consultants 
and legal counsel to as~ist it in the preparation of its 
application. More sign:!icantly, EFI has suffered significant 
delays in the progress of its development schedule as it has 
sought to work with the NJDEP to obtain a permit to commence 
canst ruction. LF l 1; _,,. " uib the risk of breaching contract 
deadlines for the constr~:tion and operation of the Schering 
projects, and for the s~le of electrical power and steam 
therefrom to Schering and to JCP&L. Further, the delays in 
initiating construction render EFI potentially liable for 
increased construction costs and penalties, all of which will 
have an adverse effect 8n project economics. 

EFI recognizes the need of the NJDEP to review the permit 
application prior to the issuance of the permit, and remains 
willing to assist the NJDEP in this regard in any way 
possible. EFI has even offered to pay for the retention by the 
NJDEP of contractors to facilitate a prompt processing 
procedure in the event that NJDEP re~ources are inadequate to 
so serve the public interest, which fee-for~service approach 
has been successfully implemented by California state 
environmental autho1~~ies faced with staff and budgetary 
limitations. Whatever other constraints may bear upon the 
NJDEP, however, it must not suspend the prompt review and 
processing of pending air permit applications submitted under 
present rules and regulations while it undertakes its SCR 
rule-making effort. 

*A'"'ld TSI/ESI 

_.,._.. r:-- . .- . ·.·· .. ·.. . .·· -.••-.. . .--~. _ ........ ·"'- ....... • ' .... , ..... ---- ... _---••· .. -- .:---.. 
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No valid interest of the state of.New Jersey is served by 
withholding an air permit for the Kenilworth project from EFI. 
Every day th~t passes without an air permit further jeopardizes 
EFI•s ~bility to proceed with the construction of a facility 
that will add to the state tax base, provide construction jobs 
for at least a year, and result in significant energy sav~ngs 
.for a valued member of New Jersey's industrial community. 
Prompt issuance to EFI of an air permit for the Kenilworth is 
in the.best interests of the people and economy of New Jersey. 
EFI's permit processing should not be placed on hold while the 
NJDEP considers altering the law under which, with NJDEP's 
guidance and direction, EFI has prepared its application, and 
with which EFI is prepared to comply in the construction and 
operation of its K~nilworth facility. 

B. EFI would be substantially adversely affected by any 
requirement to incorporate SCR into the Kenilworth project from 
this point onward 

At the request of the NJDEP, EFT engaged in a detailed 
analysis of the impact upon the Kenilworth project of the 
incorporation of SCR as a NOx emissions control technology. 
This analysis, which was conducted pursuant to the prevailing 
state of the art review ("SOAR") standards for pollution 
control, is included in the Kenilworth air permit application 
submitted to the NJDEP as Attachment C thereto, and indicates 
that the annual cost per pound of NOM removed would equal 
$5.33, which significantly exceeds the stated guideline for 
economic SCR operation of $2.00- $4.00. 

The numbers used in the SOAR review section of the 
~enilworth air quality permit application reflect the estimated 
~O,c removal cost assuming system design, engineering and 
procurement for SCR control from the beginning of project 
development. In fact, were EFI now required to incorporate SCR 
technology into the Kenilworth project, the cost would be 
substantially higher. EFI would be required to issue change 
orders to its turrikey construction contractor for the redesign 
and reengineering of the facility. This increased scope of 
work, together with the cost of attendant delay and resulting 
nonrecoverable operating deficiencies, has been estimated to 
result in an increase in the levelized annual costs of NOx 
removal of approximately fifty percent. 

EFI has no adequate contractual mechanism for the recovery 
of increased costs relating to the incorporation of SCR 
technology. While a cqordinated intra-agency approach to the 
problem could potentially result in an increase in the power 

.. -.-~- ····-- ..... -- . ------ ... ·-· , . ·-·--· .. --·•:· --- -- - . ·-·-- -- -·•- .... - -- ,-
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purchase pric€ paid by JCP&L (with a flow-through t<:> the rate 
base approved by the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities), no 
such regulatory mechanism exists to effect a ~ornparable 
adjustment in the power purchase price paid by Schering, which· 
constitutes the more significant portion (on a price per 
kilowatt delivered basis) of EFI 's revenue stream. (EFI's 
.Schering projects are designed to first provide for Schering•s 
total electrical and thermal needs and to then sell the 
remaining electrical·output to JCPL. Approximately 40 percent 

· of the Kenilworth electiical output goes to Schering and over 
90 percent of the Uni6n electrical output goes to Schering.) 

Finally, the current uncertainties regarding SCR are 
multiplied rnanyfold when projected into the future. Whether 
equipment suppliers, supplies of catalyst, and spare and 
replacement c6ntro~ mechanism parts will be available and what 
they will cost is, given the lack of a well-established SCR 
industry, a matter of conjecture. Available data does not·in 
any case provide a reliable base from whic:t:: to derive credible 
capital and operating cost projections. 

( The financial community will not only be frightened of the 
high costs~ but of the very uncertainty of predicting these 
costs. It is doubtful many currently mature and developing 
J?rojects will proceed if subject to future addition of SCR. 

EFI, which has done everything within its power to comply 
with the requirements of existing law in desigrting a $30 
million cogeneration facility for the Schering/Kenilworth 
project, and has invested in excess of two years of effort and 
$1 million in development costs to date, should not now be 
forced to abandon this project because of a proposed change by 
the NJDEP of th~ air emissions rules now in effect in New r . . . • 

Jersey. 

If you need further assistance in this matter, please 
· contact me. 

3072D/lf 
Enclosures 

Pi/yy°i/W 
Robert J~ostal · 
Business Development Manager 



Dati? 

10/85 

. 09/ll /B6 

10/03/86 

10/13/86 

10/14/86 

10/30/86 

ll/06/86 · 

12/03/85 

12/86 - Ol /87 

04651 
01 /30/87 

EF KENILWORTH INC. COGENERATION PROJECT 

CHRONOLOGY OF ACTIVITIES WITH NJDEP 

Activity 

i~lephone convers9:tions between Envirosphere and 
various NJDEP staff members concerning air 
quality permit requirements for this project 

Description of project, including approach for 
air quality evaluation and modeling protocol 
transmitted to NJDEP to Tom Micai (cover Jetter 
attached) 

+1eeting at NJDEP office in Trenton to discuss 
project description submitted 09/11/86. Summary 
of meeting discussion items sent to Tom Micai. 
10/14/86 

Preliminary air quality modeling results 
submitted to NJDEP for review--cavity modeling 
<cover letter attached) 

Minutes of meeting of 10/03/86 submitted to 
NJOEP <copy attached) 

Preliminary air quality modeling results 
submitted to NJDEP for revi ew-,..downwash modell ng 
<~over letter attached) 

NJDEP comments on modeling procedures/results 
received in phone conversation <summarized in 
memo of 11/10/86 from Fred Pope (Envirosphere) 
to K~n Kinkela <Ebasco) <copy attached> 

Air permit application and supporting 
• information including modeling and SOAR 
~ransmitted to NJDEP (cover letter attached> 

Various telephone conversations \liith Tom Micai 
and John Davis, summarized in 1 etter of 01112/87 
from Fred Pope <Evirosphere) to John Koerber 
<EFI> <copy attached> 

,rJX 
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Date 

12/10/BS 

12110/85 

05120/86. 

0£/20/87 

07/29/86 

12/03/86 

12/04/86 

02/87 

03/87 

EF· JG:NlLWORTil l~C. COGE.N'ERATION PROJECT 

CHRONOLOGY OF CONTRACTS AND PERMITS 

Acti vHy 

Sign Energy Services Agreement with Schering 

Sign Site lease wHh Scheri ng 

Sign Power Purchase Agreement with JCPL 

· lniti ate 1nterconnect study with PSE&G 

S1gn Turnkey Contract with Ebasco 

Air Qua 1 ity Permit submitted to NJDEP* 

Kenil~orth zoning approval obtained 

Anticipate signin~ of Wheeling and Grid 
Interconnect Agreement with PSEJG 

. 
Ant,cipate signing of Fuel Purchase Agreernent<s> 
liiith fuel supplier<s) 

•see Chronology of Activities with NJDEP 

04651 
01/30/87 

..... , - .... . .. ... .: ···- .... . 



NAESCO 

February ~, 19 87 

Mr. Jorge Berkowitz 
Director, Division of Environmental 

Quality 
New Jersey Department of Environmental 

Protection 
401 East State Street 
2nd Floor 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 

Mr. Henry T. Blekicki 
Assistant Commissioner 
New Jersey Depart:ment of Commerce 

and Economic Development 
101 Commerce .5t.ieet 
Newark, New Jersey 07102 

Dear Sirs: 

2300 M Street. N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20037 
2.02/955-9795 

.. The National Association of Energy Service Companies 
(NAESCO) wishes to comment on the New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection's (NJDEP) consideration of the use of 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technology to reduce nitrogen 
oxide (NOx) emissions from cogeneration facilities in New Jersey. 
These comments are issued pursuant to the January 12, 1987 
announcement by the Director of the Division of Environmental 
Quality of.NJDEP and the New Jersey Department of Commerce and 
Economic Development (NJDCED), calling for an informational 

· meeting on January 22, 1987. 

Based on the outcome of that meeting, NAESCO wishes to 
provide comments to assist NJDEP and NJDCED in their 
consideration of SCR use in cogerieration facilities. 

NAESCO is a District of Columbia nonprofit trade association 
with more than 110 members nationwide involved in all aspects of 
the energy service industry. NAESC0 1 s members include energy 
service companies, contractors, energy management companies, 
financial institutions, utilities, ·insuranc::e companies, federal, 
state and local officials, and.others involved in the provision 
of cogeneration, alternative energy, and energy efficiency 
equipment and services. A list of NAESCO's members and Board of 
Directors is attached. NAESCO represents its members in matters 
relating to the development, ownership, construction, financing 
and management of energy services pro"jects. 

NAiiCNAL ASSCC:ATlCN CF ENExGY SE;(VlC~ CCM?}-.N1E$ ~x 
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ln SUirunary, NAESCO believes that. while 'NJDEP Is ·overall goal 
of seeking to control NOx --emissions is sound, :there are numerous 
uncertainties surroundj,,ng the use of ··scR .· in cogerteration 
facilities. These uncertainties are sufficient-tp requir-e 

· further investigation and pUblic review and coinment before an . 
official policy on the use 0£ SCR in cogeneration facilities can 
be adopted by NJDEP. However, the need for further investigation· 
and review of SCR policy should not delay the progress of · 
cogeneration projects currently in o_peration .and development in 
New Jersey. · · · · · · 

__ . NAESCO believes that NO:)t control polic:ies sho_tild. be 
developed on a comprehensive basis. _All·point and non-point 
sources should pe viewed a -consistent context; the relative 
·contribution to total Nox -emissions of each source Ccitegory .· 
should be examined in relation to the proven technical_ _ 
feasi.bility.of control st,rategies, the cost per unit of emission 
reduction, and the - other bene£i ts _derived from each source 

·. category. In such a· Context NAESco· believes that cogeneration 
facilities would.not be a high priority source category for NOx 
emission• reducti.ons. _ The .P:enefi:ts :created by cogeneration 

_ facilities in terms of increa_sed energy efficiency",·· reduced· 
_energy·costsi and ·contributions to the financial health of 
industrial and insti t'.., :,i.Onal facilities must be given full weight 

·in evaluating NOx emission control option. · 

If after snl'.""h ;::, . .,.;.,,,.:,...'"',,'Jh and balanced eval_uation process it 
is .determined t.l· .... ~ ;..~-::: ___ ;;;,~.;.~ion fac1lities mu._st bear part of the 
responsibility for reducing NOx emissions, NAESCO and.its meml::>ers 
will actively comply with such a policy, providing it is 
promulgated and e:-1.:0:::::::e:l. iri a -fair and rational manner. _ However, 
at this juncture it is unreasonabJ.e to delay and possibly destroy 
cogeneration projects currentlyin·operation and develop~ent_in 
New Jersey_on the basis of NJDEP's NOx emissions control policy 
development and.evaluation process .in its present state. NAESCO 
urges NJDEP and NJDCED to proceed with the permitting of 
cogeneration projects curr:ently Under development in New Jersey, 

-as their clear energy, economic and social benefits outweigh·the 
· unclear benefits and significant (and potentially prohibitive) 

. costs of current SCR NOx control technology. 
. . ' . . ~ . 

Disabling the development of cogeneration £.acilities would 
send a negative TT'"'..,.'"'"":''?· '~o. New Jersey's larger energy. users. 

•·- Cogeneratiori· has developed in .. New Jersey because its electric 
rates are among the high,est in the nation. According to a 1984 
survey of industrial electric_ rates, New Jersey ranked fifth 

. among the states (based on Public Servi_ce Electric and Gas 
rates).- . Industrial users have sought relief from these high 
prices through increased energy ~fficiency,and ccigenerati6n~ If 
coge!'leration weie to beccme. economica-lly unfeasible due to ?-,C:: 

---~~}( 
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control technology requirements, the state's economy could suffer 
significantly, through reduced production, plant closings or 
plant r€location. This impact should be weighed very carefully 
before imposing a major new cost burden on cogeneration 
facilities in the form of SCR controls for NOx emissi6ns 
reduction. 

NAESCO is grateful for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue, and would be happy to provide additional 
information should NJDEP or NJDCED deem it worthwhile. 

Respectfully submitted, 

National Association Energy 
Service Companies 

By: 
---,---c-,,--..,,,..--,,...------,,,...----,-,:-----
Ani ta S. Ducker, P.residenL 
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CogeneraUon Coalition Of America, Inc. 
2 Lafayette Centre 

1133 21st Street, N.W. 
&.te500 

Wa.,hington, D.C. 20036 · 
Phone (202) 887-5200 
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WRITTEN COMMENTS OF THE 
COGENERATJ:ON COALITION OF AMERICA. INC. 

ON 

SELECTIVE CATALYTIC REOUCTION (SCR) 
.AS BEST AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (BACT) 

FOR COGENEP.ATlON FACILITIES IN NEW JERSEY 

BEFORE "THE 

NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (DEP) 

February 2, 1987 

The Cogeneration Coalition of America, Inc~ (Coalition) 
respectfully submits these written comments .to assist the DEP 
evaluation of the propriety of SCR technology as BACT for 
cogeneration facilities in New Jersey. These written comment5 
are intended to supplement the comments developed in the 
informal workshop on this matter related to SCR control tech
nology and. cogeneration facilities jointly conducted by the DEP 
and the Department of torrJt1erce anc Economic Development (DCED) 
oh january 22, .1987. ·. 

Statement of rnterest 

The Coalition is a non--profit organization comprised of 
industrial users, · gas utilities, -equipment .manufacturers, 
project developers and engineering and design firms which 
support the development of cogeneration and small power produc
tion resources nation~ide. Since 1980, the Coalition has 
worked to support the removal of unnecessarily restrictive 
federal and state regulatory barriers to cogeneration and small 
power production deve1opment. .The coalition has also estab
lished relationships. with other associations and groups 
supporting full development of national cogeneration and small 
power production potential. 

Our members currently develop or operate cogeneration and 
small power production projects in many states, including New 
Jersey.· The Coalition also appeared at recent hearings and 
filec1 written testimony in September, 1985 beforethe New 
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Jersey :Pepartrnent of Energy on the State· Energy Plan, · .. and j·ust 
filed written.testimony before.the New Jersey• Senate Energy and 
Environment Committee in January, 1987 on electricity reform 
legislation. 

Coalition .Opposes SCRR~quirements for 
Environmental Permits 

The Coalition expresses its strong opposition to imposi
tion of SCR as BACT for NO emissions from plann~a cogeneration 
facilities in New Jersey. xWhile many parties have commented on 
technical and ecpnomic considerations at the informal workshop, 
the Coalition in• these comments ni'aintains that the imposition 
of SCR would be wrong <[s a matter of lai.i) In this process' we 
fully endorse the testimony of many of these parties highlight
ing the.technical and economic inadequacies of SCR as BACT~ 
Even the Environmental Protection Agency . (EPA) ..• would n<vt . 
endorse the t~chnical or economic opera.ting attributes of sct:t1 

nor are we aware that the EPA Region II, or any other EPA 
region, has :formally endorsed and characterized SCR as BACT for 
cogeneration £acilities. 

This DEP Proposal Contravenes a 
State·· Historv. of.· .Regulatory.· Flexibility 

The DEP support for SCR contravenes a state history of 
flexibility and regulatory prudency in the implementation of 
air quality standards. For instance, New Jersey allows appJ i
cation of the bubbling concept and emissions offsets as indi
cated in its definition qf banking/ N.J.A.c .. 7:27-8.l. The. 
State provides for inclusion ofa fee amount in applications 

.. :for a bubble permit, N.J.A.c. 7:27-8.6, and has fairly detailed 
guidelines .for measuring emissions offsets, N.J.A.C .. 7:27-18.1, 
et •. seq •. Whi.le reducing o.r of=setting the level. of err.issions 
is notdispositive asa matter of law for the choice of a 
pollution control technology, the flexibility and restraint 
shown in these other areas should .also be reflected in this 
BACT determination proces.s. New Jersey's regulations .. for. 
permits and certificates set forth use of control technology. 
that "incorporates advances in the art of. air pollution con.trol 
deyeloped for the kind and. amount of air contaminant entitled 
by the applicant's equipment," N.J.A.C· '7:27_;8.S(b). But there 
i..s· no body of evidence supporting such a determinati.on for SCR 
in this instance, nor does the weight of the evidence presented 
on January 22, 1987 support such a finding. 

Moreover, as a delegated state, the DEP actsas an agent 
for the EPA, 40 C.F.'R. 360.4 (1985). Since EPA has never 
ruled, nor supports, SCR as BACT in Region II, or nationwide, 
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the DEP should be bound by that 'EPA position and permit other 
control strategies and technologies 0£ proven .record for No· 

X · en:d.ssions. 

DEP Has Failed to Satisfy statutory 
. Tests for BACT Determination 

. . 

The term 0 bestavai1able·control technology., is defined in 
the Clean .Air Act/ 42 U .s.c.A. §7479 (3) (19$5), as: 

• ·• • an emission limitation based on the 
:maximum degree Ci reduc;tion of each pollutant 
subject to regulation undeJ: this cnapter 
enli1:ted. from or which results from any major 
emitting faci1ity,. which the permitting 
authority, on acase-:by-case basis, taking 
into account energy, environmental, and 
economic impacts and other costs, determines.· 
is available for su.ch . .fac:Llit:y through app1i
cation of production prOCl=SSes amJ,. available 
methods, systems, and tecpniques, including 
fuel cleaning or treatment or innov~tive fuel 
combustion techniques.for control of each such 
pollutant •••• 

TheDEP has failed tO provide any formal notice of permit 
actions related hereto and an appropriate period for public 
comment and the development of.responsive 0 tesi:i'l'tlony, 40 C.F.R. 
§124.10 (1985). Instead, absent this ir,formal workshop which· 
was independently .soµght by the DCED, the DEP Staff has·. in
formally sought the application. of SCR technology on cogene-

· ration facilitieswithin the State. Absent adherence to these 
procedural requirements to.preserve due process·andrnaintenance 
of the statutory·requirements,how llas theDEP conducted a. 
proper case-by-case review? .·. Where are the DE];' evaluations, 
analysisiand assessments taking into account.energy.impacts, 
and the requirernents>of.the State Energy Plan? Environmental 
impacts?·. Economic impacts? Other cost impacts? What ana.lysis 
and asses.sments has DEP conducted on production processes and 
.methods, systems and techniques for pollution control? 

. ~ , 

.. ~ . 

The answer appears simply none, and in the process.the DEP 
has violated the federal and state requir~rnents under the Act, 
and the EPA's own guidance on BACT, which is clearly not SCR. 
If the BACT Clearinghouse itself verifies that the DEP has not 
proposed the same t,echnology as EPA .has accepted on prior 
permits,.• a formal. opinion should be .solicited from EPA Region 

·II before any further action is undertaken, if DEP plans. to 
proceed further with SCR. As a delegateq state the DEP should 

,ox 
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follow EPA' s guidance, which should provide technical advic,e as 
authoriz€d by EPA regulations, AO C. F .R. §80. 6 (1985). 

Complexity of lssues Demands Formal Hearing" 
Process if SCR IB Approved 

-~he record developed at the informal workshop confirms the· 
complexity of these issues associated with an SCR BACT deter-· 
mination. If EPA Region II fails to rej·ect SCR as BACT, a: more 
formalized hearing proce.ss is required to explore such issues 

-as: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6f 

(7) 

'l'he Japanese and California data base --.is it 
relevant arid meaningful to New Jersey? 

ls there a nexus between NO emissions and ozone 
concerns? X 

Are there pos-?ible EPA alternatives to ozone stan
dards? 

What are the limitations .on SCR technology with 
distillate oil used as alternative fue1 capability? 

What are the effects of load following through 
turndown and duct firing? 

What are the cost impacts of. SCR and project eco
nomics based upon variant avoided cost rates? 

Will ~CR preclude the ability to structure ultimate 
financing of projects? · 

. 'l'he · Coalition also understands that some intere 
parties have discussed the propriety of a size cu off 
imposition of a potential SCRrequirement. oalition 
maintains there is no record evidence consistent with the 
statute or t.he regulations justifying SCR requirements for 
cbgeneration facilities in excess of a certain size threshold. 

· Such a finding would be ·arbitrary, capricious and not supported 
by any evidence before tne DEP. If SCR cannot meet the rele.
vant statutory tests, it is inappropriate and not required for 
any cogenerationfacility no matter what the size within the · 
State. Ignoring these requirements or the statutory and 
regulatory scheme is not acceptable and riot supportable as a 
matter of law or policy within the State. 

Finally, the DEPmu.st maintain a prospective orientation 
if it does . decide to proceed with an SCR determination as BACT, 
even in the face of these.written comments and the lack of .any 
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evidence.to sµpport such a de:termination. Any project 
currently on file with a DEPpermit application rnustbe 9rand
fathered from any change in law or policy on SCR. Such a 
prospective orientation is only :fair as a matter of law, 

· equity, and policy and should . be. developed .·on the basis of a 
cutoff date determined as of the date the DEP.provides formal 
notice and solicits written comments within the meaning of 40 
C.F.R. 1124.10. . 

Respect.fully submitted, 

A: . ./ .. · ..... I. ·v· .. fj;. w~ 1~ ... ,, 
Michael J !immer ·a··. I. Presi ent :., · 

MJZl/14 
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Henry T. Blekicki 
Assistant: Commissioner 

January 21, 1987 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY . . .. 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Division of Economic Plannifig and Conversation 
101 Commerce Street 
Newark~ NJ 07102-5102 

Dear Mr. Blekicki: 

Energy Factors, lncorporated ("EFI"), a California corporation 
engaged in the business of developing, owning and operating 
alternative energy production facilities throughout the United 
States, currently has two cogeneration projects in an advanced 
stage of development in New Jersey.EF Union, Inc. ("EFUI"), a 
wholly..;.owned subsidiary of EFI, is developing a 7 megawatt facility 
at the ~ite of the Schering Corporation plant in Union, New Jersef, 
and EF Kenilworth, Inc. ("EFI •); also a wholly-owned ~ubsidiary of 
EFI, is developing a 25 megawatt net facility at the sile of the. 
Scbering Corporation plant in Kenilworth, New Jersey. EFI has 
~aintained an off1ce in Iselin, New Jersey since early in 1~86 ~ 
develop thes~ and other East Coast projects. A constructicin 
contract has b~en signed with EBASCO Constructors, Inc. for. the 
Kenilworth project and with TurboSystems, Inc. for the Union 
project. · · 

To date, EFI and its subsidiaric:: have expended·in excess .of $1 
million in the development of the Kenilworth and Union projects in 
New.Jersey, .... and are committed to the expenditure of at least .$40 · 
million }n the completion of these two facilities. The Kenilworth 
Pl~nt is projected to begin serving Schering and providing 
electricity sa1es to Jersey Central Power & Light Company (0 JCP&L") 
by July, 19B8, and the Union plant is anticipated to be on-line by 
December, 1987. 

The critical path item facing .each of these projects is the air 
permitting process, which is administered by the New Jersey 
Department .of Environmental Protection ( ".NJDEP"). Financing of the 
projects and the beginning of on-site construction is dependent 
upon the issuance of air permits for each facility. · 

'12D Wood Avenue South, Su~ 300, lselin, New Je,sey 08830 Telephone (201)906-1000 Teiecopier (201) 321-6562 'Telex 136-545-LA · 

,,x 
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EFKI 5ubmitted its application for an air permit to the NJDEP on 
De.cember 3, 1986. This application reflected the result of months 
of earlier meetings and discussions between the NJDEP, EFKI and 
Envirosphere/EBASCO, EFKI's enviroTlmental consultant 
subcontractors. From the beginning of .EFKI' s planning for the 
Kenilworth facility, project design and engineering and project 
economics were basea upon compliance with existing law. EF Union, 
prepared to submit its permit application this week and awaits the 
outcome.of this Workshop. 

EFT understands that consideration is now being given at the NJDEP 
to changing the exiEting r~les to require the utilization of 
selective catalytic reduction ( .. SCR") in cogeneration projects to 

·be cons,t:rucfed in New Jersey, and to suspending processing of air 
permit applications .now pending before the NJDEP until a 

. determination on SCR has been made. . EFI. wishes to set forth in 
brief its views on this proposed change and its potential· impact on 
the Keni lwo.rth and Union pro:jects ~. · 

1. EFI believes that anydecis.ion by the NJDEP to·require SCR 
for cogeneration facilities warrants further 5tudy by 
NJDEP and participatioh by affected members of the public 
through notice and comment or formal hearing proceedings . 

. Criteria should be clearly estabJ_ished as to when SCR 
technology is to be required, if. at all. 

,Yhe application of SCR technology to cogeneration·plants 
in the United States is in its infancy. There continues 
to be a significant amount of uncertainty regarding the 
efficacy and long-term reliability of this technology 
~nder the variety of applications to which it may be 
~ubiect. As an example, the effectiveness. of the · 
catalyst used in the SCR process appears to oeteriorate 
rapidly when oil is burned for an average of 30-60 days 
peT year.• Operation and Maintenance costs for SCR are 
uncertain, but are certainly lligher by a significa.nt 
amount. The additional annualized cost at · 
Schering-Ketiilworth is estimated at over $1.2 
million/year. 
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'The perceivea uncertainties regarding SCR technology .has 
generated c.cmcerns within the financia1 comrnurtity .to which 
many project developers must turn in orr::ier to fund.· 
construction of their projects. .These concerns, which·· 
rel~te primarily to the eff~ct of SCR on project 
performance and e>n"-'line :reliability; will impair the . 
development of cogeneration in New Jersey if 1e·naers 13re 
unwiliing to .finance projects: for which SCR- is ~·equire{L 

· Only a fraction' of those cogeneration projects cun::ently 
under development can bear the cost of SCR~ . . 

. .· -~ . ' . ' 

2~ .Whatever th~ outcome of a reasoned and informed·. rulemaking 
regarding the·· adoption oJ an SG'.R standard, '.the ap.plJcation 

.. ·· of. the · r.e~ul ting rule should be prospective, and should ·· ·•····•·.· 
-nbt affect or delay pTo:jects under development for whlch ,, 
applications have· alreaa,y been submi ttea · to. the NJDEP -Or 

· .for which si:g·nificant expend•i tures · have already. been: 
, incurrea_~ ' ,' ', ' ,' ' , ,, ' ' 

. . ; . 

Had the keni lworth<proj ect been deE;igned for SCR from the ', 
beginning, ft is estimated that approximately $1.2 milliori · 
would have .bee.n added fo the project· cost; an increase · 
wh_ich would. severely adverseiy impact- the project• s . 
ec:onomic:s~ •·were the project required at this time to. 
include SCR, however,, the add-on · cost ,wi 11 be increased 
by over 50% to.nearly $1.9 million,, because of the problem 
of I-edesigri and retro~fitting t:o existing plans. and 
procurement arrangements. The .Project will almost 
certainly not proceed shoula SCR be mandatted ! · · 

" ' 

The delays wh.ich will res tilt f rorn the suspension of prOrnpt: 
processing oC penaing applic:atians, or f rorn a ·.• ... 
a~terminat.ion which would req11ire .· the. redesign, ana 
re...;engineering .of the projects to incorporate SCR 
·technology, will also result in not meeting contract 
deadlin~ dates foi proje~t construction and operation 
which were negot i-afa~d based on existing +aw. and permii: 
appliiaticiri piocessing l~ad-tirne proje~tions. · 
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Should the NJDEP determine that SCR technology is 
appropriate for cogeneration projects in New Jersey, that 
determination should apply prospectively, and not to 
projects already in the permitting sta'ge. EFI has dealt 
in good faith with the NJDEP, has expended significant 
sums on the design and engineering of these projects in 
reliance upon the existing 1-aw with respect to 
enviro_nmental controls and the :n:sulting project 
economics, has submitted an application for an air permit 
to the NJDEP, and awaits a prompt and favorable response. 

For the NJDEP to suspend timely consideration of permit 
applic~tions already submitted or to impose new and more 
stringent requirements of uncertain validity upon EFI 
would most certainly be unjust. 

3. EFI has devoted _substantial resources to the development 
of the Kenilworth and Union cogeneration projects in New 
Jersey. These projects hold the prospect of great 
benefits for the people of New Jersey and its economy, 
benefits which will be lost in the event that the actions 
of the NJDEP render these projects rineconomic. 

RJK/dlc 
3024D 

Whether it is in the interest of the state to require that 
SCR .technology be incoq~orated into projects which may be 
developed in the future remains to be determined. It does 
not, however, seem in the interest of New Jersey to lose 
existing projects under development which offer 
substantial tangible benefitB to its citizens. 

EFI appreciates the opportunity to submit these comments . 

.Sincerely, 

Robert J. "Kostal 
Manager - Business Development 
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RE: .. NJ DCED/DEP' SCR MEETING COMMENTS 

'Tham< you for- inviting Energy Factors to. be a part of this meeting. ·,For those 
· •. of you who are not familiar with us', Energy Factors is a developer a11d owner 

of cogenerationand small power generation units thro'Ughout the U.S. We 
currently have 75 MW of capacity on line and over 300 MW _under development. 

. . - •', . . . . 

Two, of the facilities under development are inNew Jersey with Schering -~lough 
as the host company •. These Jac:ilities are a 2S·MW Gt LM2500.turbine in .. 
Kenilworth and a 7. MW facility in Union usirlg two Allison 501, KB5 turb,iries •. · .. · 

'Energy Factors applauds the. joint' efforts by the Deparfmen1s of Environment~l . 
Protection and Commerce and Economic. Development in. having this, meeting to 

. help esiablish reasona1:lle regulatory procedures for cogen~ration projects. 
The_se procedures will hopefully allow cogeneration benefits to support New 

·· Je;-sey's contim.1ed ~to1i'omic growth while continuing the. envfrcmmen,tal 
· tmptovemerits we all seek and enjoy.. . . .. .. 

W~ welc9me the opportunityfo address the issues and have prepared a written 
stafemeni for your review. We· must say that there flas been very little time . 

. between notification and this 1rneeting, a.rid your announcement referenced 
compl~x questions that are not quickly or easily answered. We are anxious to 

.• support our position and as we develop new information arid thoughts through the. 
use of our inhous·e and outside e·xpertise, we will supplement this supmittal ~ .•.. 

1 would like to offer our comments on. severatof · the key issues: 

.. J'h~ first step in bringing one of our projects from conception to realization is 
· 1:he negotiation, usually simultaneously, of the key project contracts •. ·. Thes.e. 
include: ·· · · ·· · 

. ,· . . .. 
. . . . . . -

1. Energy Se;vices Agreement between developer andhost •. · · · .··•.• · .· 
2 •. . Po""•.er Sales Agreement between developer and utility purchasing 

excess power. ·. . ,, . ' . . . ' .·, ,, ' ... ·,·. ' . ' . ' ' . · ... 
· 3. Wheeling~ Agre-ement between developer arid transmissioriutility. 
· /.i •. Engineering, Procurement and Construction agreement between· 

deve1(2per and turnkey contractor. · · ·· · 

. !he.se contracts t~rn ouf t~ be a d~Yi~ate economic balance, all based on the 
anticipated siting '.and re.gulatory requirements. · Change th¢se requirements after 
the$e contracts are established .arid the careful interwoven relationship of the. 
contracts is destroyed, and very often the project as well~ h be.comes an . 
unactractive investment for the developer and therefore the host. 

. •, . 

1~Wood,AV9nue South, Sult! 300:laelln, New JJreey 08830 Telephone (201) ll06-1000 Telecopier (201) 321~562 Telex 136-~5-LA . ,-,x 
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How does addition of SCR affect this J?rocess1 

1. Capital cost - a significant increase in the .EPC contract 
2. .. Maintenance: 

a. Cata1yst rep1acement - a significant ne\v operating cost 
directly reducing the developer/operator anticipated revenue 
stream. 

b. Do\tffi time - ~ffect not clear because of lack of SCR long 
term operating experience - expected to increase downtime 
also lowering revenue stream. 

3. Perception of risk - a new worry to the financial investors. 

The capital cost and expected catalyst replacement cost can be factored into the 
-projected economics to see if th€ proj€"ct is still attractive based on the rates 
negotiated in the Energy Service and Power Sales Agreement. Most smaller · 
-projects negotiated under current buy back rates will fail at this point. 

However, assume for a momr-:1.: the rates will support the capital cost and 
expected catalyst rep lac em em cost. What new risks occur when the financial 
community looks at the project? · 

To iinance a project, 1.ne 1w c:~lors look to long term proven technology and the 
carefully balanced contracts These insure the project will survive until the 
debt is repaid. 

Even if the project economicE can absorb the cost of SCR, doubts arise over 
unanticipated downtime, more frequent than expected catalyst replacement, and 
the unproven long term opera.ti.on of the system .. This may prevent financing. 
Similarily, a position o.f perhaps requiring SCR at some future date destroys 
the predictabHity of the debt service, again stopping the -project. 

What of the early NJ projects that included SCR? These J>Tojects have. buy back 
rates far in excess of the currently available rates antl can more easily 
support SCR costs. Additionally, they are of a size requiring a PSD, and they 
opted for SCR to shorten the permitting process, thereby speeding up their 
revenue stream. Newer and smaller projects which do not require PSD's do not 
have the same incentives. · 

1n the short term, cogeneration is displacing alternate generation from older, 
more -polluting generating facilities. In the long run, cogeneration offsets the 
need. fo~'farge coal generating stations in New Jersey or neighboring states, arid 
thereby offsets the environmental impacts from these plants. 
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The rates for which cogenerators can sell their power are a reflection of 
available capacity and fuel charges. The high costs of SCR are not reflected in 
those rates. If a utility were required to add SCR, the public benefit would be 
paid for by increased rates thru an addition to the rate base. There are 
inequities here that need addressing. 

Does the State benefit from cogeneration'? The host companies enjoy lower 
electicity and thermal costs allowing them to be more competitive and 
successful. If SCR denies one of our corporate customers the use of 
cogeneration, -we make his survival more difficult and his relocation more 
likely. 

These are a few of the key issues. We believe this subject needs careful 
· revie-w and further study. We are willing to contribute to that effort· so that 
reasonable procedures can be developed. We feel the risk to smaller projects 
is great and SCR should not be quickly or rashly established as our . 
requirement. In the meantime, we be heve committed projects should be allowed 
and encouraged to proceed under the regulatory environment current at the time 
of their commitment. 
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·· sm-fr~ARY oF n:srrMoKt REGAJ>.n1NG c~srs Alin n.--v1R01~1ENTAi . 
BE!,EFITS OF SCR DE!ERMJ]ttl> '.F.OR FOUR COGEl~ERATiON PROJ£CTS . . . . ' . . . . 

. ·.. . ... · . . . . . .. . . ... ·. _: .. ·.: .. ..· . . .. . . .. 

Over the past several _months Envirosph~r-e has been actively involved :i.n the air 
quality permitting of four (4) gas turbine cogeneration .fatilities .in New Jersey,. 
These facilities range in size from 25 to 97 MW and in,cluae the following typEµi 

.. cf t11Ibines: . . . 

o · Brown Boveri Type 8 · 
o · General J;:lectr,ic l.M 2500 
o General Electric l...'1 5000 
o General Electric Fra.me 6 

As part of these permitting efforts ve have prepared air -perm'it al)plications ·. 
· which included a State-of..:.the-Art Revi~ (SO.AR) :£or the control of- NO.x emissions 
··and a demonstration of compliance with ambient ·ai-r guality standards. .The SO.A.'\ 

examined the cost and feasibility/realiability of technologies capable of achieving 
NOx emission rates of 42 ppm (water/steam injection) and 21 and 9ppm (selective· 
catalytic reduction (SCR) )~. · The SOAR preparation also in_volved contact with air 
pollution _.control agenc.ies .in New York, Pennsylvania, Connect:i,cut, Rhode Island 
c!-nd.Massachusetts to d~termine the levels of NOx emission cunsidered Best · 
Available Cont:tol Technology (BACT) in these states •. • Envircisphere. also performed 

. demons.trations of compliance of the facilities with .AI:p.bient Air. Quality Standards· 
based. upon. atr:.ospheric dispers:i.on modeling anrl an. investigation of em.issions.· of 
other nearby sources. . . . 

!he ranges 6f NOx emissions for. the four facilities using the various types of 
control equipm:ent · investigated are shown helm,;, along with NOx emiss:i.bns of vehicula1: 
and major point sources in the counties containing the proposed s:i.tes, ·which is 
presented. for co:nparative purposes .• 

Range of ]\Cl}: :E!::issions for· 
_Four Facil:!.ti.:s lnvestiga.ted 

Control Method 
.. .·. .. ' . 

Steam/Water Injec.t.ion 
Selective CatalyticReductio.n 

.. Sel.ective ·Cataiytic: Reduction 
· . County Wide Emissions_ ( 1) · 

NOx Emission Rate 
(YPM)* Tons per year* 

42 
21 

9. 

160 
56 
35 -

43,000 

700 
.250. 
140 
55,000 

The expected annual emissions from these facilties are relatively $ina1.l when 
compared to major utility /industrial sources, but are clearly insignificant 
when compared to area "7ideNOx emissions in each. of the counties in which th~y 
would be located. · 



The annualized costs of SCR systems capable of achieving the emission rates sho.-."11 
ranged from ~1.1 to 3.5 million to reduce emissions from 42 to roughly 21 ppm, 
and an additional $0.36 to l.2million to reduce emissions from 21 ppm to 
roughly 9 ppm. (Annualized costs include annualized capital costs plus annual 
operating and ~intenance costs plus penalties due to loss of availability 
and po.,;,er). 

Our analysis of these four (4) facilities also included atmospheric dispersion 
modeling. The results of these studies are summarized below. 

Range of Maximum 

Predicted Nitrogen Dioxide Impacts 

Control Netborl 

Steam/Water Injection 
Selective Catalytic Reduction 
Selective Catalytic Reduction 

Emission Rate 
(ppm)* 

42 
21 

9 

Predicted Maximum 
Impact (u/gm3)* 

0.5 - 6.0 
0.2 2.1 
0.1 1. 3 

These predicted maximwr: impacts are only a small fraction of the Kational Ambient 
Air Quality Standard (l~QS) for nitrogen d,ioxide of 100 ug/m3. Further, they are 
in many cases only a fraction of the EPA defined "significance level" of 1 ug/m3. 
(Concentrations belo": this value are considered to have an insignificant iII:pact). 
In addition~ the predicted irr:pa.cts shm,;n above were calculated at one or at most a 
few, closely spaced points in a receptor grid. The majority of the areas surround
ing t.hese facilities ,;.,ere predicted to have impacts far below these values. 

By simple subtraction the reductions in maximum impacts accomplished by adding 
SCR to the facilities are as follo~s: 

o use of SCR to reduce err,issions from 42 to approximately 
21 pp2 - 0.3-4 ug/w3 

o use of SCR to reduce· errissions froI!l 21 to approximately 
9 ppm 0.1 - 0.8 ug/ro3 

It is clear from .the above that the use of SCR on the four projects we have perrnitte;: 
will result in a negligible reduction in ambient nitrogen dioxide impacts. It 
should also be noted that these reductions are associated with changes to maximurr 
impacts in a very small area. Changes to the much smaller impacts predicted for tbe 
majority of the areas surrounding these facilities would be considerably smaller. 

If the annualiz.ed costs associated with this equipment are normalized to a dollars pu 
1D.ic.rogram per cubic meter basis we find that the annualized costs of SCR for these 
projects has ranged from $0.8 to 11.9 million per microgram to go from 42 to 21 ppn: 
0£ NOx .emission and an additional $1.2 to 11.8 million per microgram to go from 
21~pm to 9 ppm. These costs are clearly excessive by any standard. 

As part of our research into this subject we have contacted air pollution agencies in 
New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massachusetts. The individuals 
who we spoke to at these agencies stated that none of them had current plans to 
require SCR as Best Available Control Technology on.gas turbine facilities. Based 
on the environmental and cost data we have developed we feel that the NJDEP should 
also proceed 1nore cautiously before adopting SCR for NOx control on gas turbines. 

(1) 

* 
NJ State Iuplementation Plan 
These values are approximate 
·rounding (TPY, ug/m3) 

(1981) 
(PP}i) or have been · subject to 
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1. Introduction 

SEllCilVE CATALYTIC llDUCTION (SCR) 

PRES.ENl'Al'lON DOCUMENIAIION 

Ebasco SeTvices lncoTporated (ES!) presentation included considerations 

concenu.ng cost and engineeTing data related to Selective Catalytic Reduction 
~ 

(SCR) at the Work.shop on SCR Control Technology and Cogeneratlon Facilities, 

dated .January 22:r 1987 •. 

The presentation responded to several of the questions posed by the New Jersey 

Department of Environmental l>rotection (DEF) a'D,d New Jersey Department of 

Comnerce and Economic Development in. their invitational 1etter: 

l'he DATA and INFORMATION given in the presentation was primarily generic, and 

not vendor specific. The information was based on published facts and 

. .in-house data related to SCR cost, emissions, problems associated with SCR, 

-.nd .initial operating experience of acogeneration plant built by Ebasco. Our 

.conclusions revealed that SCR. is not state· of the art as of this date because 

of 1imited operational experience and extremely high costs .in comparison to 

resulti.D& ·emission reduction. · 

1 



II. Review of Presentation, and Supporting Documentation - Copies of S1ides 

are at1:ached .in A;>pendix l 

A. NO Eini,.,.:J ons Summary (Slides '1 and 2) s 

1'hese slides demonstrate that wateT injection into an LM2500 gas 

tuTbine eliminates 75% of the uncontrolled NO emission. 
% 

Uninjected, 149.9 lbs/hT of NOx ~s ~ormed; with,rater injection, 

36.85 lbs/hr is formed; using SCR 1:0 a lowest leve.l of 9 ppm, 

7.9 lbs/hr will be emitted to atmosphere. The mnissions data is 

traceable to test programs performed by General Electric Company. 

With water injection, the NO .control cost is 2le per pound per 
% 

-year (leveli~ed); the additional removal -w:i.tb SCR will cost $5.33 per 

pound (levelhed), or 25 times the water injection cost. The cost 

data is traceable to the SO.AR analysis performed for the Energy 

Factors Kenilworth cogeneration project currently under development 

for Schering-,J'lough Corporation in New Jersey. l'he · components of the 

high annual costs for installing an SCR system include a high capital 

cost investment, loss of performance efficiency rlue to higb pTessure 

drops across the SCR, a loss of plant avai1abillty, and operations 

and •aintenance charges. 

». Summary of SCR Costs (Slide 3) 

Thi& slide presents a •ummary of tbe costs incurred v'ben ~nstalling 

aud operating an SCR system. All costs are quantitative and 

traceable to vendor quotations, or engineering calculations. The 

additional availability loss of 3% is an engineering judgment because 

2 



sufficient statistical data does not exist. This value of 3% 

derating of availability guarantees when SCR is employed by mandate 

has been quoted by major equipment suppliers to Ebasco for gas 

turbine based cogeneration plants. 

The basis for these assumptions include potential catalyst f4ilure, 

corrosion and fouling of downstream boiler equipment due to ammonium 

- sulfur compounds, water washing requirements to remove tube 

deposits, instrumentation problems, and minor equipment failure. 

C • .Necessary Utility Operating Regimens Excluded due to Inclusion of SCR 

· (Slide 4) 

The information on this slide illustrates limitations imposed on five 

. modes of plant operation when SCR is required. 

l. Temperature Limitations, Variable Pressure Operation 

SCR specificnt::f.on tolerances, most notably the temperature Tange 

of the SCR, particularly with sulfur in the exhaust, prevents 

operating the plant to accept high supplementary firi~g 

temperatures ( to 1600°F) · during peak steam demand, and variable 

pressure - part load operation during electric curtailment 

peri~clt,. ~e11. Lo.lances for an LM2.500 plant indicate that 

temperatures following the superheater when firing the HRSG to 

l600°F can be as high as 1400°F, much too high for SCR 

operation; therefore, the evaporator must be split to Flace the 

SCR in an 800°F zone. However, when at a part load variable-

3 
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pressure condition ona cold -wiuter day, when gas tuTbiue 

exhaust temperature is low, the SCR. ~one will be at 520°F • -which 

is too low for SCR.. l'he temperatUTe swings in the SCR. ~one are 

severe. 

The effect of temperature on SCR degradation at1d poor 

performance, as well as the detrimental effect of sulfur bearing 

fuels, is stated in numerous references: 

a. •neposition of Ammonium 'Bisulfate in the Selective 

Catalytic Reduction of Nitrogen Oxides with Ammonia", by 

Matsuda, K.amo, Kato, Nakajima, p. 5.l, Industrial and 

~ngineering Chemistry - Product Research & Development, 

March 1982, Vol. 21, 1. 

This article presents research data which demonstrates that 

catalyst effici~nc~ r& reduced to values as low as 0%. 

This reduction is a function of so3 quantity and in flue 

gas temperature. 

2. Oil Yiring Limitations 

The firing of oil is .limited due to formation of so3 

. .compounds, whieb cause production 0£ corrosive ammonium 

su1fates. References include: 

a. ..Status of lW R.emoval from Combustion Gases'"', by A. V • 
. . . X 

Slack, p. 7, I. Chem. E. Symposium.Series No. 57, 1979. 



Th.ts aTticle discusses ammouiuiD bisulfate deposition, and 

~nnicates t:hat high cnucenttations of so3 may be formed 

1oc11.lly at the -catalyst surface. 

b. Chapter 9. Handbook of AiT ~ollution technology - 1984. 

Further di-scussion concerniug ammonium bisulfate deposition 

and its corrosive effects, .is given. 

c. Nitrogen Oxides Control and Removal, by Noyes, 1979. 

The l)roblem of fonnation and precipitation of ammonium 

. bisulfate (NHi,HS04 ) is discussed. 

d. Using SCR for NOx control affects HRSG design, operation, 

by J. S. Davis, G. C. Duponteil, Power Magazine, October 

1986, p. 60. 

·· This article mentions problems associated with ammonium 

sulfate J>roduction which .forms when so3 is present. 

3. Pa.rt Load Performance 

· Operation at part 1oads retluces the gas· turbine exhaust 

temperatures, ana SCR zone tempeTatures. The effects of low 

temperatures are discussed in several of the aforementioned 

references. 
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4. Bypass Stack 

The bypass stack is. located upstTea111 of the RR.SG and SCR unit. 

If a unit is mandated with aD. SCR system, ..opt!rbdon in this 

essential sample cycle mode in emergency situations or steam 

cycle failure becomes impossible. 

In view of all the documented SCR 1'TI)blems, j_t has 'been 

concluded that SCR places constTaints ou some n-ecessary -plant 

operating modes; therefoTe it is strongly recommended to avoid 

installation of SCR until vendors will be able to specify 

systems "''Tlich exclude limitation of hoiler zone temperatures, 

plan.t loads, and oil firing periods. 

D. Offsets From Existing or New Power Plants (Slides 5,6,7) 

These slides present the calculations which support the conclusion 

that NOX emissions froo a combined cycle plant operating with water 

(or steam) injection to 42 ppm are less than either existing or new 

conventional facilities which provide the same electrical and thermal 

output. 

A simple conclusion follows: Mandating SCR may cause cogene:ration· 

project cancellations; as a -result NOX emissions in New Je:r.sey will 

be higher than they would have been without the SCR mandate.at the 

same level of energy production. l'herefore, water injected gas 

turbines are a solution to the NOX emission problem. 

6 
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E~ Misce11aneous Facts and Causes of Concern {Slide 8) 

A. The very real concern of catalyst supply reliability is 
. . 

addressed in this slide. The catalysts contain preciou& uetals, 

mainly of imported origin, and due to the law of supply and 

demand, possibly subject to large price increases if demand is 

suddenly and rapidly increased·due to SCR mandate. 

-~. The DEP asked if catalysts can be removed during oil use. 011 

can be fired when gas supply is interrupted, EE. when.a gas 

compressor fails. There can be many changeovers from gas to oil 

in a year including sudden unplanned changeovers. The SCR large 

-panel size makes impractical regular removal of this equipment. 

Further, if ammonia is not injected during periods of oil use, 
I 

NDX emissions will stay at a level corresponding to water or 

steam injection. The SCR therefore serves no purpose. In view 

of permit requests for 3,000 hours on oil fuel, it becomes even 

more expensive and less justified to require the SCR for only 

gas firing periods. 

1'. SCR Experiences at United Air Lines {UAL) {1st Year of Operation) 

(Slide 9) 

.. 
. The JDaUufacturer of the SCR equipment has recently requested that ESI 

malce no more public comments regardiug the first year of SC~ 

operational experience at UAL, because the plant operated at low load 

and oil fuel only. ESI will comply with this request and not 
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reiteTate the content of this slide. ~I comments at the 

presentation weTe intended to answe-r,questions -i,osed by the DEP and 

Department of Commerce, and not fault the manufactuTer, or plant 

operations. :These comments were made to highlight the point that 

design constraints are ~ade on a gas turbine eogeneTation plant that 

would ~ot have to be made without the SCR. issues as to the fault 

for any -problems which have occur-red with SCR, whether the operators,· 

designers, or manufacturers, are totally irrelevant. The problems 

occUT due to design constraints that are too Tigid. 

8 
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Sl'ide iO 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

. · Die :au=ary and conclusions of the pr~aentatiQn are reproduced, -as .follows: 

_ o SCR operating.experience with gas turbi~e/heat recovery boilers ·1s very 
. . . 

limited and ca111:1ot .be connder.ed proven and reliable. -

o SCR Temoves 1/-4 -the a.111ount of NOX pollutants-.at .25 .times the co_st compared 
. . . . ' . 

. -~o water i.ujection. 

o ·. An of f~et analysis~ ,rhether c0111pared t.o generati~n reductions of existing . 

facilities, Qr capacity in.creases of building new facillties, reveals that 
. . - _·: . .· 

. gas tur?ine combined cycle NOX emissious with water inje~tion are 1ess -· 

tbari conventi~D.al plants ~·'~rlcb equal or e~ceed the requirnents Qf 40 
. ·. . ' . . ··:. ·. _. . . . . . . . . . . . 

CFR.60 .. Federal Standards d Performance .for New Stationary Sources of Air 

Pollutioi,;~ .. · 

o_ D.se. of 5CR. prevents operation at 5 critical modes required of a utility 

grade '.plant~ _ 

0 

0 

Cogeneration -plants will e%perienc:e loss .of availability _with SCR. 

Capital aila Am1ual costs.of -sCR arees:tr~melyhigb, and may cause 

--_ -cancillation of viab:i.c cugeoerating projects. 
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LM DJO COMB1 NED CYCLE COGENERA11 ON PLANT 

GAS FUEL 

NO WATER 
. INJECTION 

· 171 PPMV 

,6 LBS/10 6 BTU 

149, 9 LBS/HR 

NOX EMISSIONS 

WITH WATER 
INJECTION 

142 PPMV 

.15 LBS/10 6 BTU 

36.85 LBS/HR 

~ - 113,05 LBS/HR 

WITH 
SCR 

9 PPMV 

LEVELlZED 
ANNUAL. COST 

OF NOX REti',OVAL 

$ 0. D/LB 

36.85 LBS/HR 
· .03 LBS/J.O CBTU $5.33/LB 

7.9 LBS/HR 

A = 28.95 LBS/HR 

NOX REMOVAL WITH scR· 1s o TIMES THE COST OF WATER INJECTION 

ON A UNIT BASIS 

SCR REMOVES 1/4 THE QUANTITY OF NOX WHEN COMPARED TO WATERINJECTION 



COMPONENTS OF HIGH ANNUAL COSTS FOR SCR 

1 HIGH FIXED COSTS DUE TO EXPENSIVE CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

1 LOSS OF PERFORMANCE DUE TO HIGH PRESSURE DROPS ACROSS SCR 

t LOSS OF PLANT AVAILABILITY 

.· t OPERATIONS AND MAI~TENANCE CHARGES 



SUMMARY OF ~CR COSTS 

· o MW LM21l0 COMBINED CYCLE COGENERATION PLANT 

1. CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

A. COST OF SCR + INSTALLATION 

B. PLANT ENGINEERlNG 
C. COMMISSIONING AND TESTlNG 
D •. INCREASED BUILDING COST, MAINTENANCE HOIST 

~. ANNUAL 1S1 YEAR COST 

A. PERFORMANCE LOSS, 4 IN W. C. PRESSURE DROP 

155KW 

B. AVA1LABIL1TY REDUCTIOt, DUE TO AMMONIUM 

SULFUR COMPOUNDS DEPOSITION ON TUBING, 

AND OTHER PROBLEMS 

2.63 HOURS YEAR (3%) 

C. · OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 

A, AMMON I A F<R NOX EMI SSI ~ LE VE L 

a= 
B, CATALYST fEp LACEf-EN T ( 2 Yr. M 

lN 'ERVALS) 

$ 1,2)6,000 

70,0QO 

82 .. 000 

CI MArf' OER 2) ,ODD 

D. lNS~UrfNTATION, CALlffiATI rn, TROJBL.£-

SHCOTING TUI£ WASH BJ,000 



NECESSARY UTILITY OPERATING REGIMENS ._ -

EXCLUDED DUE TO INCLUSION OF SCR. 

.. . . - . 

l. · , DUCT BURNING TO TEMPERATURES W~I CH CAUSE EXCESSIVE 

- CATALYST TEMPERATURES 

_(CATALYST WILL BE DESTROYU)>_· 

- 2. .. -- 01 L FIRING .AT BASE LOAD FOR EXTENSIVE PERIODS 
- - -

. - (VENDOR . REST RI CTlON AT UAL s I TE) . 

3. · .. - PART LOAD GAS TURBINE o·PERATION WHEN F.IRING OIL 
. . ' 

(CATALYST WILL BE DESTROYED) 

.··. . ·. ; . :, . . . 

· .-Lj. . STEAM GENERATOR BYPASS STACK (NECESSARY INDEPENDENT 

OPERATION OF GAS TURBINE AND STEA'1 SYSTEM> _ 

--

- R~K-.-- --



OFFSET EFFECT·ON NOX· EMISSIONS -
t::OMPARlSON TO OPERATING GAS FIRED BOILERS WHICH ARE lN COMPLIANCE WITH 

l(J CFR 00 "FEDERAL STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE FOR NEW STATIONARY SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION" 

o MW AND LO ,000 LBS /HR COMB I NED 
CYCLE EMISSIONS W/WATER INJECTION 

ONLY TO 42 PPMV 

36.85 LBS/HR 

.15 LB/10 6 BTU 

NOX IS EXPRESSED AS N0 2 

EXISTING INDUSTRIAL BOILERS 
WHICH PRODUCED LO ,000 LBS/HR 
JL_Z?J; EFFICIENCY 

. 10. 67 LBS/HR 

,:D LBS/10 6 BTU 

EXlSTING UTILITY CENTRAL NET 
STATION BOILER-TURBINE RtGIONAL 
PLANT REDUCING OUTPUT BY NOX 
Zi MW AT· ID ,750 BTU/KWH . IMPROVEMENT 

53.75 LBS/HR 'ii. 57. LBS/HR 

, a:J LBS/10 6 BTU · . 



t.5 MW AND LO .,000 :_BS/HR 
COMBINED CYCL1: 

EMISSIONS WITH ':-ilATER 
I NJ ECT I ON ONLY TO 4 2 PPMV . 

~ 

"' ~ 
36.85 LBS/HR 

.15 LB/10 G BTU 

OFFSET EFFECT ON NOX.EMISSIONS 

COMPARISON TO NEW BOILER AND GENERATING PLANTS, 
DESIGNED TO LEVELS EXCEED I NG LO CFROO REQUIREMENTS 

GAS FIRING 

NEW INDUST{ AL NEW UTILITY 
BOILERS, ppn , . :r i r1:-: 

~.-_ _j 'Vl '"' STE.tu"1 PLANT 
LO .,000 LBS/ 11'. AT PRODUCING 15 MW 

_00% EFFICIQLC.Y_ AT 10 1 :DO BTU/KWH 

5.0 LBS/HR 3 Z. 81 LBS/HR 

• 10· LBS /10 6 BTU .13 LBS/10 6 BTU 

NET REGIONAL 
NOX 

IMPROVEMENT 

0. 96 LBS/HR 



o MW AND LO ,000 LBS/HR 
COMBINED CYCLE EMISSIONS 

WITH WATER INJECTION· 
ONLY JO 42 PPMV 

36.85 LBS/HR 

.15 LB/10 6 BTU 

• . ' 
• • 

OFFS ET EFFECT ON NOX Et1 I SS IONS . 

COMPARISON TO NtW COAL FIRED BOILER AND EXISTING GAS 

_INDUSTRIAL BOILER, WHICH ARE lN COMPLIANCE WITH 

lO CFRfO 

EXISTING lNDUSTRlAL BOILERS 
PROD UC I NG LO .,000 LBS/HR 

AT 75% EFr.: JC I E:.:..:N-"'-'-CY __ 

10. 67 LBS/HR 

• al LBS/JOG BTU 

NEW UTILITY 
COAL FI RED STEAM PLANT 

P~ODUCING 
a MW AT 10,750 BTU/KWH 

161.ll LBS/HR 

• fO LBS/10 6 BTU 

NET 
REGIONAL 

NOX 
lMPROVEMtNl 

135.12 LBS/HR 

NOTE: NO S02 EMISSIONS ARE PRODUCED 

. NOX l S EXPRESSED AS NO,.. 

PARTICULATE AND S02 EMISSIONS 
WILL OCCUR . 

. . l. 
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SCR •· - MISCELLANEOUS FACTS AND CAUSES OF CONCERN 

WI LL THERE BE A. RELi ABLE SUPPLY of .PRECIOUS METALS FDR · · 

·. CATALYST PREPARATlON? 

.~~· .· ·cosrs OF FUTURE CAlALYSTS, 1F A LIMITED PREVIOUS METAL · 

.. · ..• RESOURCE MUST B{ STRETCHED TO SUPPLY MANY CATALYSTS,. 

ARE UNCERTAIN. 

. . . 

. ·. 3. SIZE OF SCR ·PANELS . . .· 

AT UAL., ·io PANEi.s, EACH wElGHTING 3.,000 LBS AND 

MEASURING 10' X 11' X 1' CONTROL '10X FROM 4~ PPM 
··-' 

. TO 9 PPM. REMOVING PANELS OF THIS SIZE WHEN 

FIRING OIL IS IMPRACTICAL. 

· 4~ ·. ·POTENTIAL PROJECT CANCELLATION WITH SCR REQUIREMENT FOR 

ECONOMIC REASONS. 

.· c-e1.·X· .· o--o.· · 



SCR PROBLEMS AT UNITED AIR LINES 
( 1 YEAR OF OPERATION) 

1. CATALYST FOULING AND REPLACEMENT. 

2. SPORADIC AND UNRELIABLE PERFORMANCE (ABILITY TO REDUCE -

NOX DEGRADES). UN IT IS CURRENTLY INOPERABLE. 

3. -. - CONTINUAL INSTRUMENTATION PROBLEMS AND RECALIBRATION 

OF SPAN GASES, 

4, TUBE EXTERIOR FOULING WITH CORROSIVE FERRIC AMMONIUM 

SULFATE., REQUIRING SHUTDOWN AND LENGTHY TUBE CLEANING 

BY WATER WASH. 

5. RESTRICTIONS ON OIL FIRING TO 910 HOURS PER YEAR, 
·-AND NO PART LOAD OPERATION, 

6. SERVICES OF A HIGHLY SKILLED TECHNICIAN ARE REQUIRED -_ 

TO OPERATE THE SCR UNIT. 

7. DEPOSITS ON THE BOILER BOTTOM, BELi EVED TO BE A COMPOUND 

CONTAINING THE CATALYST MATERIAL., HAS BEEN SENT TO VENDOR 
-FOR ANALYSIS. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

I SCR REMOVES 1/4 THE NOX POLLUTANTS AT a llMES THE 

COST COMPARED TO WATER INJECTION. 

I AN OFFSET ANALYSIS, WHETHER COMPARED TD GENERATION 
REDUCTIONS OF EXISTING FACILITIES., OR CAPACITY INCRtA~ES 
OF BUILDING NEW FACILITIES., REVEALS THAT GAS TURBINE 
COMBINED CYCLE NOX EMISSIONS WITH WATER INJECTION ARE 
LESS THAN CONVENTIONAL PLANTS WHICH EQUAL OR EXCEED 
THE REQUIREMENTS OF l(J CFRED "FEDERAL STANDARDS OF 
PERFORMANCE FOR NEW STATIONARY SOURCES OF A1R POLLUTION," 

I USE OF SCR PREVENTS OPERATION AT 14 CRITICAL MODES 
REQUIRED OF A UTiLITY GRADE PLANT, 

I ANNUAL COSTS OF SCR ARE EXTREMELY HIGH., AND SEVERELY 
ERODE THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT FROM COGENERATI ON PROJECT. · 

1 ONE YEAR OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE AT THE EBASCO BUILT 
UNITED AIR LINES PLANT REVEALS VARIOUS PERFORMANCE . . 

PROBLEMS OF THE SCR MODULE. 

1 COGENERATION PLANTS WILL EXPERIENCE LOSS OF AVAILABI11TY 
WITH SCR, 

1 A VERY POSSIBLE CANCELLATION OF VIABLE COGENERATING 
PROJECTS CAN RESULT WITH AN SCR MANDATE 

9t;X 



S1::"'!-l2·l.ARY or RECE~T INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE EAST COAST OZONE 

ATTAINMENT STRATEGY 

Based on information regarding indirect N02 impacts on ambient air quality due to 
NO emissions from cogeneration facilities, and comments from NJDEP and o'ther 
re.~resentatives at. the October 22nd hearing on the NO control issue, it is our 
impression.that the NJDEP is focusing on the ozone noiattainment problem as the 
rationale for reducing NO emissions. It appears as though NO. is being con.sidered 
an ozone precursor of thexsame importance as volatile organic ~ubstances. The 
following comments are offer~d on this matter: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

The Northeast States -for Coordinated Air Use Management is studying 
'i;i. 

a phase in of a regional cap on the Reid vapor pressure of gasoline 
-which is considered to be the only short term·control measure 
available for ozone reduction. This regional cap is considered to 
be a more cost effective measure than stage II at~the-pump controls 
(Inside EPA - January 2, 1987). 

EPA if:' considering .a national volatility standard because the 
higher vapor pressure of gasoline in the marketplace is causing 

;. evaporative emissions that are the prime cause of ozone pollutions 
(Inside EPA Septe:::n':,er 27, 1985). 

A recent modeling study, (Oxidant Nodeling in the New York 
:Hetropolitan Area Project), hc.s indicated t.hat the NY 1'1etropolitan 
Area is not likely to attain corr.pliance with respect to ozone 
levels without a regional approach to the problem. Due to, the 
fact that the:: 1fortheast Corridor is thought to be a contiguous air 
basin, the control cf precursors in New Jersey may not achie~e the 
desired reduction in ozone levels within the state due to the 1 

significant transport of ozone and ozone precursors into the state::. 

The above information suggests that the control of small NO sources is not 
· universally felt to be an effective approach to resohring tlie ozone non-attair.:nent 
problem on the east coast. 

11x 
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envirosphere company 
A:,,.,,.~-..;' o .. scc !E ~-,era l~C.OP~Ofil.A"rf.0 .· 

16C Cnuc;o lwe"Je. Lyr.dl',u'SI. ~J 0707l · (201) '460,SSOC -·· .. K L. l{INKELA • 

OCT 15 1988 · 

Mr Thomas Micai · ·. . .. 
NJ Department of Environmental, Protection 

. Bureau of Air 1'ollut1on Control - Rm 1110 
Labor and Industry Bu1ldir;g. 
John .Fitch Pla,a · · 
Tren~on,,NJ 08625 

R!: ENERGY FACTORS - .. 
KENIL~OR!H COG£N£R.ATIO?\ PI.A.~T 
MINUTES OF OCTOBER. 3RD MEETING 

( .. ·· 

. October 14 • 1986 
11165-86 

. ::· -. : . 

·:·.o··.· .. ·. . . . . . . . . 

-,__ _- . 
. . 

Dear Mr Micaf: . . . . · 

At.tached is a su.':'..':'lary · ol important :I.terns dhcu•sed during. tbe October 3rd 
mu tins on the aoove tefet'et'lcec project witr. you· and Di: Janowski • .. If. 
any corn:r,e~ts or quest1onG e:isr. on thue :Lter..s 1 phase contact jne at 

.. 201-4~0-6' 9B, . 

FBP:mk 

cc: 
.. . . . 

:,~n,~e1:~~c 
.J Xoerh~r - EF 
t J~nc~ski ~ ~JD£P 

··,:i..x 

. :rv~B f?-1't..:m 
.. Frederick ! !lope· III 

Supervising Schntist 

C '- :r v-' A.~rt._.e"',-.,.l 
~ ~ ,.C, I ~ S ~ , /< 1.- ,✓ 
'()~.;s C.<..T ~~ 
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. •. MINUTES OF MEETING ON OCTOBER 3JU> 

. AT THE: NJDtP OtilCE IN TR:EN'I'ON 

Attendeu 

·· T Micai 
T Janowski. 
F B Pope 
S Eber ·· 
lt Kostal 
J Korber 
T Weil 

.. NJD!P 
- NJ!>EP. 

Ebuco 
• Ebasco 
- Eneriy Factors 
- Energy Factors 
• Energy factors 

Items of importance th~t wete disc~ssed during the meeting included: 
. . . . . . . 

- the 01,.'nership and operation of the proposed cogenerat:t:on plant 
should be_clearly spell~d out in the application to dilti~guish 
this facility from the existing facility jt Schet:!.ng. The 
source is rtot eubject to ~SD regulations; 

- the permit application ahould not address emissions from the existing· 
Sch~ring boiler ihat will be utiliied only under peak ~ondit1cns; 

. : . 

- the nor.methane anq 'Clethan1 hydrocarbona 1h0uld be d1sU.nguished 
in the hyc:roenbon emise1on1; · 

.. the modelling of concentrations should start at. the Scher1ng propert>• 
lin~~ (This zuling ~as changed tC the leased propertr line by 
.T Janowski :!.r, an Octobe_r 6 phor,e convnsation) • · 

- the ISCL~model should be usecl along ~1th joint fie~uency date from 
~e ... ·uk airport to estimate annual ir.:;:isct1; 

- the background pollu:ant levd& sho\.lld be selectecl u the highest 
value meas_ured over the last j yea:-s at }'rox:!.tr,ate stat~or.s; 

- the ncnc:-iteria pollutant :!.:pacts 1houlcl be presented :tn the permit 
. ap;;lieation. • 

- the air quality modelling should be perf 0rm1d f,or pollutant erd•sions 
in ~~cese of 50 JPY; · 

.. the building eonfigurationi; at Schering 1hould be p-resented as 
su~portins 1nfon:iation :l.n the uu of the tsc i=odel in. the aown wash 
mode; · · 

.. the State o{ Art 'Review (SOAR) in Subchaptu 8.4b (the dauionstrated 
advances in air pollution control) req~iree that the use cf selective·· 
catalytic reduction for NOx control only be exa1:'line~ for appHcabil"ity 

. baud en cost, lf the c:0n of controlling NOx emissions is the nng~ 
cf $2-4/lb of ?\Ox re~oved, the DU will reQuire the use of SCR, In 
comput:!.ns the cost cf SCR, O & M costs. per.altiu in perforn&nce .arid 
e:iergy cost esc:alat1o:-, ever a ,lS ye,ar l1fet1tne, in addition to equip
~•~t eost at~ ~••sonible fixed charge rate ate allowed among ether 
rea~onable.eonsiderat:!.on,; 



i. 

P.7✓14·· 

( 

.. SOA.~ tev:te-.. for. CO end BC re:ioval need not be ~onsidered for this plant; 
. and -

. ·. .· ... 

- the NJDE]). currently ·requ.1?.'H a 90 day revie\.' 1eri0d for tbe appr.oval 
of n01t-PSD permits • tarting from the tit11e of •ubmittal • 

. I t :. 
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IBASCO IERVICI& lNOORPORATIO 

Octobe. 301 198= 
t}1;4 ... 5~ 

~J 1'cpr.:-ttnent cf Unvitcnmenul Prcuct1.on 
Bu~~au · of A!'t' l'olluticn Control .. 2nd !'l!)or 
~01 n Stai• Street 
Trcnt01', N~w .J'eru1 t>a~2, 

Rot . E~ttiGY FACT0~8 - X!~1lMORTM (:0Gt~,t:RA!l.l)N 
11.A..~1 - t'FJ:LlHlNMY MODEl..LlNG f OP. 
Bt;IU,INO l'Ol-~ASH C01'1>!'IlO?iS ______ _ 

Dai:s.r M: Mica.ii 

AR <pet' ~UT DStee"Zte-nt at an O:.t.o\ittr 3.r.d mooting 11'1 youx · o!fice 1 l a.-: fo-c-wa:rding 
pt'fllitr,iniary modellin& 2:uultti fer the propesed cosen~ratio:i facility, lhe 
1'0quut fc,-r thia :~clt:!llJ.ng demonstration wu made by Dr T Juchr.owski at .,the 
me~ ting 11Jel, that the r.101!..lli:.g procedure, could be tt\•1&•.;c,d by the J.ieney 
prior co the e-.ib::.~tl.al 4if .an ar,p1ica~1on fot a -pcm.it. The in.fomitic~ 
P.te!lc~u.d J.n this trans:il;t.~1 sh0~d be i-ev!.G\.'8~ e.lciTlg '\."itli Che. an£1y14s for 
building covi-tj' i~?.!~te a..:bmitt•J !c% -;~vie~ CD Cc:e'or 13, l9Bc. 

As -pt.r ll',>' fhone ~o'l'l~Uuti0~ \.'1th tli: J1.1clu1uwt:6ld. 1 'I nr,t1Cit,iate d1ec.ua$ini thue 
t,rooQdurc, and ~esulu with th~ t{JD!:ll ~-..ring the "-'Se:k o! N;ve::.'cer Jni, 
'Ih•nl~ yeJJ hr )'o;..r ~;r.iSideration in this :nattt;r. 

cc: 't J\.lchnowiki -~.mtt> 
T M&in - Znv!~cephere 
711• 
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envf roephere company 

t:>A'T'i Novcbar 10, .1986 fll.E~EF. 1182-86 

TO Clay Ave •. 

FROM r ! Pope ~/3P OFFlCi LOCAi!ON 

SUBJECT INERGY P'ACTOP.S - KEN!LWORni COGI:NElATlON· 
Jl.A.~T .. AIP.. QtJAlI,T'i EVALUA!lOH 

en October 13th and 30th I 11nt ccrretpoudence ~.c the NJ J>epaTt111ent ef 
Environmental frottction Teaarding tht ~esu'lu of pralitninary (;alculat1on1 
for building cavity etfect.1 at the leuecl prot')erty line ancl for pralimin•ry 
modtllir.1 estitnatea undtir building dcwnwaeh conditicna, Comr.ianu en cur 
calculations and modelling wue mad~ by Mr J llee1 of the NJDEP in a phone 
convarse.tion gn Nova:nber 6th. ltemt of importance di1c;useed by Mr .Reee 
in t:hh convereaUon include the f ollo..,•ir.g 1 · 

1) · Detpite th, face that •ulfi.:r dioxide ciesit:,na will be b~low 
!0 '.t'PY 1 an.evaluation gf this pollut•nt'Will be rer;uirad; 

2) 

3) 

4) 

S) 

6) 

7) 

Th• c:avity calculations should be examined at the leewu:c1-
downw1nd· 1ide cf tba ScherinJ buildinss &I well; 

Cavity impacte 1ho-Jld no; be extropolated to annual 1.-r.pacu, 
Only downwuh compi.iter icodelling (ISCl.T) thould ba ,uaeci 

- to e1tb.&te a·nnual conce.ntu.tio:-.s; 

A on, hour guide.lint fer nitrogen dioxide i::pa.ct• ~f 480 
lilg/m3 1hould ~e t.dci:rened; -

. . 

'l'h• agency cannot deteno.ine at this t.:!.~e if seq~•ntitl 
(hour by hour) r.1odill1n.g is ~equiretl; 

If the Elizabeth Lab mcnitol" is not ~ons1dered • suitabltt 
indication o! l;>ac.kground N02 levels for_ this project, 
thei"i more d~td.ls re2arding this det~t"rn.ination ahould be 
Qiven: and 

Cnlcula.tio,i~s that show the lir.:ited in!l'Llencc: oi · the ~'t'oposed 
a~s turbine building en the release h'D~ the .SO ft stack ahol.llQ 
be provided. 

To:s,· P(c.c..o 



( 
X ltilkela 

ttem 1 ~~rea1nt1 a chanse in the Folicy e&ta'oli1hed at the ~i-ctocol meeting 
en October 3rd, .. ltei:.1. 2 and 1 are not a concern baaed en our evaluation. 
ltc S :Lnvolv!!..ng • decision by th• t>!P after the application eubmitt:&l hu 
th• potent~l to ca~ae a 10 day addit!oaal wo:k ,ffort, 

EuviroapheTa it cut:tntly workina on tho project and anUctpatea s~bmitting 
the 1>•n1t application and tupportina detllon1t:aticns to tht agency by 
D•c~ber ,th. 

Cct A L•tid.a 
T Main 

· 1> Hackel 
File 

97X 
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Mr Thomas A "1icai 
New \lel"se1 Departmerrt ~f Envfronmentai Protection 
Bureau of A1r Poilut1on Contro1 
401 E State Street - 2nd floor · ... 

·Trenton; NJ 08625 

'RE: Ef K[NllWO'RTH, INC. 
K£~lLW0RiH C0GENERATI0N ~lANi 

· APPLlC~ilON fOR PERMli iO CONSTRUCT 
ANO OPERAi£ NEW EQUIPMENT • • 

Dear Mr ti,icai: 

December 3, 1986 

Please find enc1osed the eir l)ennit ap1)1icat1on and supporting ir.formatfon 
requ1red by the NJ 0epartme~t o~ Environmenta1 Protection for the proposed 
Ken11worth Cogenerat'lori P1ant. ihe informat~on requests and evaluaHon 
precedures for this air contamination source were deve1oped at an o,tober 3rd 
meeting 1n your office, &nd were modified to com~1)' with the subsequent re
t1uests _mede 1n phone converuticns by Messrs Ju,hnowski and Rees, 

P1 ease note the.t ;,o11utarit eonce!'\trations have been eHimated at the HKl 
1eased property 1 ine with1n the Scherin9 i:,roperty es per your 1nstruet.ions, 
despite the fact there is nr r.eperaie property ownersh1 p and that there _ 
exists tota1 contro1 of pub\ •ic. •~ee.ss within the Scher1nc cornpiex. ihe 
secondary 24 hour standard for sulfur d~oxide (260 ug/m3) hes been used to 
demonstrate compHanee w~th standards even though the app11cation of wel
fare concerns ere q.,;(;~~~~ .. ~:. : .. ·:,, on industrh.1 environment (and the 
secondary S0z stancarc ne:- r~1::'" orop?ed by the US Environmente1 ~rotection 
Agency), In addition we have investigated fapacts caused by su1fur dfox1de 
emlss1 ons ev~n though the e!!1i s-s ion rate h 1 ess than 50 TPY. and the err.is
s ion of sulfur ~1ox1de is o~ly associated w1th 1imited cond1t1ons of 011 
firing (upto16D0 hours per yea,.).· 

ihis subm1tta1 is composed cf three separate •ttochments. u fo11ows: 

0 Attec.hment A - App1kat1on forPerm1t to Construct and 
Operate Equ1pment (for the cogeneration 
p1ant and e 17S,000 ga1. 011 storage tank); 

o Attachment! -A1r Qua11ty Iva11.1at1on. and 
o Attechment C - · State cf Art Revie¥1' for Po11 ut 1on Contro1 

£r1e10sed is a check f:r ::.~~c.~o \rl'hicti covers the Base t='ee of $250.00 
fer the co;enerat ion p1ant source and the on storage tank source• and 

· the Modeling Anal;isis Eva1uetfon fee of $500,00 for the coseneratton plant 
source. · 

f\ r-.~ ~ r-: f.' ~ - f'" ,.., 
' I \ 1 • •. :. ' f i9 I .,..I 
·" ..... w ~ ~ - ........ i...,' 

'41C1 'I S1rett, 84.lltt 100C. Sa~ Dlego. Callfcirnia 12101-4211 Teie~on1 (8,t) 239,UOO Teiteopier (819) 235-314! ,,x 
,·, 

'i L'.rj '. 
~ ·- - ' 
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· Mr Thomts A Mitai 
Page 2 . . , 
December 3, i986 

EF Ken11worth, Inc. requests that a ineeting be :schedu1ed as soori ·es the ••·. 
NJ DEP has completed the initia1 review of this submittal to eseertein 
any edditiona1 concerns, P1ease contact Mr Freder'iek Pope of Ebuco 
Services Incorporated (201 .. 460·649S) to 1rrange this meetin9 and to answer ·. 
any questions concerning the submittal. Than!(. you for ,your tonsiderat10n ·· .· 
to this matter. · 

V y tru1y ycurs. · · .·· · 
. (_· . //' / · .. · ... 

((a.~ 
n M Ko~r&e~ · .. · ·. . 

Project Manager 

JMK:BJP 
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envlroaphere company 
A o .. ,,i;c. c• EB.o\i~C 8£1\,' ~E.6 ',001'1~ ol'i•T!O 

160 Cti..lbbAvenue.1.yndt,w"i!. NJ 07071 • (201) 460•6500 

-

.· Mr.. John M. lCoeTbe-r 
EF Kenilworth, lnc:. 
401 "!" Stteet 

. Suite 1000 
San Diego, CA 92101-4219 

. SUBJ:ECI: . IF KEKILWOl'IHt tNC, 

'( ~--

January 12 1 1987 
.. EFIU--PY.-166 

No. 3 ... a7 

.··ft.•·. 
·v 

KE:N!l.i-;0:R.IH COGE~ERAT!ON 'FAC!LITY 
S'IATUS OF AIR QUALITY P!lt'iIT APPLIC~T!ON 

Dear 1''.r. Koerber: 
. . 

As you are aware,·Ebucc sent the air quality permit application and support.;.. 
·. ing information to the Ne~ Jersey Department. of· Environmental Protection on 

December 3, 1986. On Decerr.ber 4, I contacted Mi. T, Micd of the NJD:tF, and 
he acknowledged nceipt of the applicatio:-. anc the corrupo:'lcini correc: pay-

. ment cf the application £ee, Prior to the holidays (Dece::-.~1tr l i or 18) • ! 
contacted Mr, Micai con~erning t.cl.e . scheb.le for the. NJD'E? -review; At that 
time, he indicated that ·r.o 'Progress had bee.:1 ·~a.de ir. the ievie.w of the permit 
al)plic:ation for the Kenilworth ccgene:.-atitln fac!.lity and the.t the review would 

. likel)" be initiated dur:tng the week of January S, 1987, When I epe.cifically 
inquir.ed as t.o t:.e poU!bilit; of a -rnee.ting on the l'-th c! 15th cf January to 

· discuss the NJ'DE.? findin~s, ~r, Micai ind.!.cate.d that this meeting date was 
reasonable, 

.· .. 

On January 6, .I again contacted 1-!r, Mica:i .for the purpose of scheduling a meet .. 
.i,ng to discuss the results of the NJD:EP review of the a;:ip!icetion. Mr~ Micai 
indicated that he ,;;,ould get back to me; the next day he informed me that John 

·· llavis, a men-.ber of his .section ~•as leading the review on this project. In. a 
:e.onversat~ on JanuaTy 7, Y.r. Davis stated t~.a: no p:-og:-ess has been tr.a.de· :ln 
the review cf the!F'.KI submittal on Decembe-r 4, and that he would not supply 
a da~e for the intended meeting, . Mr, De.vis h aware that I ,..-111 be. contacting 

, him next week to .determine. the status·of the agency's rev!ew, 

~C? K. tcir.kela. 
s. :Eber 

·/(JO X 

_ Very tr~ly youn, · 

·.~/J~· 
Frederick B; Po~e lit 
Supervising Scientist 

REC'D JAN 19 1987 
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Date 

05120/8£ 

06/20/87 

06/24/86 · 

06124/86 

06/26/86 

10/86 

12/09/86 

.· 02/06/87 . 

- . 03/87 

• 

04651 
. 01/30187 -

EF UNION, INC. COGENERATIONPRO}ECT . . . 

CHRONOLOGY OF cor-.1'RACTS AJ',.1) PERMlTS 

.Activity 

Sign·Power Purchase Agreement with JCPL 

ln1t1ate int~rconnect study with PSE&G 
. . 

Sign Site Lease with Sch~ring 

Sign .Energy Services Agreement -wi.th Schering 

Sign Turnkey Contract with Turbosystems 
. ' . . : . 

1'urbosysterns/Energy Services project design and 
environmental review 

Meeting in Trenton with Torn Micai to discuss air_ 
quality permit application protocol~ summary of 
meeting contained in memo of 12/19/86 from 
John Koerber <£fl) <copy attactied) 

Anticipate submlttal of Air Quality Permit to ~D~. - .. - . ·. 

Anticipate zoning -approval 

. . . . . . . 

_, •··. - -·~---·. _ .. - .•. ·.· .. •.· _ _ :·---~ -~ ·;·--:~::.:-:·;.:-•·,·:-:~ .r::'"!"':•?""'::--s~--:---.... -· - . -.· ·. - ~-: .•--·-::::;.--:--:-· ... . . _·. --~---·. ·.Y,F·-~ . 1"''!"9'P"• .·: •• .• .~r •• .. ~·-; ... · •. :· .. ~--~ 
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To: 

From: 

Subj: 

• 01strtbution 

J. H. Koerber9JU1. C,... 
NEW JERSIY AIR QUALlTY -P£~Ml1S 

December 1~. 19B6 

The attached memo fT'cm iom We11 Tefers to an article from Cooeneration Report 
<December S, 1986> concerning the NJOEP's pos1t1on on the use of SCR for New 
Jersey cogenerat\on projects. Some of the quotes 1n the a.rticle from Tom M1cai _
are very dtsturb11'1g to me because 1 had met w1th Tom M1 ca., on December 9. 1986 to 
discuss the permH l)rotoco1 fol' our Schering un,on ,>roject and 1eft wHh a -
different understand\n;4 Below 1s a summary of 1mportanh points of that meet1ng: 

1. Larger plants <gi-eattir than a,ppro,c1ma~e1y 30 MW> w1H probably .i:>e 
re~u,red to use SCR 1n the future. Most larger plant perrn1t app11cat,ons •re now 
coming 1n with SCR 1nco-rporated 1TI order to avoid PSD review <triggered by 250 
tons per year of any -pollutant>, a process tak1nQ at 1east 0ne year. The lrticl~ 
quoted Tom Mica1 to have ind\cated that 10 MW was the cutoff -point for SCR. 

2, NO~ reduct1on to 42 ppm ~t 15 percent 02 Is requ1red for sma11er 
plants <under appro>:1mately _30 M~). The A11,son SOl and LM2SOO can ach1eve th1$ 
wHh water inject1on. The articJe ~uoted Tom Mtca1 to say 21 ppm. 

3. All po11utants must be modeled 1f any pollutant 1s above above SO tons 
per year. Modeling lengthens the permit appHcat,on and review per1od 
approx,mately 30 day~. · 

4. The permit proces~ 1s now re~u1r1ng 90 days to process 1f very s,mp1e, 
120 days 1f model\ng is required, and one year 1f PSD. On1y PSD permit 
appl1cat,ons requ1re formal nct1ficatlcn by th, NJDEP of application aeceptance 
and only PSD app11,at1cns nave perm1t ap~l1cat1on process.t\me 11m1ts 1n New . 
Jersey. 

5. No cont1nuous-monitor1ng ts reQu1red. 

6. Emissions mu~t b~ ver,fled and denonstrated 1n a test w1th1n SO days of 
shrt•UP .. 

7. The SOAR r!vtew c~1ter1a of $2~4/lb of NOw removal may ~e ra1sed ,n thE 
near future Cmust use the techno109y 1f costs are wHh1n thls range). Est1mated 
cost of SCR for an LM2SOO co~~~ne!i cycle plant 1s over $5/lb of NOic removal • 

* Distribution: ~ ~ N · r\. IJ. eary 
. - J . R . Car lscr) 

R. J, Kos ta 1 
J ~ H. Wll l 1 ams 

. . 

D. Dahl T. E. Wen 
s. J. P1eco 
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A,-1.ANTA • CA .. ._,A& • KAN!a\A!al l;iT'r M0, 

Mr. Henry T. Blekkki 
Assistant Commissioner 
STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

10 +-l•NOVE~ SOUAAE 

. fll£W YORK, flL Y. 10005 

january 30, 1987 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Divlslon of Economk Planning and Conversl0n 
101 Commerce Street 
Newark, NJ 07102 ... 5102 

Dear Mr, Blekicki: 

Energy Factors, Incorporated (EFI), a Callfomia corporation engaged 
in the business.of developing, owning and operating alternative energy production 
facilities throughrut the United States, is currently de·1eloplng two cogeneration 
projects in New Jersey. EFI has re t.ained our flrm, Kidder, Peabody & Co., 
Incorporated to arrange the debt financing oi these projects, one project is a 7 
megawatt facility at the site of the Scher1ng Corporation plant ln Union, New 
Jersey; the other 1s a net 2.5 megawatt facillty at the. site of the Schering 
Corporation ln Kenllworth, New Jersey • . EFI has requested that we share with 
you our t~oughts regarding the effect that the i'i'lposl":ion oi a requirement for 
Selective Catalytic Reduction {SCR) would have on the financlng of these 
projects, 

As you may recall, our firm acted as financ.ia1 advisor and placement 
agent for the Bayonre Cogeneration Project, whlch did elect to employ SCR 
technology. However, that declsion reflected project-specific considerations 
which do not apply to the Scherlng projects. In particular, the contracted 
revenue stream for Bayonne was signiflcantly higher per dollar of capital cost 
and unit of energy output than it is for 'th~ Scherlng projects. Moreover, the 
Bayonne project will enjoy upfront federal tax benefits which will be unavaHable 
to the Schering projects. In effect, the Bayonne project could afford to pay for 
SCR and was willing to do so rather than su!fer extensive delay whlit! air.quallty 
issues were being resolved. The Scheri-ng projects, with lower eor-,tracted 
revenue streams and a Jess favorable .federal tax regime, do not have the same 
flnancial tolerance to bear the costs of SCR. 

To explain thls concept !urther, we s."lould note that cogeneratlon 
projects are very often "project !inanced'1, whkh means t.1-iat the project itself 
must economically support any debt that ls raised a:-tc also provide an adequate 
return on the equity invested. In such projects, therefore, 'the capital cost of the 
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Kldder, Peabc,dy e Co 
hi~orporattd 

Mr. Henry 1'. Blekicki 
Assistant Commissioner 
Dept. of Commerce and Economic Development 
january .30, 1987 

a$set and the ability of the use t to produce required revenues become critically 
important 1o :the financing since lnvestors have only the as,et and lts productive 
capa~ilit1es to look to for their re turn from a project. 

Institutional lenders generally retain an ~nglneering firm 10 evalua~ 
"the technical aspects of a project. SpeclficaJly with respect to SCR, an 
t'ngineedng study would evaluate the capital and operatlng cost impact and the 
eifect that such technology may have on the productive capability (output of the 
cogeneration facllity) and reliability of the facility. 'To the extent that SCR 
technology increases either or both the capital and operating cost and/or lowers 
-the output of the facility, · the project's economics would have to be .adjusted ln 
order to permit a lender to maintain a satisfactory margin between the cash flow 
which 'the project generates and the ca&'i flow required to secure its loan. 

EFI has informed us that the addition of SCR technology to the 
facility w111 materially lncrease both the capital cost of th~ faciHty and lts 
annual operating expenses. Based upon the economic analyses that EFI has 
periormed utllizlng lnformotlonprovided them by their engineers lt appears t"lat 
1he economic viability of ee.ch of the two New Jersey projects and, 1herefore, 
the :financa!-)ility~wlll be. greatly stressed due to the lncreased capital and 
operating costs associated wi-:h$CR unless varlous contractual arrangements are 
changed to allow for greater revenue. Another critically lmportani -factor, 
moreover, ls the lenders ,>'.' r.ception of the reliability of the facllity with SCR 
lnc::luded. If the lender's engineer concludes that SCR technology would cause 
materlaLrellabillty problems, then arranglng a de!.,t placement becomes much 
more difficult even if the r:,ro\ect economics are enhanced to eover the capital 
and opera tlng C\"'~t • 

ln conclusion, while we are. unable to sa.y wjth certainty that the 
addition of serf technC'llog;i to these two cogeneratlon projects. would absolutely 
result in their un!lnancability, °''e do know 'that 1f thls technology were to be 
applied to the facilities t'la{ the flnancings at best would be dela>·ed while 
c:ontrac tual arrange:ne n ts \,C t"E; revised and enginee rlng studic s were cornple ted. 

Thank you for your consideration of this letter and if you haw· any 
questions please call us at (212) .510-4240 (Kenneth F. Seplow) or (212) .510-42l.5 
(Louis A. Martarano). 

/of/-X 

Very truly yours, 

Kenne th F. Sep low 
Managing Director· 

Louls A .. Mart.arano 
Vice President 
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·ocr 1a ,-
MT Thomas M·icai 
l\J Departtnen~ of Env1,:on:nental l'rotection 
~1.1reau of AiT Pollution,-Cootp,,l,• >Rm 1110 
Laber and Industry ~uilding .. _ 
J0hn Fitch Plaza 
Trenton, NJ08£25 

.( 

October 13, 1986 
ii l 63-86 . 

•. I t -:"'!'~ • --., 

·.h····· '-?. 

·· Re: '!N:EP.GY 'FACTORS - XI~li.1,;!0R'IH COG:ENEF.ATIO~ Pl.A."! 
PR.ILIMlNAP.Y MODtLUNG AT. THt LEASED PROPERTY lIN! 

Dear Mr Micai: 

As 1)er. the request of the NJ 'DIP that the sir Quality imp&cts be estimated 
a~ the leased propertyl!ne rather than the Schering..; Ploush property 
line 1 'I am forwarding concentration estimates and the procedures used to 
obtain these es ti-mates for Dr Janowski' s review~ Note that the eetima: ed 
:irnpe.ct• in the transmitt~d· infonnation ,;.,ere celculatecl basec on .an usu.~;ption · 
that the· plume may be entrained in the cavit1~r. produced by e;d.!:ti!ig buildings 
at the Schering ~lant. Additional modelling is being perfonr,ed using the 

· ISCSl' and lSCL'I' models as agreed to iri our October 3rci rneet;lng, · · 

1 ~ould appreciate a speedy revie',.;· of these prelirr.inar,>· results u the project·· 
sche~ule is tighter ths.n oTiginally cisc::1.!sseo, thank you for your c.cI.sieu:atic::-, 

· in this matter. · 

. 

· l'!Pnr,k · 

cc1 T Jano\oi&ki • ~JDEP 
T Main - !bascc 
Tia 

• 

Very truly yours, 

.·~ /5'1:'~z=-
Frederick B Pope l!I 
Supervising Scientist 

Cc :J" WA.-IZ.J2.:r;,J , . ✓ 
g e-op I£~ -t-,'. i(I.-•.<. · . 

·.p '1...c":T E. t.- f f"I L-C.· 'S" . 
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.. £BASCO SERVICES INCORPORATED EB:!lSCO 

_. 

Mr 1'bomas A Micai . 

:S~pteiaber 11, l9B5 

UKI-PM~Oil 

NJS Department of Env:1:romne~tal Protection 
!ureau of Air lollution ContTol - ~cm 1110 · . . 
l.abor and Industry J5u11ding · · · 

· John Fitch 'Plaza · · 
Trenton• New Jersey 08625 

r • • . • 

Dear Mr Mic&i~ 

.. . · Attached .is a desc:Tiption cf the ~:roposec cogener.ation facility tc 
be located in kert1lworth 1 New Jersey, lncludJd in this description 1s 
a discussion of the ~i:r quality evalueti.on approach and modelling protocol. 
This facility .is to. be ,buiit, owned ancf operated by EF :Kenilworth, Inc,, 11 ... 

wholly c...,-ned subsidiary. of Energy Factc:r,. lnccrporated, !basc:o ConstructOl"s, · 
. Inc: .• of 1,yndhurst, ~ew Jersey will provide turnkey construtt1on oi the · 
project including the prepaTatio:i _of the, air pendt applicat:icn, . 

As per cur conversation en September 10th, we ue awaiting the schedule 
fo-r the t"elt)cadon of yo-.Jr agency 1n order ·tQ establish .11, meeting for · ·· 

·. discussion of the project. · . · . · ·. · · 
Tha~k you for your conside:.itio:. in this matter. 

:FB? j'pjr 
Attachment 

cc: 1{ Kinl<ela 
S Eber 
J Koerber .. EF· 
T Weil - l:F. 

Very truly youTh 
. . . . ., r? .o 

.. st;~~~({ 1-'? r,~ . 
FTednick ! Pope lll 

·.Envir0nT:1en:alC6orclin2,t0r 



Power 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE .. 

NEW JERSEY ASSEMBLY 

ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 

BRUCE L. LEW, ENERGY INITIATIVES, INC. 
, , , 

APRIL 13, 1987 

·Energy. Initiatives is a subsidiary of Jersey Central 

& Light Company (JCP&L) established to promote the 

· development of -· cogeneration and .small power production 

throughout New Jersey~ Energy Initiatives has experience with · · 

. the design, implementation and financing of cogeneration 

prOjects · ranging in size from a small 60 KW system, installed-in.

a senior .. citizens apartment complex in. Lincroft:., to a: 65 MW 

system we are installing at a large industrial paper mill 

located· in Elmwood Park. The single greatest impediment we have 

had to· face -in the implementation of cogeneration projects is_ 

the legislative and regulatory .uncertainty that exists in New 

Jersey. 

In .. developing a cogeneration project of ·any type, many 

factors must be considered, including fuel supply, electric 

interconnection, state and local permitting,. financing, 

contracting and installation~ .Various efforts have been made by 

New .· Jersey legislators, regulators and other government agencies 

to· improve cogerteration project economics and simplify the steps 

req~ired. to· cogenerate. These efforts inciude exemption of 

cogeneration equipment from· state sales tax; exemption. of 

- 1 -
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . : . 

·. natural gas used in . cogeneration from the. Gross Receipts and. 
. . . 

Franchise Tax; issuance.of tariffs by gas _utilities for special 
.. · . . ·: . ·. . . 

. · . . . 

. gas rates; issuance of tariffs by electric utilities speci~ying 

interconnection . requirements, .. . standby charges and pricing 

schedules for· the utility purchase of· excess power; and.the 

proposed·. issuance · of environmental guidelines for · emission. 

restrictions. 

These efforts· have aided small scale cogeneration by 

defining. the envitonh\eri.t in which cogeneration must function and . 

. by pr6viding sufficient support for many small- scale·cogener-

· ation projects to proceed. This is evidenced. by the many. 

successful small. c~geherati~n. appJ,.icationsin hospital.s, YMCAs 

·and apartment buildings. Generally,· medium .and large .scale 

· ·. cogeneration ·.· projects must be· developed and operated. in . a 

slightly different. environment, . thus altering the ••defined 
'. . . . . . ·. .• ·, . . . : .· -

· environment" of cogeneration project development. 

The main· differences. being 1) large projects depend 

upon the sale of some electricity to the utility; 2) these 

cogeneration units, due to thei~ large size, are subject to more 

intense . scrutiny by· the .. DEP and may have .to meet stringent 

· requirements for· air emissions, lastly, 3) .tpese facilities 

usually require the construction of new buildings or extensions, 

to the existing .facility, thereby requiring the approval of 

ldcal planning boardsi 

... 2 -
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I would like to review the circumstances _ surrounding . · 

these issues and why it has inhibited the growth of cogeneration. 

It has .been agreed u.pon by utilities and regulators, 

alike, that long-term utility buyback contract~ ar~ necessary to · _-
. . . . . 

support cogeneration development. Despite· this, in the pa$t two 

years, such contracts have been available for only about five 

months (two months in1985 and three in 1986). 

In the meantime, potential cogeneration projects wait 

and ariticipa.te when, and at what price, future power. purchase · __ 
. . 

contracts will. become available. This · ·- is a result of the 

e.xtended · utility/regulatory negotiations · P:I"ior • to issuance of: 

purchase offers and the almost immediate subscription.to these 

offers, _which occurs due to the lack of controls over these 

contracts. One such control which would slow the ~ubscription 

and _close out of these offers would be -to require- a limit on 

contract size·. to prevent five or six oversized projects from -
. -

closing out future offers, as they have in the past. 

Previously; purchase offers have been open for only two 

or three months,. a time period which is completely inadequate 

for the reaction and-response of the operating companies, which 

represent the heart of -- New Jersey's industrial base. 

Of the three or four operating companies lucky enough 

to _obtain. a. contract in the J'CP&L 1985 offer, all were located 

- 3 -
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in ', Puqiic ,· , Se;vice ,,' J:lectric : & , Gas, tompa.riy1 S lPSE&G) territoxy. ,', 

As·, such,,, the ' excess el~ctric power ·gener'~ted by a 'cogeneTaiit>n 

plant. would. llave .to be wheeled to ,:JCP&L •.. ··· 

As many here today might know, due.to the intervention 

.·.·. by ·regulators · and . other ·. state .. agencies the .determination of · 

PSE&G' s wh~ling . policy and ]?ricing schedule Wei$ · delayed ·nearly .. 

ten .months. Some pr9jects,·•.·which .received .powe3:_ Sal.es contracts 

in · November :~9Et5; ax-e · just ••. now $le to· negotiate wheeling 

contracts. 

. . . . 

. The second . area .. of .· concern which·. larger projects must . 

fa.ce · is the stringent t.reatment of em'issions by the DEP. I will 
·. . . 

limit my remarks on:this issue stnce much discussion has already 
' . 

ta.ken · · place at · othtr public forl.Ul1s. · Suffice it· to sayt 

"Co,9eneration . c:;-~_;:-:--":" ··:,~:~stand DEP efforts to limit emissions on 

.new energy sources to compensate for.what ,isperceived as excess 

.·.· .. ernissi6:ns from. exi.sh:ing. sources." 

:imposition of· excess'ive emiss·ion · control requirements 
·. .. . . 

. . ' . ' ' 

by ., the, DEP can: .severely crippie the economic health of any 

. viabl.e cog.eneration project.-. I believe, however, that, in ,this 

area,. logic may p:rey~il;. and, the DEP's final guidelines wi11·· 

reflect .a· -softc::::-~;. cf '•their,· ·earlier position. · •. If this. does 
. . 

occur,· it !ihou],.d be noted that it was only as a result of many. 

months · of lobbying· and ..... neg6t.iation, ' . a proc~ss which.held up 
. ·,. . .. . . . 

·· issuance of seyeral .air /quality peri;n~ts by. nearly one year. 

-- 4 :_ . ,, 
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The final area I would like to discuss is that of local 
. ·:• ·. 

planning boards. These bodies, established to protect the -·. . . 

safety· and environment of the many towns. which make up __ New 

Jersey, can. often delay, and even extinguish, a.·cogeneration

project. While some townships are reasonable in the.execution of 

-- their responsibilities, others can -be uncooperative and an:ti- · 

industry; trying their best to discourage cogeneration projects -

of any .type. The problem lies in the fact that most cogener-

ation installations require variances from local ordinanc.es due 

to the building height, lot coverage. or, in the worst.case, 

permitted use. Requests for variances are almost-always vi~wed· 
. . 

. a$ fore runners·. of certain destruction. to the local environment •. • · 

Despite· presentation of .expert witnesses to review technology, 
. . . 

·safety· and impact on the town, planning boards almost alwa.ys: 

decide. cases based on .emotion and political pressure .. These 

issues would only be-complica.ted by ariy· sort of real estate tax 

exemption on cogeneration facilities. In·many_cases, these same· 

emotions govern .town boards where no -variances· are sought. 

_ Operating companies are given the impression that cogeneration 

is not wanted in many towns. Most of the experience I refer to 

is with clean, gas-fired site plans~ Efforts by my Company to 

consider coal-fired .facilities have been treated with such 

hostility, that site plan approval requests are often withdrawn 

.or never submitted. 

' . . 

As you can see, cogeneration projects, despite their' 

generally accepted economic and environmental benefits; face 

-·- 5 -' 
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many challenges with the current state and local regulatory 

situation. Many problems are due.to fear and mistrust; mistrust 

· that utilities will pay too much or too little for power, charge 

excessive wheeling rates, or that cogenerators will pollute the 

environment or be an unpleasant neighbor. 

I believe many of the laws and regulations that already 

exist safeguard against potential abuses. It is necessary to 

deal with con£licting jurisdictions and other conflicts which 

lead t.o delay and an unknown environment for cogenerators. 

- 6 -
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ASSEMBLY ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE. 
Assemblyperson Maureen Ogden, Chair 

. Newar.k, ·. New J€r sey 
April .13,1987 

Madam Chair, my name is Scott M •. Turner. I am a 

partner in t.be·law firm of Nixon, Hargrave,Devans & Doyle 

which is basea in Washington, D.C., New York City, 

~ochester arid Albany, New Ybrk, and Palm beach County, 

Fiorida. I ~ppear on behalf of The Independent Energy 

Association of New JersE;y, . Inc.· The Association,_ formed 
. . . 

€arlier-this year under the New Jersey Nonprofit 

Corporation Act, was organizea (~) to con:auct research, 
~ . . 

pqblish reports, conauct se.minar s ana works hops and hoJ.6 

conference~ relateri t6 the concept bf cogeneration ~nd 
. . 

small power production., (b) to disseminate information and 

pr.emote the a~vancernt:nt of ir:,c.iepenat!nt energy, · ana (c) to 

provide a·forum £or the exchange bf technoJ.ogical io:eas. 

and· concepts a.na economic analyses that benefit all users·· 

and potential users of independent energy. 

ll3X 
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Because.I and several other lawyers from our 

firm's Environmental Department were actively involved in 
. . . 

the events leading to the determination by a California 

air pollution control district that selective catalytic 

reduction ("SCR") constituted the equivalent of "lowest 

achievable emission rate" .("LAER") for two gas turbine 

applications in 198-4, the Association asked me to share 

with you our perceptions on that. process and its outcome. 

Our involvement ouring 1984 was on behal.f of a third-party 

cogeneration ~eveloper and include6 extensive discussion~ 

ampng EPA Region IX, the California Air Resources board, 

and local air pollution control districts witn respect to 

a variety of air pullution control issueS posed by 

cogeneration development in California. 

Because the SCR phenomenon was spawnea in the 

Sou th Coast Air Quality Hanagement District ( "sCAQ!'';D'1 ) , it 

is important ~o.u~derstand the political situation in 

California genera1ly, and in the Los Angeles area 

specifically, ouring l984. At that time, the BCAQND was 

under intense pressure from EPA Region IX to come to grips 

with NOx reauction in the South Coast air bclsin. As you 

know, that basin is the principal anci most notorious 

nitrogen ciioxiae nonattainment c:.rea in the United States. 

11<1-X 
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.- Compounding EPA'.s perception .that. the South Coas:t District 
. . . ·. '. 

was riot proceeding. vfgorouSlY. on this issue was th.e 
. \ - . - . . . . . . ; - . . . 

· .. existence ·of .. the. so-called Bak~r. Biil. The B~ker Bill, a 
. . ' . . .. 

California law:,. required aj_r .pollution control·.districts·.,. < 
. . . . . ·. ·. : : ,,· 

... · · themselves to. create offsets for cogen~ration and. ce~tain 
. . . ·.. . . . . 

_other types 0£ facilities located . .,in nonattainment areas 

if the facilities did riot have sufficient internal offsets 
·. . .· . . . . .· . 

to fully offset new emi~sions. consequently, Region.lX 

· was pressing the SC:AQ.t•m on it~ NOx attainment planning 

efforts and' moving' agg'resSively to, aisappr:ove. tha,t portion 
. . . : . . . 

of the' piitr'ict 's regU1ati~ns which implemented the. Baker 

· J:Sill bec~use the District, had be.en unable to· pr:bvicie 

offsets {i.e., th.~ough g growth all~wance) frir ll€W 

cogeneration facilJ Li~s whicL. h€ re. not. prov ioing •· their own~ 

By mid-su1nmer 1984i the pressure on the SCAQ.t•m 

had :mounted to ·the point that SCh, co1r1ir'tg ±-torr,. virtually 

·. out .of nowheie, was. se·i~eo upon by the District as' the 
. . . .. . .- ' 

vehicie to ~ernonsttate action an6 ~eri6Usness of purpose~·· 

to EPA Region IX. That the SCAQ~m was·. under' intense . 

pr~ssure indeea was aemonstrated by the rapidity and the 
' . --

nature of the process by which $CR v,as aetermiriea to bE 

···• LAE;R for two cogeneraticiri projects in August 1984 as well 

... as by. the data base o.n which th~ determination was. rr.aae. 

· 11TX' 
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As to one of these projects, the SCAQMD denied the permit 

application on the very last d~y of its statutory 180-day 

review perjod, after having issued a draft permit for the 

project without SCR thirty days earlier. 

The eleventh-hour denial of these two projects' 

permits for failure to install SCR, and tbe threatened 

imposition of SCR on future cogeneration projects, 

occurred despite tfa:: fact that potential NOx emissions 

from cogeneration projects then in the planning stage were 

small relative to total NO emissions in the basin. 'I'he 
X • . 

only plausible explanation for the District's action was 

its perception tnat che cogeneration industry was an 

industry ag?i"''"'+- ,.+r".,.. f;:,;c:t and aggressive action could be 

taken because it w~~ new and relatively vulnerable. 

As to the SCAQMD decision itself, our California 

client's ~xpert~ Radian Corp6ration, concluded after 

revie~ing the report on which the determination was based 

that the District tiJ hao relied on too limited a 6ata 

set, (2) had erred iri relying almost exclusively on venoor 

data, and (3) :·.:: ~;:-:creci the experiences of other SCR 

source applications ar;o c.lloweo key technical c:;uestions to 

go unanswered. 
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The District report had been prepared by Robert 

Pease, a young engineer who made a hurried one-week trip 

to Japan in early July 1984. In essence, the Pease Report 

(copy attacheo) is a report .of his trip to Japan, 

regurgitating without critical analysis information which 

he was supplied by several Japanese SCR vendors. 

Mr. Pease wa~ accompanied throughout the trip by the 

ever-present vendors, and virtually all Mr~ Pease's 

discussions in Japan were conducted through·translators~ 

Mr.Pease spent only two to three hours at tbe plant which 

_is central to his report and which at the time was the 

only operating gas turbine in the world with SCR.. Under 

the difficult circumstances posec.i by th€: language bar,rier 

ana the shortness of his vi"'ii:, hr. Pease, not 

surprisingly, came away with key questions unanswerea. 

Consequently, the Pease Report should be viewed for ~hat 

it is -- a trip report, not an analysis of a technolog_y 

tha~ could serve as an underpinning of a technical 

determination that SCR was LAER for any particular 

application. 

Because the Pease Report noneth~less was utilized 

by·the SCAQND as its basis for 6enying the two 

cogeneration projects' permit application:::. a mere. ;;~::;nth 

1r1t 
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after Mr. Pease returned from Japan, I :will aadress the 

report•~- deficiencies in some detail. Radian 1 s critique 

of the Pease Report and the SCAQMD decision-making process 

cited the danger which exclusive reliance on vendor aata 

poses in technology determinations of this nature~ 

Vendors, after all 7 are out to make a sale. That is not 

to say that .there is nothing to be learned from vendor 

information; it must, however, be recognized for what it 

is, and regulatory agencies must also obtain aata from SCR 
. . 

users and researchers as well. 'lhe SCAQI1m aid not ao tbat. 

. . ,. 

Radian ~lso identified the "technology transfer" 

issue as one tnat had not been adequately adaressed by the 

SCAQMD. Except for the one operating gas turbine, 

Mr. Pease's report focuse6-.bn the Japanese experience with 

SCR on units other than gas turbines, and took the. great 

lec.p o-f faith that SCR could .be transferred readily to 

smaller cogeneration gas turbines. However, in 

transferiing SCR technolo~y from Japan to ~variety of 

applications in the Unitea btates, the overall experience 

has not bee.n satisfactory. '.F'ive years of exper1encE: in 
. . 

Southern California witii SCR or. lean burn internal 

combustion engines has revealed catalyst perforrnance 
. . 

concerns and ammonia controller problems. Controller 

111.X 
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problems also were encountered on the one SCR application· 

to a gas/oil-fired utility boiler in the United states. 

Similar experiences have been encountered in SCR 

applications at coal-d:ired utility boilers in the United 

· States 1 even though the Japanese are reported to have 

sev~ral full-scale coal plants with SCR. 

Other technical issues which the SCAQMD did not 

address in any meaningful way include the effect of 

SCH-Created backpressure on a gas turbine, the.impact of 

fuel oil use on catalyst perforrr,ance, ana ammonia 

handling, storage, ana emissions issues. 'I'he ammonia· 

issues irwolve thE potential for significant environmental 

impact and thus shoulci ix cf particular concern to the 

Department of Envir.onmental Protection ("DEP"). 

To aate, SCR has not beep incorporated by 

rulemaking into the SCAQMD air pollution regulatiohs 

applicable to new. or existing gas turbines. While the 

SCAQMD staff is presently considering making a proposal to 

the District Board iff' that regard, any staff proposal will 

· unaergo formal rulerr,aking · following the completion of ar, 

Environmental lrnpact Review. It is important to recognize 

that the application of SC:R Ly the SCAQMD to tho.se two 

tl9X 
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cogeneration projects in 1984 was to sa'tisfy the 

District's so-called Best Available Control Technology 

(".BACT"} requirement, which is equivalent to the federal 

LAER requirement for new sources in nonattaimnent areas. 

· Thus., BACT in California is really LAER, not the BACT that 

EPA and DEP would apply to sources which are subject to 

prevention of significant aeterioration ("PSD") review~ 

Interestingly (and confusingly), LAER is called BAC'l' 

throughout California and is applied to major new sources 

in both nonattainment and attainment areas. ~o the extent 

that other California 6istricts have permitted 

cogeneration projects with SCR, they have aone so as the 

result of California's peculiar BACT oefinit1on and not as 

the result of any independent technical investigation or 

analysis. 

Much of the testimony presente6 at th~ Jahuary 22 

workshop/hearing demonstrates that the questions raiseo 

befor€ the SCAQMD persist. Limited SCR ctata continues to 

be a problem. Experience with BCR applications in the 

United States has. not increased sigrfj'lficantly since 1984. 

What little experience there has been certainly has 

produced mixed results. catalyst performance, especially 

on oil, an6 catalyst aisposal considerations and ammonia 
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storage and emission concerns .continue to loom large, 

especially in the £ace of the new strictures imposed by 

Title III of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization. 

Act. Finally, financibility considerations continue to 

suggest that most, if not all, projects ·cannot survive the 

costs and risks imposed by an SCR requirement, as 

suggested by numerous speakers on January 22# including 

representati~es from Hoffman-LaRoche, Energy Initiatives, 

Energy Factors, GB, ana Mobil Oil. 

The political and technical imperatives at work 

in Southern California in 1984 are not evident in.New 

Jersey in 19&7. New Jersey has attained the NO~ 

national ambient air quality stanoar6, an0, wJiile ozone 

continues to be troublesome, the role of NO in ozone 
X 

formation is not well-enough definea to serve as a basis 

for imposing an SCR requirement on cogeneration sources in 

New Jersey. Furthermore, the contribution of existing and 

and planned cogeneration sources to total NOx levels in 

New Jersey is so insignificant, both in absolute and 

Iel.ative terms, that the imposition of stringent controls 

:would not product: si911if icc1nt ai.r quali t} i.Jene fits evtn if 

NO 's role in 6zone formation were sufficiently 
X 

understood. In this regard, recall Mr. Heaton's statement 

1.J..1X 
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earlier totjay that the 6000 tons of NOx per year from 

cogeneration cited by Mr. Berkowitz is dwarfed by the 

460,000 tons of NOx per year generated by other sources. 

The Independent Energy Association of New Jersey 

applauds the State's apparent determination to examine the 

issue of appropriate NOx control strategies in a 

deliberative fashion, with consideration given to all 

sides of th~ issue. The proposal outlined by DEP's Jorge 

Berkowit~ today is certainly a better approach to the 

issue. than an imrneaiately effective, across-the-board SCR 

requirement,· which Fa.s where DEP was headed prior to the 

January 22 worksho~/nearing. In particular, the 

Association i;-, :,~~; -""':; t,y DEP's decision to approach the 

issue by establishi)i9 thre~ aistinct cogeneration source 

categories nas~ti on ueit size. 

Make no mistake~ however: SCR remains a critical 

part of DEP's approach,. whether it is required today or in 

1992 •. Accorciingly, the premises on which DEP has proposea 

to mandate SCR must be placed on the table for all 

conceLned ~arLltb ~0 exa~ine. Firstr bEP must b~ calleti 

upon to explain the implication in Mr. Berkowitz's 

statement toaay that planqed cogeneration projects woulo 
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emit major amounts of NOx relative to other existi,ng or 

proposed NOx sources in light of the numbers advanced by 

Mr. Heaton. Likewise, DEP must be required to justify, if 

· it can·, its conclusion that NOx is a p,r imary cause of 

ozone nonattainment in New Jersey. · How, for example, c10es · 

DEP believe the role of NOx in ozone f.ormati.on compare.s 

·to the role of hydrocarbons? Other·urbanizecistates with 

ozone nonattainmeht problems, such as New York, Illinois, 

and Florida, are not embracing SCR for NOx control for 

ozone reduction. . Insteaa, those states continue to impose 

the federal new source per for ma nee st.an.dares { 11 ~SPS 11 } as 
. . 

BACT for. gas turbines~ Finally, DEP's propose6 conclus~on 

that a 25 ppm level is achievable by 1992 on mid-range 

cogener ation f ac il it ies mu st be subjected to fur ttier · 

scrutiny. How is it that, if SCR is not achievable now on 

such units; as DEP has cohclucieo, DEP can say tcJat · it will 

be available in 1992 with such ce~tainty? An<l tb the 

·. extent that DEP believes that other technologies will be 

. available in 1992, it will not be possible,. l submit, for 

today's proJt:Cts to b'e oesigned ana constructed to 

incorporate an as yet unidentified technology. 

Thes~ and rither issues ra~seo by the speakers whb 
. ' . 

proceeded rne need to be examined in a process wLi~ •• ,· at a 
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minimum, ~ncludes £urther refinement of DEP's proposed 
. . 

approach, the release'to the public of the data on which 

DEP would base that proposal, and an opportunity for 

public review and dialogue on the proposal. That process 

obviously will be time .... consuming. However, in the absence 

of political and technical imperatives such as those which 

drove the tapid embrace of SCR in California, New Jersey 
. . 

need not rush to judgment on the SCR issue. 

Must public ~xa~in~tion o± DEP's key assumptions 

and its proposal occur.in a formal rulemaking setting? 

From a practical standpoJnt, that may not be necessary, as 

· eviuenceci by ttie appqrent success of the January 22. 

workshop/hearing in adducin9 information whicb lea to the 

refining of DEF Is initial approach to the issue. DEI--

apparently is aiscomfortea by the prospect of a formal 

rulernaio .. ng. he tooay n.earo hr. Berkowitz threatE:n tr1at, 

·· if DEP had to develop· emission lirni ta tions as .regulations, 

~hose limitations would be m~de retroactive on pending. 

· permit applications.. 'I'his surprising statement is not 

based on any legal requirement ana certainly is 

inconsistent with Mr. Berkowitz's earlier stat€d beli€f 

that "granofather 1.ng" would be apprqpriate for a variety 
. . 

of reasons under DEP less. forma]. llguideline" approach. As 

I .2.. '{-X 
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for his contention that regulations ~o not provide the 

flexibility embodied in guidelines, one need only note 

that many regulations contain variance procedures to 

provide exactly that flexibility. 

¼hatever the process, however, it is imperative 

while it unfolds that DEP address a relatea issue which 

was raised by several speakers at the January 22 

workshop/hearing and again today~- that DEP's review of 

specific cogeneration projects has tiappeo a number of 

project sponsors in the "shifting sands" of changing·and 

inconsistent approaches to an appropriate emissions 

limitation. Pending the outcome of those aeliberations, 

DEP must continue processing cogeneration permits which 

are in the pipeline in an equit&ble and expeoitious manner. 

In coriclusion 1 considerable progress bas been 

maae ~ince January 22. DEP is to be commended for. its 

willingness to listen to and analyze the information which 

has been submitted. The lndepenaent Energy Association of 

New Jersey is prepared to work closely with the State as 

these complex and interrelated issues of environmental 

protection, energy planning and economic development are 

further evaluated and balancea. 

1JJ""X 
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Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear 

before the Cornrnitt~e. 

/,2. ,x 



. l'o~er NorthEast . ·-
\ · ~arketing Corporation -

.. . . : : .. · __ - ... ·_ .. - __ . 

-•Apri{ 1}. 1987. 

. - New J erSey S-ta-te •· Leg is 1 ai"ure Assernb l y _ 
·--. Energy and Nafura 1 Resources Comm i ti"ee -

S-ta-te House ADnexj CN--068 
l"ren.-ton, ·- New Jersey 08625 

Attention: Assern.blywom~n Ma~r~en Ogden 

R•tererice: Cogen~r~ti6n 
Impediments to. Cogenera-t ion 
Hear1n~ &f fp~ft 13i- \Y87,~New~fk, New Jersey 

Dear Assemb I yworqin: 

We thank y_bu for hoiding i"he hearJng i:n Newark~ Apri 1, 13,-- ' 
on I rnped iments .to Cog eneruf ion ln New Jersey. 

-. -. . Power N~rthEas~ ls C repr.esE~ni"ative of a maJC:,r el~ti"rlc 
power ofi ei"li"ed archli'ect-engJneeri rig firm a_nd as s1fch w~ have peen. 
involved ln various cc,generation projec-ts in New Jersey • 

. · ... - _ · Durlng your· heari.ng., 7\'IONetJ Jersey elect.rte power 
companies exi:res::ed.c:ippoSitibh to self~help electric power wheeling,;. 
purportirg it .-to being age.inst the put! it;; interest~ We -at Power 

-_ NorthEast ,disagree:. > - -_-_-- · · . ___ • -- . _ . __ - · -

* A company ~d fl Ing to operate a" nUmbef of ' . 
relatjve I y. 

small mariufacturln2 plants rather tha~ a single large~~ 
plant should.be encouraf_ted, not pen.'at ized. Very si'r.att· 
cogeneration plants Cf to i~io or _three megawatts}ar~ 
tnc-st often uneconc:-mfc i_f only t:,ecause -of manning . 
requirernen1'!; which'arc:i _as great and as ex.pe_.nsive 
as f oTiO; 20, or' 60 m~ie plan-ts. 

'· ·.. . .. -., 

* Curren+ managemen-t i"'hinking ls 'thct smaI1 plan+s are 
more perscnaJ._and enjoyable for the employees. and more 
productlve~ · · 
. . . . . 

* Sma 11 pi ani"s can _survJ ,,e · i_ n srea.s •Wli"h sma 1 l -- i abor ·poo 1 s 
· __ many of which are.in rag ions of hi gti · un~rnp 1 oyment~: 

* . Commuting by er.1p 1 oyees to smaf i p 1 ants in <rural and -__ _ 
·outlying sl.iblirbanlccattons·rnay rec!uce-rush hour coh~_
gestj on· on major arterj es~ · 

... , . 2 __ '._ 

75 Qua}<er Hill 'Road, Monroe, New York 10950-1542 (914) 763-7000 . 

· l'-7 X .. .,_ 
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. ·-.·· ·; Power :NorthEast . 
Marketing Corpo~tion . . 

) 

· ~~semblywoman M~u~ee~;Ogde~ 
-New J-ersey State .Leg is I ature Assemb Jy 

Apr I t 17 • <1987 
:P:c:1:ge 2 

... Conriec-tl CUT ls .a compe-tf-tor TO New Jersey ,for busln~ss:; 
.Connecticu-t a.J lo.ws self~tte[p wheeling. · 

Power generated (n a~ urban plant anti -tr-ansmJ-t-te'.d TO 
suburban plants w-i ll .probably reduce power flow ln 
transm I ss ton U nes s Ince l1" w i 11 be counferf 1 OW. . . ·. . . . .. : . . . . . . . . ·. 

E lee-tr i C power ~sed hy -an lJrban or .near--u~ban ·p hsn1" 
w i It probably come from out I y Ing areas whei"het from a· 
·utility or from a cogenera-tlon plan-t. ; Transmission 
I i nes, would ariot be burderie d with extra 1 oad Just be..;. · 
cause the electricity flow ls from a cogeneratlon 
p1ant~ · · · · 

* - Finally, elettrlcli"y is no-t al lowed to be. 
across a pubitc· road except by a utiJity. 
of' prop·er1"y on both sides of a road shout d 
-to jransm ii· power ac:r-oss that -road. 

-transmitted 
The owner 
tie-al low~d 

We fail' to E,~~ any redeeming public benefit in the 
elect·ric uti l itles unilateral ·decision -to disa] Jow self-heJp 
wh~eli ng .• _ 

V~ry truly yours~ 

.. POWER NORTHEAST MARKET I NG CORF' • 

• /; .. ·. 1: , ' •. .l' ··J·. ;/#-. //, .._ ·,;4· . ,, ' . () 
iJ,·/7/-/ j · // . ·I /,4, -,,..-,,,...,-:; // . // 

_ 1/1vh_,:/~1./'!_;-Y-/---- ·i•,--c;:7/-~:· .,.L- ., 

Walter VanWinckel 
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before.the . 
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. . 

It is no.secret that.New Jersey's.energy costs are llunacceptably 

high" and that high energy.prices have hurt industries'·ability to. 

compete with their counterparts in ot.her states. The cost of ener<;1y 
. . 

in New Jersey is a critical negative factor in encouraging industries 
. . . 

: to locate in our state. Cogenerat.ion, however, if encouraged and allowe::: 

to flourish without impediments, can substantially improve the State's 

economic climate and help keep and encourage old and new industries to 

move to or remain in New Jersey. · 

Frost and Sullivan recentiy released a market research report that 

·. estimates that between now and the year 2000 outlays for cogeneration 

systems, related equipment and services will be $60 billion dollars. 

The figure for the next 2-3 years is $10""'.'12 billion. Because of New 

Jersey's substantial, but fading industrial base, much of this cogen

eration being developed is right here -in our state where there is 

desperate need. 
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The decentralized nature of cogeneration gives it the potential to 

create thousands of new jobs. The New Jersey Department of ~abor's 

Division of Planning and Research, estimates that constructing 500 Megc 

watts (MW) of cogeneration would create 7,500-10,000 construction jobs; 

plus an additional 9 ,700-10, 000 indirect jobs in trucking, manufacturi1 

and support services. 

There is.no comparison between the number of jobs created by de

.centralized cogeneration systems and a centralized nuclear or coal plai 

A nuclear power plant or coal plant producing 1000 MW would only add a 

fraction of the jobs cogeneration systems totaling 1000 MW would add. 

An additional example of the numbers of jobs created by centralize< 

energy systems is provided by Dartmouth College's Resource Policy Cent, 

The Coalition of Northeastern Governors hired Dartmouth to do a study 

of the economic impacts of wood energy in the northeast for 1985. The 

6 New England states, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware 

~ere studied. Looking only at wood energy in th~ industrial sector, 

the number of total net jobs created in 19 85, was about 3100. These jol 

were created by using an alternate fuel that is not widely used throug· 

out the northeast, especially in the industrial sector, yet the number 

of jobs created was still significant. Using a fuel as prevalent. as 

natural gas, for example, will increase the number of .jobs many times 

over the figure for industrial wood energy. 

<:ogeneration makes sense for New Jersey. It will help keep indus

tries competitive by reducing costs and enable them to keep .their 

operations in state, thus preserving jobs and creating new ones. It 

will provide the utilities with the reliable source of power they need 

;.JaX 
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to prevent a shortfall. It will keep the environment clean and in some 

cases, where fuel oil is replaced by natural gas, will actually improve 

the air quality. Cogeneration is a positive thing. 

However, there are a number of impediments to cogeration such as: 

access to natural gas; unreasonable environmental regulations; unrea~ 

sonable stand by power rates and unreasonable wheeling rates. The 

Legislature should support New Jersey's cogeneration industry by passing 

various pieces of legislation to accomplish the following: facilitate 

access to natural gas; ensure that all environmental regulations are 

fair and reasonable and that all cogeneration permit processing is 

done in a timely fashion; and require the utilities to provide reasonable 

standby and wheeling rates. 

Job producing industries are the backbone o~ New Jersey's economy. 

We urge this committee to draft legislation that a.ssists the cogeneration 

industry in the State. 

;JIX 




